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"Protestantism is the true religion of science; the right of private
judgement, the legitimate counterpart of the inductive _F.hilosophy."

[Hugh Miller], 'The Anti--Gool03ists', Witness,

~~~

~tober

28, 1846

after the Reformatioo. had placro the Scriptures in the h.arrls of

the laity, physical creation was regarded both by them and by the
clergy as a grarrl arena in which diabolical agency competed with the
powers of man:

they believed,

and acted on their belief,

in

witChcraft and sorcery; they committed thousands to the flames for
imaginary offences, and manifested a dark and cruel spirit, in direct
opposition to that of Christianity.

It was advancing science that

delivered the public mind from these disgraceful bewilderments, and
revealed to the human intellect the world in all its magnificence and
beauty, as the direct workmanship of Gcd, replete with irrefragable
prOJfs of his p::>wer, wisdom and gocrlness."

'Report of Mr Combe's Address to the Philosophical Association,
delvered at the Close of his lectures on Moral Philosophy, on 21st
MarCh,

in the WaterlOJ Rooms.'

Reprinted from Edinburgh Chronicle,

in The Suppressed D:>cuments, or, an Appeal to the Public against the
Cbnductors of the SCXJttish Guardian (Glasgow, 1836), 12.

This study concentrates on the scientific writings of Thomas
Olalmers, D3.vid Brewster, Jdm Fleming arrl Hugh Miller. All belonged
to the Evangelical party in the Olurch of Scotland and all joined the
Free Olurch of Scotland at the Disrupticn in 1843. The thesis begins
with a brief history of natural theology between the seventeenth and
nineteenth centuries. It also reviews previous work en science arrl
belief in the first half of the nineteenth century, pointing out that
much of the emphasis in studies of Christian natural theology has
been on the Anglican Broad Church.
Chapter two describes the
divisions in the Church of Scotland and the events which led to the
formation of the Free Church of Scotland. It also indicates the
particularly favourable circumstances for Evangelical intellectuals
at the start of the nineteenth century by charting the rise and
decline of the Mcx:lerate party during the second half of the
eighteenth. Chapter three documents interactions amongst the four
Evangelical scientists and describes their roles in the Disruption
and in the formation of the Free Church of Scotland. Chapters four
and five trace common threads in their natural theologies and in
their views about the reconciliation of science and Scripture.
Comparisons are made with opinicns expressed within the Evangelical
party as a whole. Chapter six describes Evangelical reactions to the
dissemination of materialism and deism, concentrating expecially an
the activities of George Combe and his circle. Combe's natural
theology is shown to have been specially threatening to Evangelicals
in the Established Church because of the potency of the Book of
Nature metaphor in challenges to the clerical supervision of
educatio~ Chapter seven examines· similarities and differences in
the geological work of Miller and Fleming and examines the role of
rival natural theologies in the development of theories about the
Earth's origin, history and development. Particular attention is
given to the astrcnomical nebular hypothesis and to the transmutation
theory put forward in Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation.
Chapter eight summarises the various funct1ons of natural theology
for the Evangelicals and for the Oornbeists.
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PREFACE

1

Evangelical 1 is a term used to describe both religious

denominatioos and parties within denominatioos.

The main focus of

this study is on a group which first formed one of the latter and
then one of the former.

The majority of the Evangelicals in the

Church of Scotland left the Established Church in 1843 to form the
Free Cnurch of Scotland.

The foreground of this study is

~ied

by four individuals who

travelled this route: Thomas Chalmers, David Brewster, JOhn Fleming
and Hugh Miller.

They were chosen because they were all actively

involved in the events leading up to the Disruption or in the
establishment of the Free Church (or both).

Their commitment to the

Evangelical cause was public as well as private.

The other

requirement for inclusion was that the individual had written abcut
geology and the development hypothesis.

With the possible exception

of Chalmers, all were also "serious and productive scientists

11
,

a

criterion used by Gillispie to select material for Genesis and
Geology.

Brewster,

Fleming and Miller merit entries in the

Dictionary of Scientific Biography.
sufficient but not necessary.

Such a corrlition is, I believe,

Chalmers qualifies for inclusion in

the study purely on the strength of having written one of the
Bridgewater Treatises.

Further justifications for the detailed

treatment given to Chalmers' works a_H?ear in chapters three arrl four.
These four figures occupy the foreground but I have ranged
widely for the backgrourrl of Evangelical opinions arrl attitudes.

I

have tried to determine what pressures existed on the £our scientists
within the Evangelical party.

To what extent were their views

exceptional?
them?

To what extent did they carry other clergymen with

In order to answer these questions I searched Evangelical

newspapers, periodicals, lectures and addresses.

Here, I did not

confine my attention to geoloy and the development hypothesis.
clergymen as well as scientific

~ialists

Many

expressed views on issues

such as the origins of the cholera epidemics and the dangers of
Combe's Constitution of Man.

It seemed essential to include

discussion of this material in a study whiCh deals with the role of
Providence in the natural order.
On the Constitution of Man, especially, I ranged even more

widely to include material by Presbyterian Dissenters.

Though

evangelical in doctrine, Dissenters frequently differed from the
Evangelicals in the Established Church over
organisatio~

issues of church

Comparison of their reactions to the Constitution of

Man indicates the role of ecclesiastical politics, as distinct from
doctrinal position,

in determining views about nature.

The

Dissenters' views are designated 'evangelical' without the capital
'E'.

During the period,

the Dissenters produced one important

scienti fie writer, Thomas Dick.

His influence an religious opinian

and reactions to his work are discussed.

In chapters six and seven I devote considerable space to the
science and natural theoloy of George Combe's school, against which
the Evangelicals reacted strongly.

All the individuals discussed

were at some time members of Cbmbe's Fdi:nhrrgh circle.

Biographical

connections between individuals in this group are documented in
chapter six.
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O"l.apter CXle

SCIENCE AND BELIEF:

CONFLicr AND H.ARM:X'N

The relationship between science and religion can be a positive,
mutually supportive one rather than one of antagonism.

This

commonplace of historiography owes much to the scholarship of the
past fifty years.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth

century, a number of polemical works portrayed the relationship
between science and theology as one of struggle and ccnflict7 pure,
rational, neutral science was supposed to have freed itself gradually
but inexorably from a crushing weight of ecclesiastical oppression.!
The studies which have helpej to create a more balanced picture cover
a wide variety of scientific developments from the seventeenth
century onwards.

Merton has identified certain strands within

Protestantism which helped to foster the rapid development of science
in the seventeenth century.

The argument is that Puritanism

encouraged scientific endeavour as a useful, wholesome and morally
elevating pursuit. 2

Merton's thesis is closely related to Weber's

more general one on the contribution of the Protestant ethic to the
development of capitalism. 3

Other studies have concentrated on

theol03ical contributions to the. content of science.

Oakley suggests

that the concept of a law of nature originated in the notion of a
command issued by Gcrl to His Creation. 4
A vi tal element in undermining the 'warfare' model of science
and religion has been the study of natural theology, the discovery of
divine truth by the exercise of man's reason alone.

It stems from

the fusion of Platonic and Aristotelian philosophies with Christian
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teaching in the writings of Thomas Aquinas and other mediaeval
scholastics,

and fo..ind its way into Protestant theolCXJY. 5

Protestant reformer John Calvin,

Even the

who had a particularly low regard

for the cap3.cities of tmregenerate man, allowed the light of nature a
minor role.

Its effect was negative only: it left man without excuse

before Gcd:
While experience testifies that the seeds of religion are
sown by God in every heart, we scarcely find one man in a
hundred who cherishes what he has received, and not one in
whom t~ey grow to rna tur i ty, much less bear fruit in due
season.
A narrower meaning of natural theolCXJY concerns external nature
only.

The world around us is used to prove the existence of a

Creator.

From

characteristics.

it

also

inferences

are

drawn

about

His

Embodied in this reasoning is the argument from

design, which depends for its plausibility en the analCXJY between the
pr<Xlucts of human contrivance and natural objects.
presupposes
designer. 7

Natural theolCXJY

that design in nature implies the existence of a
Although found in the work of some ancient Greek

philoso_t:hers, the argument assumed fresh importance with the rise of
modern science from the seventeenth century onwards.
achievements of Newton,

e~ially,

The

seemed to confirm the view that

the creation was orderly, rational arrl intelligible.
When Robert Boyle died in 1691, his will provided for the
founding of a lectureship

11

against notorious Infidels,

for proving the Christian Religion,
viz.

Atheists,

Pagans,

Jews,

and

Mahometans, not descerrling lower to any Controversies, that are among
Christians themselves". 8

Since God had revealed his will both

through his word arrl his works, the lectures drew arguments from both
nature and Scripture.

Stress was laid on the reasonableness of the
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Orristian faith, but oome lectures, notably those of Richard Bentley,
Samuel Clarke and to · a lesser extent Jdm Harris, William Derham arrl
William Whiston, popularised the Newtonian philosophy and its
theological and social implications. 9
'!hough Newton's achievements had been in natural philosofhy, any
branch of science could, in principle, furnish natural theology with
illustrations.

Indeed materials could be gathered rrost aburrlantly

from the living world.

Natural theologians emphasised the adaptation

of each organism to its environment; popular themes included the
means by which animals were able to keep warm and to defend
themselves against pr·edators.

The provision for man's needs, both

utilitarian and aesthetic, was also given prominence.

Not only had

the Creator provided man with plentiful supplies of fcx:ii and fuel; He
had placed him on a planet a.lx>urrling in beautiful arrl varie:l scenery.
Natural theology elevated science to a devout pursuit, unravelling
yet further secrets of God's creation.

In the eighteenth century,

the acknowledged classics of natural theology included the works of
John Ray,lO and William Derham. 11

In the next century, the works of

William Paley exerted an enormous influence.
Paley was a_H;X)inted Archdeacm of Carlisle in 1782.
a keen naturalist.

He was also

Natural Theology (1802) portrayed nature as

essentially benign, with scant reference to the Christian notions of
sin and

redemption.

Paley delighted

in dwelling on the

superfecurrlity of the natural world, en the sheer quantity of living
species which existed within even a tiny area of the earth's surface:
It is a happy world after all. The air, the earth, the
water, teem with delighted existence. In a spring noon, or
a summer evening, en whichever side I turn my eyes, myriads
.
.
12
o f happy be1ngs
crONd upcn my v1ew.
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He viewed man's condition in a similar light:
... the prepollency of gcxxl over evil, of health, for
example, and ease, over pain and distre:rs, is evinced by
the very notice whiCh calamities excite.l
Much of Paley• s work concerned the structure and functions of
plants and animals.
of animal bodies•,
• instincts•.

There were chapters on •muscles •, •the vessels
'the human frame•,

'comparative anatomy'· and

Emphasis was placed on the adjustment of part to part

and the compensation for the defects of one part by some other
provision.

For instance the fixed eyes of insects consisted of

multiple lenses p::>inting in different directions ro as to make up for
the lack of movement of the eye itself.

Paley considered the

physical sciences to be less fertile soil for the natural
theologian's cultivation,

though there were chapters on 'the

elements• arrl on 'astron::>my•.

The uses and qualities of air,

water,

fire and light were discussed in r8lation to the benefits they
conferred on living organisms.

Similarly the phenomena of astronomy

showed evidence of adjustment to earthly needs.

The stability of the

oolar system was not the result of chance; the planetary masses arrl
orbits had been arranged so as to make any irregularities of motioo
periodic rather than cumulative.

Divine design had provided a source

of heat and light at the centre and ensured the permanence of the
earth's axis of rotation.

The figure of the planetary orbits was

also important for the survival of living matter, since highly
elliptical ones would have carried the planets• inhabitants from
regions of intense hea.t to regicns of intense cold and back.

However

Paley warned that astronomy was not the best means of showing the
work of creative intelligence.
uncertain.

Its findings were

inevitably
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In 1798,

Thomas Malthus'

Essay on the Principle of

Population

provided a picture of the human world which contrasted sharply with
Paley's image of nature.

Malthus described the suffering inflicted

en human pop..llations resulting from a rate of growth exceeding the
rate of increase in food supply.
exercise in natural theology.

Yet he regarded his work as an

The discipline imposed on mankind

by this seemingly harsh law had led to progress from the savage
state:
I should be inclined, therefore ... to consider the world
and this life as the mighty process of God, not for the
trial, but for the creation and formation of mind, a
process necessary to awaken inert, chaotic matter into
spirit, to sublimate the dust of the earth il)._to soul, to
elicit an ethereal spark from the clcrl of clay. 4
Paley apparently perceived no ccnflict between Malthus' ideas and his
own work, since he included the same principle of population in
Natural Theology.

It stemmed from the human urge to marry and

procreate which "no one would wish to see altered". 15

Paley also

emphasised the possibility of social improvement, for which even
Malthus held out some hope in later editions of his Essay.
Paley's picture of the natural world was a static one.

He

OJ?POSed the cosmo:Jonical speculations of the French naturalist and
philosopher Buffon, who had suggested that the planets might have
been

struck from the sun.

The furthest Paley was prepared to go in

discussing origins was to acknowledge that the earth's surface had
probably been a compourrl mixture, part fluid, part solid.

The fluid

and solid had gradually separated, the Creator having arranged the
quanti ties such that some dry land emerged.
attention to geology is not surprising,
undeveloped science.

Paley's limited

since it was still an

Indeed, he began his work by drawing a contrast
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between the discovery of a stone arrl of a watch.

Whereas the watch

contained obvious si9ns that it had been put together for a purpose,
for anything we knew to the contrary, the stone might have lain there
for all time.
As Porter has shown, views on the earth's history had been
transformed during the eighteenth century.l 6

Writers like Thomas

Burnet in his Sacred Theory (1681) had portrayed the globe as a
deformed chaotic ruin. 17

The p.mishment which man had suffered at

the Deluge could be read in the face of nature.

The effects of this

appalling c:ttastrophe would be remedied only at the Millennium, when
the Creator would purify the earth by fire.

The optimistic mood of

the eighteenth century brought a new emphasis on order, stability and
adaptation.
By the early nineteenth century theories of the earth which
attempted a comprehensive synthesis of global arrl sacred history had
almost entirely fallen out of favour.
rapidly in their place.

Empirical ge:::>lcgy develope::]

Biblical chronology irrlicated that the globe

was only about 6000 years old.

Geologists demanded immensely longer

pericrls of time, using terms like "indefinite".
To compound the problems with the Genesis account of Creation,

the study of fossils aceumulated evidence of extinct flora arrl fauna.
Inevitably,

geology fell under clerical

su~icion.

Some ge:::>logists

attempted to contain the whole of the earth's history within the
Biblical chronology.
geologists,

These successors to Burnet, known as Scriptural

were viewed with disdain by the remainder of the

geological community. 18

However, some opponents of full-blown

Scriptural geology believed that there was geological evidence for
the M:::>sa ic Flcx::xl.
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Gillispie suggests that the main development in natural theology
during the first hal:f of the nineteenth century was its accommcrlation
of a dynamic view of nature.

He sees geolonr as the main element in

bringing about this transformation.

He also emphasises the immense

importance of natural theology in British science {especially in
geology and biology) before the publication of Darwin's Origin of
. Species {1859). 19

ImfX)rtant evidence for this claim comes from the

Bridgewater Treatises.

When the Earl of Bridgewater died in 1829, he

left a will requiring that eight scienti fie authors be selected who
could demonstrate
... the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as manifested
in the Creation, illustrating such work by all reasonable
arguments, as for instance, the variety and formation of
God's creatures in the animal, vegetable, and mineral
kingdom; the effects of digestion, and thereby of
conversion; the construction of the ha~~ of man, and an
infinite variety of other argwnents ...
May men of science were also clergymen, including Adam Sedgwick,
Woodwardian professor of geology at Cambridge and four of the
Bridgewater authors: William Whewell {astronomy and general physics),
William Buckland {geology and mineralo;w), William Kirby {zcx::>logy)
and Thomas ChaLmers {mental constitution and S<::Cial system). 21
In view of the key importance which Gillispie attaches to
geology, it is worthwhile examining Buckland's treatise in more
detail.

Bucklarrl offered pr(X)fs of divine design in the structure of

fossil creatures.

He used a kind of calculus of hawiness,

similar

to that of Paley, to justify the existence of carnivorous races.

He

drew attention to the processes which led to the deposition of ccal,
pointing out that though the strata had been laid down under deep
water, they had subsequently been uplifted,
accessible.

in order to render them

Disturbing forces such as faults and fractures also
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aided mining operations.

The alternatioo of _t:X)rous beds of rock and

sand with impervious ·layers gave rise to springs.

The publication of Charles Darwin's Origin of Species (1859)22
is seen by Gillispie as the sounding of the death-knell for natural
theology. 23

I::arwin's theory of natural selection accounted for the

diversity of living species in terms of the small variations present
in plant and animal populations.

He drew evidence from the

geographical distribution of species, the variation of plants and
animals under domestication, the basic unity of structural type
underlying apparent diversity, and the development of embryos before
birth.

Darwin suggested that a

struggle for existence could

substitute for the activities of a human breeder and over long
periods of time lead to adaptive change.
Historians have paid considerable attention to the debates over
the r::arwinian theory both inside arrl outside the scientific community.

Inevitably, many of these studies have taken into account the

religious and natural theological issues affecting the acceptability
of the theory.

These are important not only for an understanding

of why people accepted or rejected evolution by natural selection.
As Cosslett points out, many of the myths about the relationship

between science and religion, handed down to us in the twentieth
century,

were generated in the heat of post-r::arwinian ccntroversy. 24

Nearly all accounts rule out the claim that the main conflict on
religious questions was CNer the truth of the Scriptural account of
Creation.

Study of the pre-Darwinian period virtually eliminates

such a possibility even before examining the later debates.
Gillispie and others have shown how far some scientists, highly
orthcrlox in their religious beliefs,

were prepared to depart from
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narrow Biblical literalism, even before 1859.

Cosslett points out

that, within the Church of England, the controversy over evolution
was secondary to the one which took place over Biblical critic ism.
She suggests that the cooflict was not primarily between scientists
and theologians, but rather between two different types of
scientists.

The old-fashioned school, the natural

theologi~s,

wished to find meaning, p..rrpose arrl moral order in nature.

The new

men, typified by T.H. Huxley, JOhn Tyndall and D3.rwin himself, sought
to free science from such a burden of values and assumptions.
D:rrwin's theory furthered the aims of this second group since natural
selection introduced an element of randomness into nature.

It

subverted the concept of purposive development under the direction of
the Creator.
Cosslett's interpretation accords with that of Turner, who
emphasises that the separation of science arrl religioo was a social
process, the inevitable accompaniment of professionalisation.

The

'new men' were not prepared to tolerate clergymen/scientists in the
mould of Sedgwick and Buckland continuing to play a dominant role in
institutions such as the Royal Society.

Representing the group in

its most severe of anti-clerical moods, Sir Francis Galton could even
deny that clergymen could ever be genuine scientists. 25

Turner

acknowledges that cognitive factors also played a part in the
rupture.

From the 1840s onwards the position of the clerical

scientists became increasingly ditficult, in the face of developments
in geology, biology arrl physiological psyc001Q3Y.
'Ihe view of Gillispie seems to be that the split was inevitable;
Sedgwick, Buckland and others had attached themselves to a lost
cause, containing within itself the seeds of its own destruction.
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The very presufPOsitions of natural theology provide::l a licence not

only to careful investigators like Charles Darwin but to the
speculations of writers such as Robert Chambers.26

Chambers'

Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation, published a.oc>nymously in
1844, put forward a theory of development by natural law.

Complex

forms of life had arisen out of simpler ones as a result of a
progressive tendency inherent in living matter.

Chambers presented

the process as the realisation of a grand creative plan, consistent
with the wisdom and foresight of its Almighty Deviser. 27

Though its

basic theory was not new, Vestiges upset and angered many members of
the scientific elite,

including Sedgwick,

enumerating the book's factual errors.

who spent much time

Gillispie suggests that

Sedgwick's attack lacke::l coherence because he actually share::l many of
Olarnbers' basic assumptions.

When Sedgwick condemned the author of

Vestiges for annihilating the distinction between material and moral,
he overlooked the fact that orthodox natural theologians were doing
something very similar.

Sedgwick and his school believed that moral

order could be inferred from natural order, and very rarely discussed
the reality of spiritual phenomena.

According to Gillispie,

"truth

had first to be found in materials apprehended by sense, and then it
had to be "ennobled" into morali ty." 28

They thus sailed dangerously

near to the destructive wind of materialism,

sheltering themselves

only under a flimsy covering of "supervisory laws".

These laws,

accounting for the origins of life, were of a wholly different kirrl
from the laws of inorganic nature, and were a vital link between
physical creation and the moral jurisprudence by which the Universe
was ordered.
Gillispie does not, I believe, do justice to the theology of
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Sedgwick's sc'hcx:)l.

William Whewell, for instance, was keenly aware

of the limitations of natural theology.

Chapter nine of his

Bridgewater Treatise stressed the huge gulf WhiCh separated the laws
of the physical world from those of the moral world.
·~ow

He emphasised

incomparably the nature of God must be elevated above any

conceptions which our natural reason enables us to form." 29

Only

Revelation could supply us with ideas of 'grace' arrl redemption.

He

also admitted the imperfect nature of the analo:jy between the works
of man and those of God.

Only God could be the author of laws

regulating the behaviour of objects.
The weakness of natural theology, for a Christian, is precisely
the one identified by Whewell.

It has nothing to say about the

doctrines whiCh uniquely distinguish the Christian religion.

To the

believer its arguments may afford new dimensions of faith, new
grounds for worship and praise to the Almighty.
can serve only as an invitation.

To the sceptic they

Silent about the Christian message

of redemption through the suffering of Christ, natural theology
contains nothing with which a deist would disagree.

Various species

of deism had enjoyed considerable popularity in eighteenth century
Englarrl.. 30

In France, the cree:l became a kirrl of orthc:rloxy amongst

the philosophes, and the philoso_tilical basis for attacks on the power
of the monarch and of the Roman Catholic Church.

Voltaire and

Diderot held that the universe was a gigantic maChine set in motion
by its Creator, rut requiring n:> further interference to ensure its

harmonious working. 31
Perhaps some Christian writers in Britain had also succumbed to
the seductive appeal of nature and its splendours.

Were Paley and

his successors offering nothing more than disguised deism?
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Dilleriberger detects the beginnings of suCh apostasy in the writings
of Ray and Derham.

He claims that they inverted the apologetic of

earlier writers for whom the glory of Go:l manifested in Creatioo had
been

only a sUbsidiary theme:
... in the period under discussion, the domain of nature
was divorce:l from its Christol03ical centre. The heavens
no longer declared the glory of God to the eyes of faith.
Rather, ~2e heavens were used to argue for the wisdom of a
Creator.
·

This preoccupation with the works of God at the expense of His Word
caused natural theologians to be mute about sin and suffering,
subjects on which Christian theology could throw some illuminatioo.
Even the agonies of the natural world had to be minimised and
explained away.
Dillenberger does not, perhaps, give a complete picture of
Paley.

Other works such as his Evidences of Christianity suggest

that his own faith was no lukewarm or half-hearted affair. 33

As

we

shall see, there were those who claimed parts of his natural theolo:y
in su_pport of deism and anti-clericalism.

So influential were his

writings that all later authors on the sUbject, whatever their
affiliations,

acknowledged their debt to him.

The difficulty

identified py Dilleriberger was nevertheless a real one.

How was the

Christian to secure the domain of natural theology against the
incursions of the deists?

The question is one raised in the present

study.
In reply to Gillispie's view that natural theology collapsed
from its own internal contradictions, one can cite instances of
natural theolc:gians coming to terms with I:arwin's Origin.

The Rev.

Charles Kingsley, for example, recognised new materials for the
design argument in a theory of development by natural causes. 34
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I:a.rwin sometimes used metaphorical language, describing the process
as one in which "nature selects" 35

As Young has pointed out, this

apparent attriootion of intelligence and purpose to nature made it
easier for some natural theologians to accept the evolution theory. 36
I:a.rwin himself believed that he had harvest.e:l from the pastures of
natural theology the very materials of its own destruction.
Natural Theology, with its emphasis oo adaptation,

Paley's

is known to have

played a significant part in Darwin's intellectual development.
Malthus' Essay on the Principle of Populatioo helperl the naturalist
to develop his idea of a struggle for existence exerting pressure on
plant arrl animal p::>pulations.

The Origin reconciled the contrasting

moods of nature found in the works of Paley and Malthus.

Struggle

could e~lain adaptatio~3 7
Whether or not Darwin destroyed natural theology, there is
general agreement that the subject declined in importance in the
second half of the nineteenth century.

Young, for instance, has

written of the "fragmentation of the common context" of science,
natural theology and social theory. 38

In order to understand the

reasons for this decline it is sensible to turn the question round
and consider the reasons why it was once so enormously important.
Briefly,

the three furlctions of natural theology which emerge from

the literature are: the defence of scientific pursuits,

the defence

of religion and the defence of particular views about the social
order.
The first function is perhaps the most obvious one and is of
particular significance in considering sciences whidh were prone to
attract clerical suspicion.

Geology, with its 'indefinite' draughts

upon time and its extinct creations, was an example.

Gillispie
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refers to Buckland's attempts, by means of natural theology and by
collecting geological evidence for the Mosaic Flood, to overcome
theological host~lity to his subject. 39

Rupke in his study of

Buckland and the English school of geology similarly identifies
features which made it "congruent with and complementary to the
tradition of classical learning and whiCh justified its inclusion in
the curriculum for the education of the Anglican clergy."40

The

concern with natural theology was one suCh Characteristic.
The secorrl functicn may seem obvious if we regard it simply as

an indication of what certain religious scientists thought they were
doing.

No doubt a geologist or biologist who was also a fervent

Orristian regarded his science as a devout pursuit.

Natural theology

provided him with a language in which to express such a conviction.
Ibwever, Brcx::>ke concentrates on the nmctions of natural theology as
public, rather than private, discourse.

He suggests that it served

as a mediating influence at a time of religious fragmentation.

All

could agree on the broad field of natural theology even if they
disagreed about doctrine and form of worship.

Indeed, natural

theology was effective in hiding differences because of the very
ambiguity of its formulations.41
'!he third nmction emerges quite explicitly if we ccnsider works
of natural theology devote:! to the sc:x:ial arrl economic system, such
as Malthus' Essay on the Principle of Population and Thomas C1almers'
Bridgewater Treatise.

However, some historians argue that natural

theology, in general, represented a bridge between the natural and
the social order.

Gillispie suggests that by demonstrating the

Providential management of the one, natural theologians provided
reassurance that all was well in the other.

Young's more recent work
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sees Darwin's theory as an embodiment of beliefs and assumptions
about nineteenth century capitalism.

It carried over its roots in

the natural theology of Paley and Malthus. 42

Jacob shows how the

Newtonian philosophy was used to support the political and religioos
establishment in e igh tee nth century Brita in. 43

However, she also

deTOC>nstrates the role of rival cosmol03ies, such as that held by. the
deist, John Toland, in criticising the social order.44

Gillispie

fails adequately to distinguish 'conservatives' arrl 'radicals' in the
nineteenth century.

Discussing George Combe, the phrenologist,

Gillispie adrni ts that his campaign for secular education "aroused
considerable uneasiness in conservative circles."

Ibwever, Gillispie

considers Combe's radicalism to have been limited.

Alcng with "the

whole chorus of publicists preaching science to the masses" he
"referred its message ... to the ultimate sanctioo of a providential
plan, which shoo a more resplendent arrl oommarrling light than that of
pure naturalism upcn the relations of scientist,

manufacturer, and

rnechanic." 45
Although noting Combe's deism, and the inspiration he provided

to Chambers in writing Vestiges, Gillispie plays down Combe's role of
social critic.

Gillispie's suggestion that Vestiges was a semi-

legitimate offspring of orthcrlox natural theol03Y perhaps leads him
to minimise differences between the orthodox school and its deist
adversaries.

Ibwever, Gillispie rightly stresses the importance of

natural theology in the dissemination of science.

Much evidence for

the social and political uses of natural theology comes from studies
of mechanics' institutes arrl other channels of pcpular enlightenment.
Barnes and Shapin even relate the institutes' frequent emphasis
on the more value-free forms of science, such as chemistry and
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mechanics, to r:urposes of se>cial control.

They suggest that the move

away from overtly value-laden subjects such as political e:onomy was
the outcome of a series of experiments in the use of knowledge to
guarantee social order.

The concern with more impersonal and

objective forms of science would make it harder for the workin:J class
audience to detect and reject the ideological content of. the
instruction offered.

The avoidance of contentious subjects such as

political economy also allowed co-operation in the establishment arrl
running of the

institutes amongst individuals holding widely

divergent political views.46
It is quite plausible that natural theology could fulfil all
three functions simultaneously.

However, if we can assess their

relative importance it will help us to understand the way in which
the subject developed and later declined.

Much of the emphasis in

previous studies of nineteenth centlh-y na.tural theology has been on
the Broad Church.
Cannon identifies the Cambridge group which included Whewell arrl
Sedgwick with this party in the Church of England. 47

The

characteristics of the Broad Church included a conviction that
Christian belief had nothing to fear from the latest fruits of
secular learning,
criticism.

be they in science,

archaeology or Biblical

The literal truth of Scripture was not the all-important

aspect of the Christian faith.

The true meaning of Christianity

could be glimpsed as much in the ordinary affairs of life as in the
pages of Holy Writ.

As W.O. Chadwick writes of F.D. Maurice's

Theological Essays:
Do not separate the Bible as inspired from all else
uninspired. See the breath of God in common books, in

nature and grace, in words spoken to dying men, crashing
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through human conflict arrl oomforting human agony. 48
In order to obtain a wider picture of nineteenth century natural
theology,

it was felt to be valuable to focus on an entirely

different religious group.

The Scottish Evangelicals emerged from

the literature as an obvious choice.
Evangelical geologist,

Gillispie singles out the

Hugh Miller,

for

special comment.

Distinguishing Miller's critique of Vestiges from those of Sedgwick
and others,

Gillispie remarks that it was "the only one which

impatiently p..1t aside the conventional an:l arid argument from design
as irrelevant."

Miller was "a religious thinker who required a

divinity rather than a landscape gardener for his God, and whose
Christianity centered around the redemption,
immortality of the soul." 49

salvation, and

HCX)ykaas similarly claims that Miller's

religion was "essentially based upon other grounds than those
afforded by the study of nature".

Had someone been able "to adduce

strong evidence that there were no sudden alterations of type in the
organic world, Miller would have acquiesced ... readily''. 50
Other Evangelicals mentioned in the literature of history of
science are.Thomas Chalmers, John Fleming and David Brewster.
Chalmers, a dominant figure in Scottish church history, is noted for
his early acceptance of the geologist's 'indefinite draughts upon
time'. 51

Fleming, a z(X)logist and mineralogist, emerges as the enemy

of attempts to find geological evidence for the Mosaic Flood. 52
Brewster, a physicist, was an opponent of the undulatory theory of
light.

Morse suggests that his Evangelical Calvinist beliefs helpej

to sustain his opposition.53
'!his group appears to have no exact English equivalent.

In his

treatment of the English Evangelicals, Geoffrey Best remarks that, as
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the nineteenth century wore on, they were "increasingly cut off from
the institutions and traditions which could have kept them in touch
with intellectual and scientific progress." 54
claim

~

Cannon backs this

indirectly in describing the determination of the Cambridge

network, "in and if necessary against an increasingly Evangelical
society, to champion arrl advance truth in all departments". 55
This thesis explores the extent to which Chalmers, Brewster,
Miller and Fleming operated as a network in the manner of the
Anglican Broad Olurch scientists.

It als:> tries to determine whether

the Evangelicals' attitude to natural theology was different from
that of the Anglicans.

In view of Calvin's low estimate of the

'light of nature', we might expect the subject to have been of less
importance for the Scots.

To the extent that they developed a

natural theology of their own, how did it differ from its English
equivalent?

What were its functions?

style of science?

Did it generate a distinctive

Finally, how did the Evangelicals react to the

natural theology of other groups: first, that of Christians like
Whewell and Buckland; secondly that of deists, including George Combe
and Robert Chambers who were also Scottish?
attempts to answer these questions.

The present study
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Chapter Two

MODERATES AND E.VANGELICALS

The purpose of this chapter is three-fold.

First, it provides

an account of the Evangelical party in the Church of Scotland . . The
conflicts between the Evangelicals and the Moderates which led to the
Disruption of 1843 are described.

These events formed a vital

element in the lives of Brewster, Chalmers, Fleming and Miller.

The

second purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief account of
Scottish intellectual developments in the eighteenth century,
concentrating especially on Hume's philosophy and the.commonsense
scha:>l.

This is necessary for an understanding of the intellectual

development of the Evangelical scientists, especially of Olalmers.
The third purpose is to demonstrate the particularly favourable
circumstances in which Evangelical intellectuals found themselves at
the beginning of the nineteenth century.

The chapter therefore

examines the rise and decline of the Moderate party.

It notes

especially the influence of Moderatism on the commonsense .PhiloS()phy.
It also highlights the waning of the Moderates' intellectual prestige
at the end of the eighteenth century.

Such decline was symOOliserl by

their defeat over the Leslie affair in 1805.
The

Disr~tion

sprang directly from a conflict between Moderates

and Evangelicals about the rights of congregations. 1

The Mcrlerates

supported the institution of patronage, the hereditary right of a
landowner, or the right of an organisaticn such as a town council, to
nominate the holder of a

living in the Church.

Although the

Patronage Act of 1712 revived the rights of lay patrons, CXJntroversy
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could occur over the extent to which a congregation had a say in the
choosing of a minister.

The difference of view between the two

parties was lang.-standing.

Indeed it was in response to two

patronage cases which had gone against the presentees that the
Moderate party was formed in 1752. 2 The Moderates-advocated central
as against devolved power, maintaining that the General Assembly had
a right to overrule a dissident presbytery or congregation, though
this policy later worked against them after they had lost control of
the Assembly.
Although they agreed that congregations should have some say in
the choosing of ministers, Evangelicals were not of one mind about
the extent of this ancient prerogative.

One view was that there was

a right sanctioned b¥ law and tradition to resist the intrusion of an
unpopular presentee, but no right actually to select the minister.
The Evangelicals thus became known as 'non-intrusionists'.

Some in

the pop..1lar party went further than this, transforming the demand for
a congregational right of veto into a more radical call for the
complete abolition of patronage. 3

In 1834, the Evangelicals became

the majority party in the General Assembly and carried the Veto Act,
which seemed to give the non-intrusionists what they wanted.

In

practice it lErl only to head-cn collisions between the Church Courts
and the Civil Courts, the Civil Courts invariably siding with the
aggrieved presentee.
At Auchterarder, in 1835, 286 male heads of families out of 330
opposed the patron's choice of minister.

After an unsuccessful

appeal to the General Assembly, the presentee obtained an act of
declarator from the Court of Session that the Prescytery was obliged
to

take him for a probationary period.

The House of lords CXJncurred
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with this judgement and the dispute reached deadlock,

the

Evangelicals enraged that the Church's independence of the civil
power had been undermined.

A further obstacle to Evangelical oo_pes

for a satisfactory resolution of the patronage issue was a Challenge
to tm legality of the Veto Law issued by the Dean of the Faculty of
Advocates, Jchn Hope.
Presbytery of Dilllkeld,

More legal battles followed at Lethendy in. the
where the Presbytery inducted a minister in

defiance of the Court of Session, and at Marnoch in Aberdeenshire,
where a Moderate-dominated Presbytery was deposed for disObeying the
General Assembly and obeying the Court of Session.

Unsuccessful

attempts were made first by Lord Aberdeen, then by the Duke of Argyll
to introduce bills to Parliament whiCh would produce a satisfactory
accommodation between the rights of congregations arrl the institution
of patronage. 4

In 1842 the General Assembly adopted a document

called 'The Claim of Right' which set out in detail the majority
party's grievances over the threat posed by the civil authority to
the Church's claim that Jesus Christ was its one arrl only Head.
die of the Disruption was cast.

The

After nearly ten years of strife,

about 470 of the Church's 1200 clergymen decided that they could
remain in the State Church no longer.

The parting of the ways took

place at the General Assembly of 1843, the seceding Evangelical
ministers and their congregations forming the Free Church of
Scotland.

The size of the secession surprised many contemporary

observers, and produced a division in the Church which was not
repaired until 1929.

Indeed, since even then a small fragment did

not rejoin the Established Church, it could be said that the effects
of the Disrqptian persist ,even today. 5
The Disruption came about because of differences over Church
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government, rather than over theology.

The patronage issue became

enmeshed in the wider question of the degree to which the State
Church should be subordinate to the civil power.

To the

Evangelicals, the Moderates were guilty of Erastianism, allowing
spiritual matters to fall under the sway of mere temporal authority.
The Moderates believed that the Evangelicals were seeking.the
benefits of belonging to an Established Church without accepting its
attendant responsibilities to Government and social order.
Underlying this conflict were contrasting views about the role of the
Church in society.

These were reflected in earlier debates about

aspects of Church organisation.

Chapels of ease were additional

churches created by private enterprise in urban areas which had
rapidly grown in population.

The Moderates opposed their

establishment on the grourrls that they might allow a kind of licensed
secession, enabling parishioners to avoid an unpopular minister.

The

Moderates were also afraid that, without proper regulation, the
chapels could becx:>me bases for sediticn and Jacobinism.

In 1798, the

General Assembly ruled that the local presbytery had to sUbmit
detailed information on a chapel to the Assembly for approval.
Missionary societies also fell under Moderate suspicion because they
were inter-denominational and might be associated with radical
political groups.

As a result, the Assembly declined support for

missions in 1796.
During the eighteenth century there were some small-scale
forerunners of the Disruption.

The various secessions were

invariably over the question of patronage in relaticn to the rights
of congregations.

In 1733,

a Commission of the General Assembly

voted to suspend the Rev. Ebenezer Erskine amd three other ministers
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from the synod of Perth and Stirling.

Erskine had vehemently

attacked the Assembly's decision that where the patron had not
exercised his right of presentati<n after a pericrl of six months, the
choice should be made by the elders and heritors in country parishes
and by the elders and town o:::>Uncil in b.lrghs.

This was instead of an

appointment being made by the presbytery, which often took into
account the views of the congregation.

Erskine and his colleagues

formed the Associate Presbytery.
Another secession occurred in 1761, this time over a disputed
presentation to the parish of Inverkeithing.

Thomas Gillespie of

Garnock was singled out for suspension from six members of the
recalcitrant presbytery appearing before the General Assembly.
other ministers and their congregations later joined with
in

forming

the Relief Presbytery.

Presbytery had

~lit

Meanwhile,

the

The

Gille~ie

Associate

in 1747 over the legitimacy of the burgess oath,

which required acceptance of "the true religicn professed within this
realm".
b.lrghers.

The two fragments were therefore kn:>wn as Burghers and AntiBy 1806 both &trghers and Anti-oorghers had divided again

over the question of sUbscription to the Westminster

Confession of

Faith, the so-called "Auld Licht and New Licht" controversy.

The

Westminster Confession dated back to 1647 and embodied the Calvinist
doctrines of the Scottish Church.

Some of the effects of eighteenth

century factionalism were repaired when the two "New Licht" groups
came together as the United Secession ChurCh in 1820.

A further

merger, with the more liberally minded Relief Church, took place in
1847 to prcrluce the United Presbyterian Church. 6
churches were strongly evangelical in doctrine.

All the secession
However, the United

Secession, the Relief Church and later the United Presbyterians
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differed from the Evangelicals in the Church of Scotland in their
strong commitment to the voluntary principle.
OH.JOSed the very C<?ncept of a State Church and

They stridently

s:> had

little sympathy

for the non-intrusionists in their battle with the Mcrlerates.
Were the differences between Mcrlerates and Evangelicals purely
over issues of church organisation?

Theologically, there was no

formal difference between the two parties since all ministers were
required to subscribe to the Westminister Confession of Faith.

In

practice, however, the Moderates tended to set aside much of the
emphasis on the Fall of man and salvation through divine grace. They
favoured a more polished and elegant style of preaching, stressing
the moral qualities of a Christian life.

The Evangelicals preferred

extemporary discourses dwelling on human corruption and the
regenerating _p::>wer of the Gospel message.

Mc:rlera tism they regarded

as lukewarm and incapable of ministering to man's true spiritual
needs.
The Moderates emphasised the need for the Church to involve
itself in the intellectual, cultural and political life of the
nation.

Their support for the policy of pluralism enabled a

clergyman to combine tenure of a University professorship with a
living in the Church.

The historian William Robertson, principal of

Edinburgh University, arrl acknowledged leader of the Mcrlerate party
from 1762 to 1780, was the most eminent churchman to manage such a
doUble career. 7

The Moderates tried bo meet scepticism half way ~

making the Church's teaching acceptable to the upper classes and the
intelligentsia.

Advocating a tolerant approach to theological

discipline, they abandoned the

d~trina.l

zeal of the past, in which

even minor deviations from orthcrloxy had been punished.

The emphasis
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in their preaching and writing was on the power of reason,

the

exercise of whiCh was regarded as essential to proper understanding
of Scripture.

The era of the Moderates, the second half of the

eighteenth century was a pericrl of remarkable intellectual activity
in Scotland.

The array of talent has never been equalled since.

While David Hume was pouring forth razor-sharp philosophical
discourse, Adam Smith was explaining the merits of free trade in The
Wealth of Nations and Adam Ferguson was helping to lay the
foundations of sociology. 8

The aChievements in the physical sciences

matched those in the social.

Joseph Black, best kn::>wn perhaps as the

discoverer of latent heat, also demonstrated chemical differences
between ordinary air and 'fixed air' (carbon dioxide).

William

Olllen was a pioneer in medicine, physics arrl chemistry, theorising
about the classification and origins of diseases and laying the
foundations of refrigeration technology with his investigations of
the cooling produced
In such a

py

evaporatian. 9

small country,

it was perhaps inevitable that

virtually all the major contributors to the Enlightenment were well
acquainted with one another.

Many, like Black, Smith and Ferguson,

held tmiversity chairs but even 'outsiders' like Hume met regularly
with the rest in a variety of clubs and societies,
Fdinburgh.

mostly in

Birrling together their individual achievements was the

thread of philosophy.

All were interested

not only in their chosen

fields of study but in the wider questions raised by man and his
relationship to society, and the necessary pre-conditions for the
advance of knowledge arrl civilisation.
Historians have put forward a variety of explanatioos to account
for such an extraordinary volume of philosophical, literary and
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scientific activity.

George Davie has emphasised intellectual

nationalism following the Treaty of Union in 1707, with its prospect
of Scotland's becon.dng a mere province of England.

Cultural activity

promised to preserve a sense of national identity,

whilst an

interchange of ideas between Scotland and the Continent helped to
differentiate Scottish philosophy from English. 10 Trevor-lbper has
als:::> discerne1 the origins of the Enlightenment in contacts with the
rest of Europe, rut sees this fertilisation taking place not through
established institutions like the Church but through a kind of
counter-culture of episoopalians, Jacobi tes, heretics and a new class
of educate1 layrnen. 11
What part did religioos influence play in this s\rlden flowering
of the Scottish intellect?

Smout has discerned a negative

contribution in Scotland's theological past.

The relaxation of

religious ardour was a mechanism which abruptly release1 energy for
secular pursuits.
cultural fruits.

The resulting economic progress in turn bore

The Enlightenment owe1 much to the patronage of the

landowners, whose prosperity and security had increased, and to the
improve:l economic status of the IDwlarrl middle classes. 12

Camfbell

ascribes a nore benign influence to religion, seeing the Enlightment
concern with the transformation of society as an extension of
Calvinist ideas about the transformation of the irrlividual, albeit
re-stated to accord with the secular values of the eighteenth
century.l3

Chitnis inclines to Campbell's view that Calvinist

dextrine evolve1 into the Enlightenment interest in social man.
Davie,

Like

Chitnis also stresses the importance of Scotland's

institutions, notably the Church, the universities and the legal
system: 'lrfue intellectual elite, with a prominent exception in D3.vid
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Hume, were overwhelmingly either churchmen, lawyers or professors." 14
Even Smout acknowledges that the Church's ccntributicn to cultural
development was not wholly negative.

The educational system, both at

schOJl and university level, was shaped, maintained and mcrlernised by
the Kirk.
There is general agreement that a liberalising of Calvinism
created a favourable atmosphere for intellectual experiment.
Important in reconciling innovative thought with conservative
theology was the commonsense philosophy.

Its originator is often

held to be Francis Hutcheson, professor of moral philosophy at
Glasgow University from 1729 to 1746. 15

As Hoeveler suggests,

Hutcheson's teaching moved away from the Calvinistic view of human
nature in the assertion that individuals were naturally inspired by
selfless motives. 16

Yet his Calvinistic inheritance was visible in

his emphasis on the need constantly to sUbdue appetites and passions.
True benevolence arose not from the will, which was bound by selfinterest, rut from an instinctive moral faculty,
from the human ego.

entirely separate

The commonsense philosophy received a kind of

negative stimulus from the work of one of Hutcheson's pupils, David
Hume.

Educated at Edinburgh University, and originally destined for

the legal profession, Hume sharerl with other Enlightenment thinkers

an interest in history and the progress of society.
however, he was a lone voice.

In other ways

His philosophy is sometimes presented

as one which carries the inquirer from the idealism of Bishop
Berkeley into an abyss of hopeless scepticism or even solipsism.
Yet,

paradoxically,

Burne was an empiricist.

His aim was to

strengthen the fhilooophical foundations of scienti fie knowledge. 17
Burne's work achieved greatest notoriety for its attack on the
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cherishe:l truths of religion.

In his Essay 'Of Miracles', he used a

probabilistic argument bo cast doUbt on the credibility of accounts
alleging such violations of nature's laws.

Experience taught us that

men sometimes lied or were genuinely mistaken.

Therefore it was

always more prObable that the testimony of witnesses was unreliable
than that there had 'been a break in the uniformity of nature. 18

Such wounding blows at Christian belief might have given oomfort
to a deist, had not Hume been equally severe in his treatment of
natural religion.

In the Dialogues concerning Natural Religion,

Philo, one of the disputants, denied man's ability to know anything
of an external Creator by examination of the universe around him.
The analogy between man-made objects and the universe was so
imperfect as to be a wholly unreliable basis for such arguments:
in such questions as the present, a hundred
contradictory views may preserve a kind of imperfect
analogy, and invention has here full scope to exert itself.
Without any great effort of thought, I believe that I
could, in an instant, propose other systems of cosmogony
which would have some faint afPearance of truth; though it
is a thousand, a million to one if either yours or any one
of mine be the true system. 19
Hume's assault on natural religion derived much of its power
from his views on causation.
mental perceptions:

He held that there were two kinds of

ideas and impressions.

The latter were matters

of imme::liate experience, suCh as seeing, feeling, loving arrl hating.
Ideas were less lively perceptions,
imagination.
impressions.

originating in memory or

All our ideas, however, were entirely derived from
Hume recognised that there were certain truths, such as

the propositicns of mathematics, which were of a necessary character.
There was an absurdity in maintaining, for instance, that three times
five was not equal to fifteen.

Mathematics, however, was a self-
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containoo system, whose statements remaina:l valid, regardless of the
existence or non-existence of objects in the external world to which
they might refer .. It was quite different when we made assertions
abo..lt the real world, where our knowlooge of events was entirely the
result of experience.

There were no prop::>si ticns within the realm of

observation which, without losing their empirical character, went
beyond a description of the way something appeared at a particular
moment.

Thus Hume argued that there was no necessary truth in the

assertion that event A was the cause of event B.

All we could say

was that, as a matter of experience, A was always followed by B.
Causality was mere constant conjunction.
which A gave rise to B simply

e~ressed

The notion of power by

the association between A and

B in our own thoughts. 20
The consequences for natural religion were catastrophic.
no direct knowledge of world-formation.

We had

Therefore we could not make

any inferences about the Creator of the universe, the only one of
which we knew anything at all.

Philo voiced the followii13 sceptical

sentiments about the design argument:
When two s_pecies of objects have always been observed to be
conjoined together, I can infer, by custom, the existence
of one whenever I see the ex1stence of the other~ and this
I call an argument from experience. But how this argument
can have place where the objects, as in the present case,
are single, individual, without parallel or specific
resemblance, may be difficult to e~lain. And will any man
tell me with a serious countenance that an orderly universe
must arise from some thought and art like the human because
we have experience of it? 'lb ascertain this reascning it
were requisite that we had experience of the origin of
worlds~
and it is not sufficient, surely, that we have
seen ships and cities arise from human art and
contrivance. 21
Burne's philosophy left a trail of desolatioo.

Not only religicn

but even the notion of causal laws in science appeared to be
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devastated.

Commonsense philosophers like Thomas Reid aimed at

restoration and rep~ir. 22

Reid was a Moderate minister (of New

Machar, near Aberdeen) and then professor of philosophy at King's
College,

Aberdeen before becoming in 1764 professor of moral

philosophy at Glasgow University.

He and other members of the

commonsense school took up the challenge of justifying man's natural
beliefs such as belief in an external world, in causality and in
moral values.
At the root of the problems inHume's philosophy, according to
Reid, lay the doctrine of ideas.

'!he assumpticn that the mir:d could

know only ideas, and that these could somehow represent things
outside the mind,

was inadequate as an explanation of memory,

perception and thought.

Reid argued that we did not infer the

existence of physical objects from our perceptions.

Some sensations,

such as the roundness of a ball, were immediately intelligible.

They

were 'natural signs', which, like familiar words, we immediately
recognised and understcxXi.

Similarly we knew the existence of other

men's minds from an untaught language of gesture, facial expression
and intonation.
Reid also challenged Hume's analysis of the causal relationship,
insofar as it applied to efficient causes.

The belief that every

event had a cause was a universal one, the denial of which was
absurd:
in matters of deep speculation, the multitude must be
guidoo by philosophers, yet, in things that are within the
reach of every man's understanding, and upon which the
whole conduct of human life turns, the philosopher must
follow th~ multitude, or make himself perfectly
ridiculous. 3
Reid maintained that active power required a subject "endowed with
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will arrl intelligence:• 24

Matter was passive and physical science

dealt only with antecedents and consequents, with physical causes.
Efficient causes

~longed

to another domain:

Upon the theatre of nature we see innumerable effects,
whiCh require an agent endowed with active power; but the
agent is behirrl the scene. Whether it be the Supreme Cause
alone, or a sl.ll:x:)rdinate cause or causes; arrl if subordinate
causes be employed by the Almighty, what their nature,
their number, and their different offices may be - are
thin~§ hid, for wise reasons without doubt, from the human
eye.
Hume, in the Dialogues, had suggested that the universe resembled ..an
animal or organized 1:xrly11 •
the

11

SuCh a cosmology, in whiCh the Deity was

Soul of the world 11 was at least as plausible as any other. 26

For Reid and the commonsense school, the processes of nature were
impossible without the constant sustenance of the Supreme Being.
Alarmed by Hume's suggestion that reason should be governed by the
passions, Reid also defended the objectivity of moral truths.
judgements were not mere subjective feelings.

Moral

To make them dependent

only an the constitution of the individual meant that a Change in our
structure might change virtue into vice and vice into virtue.
would also deprive God of any moral character,

It

since "nothing

arbitrary or mutable can be conceived to enter into the description
of a nature eternal, immutable, and necessarily existent." 27
The commonsense philosophy was developed further by Dugald
Stewart, professor of moral philosophy at Edinburgh University from
1785 to 1810, who actually disliked the term 'commonsense• and
preferred to speak of 'the fundamental laws of human belief'.

These

basic truths were authorised 'by reason, not commonsense, since anyone
who did not act in the light of such principles would be said to be
losing his

reaso~

A fervent anti-materialist, Stewart argued that
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we had the same evidence for the existence of mind as we had for
matter.

Like other members of the commonsense school, he also

restored the design argument from the fragments in which Hume had
left it.

Indeed, Stewart maintained that design was a matter of

almost universal belief.

It was urrlesirable to dwell t<X> much en the

collection of proofs:
But it appears to me that the evidences of design in the
universe are alike obvious to the savage and to the
philosopher; and that they are much more forcibly impressed
on the minds of those whose understandings have been
perverted by sceptical sophistry, by gener~l views of
nature, than by examining her works in detail. 2
Other commonsense philosophers included James Beattie, professor
of moral philosophy and logic at Marischal College, Aberdeen from
1760 to 1797 29 and George Cam};bell,

principal of Marischal College

from 1759 until 1796, and also professor of divinity from 1771 to
1795.

Author of a highly-praised Dissertation on Miracles in reply

to Hume, Campbell was, like Reid, a Moderate clergyman. 30

Later

members included Sir William Hamilton, professor of logic and
metaphysics at Edinburgh University from 1836 to 1856 31 and Thomas
Brown, from 1810 to 1820 conjoint professor of moral philosophy at
Edinburgh University with D.lgald Stewart.
of the school,

Brown was en the periphery

since he accepted a great deal more of Hume's

philosophy, though not its sceptical conclusions on religion.

He

agreed with Hume that power was a word expressing nothing and
therefore accepted that physical and efficient causes were the same.
Ibwever he maintained that man had an intuitive anticipaticn tha.t the
same antecedents would be followed 'by the same consequences.

This

was prior to all experience and afforded an instance of divinely
arranged adaptation between man's mental constitution and the
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external world. 32
The commonsense philosophy formed the backbone of Scottish
university curricula well into the nineteenth century.
materialism,

In its anti-

its clear separation of matter and spirit, it appealed

even to conservative theologians.

In its emphasis on man's reason

and moral worth it bore the imprint of Moderatism.33

During·the

Robertson era the Moderates displayed a remarkable degree of
tolerance,

which extended even to Burne's metaphysical heresy.

Although their numbers were never very large in the Church as a
whole, the Moderates were very adept at controlling the General
Assembly.

'Ihirty nine out of fifty four Mcx:lerators electro between

1752 and 1805 were Mcx:lerates.

Evangelical anxieties about sceptical

tendencies could thus be overruled.
Another dissident metaphysician, the lawyer Henry Horne (Lord
Karnes) was, like Burne, on friendly terms with a number of leading
Moderate divines.

Starting from the assertion that we had no

knowledge of the relation between a physical cause A, and a physical
effect B, Karnes argued that similarly we had no knowledge of the
relation between human intenticn and the action prcx:luced.
of causal relationship were on an equal footing.
privilegerl inner awareness of .PJWer.

Both types
We had no

Instead of drawing from this a

sceptical conclusion, Karnes t.cx:>k the acticn of a human agent as the
paradigm for all causation.

We could only estimate the force of a

power by the magnitude of the effect produced.

Collapsing dualism,

Kames endowed matter with activity and ridiculed the notion that God
continuo...1sly preserved all activity in nature. 34
In the General Assembly of 1755,

there was a move by the

Evangelicals to cc:xrlemn both Hume and Kames but it was decided only
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to recommend ministers to be vigilant against infidelity.35

The

following year a committee of the Assembly resolved to take no
disciplinary action against Hume since it was felt that the Church
had no authority over a non-christian.

Hume took the precaution of

not pUblishing the Dialogues concerning Natural Religion, although
they circulated freely amongst Moderate clergymen.
The Evangelicals, also known as the popular or 'wild' party,
considered the Moderates to be lax in matters of doctrine and
discipline.

The Evangelicals adhered muCh more closely to Calvinism

with its emphasis on man's complete sinfulness, and his helplessness
without the mediation of Christ, effected inwardly
God the Holy Spirit.

~

the working of

To know God was not only to know him as the

Creator but as the father of men, through the redeeming power of
Christ's suffering.

Those who were not destined to be united with

Christ were d(X)med to punishment and destruction. 36

Robert Walker, a

minister of the High Church in Edinburgh from 1754 to 1783, expressed
in one of his sermons the Evangelical estimate of man's condition:
Surely the heart of man is with good reason said to be
deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked... We
are hastening to the tribunal of that Judge, whose eye hath
been constantly upcn us, arrl from whose sentence there lies
no appeal.
No craft or policy can evade his justice,
neither can any power deliver out of his h.arrls; yet we live
as if we had no witness, no judge, nor any cause of
importance to be tried. - God hath assured us in his word,
that death is the wages of sin.
Reason condemns it;
conscience either remonstrates against it, or rebukes us
for it:- yet in defiance of alf these, we hug it in our
bosom, arrl refuse to let it go.
11

11

11

Man's sinful nature was beyond the influence of mere exh::>rtation or
example.

Other differences from the Moderates incltrled the 'pop.1lar'

party's more punctilious observance of the Sabbath.

The Evangelicals

also deprecated such promiscuous activities as dancing and the
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performance of stage-plays, activities which Moderate clergymen
tolerated or even patronised.
An Evangelical caricature of the typical Moderate minister

portrayed a man steeped in worldly pursuits, enjoying the society of
the heritors but insouciant about parish visiting.

On Sundays he

would read to his obngregation an address elegant in its composition
but empty in its spiritual content.

This was probably an unfair

picture in the majority of cases, certainly an exaggeration, but it
was an enduring image, used to great effect in the stormy years which
preceded the Disruption.

The establishment of chapels of ease

reflected a growing concern in the Evangelical ranks tha.t the Church
was exerting a decreasing influence over large elements of the
p:>pulation, particularly in the irrlustrial towns.

Whereas Mcrleratism

had tried to make religion palatable to the upper layers of society,
the Evangelicals feared that it had alienated other sections.
Competition for worshippers from

~~e

secession churches was worrying

enough but, worse still, the working man might remain outside the
influence of any church at all.

The Evangelicals believed tha.t the

presentation of ministers who were congenial to the heritors but
remote from the humbler members of their congregations,
encouraged this drift into godlessness.

had

A Free Church historian,

James McCosh, later commented that "when the Scottish metaphysicians
were discoursing so beautifully of moral virtue,

there was a

pop..1laticn springing up arourrl their very colleges in :&iinb.rrgh arrl
Glasgow, stmk in vice arrl degradation".

Such corruption could IX>t be

swept away '1Jy any remedy which the mere ];ililosophic moralists have
propounded. " 38

What especially appalled the popular party was the

extent to which the Mcrlerate view of the world minimise:l disorder,
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suffering and sin.

In a satirical catechism of the mid-eighteenth

century, John Wi therspex>n, minister of Beith, poured scorn on his
opponents' unqualified admiration for the orderliness and moral
perfection of nature:
I believe in the beauty and comely proportions of Dame
Nature, arrl in almighty Fate, her only parent and guardian,
for it hath been most graciously obliged, (blessed be· its
name, ) to make us all very gcx:rl.
I believe that the universe is a huge machine, wound up
from everlasting by necessity, and consisting of an
infinite number of links and chains, eaCh in a progressive
motion towards the zen1th of perfection, and meridian of
glory: That I myself am a little glorious piece of clockwork, a wheel within a wheel, or rather a pendulum in this
grand machine, swinging hither arrl thither by the different
impulses of fate and destiny: ...
I believe that there is no ill in the universe, nor any
such thing as virtue absolutely considered: that those
things vulgarly called sins, are only errors in the
judgement, and foils to s~t off the beauty of Nature, or
patChes to adorn her face.3
Although they considered themselves to be defenders of the
Church's Calvinist inheritance, the Evangelicals were not irrlifferent
to changes in the society around them.

Their leaders differed from

the zealots who, in 1696, had been willing to p.1t a young stu:lent to
death for heresy.

In Edinburgh and other cities, if not in the

remote country districts, Evangelical divines responded to the
altered intellectual and social climate of the late eighteenth
century.

Douglas Sloan notes the attempt by John Witherspoon to

harmonise "Enlightenment rationalism and Calvinist doctrine." 40
Mathiesen describes Robert Walker as "a skilful diluter of Calvinism"
and observes that there was much greater hostility to polite
education from the Secession churches than from the Evangelicals
remaining in the Church of Scotland. 41 Nevertheless, the Mcrlerates
showed far greater interest in secular learning.
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'lhe Evangelicals (and later the Free Church) were strong in the
burghs and in the Highlands and weak in the southern farming
counties.

In the Highlands and Islands opposition to the power of

the patrons arose, at least in part, from animosity to the landowners
over the clearances.

So strong were the Evangelicals in some parts
disa~ed

of the Highlands that the Established Church practically
after the Disruption.

Maclaren's study of Aberdeen at the time of

the Disruption suggests that, in the burghs, the non-intrusionist
party was especially attractive to new entrants to the middle class,
who, through non-intrusicnism, expresse:l their OfPOsi ticn to a ruling
alliance of landowners and old-established merChants.4 2

The growing

strength of the Evangelicals in the early part of the nineteenth
century was no doubt partly due to demographic Changes: the growth of
industrial cities, particularly Glasgow, and the expansion of the
urban middle class.

Partly, however, it was due to contradictions

which had a_wearerl in Moderatism itself.
After 1780 there was a Change in the Character of the Moderate
party.

It had always been identifierl with

t~

landowning class, an

alliance cemented by the Moderates'· support for the institution of
patronage.

However, under Robertson's leadership they had avoided

allying themselves with a particular IX>litical faction.

Robertson

himself was a Whig, and while he was at their head, the Moderates
supported a number of liberal causes, including the abolition of the
slave trade and the movement for burgh reform.

Their independent

IX>Sition ended abruptly when PDbertson was succeeded by George Hill,
principal of St Andrews University.

Under his leadership,

Moderates were at the beck and call of Henry Dundas.

the

As Lord

Advocate in William Pitt's Tory government, Dundas was effectively
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political ruler of Scotlarrl from 1775 until his impeachment in 1805.
'!he French Revolution brought a closure of ranks between Mcrlera tes

and Evangelicals, as both parties reactoo in alarm at the a~ance
of democratic movements such as the Friends of the People,
establisherl in Fiiinburgh in 1792.

The fear of social disorder also

led the Moderates to withdraw from any previous flirtations with
deistic or radical ideas.

In this climate, such Enlightenment

products as James Hutton's Theory of the Earth fell out of favour.
Hutton was a deist and envisaged that geological change was a
cyclical process.

One could firrl in the earth's history "no vestige

of a beginning, no prospect of an end."43
The waning friendship between Moderatism and Scottish
intellectuals was further damagoo

-cy- the leslie Affair of 1805.

The

dispute concerned the election to the mathematics chair at Fiiinburgh
University to fill the vacancy left by the appointment of John
Playfair to the Chair of natural philosoPhy.

The Moderate-dominated

Presbytery of Fiiinburgh toc:k the exceptional step of exercising its
right of avisamentum (advice) and objecting to the Town Council's
election of Leslie.

The grounds of the Presbytery's complaint was a

passage in Leslie's Treatise on Heat which implied his support for
Burne's analysis of the relationship between cause and effect:
... it [Hume's account] was only wanted to dis_pel the cloud
of mystery which has so long darkened that important
subject. The unsoPhisticated sentiments of mankin::l are in
perfect unison with the deductions of logic, and imply
nothing more at bottom, in the relation of44ause and
effect, than a oonstant and invariable sequence.
Leslie later explained in a letter that he was concerned only with
physical causes and entirely dissociated himself from Burne's
philosophical principles where they toucherl religious matters.

The
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Evangelicals in the Presbytery then withdrew their objection, but the
Moderates insisted that the whole fabric of natural theology was
endangered.

To deprive the causal relation of the notion of power

made it impossible to argue from the evidence of nature to the being

arrl at tributes of GOO..
The Town Council went ahead and elected Leslie in defiance of
Moderate objections.

The Edinburgh Moderates then referred the

matter via the Synod of Lothian and Tweeddale to the General
Assembly.

In retaliation, the Evangelical minority in the Presbytery

lodged a Protest and Complaint against the reference.

Leslie also

received the support of leading intellectuals suCh as JOhn Playfair,
D.lgald Stewart and 'Ihomas Brown.

The debate that followed saw both

sides squeezing every drop of juice from what was already a rather
well-trcrlden species of metaphysical fruit. Stewart even turned the
tables en the Mc:x:lerates

1:::¥ suggesting that, if power were held

contained within a physical cause,
existent.

to be

then the universe was self-

They had thrown open the door to atheism. 45

The Mc:x:lerates sought to replace

~slie

with their own carrlidate,

Thomas McKnight, who was also minister of Trinity College Church.
They had made it a condition of McKnight's election that he should
retain his par ish, and thus the issue of pluralis.m is one which some
historians have picked out as a driving force in the ccntroversy.
leslie's defence,

In

the Evangelicals questione:l the im_IX)rtance of the

argument from design which he was held to have challenged.

Certainly

it was not the only grounds of belief in a Creator, and therefore,
even if it were set aside, the Christian could bring forward other
arguments.

One leading Evangelical,

William L. Brown, Principal of

Marischal O:>llege, Aberdeen, thought that even if Leslie rejected the
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argument alt03ether, he could still conscientiously subscribe to the
Confession of Faith:
For, i~ he is really persuaded of the existence,
attributes, and providence of God, though the grounds of
his belief should be different from ours, he may be a
sincere Christian, and admit our form and description of
Christianity. 46
Another Evangelical, the Rev Andrew Thomson, went further, defending
Leslie's right to reject all the traditional arguments of natural
religion, and yet still claim to be "a sound theist."4 7

After a

heated deba.te in the General Assembly, the Evangelical complaint was
carried by 96 votes to 84 and the Moderate reference thrown out.
Although this single issue did not in itself bring about the
Mcderates' downfall, historians have regarded it as symbolic of the
ending of an era.
J.B. Morrell has emphasised the essentially political character
of the Leslie affair.

His account sees the arguments about causation

and design as convenient metaPhysical missiles fired b¥ the Moderates
in an attempt to have their own man installed in the mathematics
chair.

They Chose a vastly inferior mathematician and miscalculated

the degree of support Leslie would receive not only from the
Evangelical party but also from the intellectuals. 48

Ian Clark, by

contrast, has stressed the importance of the metaphysical issues
themselves.

He suggests that the Evangelicals found it easier to

come to terms with the devastaticn inflicterl by Hume on the argument
from design.

Burne's work was recognised as the basis for a new

beginning in theology, a break with the Moderate emphasis on the
proofs and evidences of natural religion. 49

John Burke's analysis

concentrates an the distinction between efficient and physical causes
as a landmark in the progressive accommodation between the
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territorial claims of science and religion.

However he fails to

notice the different reactions of Moderates and Evangelicals to
Leslie's offerrling note. SO
In this thesis I examine the extent to which the Evangelical
views about natural theology,
controversy,

expressed during the Leslie

were reproduced later in the nineteenth century.

This

will irrlirectly throw some light on the issues raiserl by Morrell arrl
Clark.

For the moment it is sufficient to note that, whatever the

reasons for the way the Evangelicals behaved, there is no doubt about
the public appearance of their position.

Possibly for the first time

in their history, they were perceived to be taking the side of
secular knowledge against

ecclesiastical repressicn.

Contemporary

observers, such as the lawyer Francis Horner, remarked that this was
a striking case of role reversal:
The description of ministers, who have always proudly
avowerl a more strict adherence of the peculiar standards of
our Church in discipline and faith, while they are still
characterized by a predilectioo for topics of doctrine, arrl
by the more useful distinction of pastoral assiduities,
have lost, in a more enlarged education, arrl a more liberal
intercourse with mankind, those feelings of intolerance
which disgracerl their predecessors; and, in the case of Mr.
Leslie, have proved themselves equal to the soundest
learning oS the times, and true to the great maxims of
toleration. 1
Conversely, John Playfair sought to prove that the Moderates had
behaved differently from the way in which their

illustrious

predecessors like Robertson, Jdhn Drysdale and George Wishart, would
have reacted. 52
In 1805, at the beginning of the pericrl urrler study, the Leslie
affair had shown that the Mcrlerate party could not always impose its
will on the Church.

The party had once delighted in its

encouragement of Enlightenment ideas arrl Mcrlerate leaders had mixed
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socially even with the sceptic Hume.

Tl"e associaticn with 'advanced'

ideas was inevitably weakened in the climate of fear created by the
French Revolution.

Ibwever, tre disp..tte over Leslie's electicn had

damaged the Mcrlerates' reputation as metaphysicians and shown them
publicly to be at

oods with leading intellectuals.

clearly in decline.

Mcrleratism was

Its commitment to government and social order

had come to look as if it existed merely to do the bidding of the
ruling party.

In the eighteenth century,

the Evangelicals had been

rather irolated from the main intellectua.l develcpments.
have no truck with pluralism.

They would

Indeed, the spiritual fervour of their

clergy was such that there was little time for the literary and
scientific pursuits whiCh, for same Mcrlerate divines, helped to pass
the days between Sabbaths.
laity.

It is less easy to generalise about the

However, it seems plausible to suggest that in such a climate

those with philoropnical and scientific interests tended to gravitate
towards the Mcrlerate party.
The Leslie affair indicated that a new wind was blowing across
the Scottish intellectual landscape.

The Moderate synthesis of

reason and religion was looking decidedly dilapidated. Though the
Evangelicals had no finished philosophical system to supplant it,
there were signs that they had marked out the foundations of a new
structure.

The rhetoric of the debates al:x>ut causaticn arrl natural

theolo:nr should not necessarily be taken at face value.

However the

exChanges provide clues about what to look for later in the century.
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Olapter rrhree

FCXJR CHRisriAN mii.DSOPHERS

In this chapter I examine the careers of Thomas Chalmers,

Brewster, John Fleming and Hugh Miller.

David

I offer an outline of

Chalmers' pr03ress from Mooera te clergyman in a rural par ish to his
leadership of the Free Church of Scotland.

Accounts are given of the

scienti fie work of Brewster, Fleming arrl Miller, highlighting also
their involvement in Church controversies and in the Disruption.

In

Brewster's case, I describe briefly some of the other reforming
causes to which he devoted himself during his long life.

However,

the chapter's main thrust is to show the interactions amongst the
four men.

I attempt to determine whether they perceived themselves

to form a distinctive group amongst men of science.
consider the question of whether contemporaries

Finally, I

rec~ised

them in

this way.
Chalmers, the oldest of the four, was born in 1780.

The son of

a general merchant in Anstruther, Fife, he attended St. Andrews
University but also spent two sessions at Edinburgh University
between 1799 and 1801, attending the lectures of John Robison
(professor of natural philoso_Ii1y), D..lgald Stewart (moral philosophy),
John P1ayfair (mathematics) and T.C. Hope (chemistry). 1

Brewster

(b.1781) and Fleming (b.1785) also studied at Fiiinburgh.

Brewster's

father was the rector (headmaster) of Jedburgh Grammar School. 2
future principal went up to Edinburgh in 1793,

The

studying under

Playfair, Robisa1 and Stewart arrl graduating M.A. in 1800.

Fleming,

the son of a small farmer in Bathgate, went to Fiiinburgh University
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in 1802 arrl is known to have attended the classes of T.C. Hope.
Brewster had intended to enter the ministry.

Licensed to preach

in 1802, he gave qp this ambition because of his extreme nervousness
of public speaking.

However I he preached on several occasions in

Edinburgh and Leith before returning to work as a private tutor.
Chalmers became minister of Kilmany in Fife in 1803.

At that time

his sympathies lay with the Mooerate side arrl he seems to have spent
a large part of his time lecturing on scientific subjects at St.
Andrews.
St.

Before his ordination he ha.d been mathematical assistant at

Andrews University.

Dismissed on his appointment to the

ministry, he opened mathematical classes of his own in the city.
also lectured on chemistry.

He

In 1804, he was summoned before the

Presbytery of Cupar after critic ism of the amounts of time he was
devoting to science.

The complaint was quashed.

Afterwards,

Chalmers treated his own parishioners to a course of lectures on
Chemistry, repeating them in CUpar.
In 1804, Chalmers was an unsuccessful candidate for the chair of
natural philosophy at St. Andrews and, in 1805, he even had hopes of
succeeding Playfair in the mathematic.s chair at Edinburgh.

Despite

his Mcrlerate sympathies, Chalmers showed oo eagerness to SUfPOrt his
party's 'official' candidate .in the contest.
the controversy was a

pam~~let

of the Scottish clergy.

His own contribution to

defending the mathematical abilities

Written in response to an accusation of

Playfair's, it contained the (later embarrassing) claim that "after
the satisfactory disCharge of his parish duties, a minister may enjoy
five days of uninterrupted leisure,

for the prosecution of any

science in which his taste may dispose him to engage." 4

It was not

until about 1810 that Chalmers began to take a more earnest view of
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his clerical duties, coinciding with a profourrl change in the nature
of his Christian beliefs.

According to his son-in-law and

biographer, William Hanna, Chalmers' conversion to an evangelical
view of the Gospel stemmed partly from the experience of severe
illness and family tragedies.

Other factors included his

preparations for writing the article,

'Christianity',

for· the

Edinburgh Encyclopaedia.
Fleming went to his first aJ?POintment in the ministry at Bressay
in Shetland in 1808.
1832,

to Clackmannan.

In 1810, he moved to Flisk in Fife and, in
Throughout his life,

Evangelical side of the Church.

he stood on the

He owe:l his a];p)intment at Bressay

to the friendship that had grown up with members of the local
Presbytery while carrying out a survey for the Scottish Board of
Agriculture on the economical mineralogy of the Orkneys and
Shetlands.

After his ordination he continued his scienti fie work,

submitting several papers to the Edinburgh-based Wernerian Natural
History Society,

including a 'Descripticn of a Small-headed Narwal,

cast ashore in Zetland' 5 and a
Stour'. 6

'Mineralogical Account of Papa

There is no evidence that. anyone in the Church ever

criticised Fleming for his scientific pursuits.

When he moved to

Flisk in 1810, he became a neighbour of Chalmers' until 1815, when
Chalmers moved to the Tron parish, Glasgow.
met on more than one occasion.

Hanna notes that they

Chalmers' diary for September 1810

records:
Had a pleasant scientific conversation all evening; find
him a valuable accession in this point of view, but I must
keep up with him a tone of seriousness on religious
subjects.

Two days later, the diary reassuringly remarks:
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Ha.d a l01g walk with Mr. Fleming, and am happy to find that
he expresses a 9igh sense of duty on the subject of the
clerical office.
When a vacancy arose in 1832 in the parish of Auchtermuchty, 400
signatures ·were cx:>llected en a petiticn in Fleming's favour which was
sent to the patron,

though to no avail.

The parishioners of

Clackmannan gathered a similar number of signatures asking him to
remain rather than go to Aberdeen in 1834.

Nevertheless, Fleming

decided to accept the chair of natural };hilos:::>phy at King's College.
Brewster gave up private tutoring in 1807.

After an

unsuccessful attempt to secure the chair of mathematics at St Andrews
in 1807, he resigned himself to supporting his scientific studies

py

writing and editing.

His first book was a history and defence of

freemasonry (1804). 8

British masons had fallen under suspicion

after the French Revolution.

The Tory, Jo1m Robison, was among those

who had accused them of harbouring the same subversive designs as
their continental brothers. 9

Brewster admi ttErl that,

in a Catholic

country ruled by an absolute monarch, masonic lodges had become
centres for political discussion not truly connected with
freemasonry.

The very different a:nstitutional arrangements which

existed in Britain meant that British lodges were untainted by
revolutionary sentiments.

The following year, Brewster again took

the liberal side in a controversy, in an ancnymous pamfhlet deferrling
John Leslie against the Moderates. 10

The author's contempt for

Leslie's accusers was readily apparent arrl the pamfhlet serves as an
early indication of Brewster's Evangelical sympathies.
Brewster's reluctant choice of a literary career had the
consolation that it provided a wide circle of correspondents amongst
writers and men of science, including Sir Walter Scott, Thomas
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Carlyle, James Skene, curator of the library and museum of the Ibyal
Society of Edinburgh, and the Rev. John Lee, later principal of
Edinburgh University.

Skene and Lee were among contributors to the

Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, of which Brewster was the editor.

Other

contributions came from Chalmers (on 'Christianity') arrl from Fleming
(on 'Conchology', 'Helminthology', 'Hybernation', 'Ichthyology'·and
'Insecta').

In 1814, Brewster, alcng with Ibbert Jameson, professor

of natural history at Edinburgh University, and John Playfair,
successfully proposed Fleming for a fellowship of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh.

In 1819, Brewster, together with the mineralogist Sir

George Mackenzie,

invited Chalmers to apply for

the natural

philosophy chair at Edinburgh in succession to Playfair.

Brewster

was evidently not averse to pluralism, despite his support for the
Evangelical party:
The interests of the university and what is of infinitely
greater importance the interests of religion in Scotland
depend upon your decision. There can be no doubt of your
perfect competency for the situation, and you could easily
discharge fts duties without abandoning your clerical
occupation. 1
'Ihe invitation came at the point when Chalmers was preparing to
move to the new church of St. John's, Glasgow, and it annoyed him
considerably that Dr Andrew Thomson had led the Edinburgh Town
Council to believe that he would accept the cha.ir if he were offeroo
it.

He declared afterwards that he had considered doing so if his

proposals for the management of the St. John's parish, particularly
with regard to poor relief,

had been turned down.

Chalmers

subsequently secured the agreement of the Glasgow magistrates and
Town Cbuncil to his stipulation that the kirk session should be given

control of the furrls raisErl by church-door collections for the .{XX)r.
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The normal practice was to harrl them over to the General Session,

bcdy composed of all the ministers arrl elders of the
took no further steps to secure the chair,

City.

a

Cllalmers

which went to John

Leslie. 12
The population of St. John's parish was almost entirely working
class,

poverty was widespread and fewer than a

third of ·the

inhabitants claimed any kind of association with the Established
Church.

Chalmers now had the opportunity to put to the test his

theories about urban evangelism.

He divided the parish into

'proportions', sub-divisions, to each of which an elder was attached
to look after the people's spiritual welfare.

A deacon was also

assigned to each district to take care of poor relief, and in each
area a Sabbath schcx:>l was established.

The four years in St. John's

were eXhausting, but Chalmers claimed success for his

'e~riment'

prove that legal provision for the poor was unnecessary. 13

to

OVerwork

had injured his health and in 1822 he welcomed an invitation from Dr

Francis Nicoll, principal of the United College at St. Andrews, to
apply for the vacant Chair of moral pbilosqphy.
Chalmers' moral philosopby differed from that of predecessors in
the Scottish commonsense schcx:>l.

He was not shy of _p:>inting out the

limitations of natural religicn in the information it communicated
about the Creator and His dealings with mankirrl.

He therefore fourrl

"nothing violent" in the transition to the chair of divinity at
Edinburgh University, to which he was elected unanimously in 1828. 14
Clla.lmers remained in the post until the Disruption.
In 1822, Fleming's first major work, The PhilosoPhy of Zcx:>logy,
was pUblished. 15

During the 1820s, Fleming also contributed articles

to the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, edited by Robert Jameson.
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Brewster had been co-editor from 1817 to 1819, but then launched the
Edinburgh Journal of Science.

Fleming seems to have had a more

harmonious relationship with Brewster than with Jameson.

Fleming was

annoyed especially at Jameson's excessive concern not to offend the
Oxford geologist, William Buckland, in the diluvial controversy.
From the manse of Flisk, the Scottish clergyman dealt a series of
damaging blows to Buckland's attempts to gather geological evidence
for the Biblical Flc:x:rl.
first

pa~

Jameson added a number of notes to Fleming's

and later Fleming feared that Jameson would leave out the

notes relating to a later paper.

He confided to his friend, the

printer Patrick Neill:
I have found Dr B.'s [Brewster's] friendship uniform, and
kind, and intimate - 'the council's' [i.e. Jameson's]
irregular, cold, and distant. As men of science there can
be no competition. 'The council' is bolstered up by his
professorial chair and the museum. Dr B. stands on a broad
foundation of discovery and generalisation. Dr B. has
mentioned my name on sui table occasions with respect; the
Prof. has erased mine from his editions because it was
couplerl with Thomson's Annals of Phil. 16
Further evidence of a close friendship comes from the
certificate whiCh Fleming

~plied

to Brewster in the contest for the

Edinburgh natural philosophy chair· (1833).

Fleming declared that he

had kn::>wn Brewster for "a quarter of century", during whiCh there had
been "occasionally much intercourse, and frequent correspondence".

The testimonial referred to Brewster's work an the discrimination of
mineral species by optical methods, which Fleming had examined in
manuscript form, expressed admiration for his "zeal, sagacity and
candour" and noted that his early education for the

ministry

qualified him "in a peculiar degree for directing the minds of the
youth to the Creator, who prescribed the laws for the regulation of

matter which it is the business of the Professor to explain." 17

In a
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review written in 1845, Brewster reciprocated py describing Fleming
as "our most distinguished philosophical naturalist ••• who has so
often stocrl forward as the champicn of Revelaticn against perverted
Science" • 18
Despite being busy with literary hack-work, Brewster was a
prodigious e~imenter, particularly between 1810 and 1830.19_ In
1813, his first major scientific publication aweared: A Treatise on
New Philosophical Instruments. 20

It included an account of his

measurement of the refractive and dispersive properties of nearly two
hundred substances in connecticn with the improvement of achromatic
telescopes.

Investigation of the phenomenon of polarization by

reflection eventually led him to enunciate the law that the
refractive index of the medium is equal to the tangent of the angle
of .PJlarization.

The angle now bears Brewster's name.

A by-product

of these studies was the invention of the kaleidoscope in 1816.
Brewster also investigated metallic reflection, concluding that light
reflected from metals was elliptically polarized.

Research on the

optical properties of crystals produced a method of classifying
minerals congruent in nearly all cases with the mineralogical
categories.

He discovered by accident during these experiments that

heat and pressure could affect the doubly refracting properties of
materials, opening up the new phenomenon of photoelasticity for
further study.

Interested in improving microscopes and coloured

glasses, Brewster embarked in 1821 en the investigation of absorpticn
spectroscopy.

This area of research caused him to dissent from

Newton's theory of cola1rs, an interesting instance where, as Cantor
has shown,
Philosqpher. 21

he did not slavishly follow the great natural
His admiration for Newtcn was nevertheless evident in
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two bi03raphies, the first of which a_I:Peared in 1831.22

Another work

of a popular nature was Letters on Natural Magic, in which Brewster
offered

scienti~ic

occurrences. 23

explanations of allegedly supernatural

The work also struck a blow for Protestant

rationalism by discrediting some of the pretended miracles of the
Roman Catholic Church.
In the 1830s, Brewster became highly preoccupie::1 with various
personal struggles, involving both the undulatory theory of light arrl
his own attempts to obtain a secure post which would enable him to
carry on his experimental research.
increased state

s~t

He was a fervent advocate of

for scientists, and, in 1830, qpset William

Wl)ewell, Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, by his reaction to
Charles Babbage's work on the decline of science in England.

In the

Quarterly Review Brewster lamented that "there is not one man in all
the eight universities of Great Britain who is at present engaged in
any train of original research." 24

He also p.1t forward a scheme for

dividing university chairs, which seemed to imply that university
professors were overpaid.

Beyon::l mere clashes of personality between

Brewster and Whewell's Cambridge group, one can discern differences
of opinion about the role of mathematics in natural philosophy and
about the relationship between science and technoloy.

The Cambridge

group StJH?Orted James Da.vid Forbes against Brewster in the contest
for the &iinburgh chair of natural philos:::>fhy in 1833, partly because
Forbes would intrcrluce to Edinburgh the use of calculus in physical
problems.

Cambridge had already become a centre for these

techniques, and Forbes' defeat of Brewster has been seen by George
Davie in nationalistic terms as a victory for anglicising influences
over the "humanistic bias" of Scottish science. 25

Forbes (and Davie)
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may have exaggerated the differences between the two candidates over
the mathematical issue, but Brewster's defeat by his twenty-three
year old protege sharpened his dislike of the Cambridge scientists.
In the Edinburgh Review, he assumed the role of a jealous parent in
his attack on their influence in the British Association, which
Brewster had helped to fourrl in 1831:
... the moment that the contingent from Cambridge joined
the Association, some scheme seems to have been formed to
obliterate its origin, to paralyse its Objects
26
Whewell's History of the Inductive Sciences was a fresh provocation
to Brewster, containing ro references to engineering achievements arrl
minimising the contributions of Scotsmen. 27

As Cantor has shown,

another running sore in his relationship with Cambridge was the
undulatory theory of light, which Brewster feared had become the
established orthodoxy in the Royal Society.

After the Society had

refused publication of a paper on the composition of p:>larizErl light
in 1841, he complained to the Whig statesman lord Brougham that the
Society needed reform as it was "in the harrls of a Cambridge Facticn
hostile to all Scotchmen". 28
Brewster's attempts to find . secure employment led him up rome
strange paths.

Perhaps strangest of all was his decision in 1832 to

enter the Church of England.

Confiding to Brougham that he wanted

"some permanent resource before the arrival of age or ill health",
Brewster ccnsulted the Bishop of Cloyne, who expected few problems in
obtaining ordination in view of his previous preparation for the
Church of Sootland. 29

Brewster confessed to Charles Babbage that his

poor memory disqualified him for

the Scottish Church,

extemporary preaching was favoured Py the Evangelicals.

where

In any case

he had "never felt that there was any difference" between the two
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national churches. 30

This comment

is

surprising

Brewster's Evangelical Calvinist beliefs.

in view of

In 1833,

a

family

inheritance led him to abarrlon these plans, despite IDrd Brougham's
offer of a living. 31

Thanks to Brougham's inf~uence,

Brewster

obtained a crown pensi<n in 1832 and was made princi_pal of the United
Colleges of St. Leonard and St. Salvator at St. Arrlrews in 1838. ·
During the 1830s,

Brewster contributed regularly to the

Edinburgh Review, a pericrlical whose stance was reformist, Whig and
secular.

Its party politics may have been congenial enough to

Brewster but he was occasionally unhappy about its treatment of
religious and ecclesiastical matters.

In 1837 Brewster warned the

Review's editor, Macvey Napier, of the offence likely to be caused by
a hostile article on 'Evangelical Preaching'. 32

However, Brewster

was not in sympathy with all the activities of the Evangelical party
in the Church of Scotland at this time.

During the 1830s, Chalmers

was campaigning for 'church extension',

attempting to attract

Government money to subsidise seat rents oo as to make it easier for
poor worshippers to attend ChurCh.

Shortly after his appointment to

the principalship, Brewster wrote enthusiastically to Napier about
the moral philosophy and political economy lectures of Dr George
Cook, a leading Moderate.

Brewster noted Cook's opposition to

Chalmers' "wild scheme of CllurCh extension" and predicted that "if we
had a wise Officer of the Crown in Scotland, he might by Dr Cook's
powerful influence in the Assembly place the govt.
position with the Church." 33

in a right

'!his rift with Chalmers may have 'dated

back to the 1833 professorial election, -when Chalmers had expressed a
preference for Forbes. 34
As Anderson has shown, Brewster's honeym:::>on period with his St.
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Andrews colleagues did not last long. 35

His refo:r;ming spirit fell

foul of the Tory Mcrlerate establishment there, and by D=cember 1838
he was complaining. to Napier of ''p::>li tical bigotry with a vengeance"
on the part of Ccok, who had opposed sending a deputation to Perth to
lobby Mr Fox Maule, one of the under-secretaries of state in Lord
Melbourne's ministry, about the state of the college buildings· and
about compensation claims for salary increases.36

Anderson points

out that many of Brewster's charges of financial maladministration

had also been made by Chalmers during his time as professor of moral
philosophy.

In 1840, Brewster and other liberals, anxious to make

the University into a scientific centre, sought to have the chair of
medicine turned into a chair of natural history, and to offer it to
Fleming.

The chair of medicine had been converted into a chair of

chemistry for the past thirty years but the recent endowment of a
separate chemistry chair meant that the medical one was now a
sinecure.

Once again,

Brewster and his supporters encountered

opposition from the Tories and instead the chair was designated an
anatomical one,

according to the terms of the original deed.

Brewster suggested to Napier that this was because Cook's party could
n::>t get "a Natural History Tory to equal Dr Fleming." 37

The rift in

the Church of Scotlarrl was deepening, arrl in 1841 Brewster was moved
to write to I.Drd Brougham putting the case for the non-intrusionist
party and urging that the Government should legislate to end the
current deadlock between Church and civil courts:
But it will be asked why has the Church come to such a
determination?
She has done so from the Convictions of
Conscience- from an anxiety to exterrl the prc:per influence
of the People, and secure to them religious privileges
already theirs by Statute and by Treaty, arrl from the still
h1gher motive Of supplying them with devoted and faithful
Pastors who will watch unremittingly over their Religious,
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their Moral and their Physical wants.38
Brewster took part in the procession of seceding churchmen in 1843,
arrl attended every sitting of the first assembly of the Free Cllurch.

He was afterwards an elder in the new Church.
Fleming's situation at Aberdeen was never ideal and he had
accepted it only after a number of unsuccessful applications. for
other chairs more closely related to his interests in natural
history.

To make his lot worse, he was obliged, as the junior

professor, to take on a great many secretarial duties. 39

In a letter

of 1838, he complained to Cllarles Lyell of "the system of torture in
reference to College matters under which I have now been smarting for
4 years and see no end." 40

Despite these hardships,

Fleming

continued his favourite studies, contributing the article 'Mollusca'
to the seventh edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica and other
papers to the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal.

He was also an

active member of the Aberdeen PhilosoPhical Society, formed in 1840.
His allegiance to the Evangelical cause remained firm and he was
dismayerl when his friend, Patrick Neill, sided with the Mcrlerates in
the constitutional controversy:
I regret to observe your present lukewarmness towards the
best friends of the church. I never admired the Veto. But
I never for a moment doubted the right and power of the
church to determine what ccnstituted qualification ... 4
Unlike the other three, Miller received little in the way of
formal education, and never held a university affX)intment of any kirrl
during his life.

He was also considerably younger than the others,

born in 1802 in Cromarty, a fishing village north of Inverness. 42
Miller was brought up by his widowed mother, his father, a sailor,
having drownerl in 1807.

He was a wild, unruly

roy, but in his teens
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acquired a taste for literature.

Apprenticed as a stonemason at the

age of seventeen, he was drawn to study goology through a fascination
with the materials of his trade.

His apprenticeship ended in 1822

and he worked for several years as a journeyman mason, travellin:J all
over Scotland and often living in the appalling conditions of the
bothies, which he shared with his fellow-workers.

Thlring this perioo

he developed his taste for literature and his devout Evangelical
beliefs,

whilst acquiring a very low opinion of the morals and

manners of the workin:J man. 43

By 1834, his poetry arrl other writing

had established his reputaticn locally to the extent that he was made
accountant of a branch of the Commercial Bank in Cromarty.

Scenes

and Legends of the North of Scotland (1835) combined antiquarian
studies with descriptions of the fossils he had found in the local
Old Red Sarrlstone. 44
Fleming visited Miller at Cromarty during the 1830s and,
according to Miller's biographer, Peter Bayne, probably then began
his controversy with Miller about the interpretation of raised
beaches arourrl the Scottish coa.st. Fleming denied that they provided
evidence of a

chang~

in the coa.stline.

The controversy continued for

twenty years, surfacing in the Royal Physical Society, an Edinburgh
natural history society, of which Miller became president in 1852.
Bayne stresses that their difference of opinion did not affect 11 the
oordiali ty of their friendship. 1145
in 1831,

Fleming's description, published

of the scales of vertebrated animals in the Old Red

Sandstone paved the way for Miller's work in that formation. 46
In the Old Red Sandstone (1841), Miller bitterly attacked Dr John
Anders:>n of Newrurgh for making misleading remarks about Fleming's
descripticns of these fossil

fi~

Miller noted Fleming's reputation
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for "untiring research, philosophic discrimination, and all the
qualities which constitute a naturalist of the highest order."

He

claimed that Anderson, a Church of Scotland minister and author of
several geological papers, "extensively appropriated" Fleming's
writ ten and spoken remarks. 4 7

Andrews suggests that Miller's

animosity towards Anderson was perhaps intensified by the fact ·that
Anderson was a member of the Moderate party. 48

In the 1830s,

Miller

began to correspond with other leading geologists, including Louis
Agassiz and Sir Rcrlerick Murchison.

Aroused

cy the struggle going on

in the Church of Scotland, Miller also 't.cx:)k up p::>lemical writing.

In

two pamphlets he maintained that the Church was being oppressed by
the civil authority in the administration of the law of patronage,
arrl called on members of his party to continue the fight within the

01urch:
We have already seen one of the Presbyteries of our Church
honoured by a public rebuke, and fines and imprisonment
hang over another. But the duty of our ministers is not
the less clear. They owe it to themselves and to their
people, to their country and to their God, that they
neither obey this iniquitous law, nor yet quit the
establishment. Ei~~r alternative involves the ruin of the
O'lurch of Scotland;
'!he pamphlets attracted the attention of leading members of the nonintrusionist party, and in 1840, Miller was invited to edit the newly
founded Witness newspaper, which was dedicated to their cause.

Moving to Edinburgh, Miller was brought into the thick of the
ecclesiastical turmoil.

Though an energetic and eloquent defender

of his party's interests, he still fourrl time for geological sttrlies.
The Old Red Sandstone initially appeared in serial form in The
Witness.

It was the first p.1rely geological work from Miller's pen

but it was no dry scientific text.

He excelled in his ability to
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impart to the reader the sense of actually observing the ancient
seas, teeming with primaeval forms.
Despite his literary achievements, Miller remained something of
an outsider in polite Edinburgh society, set apart by his social
origins and perhaps partly by his temperament and mode of dress. 50
Bayne records that he developej few close relaticnships with leaders
of the popular party in the Church, although he enjoyed a "warm
friendship" with Chalmers. 51
Brewster, too, seems to have known Miller well.

According to

Bayne, they were both regular members of a party which visited the
horne of a Mr Macgill Crichton, a country gentleman and staunch
supporter of the Free Church.
Brews~er

In the North British Review (1845)

commended Miller as "an able geologist and accurate

observer"5 2 arrl in a later issue (1850) described him as:
... one of the few individuals in the history of Scottish
science who have raised themselves above the labours of an
humble profess ion by the force of their genius, and the
excellence of their character, to a comparatively high
place in the social seal~
Brewster noted with approval 11 the high tone of philosophy and
religion which distinguishes all his writings. 1153

The physicist

contributed an account of the geologist's career which was
incorporated by Louis Agassiz in a posthumous edition of Miller's
Footprints of the Creator. 54

In Footprints, Miller had described

Brewster as one of 11 the first men of the age''. 55
In the Church struggles, Miller was one of the leading lay
combatants on the Evangelical side.

Chalmers was the undisputed

leader of the party during the Ten Years• Ccnflict which ended in the
Disruption.

Elected Moderator in 1832, Chalmers presided over a

debate in the General Assembly on the patronage issue.

A move to
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remit to a ex>mmittee demarrls for mcrlifying the rights of pa.trons and
restoring the importance of the congregational call was defeated.
Two years later, the Evangelicals having secured a majority in the
Assembly, Olalmers successfully moved the Veto Act.

In its wake came

the string of legal battles between Cllurch courts arrl civil courts.
Throughout the conflict, Chalmers' leadership restrained the more
radical elements in his party· who favoured breaking with the
Established Church.

As an ardent defender of the Establishment

principle, Chalmers regarded such an outcome as catastrophic.5 6
However, by early 1843, even Chalmers was abandoning hopes of a
negotiated settlement and, once convinced of the need for Disrqption,
he set about ensuring that the new Church would be able to survive.
Possess€rl of shrevrl rosiness skills as well as being a fine orator,
Chalmers drew up detailed plans for the Church's organisation and
finance in time for the fateful General Assembly of May 1843.
The Disruption undoubtedly strengthened the links amongst
members of the groqp.

A distinction must be made between links which

they themselves perceived arrl links which were imputed by others.

In

the first category, the sense of belonging to a Church born out of
persecution probably encouraged a sense of solidarity.

Such an

attitude was intensified by the manner in which the surviving
Established Church revived the ecclesiastical tests,

requiring

holders of posts in schools and universities to subscribe to the
Westminster Confession of Faith.

In the seventeenth century, these

regulations had been intended to exclude Jacobites, and by the
nineteenth century they had long been regarded as an anachronism.
The

Mooera tes, especially,

had set little store by them in the pa.st,

but after the Disruption the remainder of the Established Church
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seized on them as a convenient means of removing Free Church
sChoolmasters and professors from their posts.
One early victim of this new intolerance was Brewster.

In July

1843, the University of St. Andrews resolved to send to the Secretary
of State for the Home Department a memorial noting that the principal
of the United College had "joined himself to a hostile
dissenters and had thereby

body

of

in the opinion of the University

disqualified himself from remaining Principal of the College".57

In

a letter to Brougham, enclosing a copy of the minute, Brewster saw it
as the University's retribution for his exposure before the Royal
Commissim of "the system of illiterate instruction" at St. Andrews
and of the misappropriation of Bursary Funds. 58
Church eventually deciderl in 1845 not to

pr~eed

The Established

with its attempts to

get rid of Brewster, technically because he had not signed the formal
Deed of Demission but largely because of the unfavourable public
reaction.
Fleming, too, became worried aba.lt his university position after
the Disruption.

He wrote to Chalmers in August 1843, proposing a

three year curriculum in natural theology, covering physical science,
biology and zoology,

to be taught in a Free Church College in

Edinburgh:
I need not expatiate to you on the influence which such a
course would exercise on the minds of the students of the
Free ChurCh, or the J?Ower of pulpit illustration whiCh it
would furnish. Multitudes do not see God in his works
becaus~ they are not qualified to read the book of
nature. 9

Chalmers wrote back to Fleming: "Sir David [Brewster] and I both
exceedingly admire your scheme of a professorship." 60

After a

meeting between Chalmers and Fleming in September 1843, a shorter
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simplified course lasting one year was agreed upon.
At the Disruption,

Chalmers and the Rev.

David Welsh had

resigned their chairs in the divinity faculty at Edinburgh
University, and 93 of the faculty's students had joined the new
Olurch.

The Free Olurch clearly neede:l a theological college and a

building for this purpose was purchased in July 1843.
became principal and professor of divinity.

Chalmers

Work began on a larger

building on the Mourrl in 1845.
There were some in the Free Church who hoped that the College
could 'be developed s:> as to challenge the main University, offering
instruction in other subjects 'besides theological ones.
went some way in this direction.

The 01urch

At the Inverness Assembly of the

Free Church in August 1845, it was agreed to appoint Fleming to the
New College natural science chair.

Fleming joined Chalmers and

Miller in Edinburgh arrl remaine:l in the post until his death in 1857.
He ·taught a blend of natural history, natural theology and
apologetics.

The course also included 'Biblical science', which

illuminated Scriptural passages making use of natural imagery. 61
Fleming himself described his subject as "Natural History with its
applications to Theological Studies & the Arts of life". 62

A

regulation of 1848 required that all Free Olurch thoological students
attended the natural science class for one session.

The Free ChurCh

also created chairs of logic arrl metaphysics and of moral philosophy
at the College.

However,

the expense of maintaining the non-

theological chairs scon led Cllurch leaders to have

s~cxrl

thoughts.

In 1850, the Free Church majority en the Town Council presented P.C.
MacD:>ugall of the moral philosophy chair to the equivalent chair in
the University.

Alexander Campbell Fraser, professor of logic and
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metaphysics,

followed him into the University in 1857.

Fraser

defeated James Frederick Ferrier, who had also been the candidate
against MacDougall, and both contests took place in a strongly
sectarian atmosphere.
George Davie, from an anti-Evangelical perspective, sees the
release of religious enthusiasm in the wake of the 1843 events as a
destructive influence.

Evangelical commitment to the non-

intrusionist principle had repercussions at the philosophical level,
the recognition of the right of private judgement, even the judgement
of the untutored peasant, resulting in a metaphysics of 'Unverifiable
illuminations and uncommunicable inspirations". 63

This led to an

unprecedented degree of polarisation in the commonsense school of
philosophy.

The intuitionalists - MacDougall,

Fraser and the

Evangelicals - positively relished its inability to account for man's
commonsense beliefs, for which their antagonists, led by Ferrier,
sought a completely "rational elucidation". 64

Discouraged by their

defeats at the hands of the Evangelical extremists, the Ferrier camp
subsequently abandoned commonsense to the intuitionalists and
espoused a priori German metaphysics.
In the long term, the Disruption may have had a secularising
influence on Scottish life.

For instance, the problem of catering

for the needs of all religious denominations- Church of Scotland,
Free Church and Dissenters - eventually resulted in an Act of 1861
which greatly reduced the Church of Scotland's control over the
parish schools. 65

In the short term, however,

sectarian divisions.

the schism increased

Even Davie admits that the Free Church was not

entirely responsible for this state of affairs, since the way in
which the Established Cllurch used the Test Acts was regrettable. ·
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As early as 1835, Chalmers had confessed to Fleming that he saw

no justification for restricting non-theological chairs to
communicants in the Olurch of Scotland. 66

The abolition of the tests

now became a liberal cause in which Free Churchmen could join
Presbyterian Dissenters arrl Episcopalians.

Fleming was ccnvener of a

committee formed in Edinburgh to campaign for such a change 67

an:1 in

1845 Brewster led a deputation to the Prime Minister, Sir Robert

Peel, on the sUbject. 68

An Act of Parliament of 1853 eventually

removed the restriction on Dissenters.
Influenced by the lack of support they had received as nonintrusionists from the liberal periodical press in Scotland, Free
Churchmen also established their own quarterly, the North British
Review.

Founded in 1844 by Edward F. Maitland, the Rev. Iavid Welsh,

and others, the Review was described by Hanna, as being "pure and
independent, .. and having a .. Christian yet unsectarian aim." 69
aimed to counter-balance the secular tone of its rival,
Edinburgh.

It
the

The North British was edited first by Welsh, then by

Maitland and from about 1847 to 1850 by Hanna.
in-law took over,

Just after his son-

Chalmers issued a circular letter soliciting

additional' sUbscribers for a journal
... which while universally cognisant of Literature and
Science in all their branches, proposes that one of its
departments should be special!~ consecrated to the
interests of our common Christianity:70
Brewster was a regular contributor on scienti fie, educational and
philosophical sUbjects.

The Review carried 76 of his articles

between 1844 and 1863, 01almers ccntributing a further seven, Fleming
three (or possibly four) arrl Miller two.
I have already presented evidence of common causes in which the
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group laboured after the Disruption.

I have indicated their

increased personal interactions in the few years after 1843 in which
all four were still alive.

Brewster's daughter, Mrs Gordon notes

that the Disruption events strengthened the early friendship between
Brewster and Chalmers.

The Free Church leader was a guest at St.

I.eonard's College, preaching "while there was yet neither Free Church
nor pastor at St. Andrews." 71

Chalmers died in 1847.

Miller was urged to apply for the chair of natural history at
Edinburgh in succession to RObert Jameson in 1853 but instead Edward
Forbes was appointed.
the chair,

Interestingly,

although he favoured dividing

Fleming deprecated an attempt to split it into a

geological part (for Miller),
professor. 72

leaving all the rest for another

This was because suCh a division did not corre~nd to

Fleming's view of natural history, which dismissed geology as too
vague a term and held the important division to be between the
inorganic and the organic.

Mineralogy dealt with the inorganic,

zoology with the organic,

including the study of fossil life

(palaeontology).
involved.

There was evidently no personal animosity to Miller

Indeed, Sir Charles Lyell recalled with pleasure the many

geological excursions he had made about Edinburgh with Fleming,
Miller or both, during a visit of 1855. 73

After Miller's death,

Fleming assisted his widow, Lydia, in preparing for pUblication the
woodcuts in Miller's Testimony of the Rocks. 74
By the late 1840s,

Miller's physical health was seriously

impaired, partly by the rigours of his early life and partly by the
pressure of editing the Witness throughout the years of qpheaval in
the Church.

In 1845, tired arrl afflicted by the silicosis which was

a legacy from his days as a stonemason, Miller visited England.

An
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account of his tour was published as First Impressions of England and
its People. 75

In the 1850s his

show signs of illness.

mind, as well as his bcrly, began to

He became obsessed with the possibility that

he might be attacked and took to carrying a loaded gun whenever he
went out.

He also began to suffer from terrifying visions.

In

December 1856, after a particularly horrific experience of this kind,
he wrote a farewell note to Lydia and Shot himself.
Fleming died the following year.

Thanks to his efforts, the

chair of natural science at New College survived the removal of the
other non-theological chairs and indeed was retained after his
death. 76

Brewster lived an until 1868.

Although the University arrl

the local Presbytery were unsuccessful in ejecting him, his abrasive
temperament led him into further clashes with his academic a::>lleagues
at St. Andrews.

His decision to raise the Bursaries question before

the Royal Commission investigating the Scottish Universities,
together with an attack he made on Adam Anderson, professor of
natural philosophy,

over a gas explosion in the lecture room,

prompted William Spalding, professor of logic and metaphysics, to
lament to Jdm Lee in 1846 that there was
slander before us ... 77

11

nothing but wrangling and

Brewster also continued to complain,

in

letters to Lord Brougham, and to Charles Babbage, about Cambridge
domination of the Royal Society78 and about attempts by .. certain
parties" to obstruct the aims of the British Association. 79

Another

grievance arose from the choices made by Lord Palmerston's government
for presentations to professorial chairs in the gift of the Crown and
the general neglect of St. Andrews by Whig administrations:
Their appointments to our Chairs have been base jobs,
during the last 20 years, and their refusal to maintain our
University in terms of the Treaty of Union, and to pay
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claims adrni tted by themselves and one half of which was
paid by the Tories, is a proof among many others .. that
they are not friendly to our educaticnal Institutioo. 80
In 1859, the

Edi~gh Town

Council aJ;PJinted Brewster principal of

Edinburgh University in successicn to John Lee.

He remained in the

post until his death in 1868, his introductory addresses at the
opening of sessions being amongst his last pUblications of any kind.
According to Mrs Gordon,

Brewster's own Christian beliefs

deepened during the 1850s, partly as a result of his first wife's
death in 1850.

Before that, his cornrni trnent to the Evangelical cause

had been formal rather than personal.

In particular, he had doubts

about the possibility that anyone could know that he or she was one
of the elect.

Mrs G:>rdoo records that a profoun:l change occurred in

her father's religious outlook during this period.

Such a

development carne to:> late to have much effect on Brewster's relations
with the other members of the group.

However, besides their own

percepticns of a distinct identity, there are signs that, in the late
1850s, others also began to link the four names.

Acknowledged in

society as leading men of science, they could be picked out by Free
Church apologists as pro:>£ that the Church was abreast of scienti fie
developments.

The Rev. JOhn Duns, Fleming's biographer and also his

successor at New College, connected their names in an article of
1858, by which time three of the four were dead:
Generally, it will be found that great men come in groups.
They are God's gift to any nation7 and when He sends them
thus, we should rejoice in them - see only their
outstanding excellencies, and try to hide that in them by
which "IXX>r human nature" testifies that all such treasure
is in earthern vessels, that the excellency may be seen to
be of God • • •
Scotland might be law fully proud of such a
group of men, whose scientific labours are associated with
her Christianity, as that which contains the na.rnes - Thomas
Chalmers, Hugh Miller, JOhn Fleming and David Brewster.81
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Duns again made the link in his biography of Fleming, though for an
llll.krnwn reason he deleted the reference to Miller.

The other three

were praisoo for "t!le service they had rendererl to "Christian thought,
and generally to the interests of the Church" amongst those "whose
discoveries loo to
kind." 82

~latian

of a peculiarly delicate and difficult

It obviously suited the Free Church to have them recognised

as Free Church scientists before all else.
This chapter has shown the high degree of interaction amongst
members of the chosen group.

Approximately contemporaries, the four

men knew one another for most of their lives,
corresponding regularly.

meeting and

Their various relationships may have

differed in intimacy and certainly Brewster seems to have been rather
estranged from Chalmers during the 1830s.

Fbwever, he never deviatoo

from a firm commitment to the cause of non-intrusionism.
careers differed considerably.

Their

Only two were ordained clergymen and

only Chalmers could be described as a theologian.

Of the other

three, Miller and Fleming workerl in similar areas of science, though
Fleming perhaps looked rather disdainfully on Miller's narrow range
of scientific competences,

refusing to recognise geology as a

discipline in its own right.

Brewster also frequently wrote popular

articles about geology and overlapped with Fleming's mineralogical
interests through his studies of the optical properties of crystals.
Brewster was involved in an enormous number of personctl arrl political
battles.

Opposition to the undulatory theory of light does not seem

to have been of particular interest to the other three.

On the

other

hand, Chalmers and Fleming shared his concern for university reform,
including his enthusiasm for establishing additional professorial
chairs.
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'!he Disruption of 1843 brought the four closer together, both in
their own eyes and in the eyes of others.

This was partly because

'Free Cl1urchman' was a more clearly-defined and recognisable category
than 'Evangelical' had ever been.
Civil Courts before the

Disr~tion

Moreover, the antagonism of the
and the continuing enmity of the

Established Church bred a feeling of solidarity amongst all Free
Churchmen.

The revival of the Test Acts was a particularly blatant

instance of intolerance.

The Disruption also gave birth to other

institutions besides the Olurch itself.

The founding of New College,

in particular, helped to confirm a feeling of academic as well as
ecclesiastical, separateness, even though the goal of a Free Cllurch
University was soon abandoned.

However, probably the strongest

influences in uniting the group were extraneous to the eva"1ts in the
Cllurch.

These are discussed in chapters six arrl seven.

In the next

two chapters I examine the extent to which common threads run through
the natural theologies of Chalmers, Fleming, Brewster arrl Miller.
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Chapter Four

'lBOMAS CHAlMERS

In this chapter I discuss the development of a discourse about

natural theology in the writings of Thomas Chalmers.

Although

Fleming was also a clergyman, Chalmers was the only member of the
group to hold chairs of moral philosophy and divinity.

He was also

the only one to write works of a purely theological nature.
should therefore

e~ect

We

to find in his writings a keen awareness of

the relationship between natural theology and other branches of
theology.

In view of the breadth of his interests and his central

position in the Evangelical party and the Disruption,

it seems

appropriate to discuss his thought in detail before considering the
work of Fleming, Brewster and Miller.

Chalmers can perhaps be

expected to offer the riChest insights into the role in Evangelical
thought played by natural theology, an::l the strongest clues about the
interests whiCh shaped its development.
As we have already seen, Chalmers entered the 01urch with few of

the theological or pastoral concerns to which he later committed
himself.

His father,

according to bi03raphers, regretted his son's

lack of seriousness about his application to a career in the ministry
and in the early years at Kilmany Chalmers 1 scientific interests
frequently took precedence over pastoral duties.

This tendency to

neglect parish visiting earned the Moderate party a great deal of
opprobrium from the Evangelical side, particularly in the years
leading up to the Disruption.
his own faith,

After the change in the character of

it was condemned with as much fervour

1::¥ Chalmers as
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by any other Evangelical.
more complex.

The change in his theology was somewhat

Most of his early theological and philosophical

mentors survived the conversion process.

As Rice has emphasised, in

his Moderate period Chalmers was greatly impressed with the reality
of God's power. 1

This element remained in his new faith but it was

augmented by an awareness of other important aspects of the divine
character.

To Ch3.lmers the Evangelical, Gcrl was a moral governor arrl

a judge as well as being the great Architect of Creation.
As a student in St Andrews Cha.lmers had been drawn for a time to

the optimistic anarchism of William Godwin.

Godwin's main work,

Political Justice, envisaged a process of perpetual and inevitable
social improvement.

The goal was a decentralised democratic society

founded on reason and the power of private jndgement. 2
writings of the

Puritan

divine

Jonathan

The

Edwards freed Chalmers

from the materialism of Gcrlwin, but as Hanna stresses:
... his was a different kind of faith from that of Edwards.
It was but a philosophical faith in the godhead - a faith
resting as its main, if not only support, on enlarged and
sUblime conceptions of a universe throughout the whole of
whose immutable successions a sovereign principle of fixed
and unvarying order reigns. A faith soaring so high~ and
leaning only on such support, was liable to be shaken.
More serious than the effect of Gcrlwin's thought en Ch3.lmers' faith
was the result of reading Baron d'Holbach's System of Nature. 4

This

work, in which blind necessity replaced the notion of a universe
governed by its Creator,
,t:hiloro.I_:hical scepticism.

reduced Chalmers to a

state of

I::eliverance came in the work of two major

figures of the Soottish philosophical schcx:>l.

01almers recalled long

afterwards the beneficial effects of reading Beattie's Essay on Truth
and of attending John Robison's natural philosophy lectures at
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Edinburgh University. 5

After his conversion to Evangelicalism he

retained his respect for the commonsense school and its achievements,
though,

as

Ric~

points out,

he constantly emphasised its

limitations.
Chalmers also carried over his scientific interests, in geology,
chemistry and mathematics, although pastoral duties assumed
over lectures.

Poor relief,

too,

pri~ity

was an early concern which

continued to animate Chalmers throughout his life.

Finally, Chalmers

retained from his Moderate phase a robust defence of geology's
In 1804 in a lecture

freedom from the burden of Biblical literalism.

on chemistry at St Andrews he rebutted charges of infidelity made
against the fledgling science:

By referring the origin of the globe to a higher antiquity
than is assigned to it by the writings of Moses, it has
been said that geology undermines our faith in the
inspiration of the Bible, and in all the animating
prospects of immortality whiCh it unfolds. This is a false
alarm. The writings of Moses do not fix the antiquity of
the globe:" If theYfix anythliig at all, It Is the
anFiqui ty of theS}?ecies.
It is nOt the Interest()£
Christianit~to repress liberty of discussion. 6
This merle of disengaging the geological record from compariscn with
Genesis became kn:::>wn as the interval theory since it assumed that an
indefinite interval had elapse:l 'between the first and secorrl verses
of chapter one.

The creation described in the rest of the chapter

was only the most recent of a whole series.

From a moral and

theological point of view it was the only one of any importance,
since it culminat.Erl in the a_ppearance of man.

In 1814, Chalmers gave

the theory wider currency in a review of Cuvier's Theory of the Earth
for the Edinburgh Christian Instructor:
Should the phenomena compel us to assign a greater
antiquity to the globe than to that work of days detailed
in the Book of Genesis, there is still one way of saving
the credit of the literal history. The first creation of
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the earth and the heavens may have formed no part of that
work. This took place at the beginning, and is described
in the first 7erse of Genesis. It 1s not said when this
beginning was.
_
While Chalme.rs appeared to reject narrow Biblical literalism
here, he also rejected the tactic adopted by some geologists of
fitting the globe's entire history into the Mosaic chronolo:w.

The

so-ca.lled Scriptural geologists attempted to placate clerical opinion
by claiming that geology confirmed Moses.

Chalmers suggested that if

Scripture were properly interpreted then geology did offer such
cx:>nfirmation, but he was also asserting the independence of science
from pre-conceptions about the Biblical timescale.

"We are not

afraid when the torch of Science is lighted up to look at the Bible",
he later told theology students at Edinburgh University. 8

In a

lecture delivered in 1835 he admitted difficulties with the interval
theory, such as the apparent creation of the sun, moon and stars on
the fourth day, according to the Mosaic account.

The word 'made'

must be understocrl there to mean 'made visible', Chalmers suggested.
Even with such problems, Olalmers declared that the geological issue
was "altogether an affair of outposts; arrl that, however decided, it
will I'X)t affect the main strength of revelation." 9
If Chalmers had no time for simple formulae linking Genesis to
geology, what methods was he prepared to countenance for drawing
theological conclusions from his many scientific interests? The
argument from design had satisfied the educated minds of the
eighteenth century,
it

satis~

de~ite

the lacerations inflicted by Hume.

Would

a man like Chalmers, whose faith was of quite a different

character from the religi<n of reascn which had dominated Scottish
intellectual life in Hume's time?

Ian Clark has noted the Evangeli-
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cals' willingness during the Leslie affair to set aside the design
argument, and has taken it to be part of a nore general disaffection
with the eighteenth century emphasis on the reasonableness of
Christianity.

The Moderates, he suggests, were dedicated to the

gathering of natural evidence, and to the working out of proofs.
Evangelical intellectuals, oo the other harrl, were prepared even to
come to terms with Hume in the quest for a new basis for their
faith. 1

°

Clark is right to note these differences, but they were

perhaps exaggerated in the heat of party strife surrounding Leslie's
election.

We have already noted in chapter two the ccntributions of

the Evangelical, William Brown, to the Leslie debate.
his Essay on the Existence of

~

However, in

Supreme Creator (1816) Brown showed

no sign of any coldness towards the argument which the Moderates
claimed Leslie had undermined.

The design argument sat alongside

other evidence of the being of Gcrl from metaphysics, the human mental
constitution,

the character of the Scriptures and

11

the almost

universal Assent of Mankirrl to this opinion.. :
The order and beauty of the world, the admirable
contrivance of every part of its structure, exhibited to
our view, and the exquisite harmony of the whole system,
loudly proclaim an invisible, infinitely intelligent, and
almighty Creator. The invisible things of God, from the
creation of the worl~are clearly seen, beTngunderstood by
the th1ngs that are made.* This argument, as 1_t has the
greatest we1ght with the most oolid arrl acute philorophers
is also calculated to bring conviction to every capacity. 1 i
Cha.lmers does seem to have shown rome alienaticn from the notion
that Clrristianity was to be judged by the test of reason.

Published

early in 1813, Chalmers• article 'Christianity• for the Edinburgh
Encyclopaedia seemed to make a very low estimate of the reliability
of human judgement by setting aside the internal evidence of
Christianity and concentrating entirely on the external.

It dealt
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only with the evidence external to the Bible for the truthfulness of
its contents: its reliability on historical matters, the testimony of
original and sUbsequent witnesses and the fulfilment of Biblical
prophecies.
our

It left out the accordance between Bible teachings arrl

existing knowledge of Gal arrl His attributes.12

In a letter to

his friend Dr Charles Stuart, Chalmers declared that he could· not
believe that .. any antecedent knowledge of ours as to the ways of Gcrl
entitles us to sit in judgement upon the subject of any message
accredited by those external prcofs, which are a sign to those who do
not believe ... 13

The article was reprinted as The Evidence and

Authority of the Christian Revelation and an advertisement
that the author was

11

e~lained

far from asserting the study of the historical

evidence to be the only channel to a faith in the truth of
Christianity.'• 14

Nevertheless,

Chalmers• harsh words about the

internal evidence were, with some alterations, retained:
We hold by the total insufficiency of natural religion to
pronounce ~ the intrinsic merits of any revelation, and
think that the authority of every revelation rests
exclusively upon its external evidences, and upon such
marks of honesty in the composition itself as would apply
to any human performance.
Cl.almers claimed in his justification not only the sinfulness of
pronouncing upcn the metho::J. of the divine government but Of!X)sition
to

11

that theorising a priori spirit, which the wisdom of Bacon has

banishe:J. from all the schcols of _t:hilos::>phy:• 15

The work attracted

the wrath of a Moderate divine, Duncan Mearns, who accused Chalmers
of making comm<n cause with atheists by undermining the conclusions
of natural theol03Y.
proper

Mearns argued that reason exercised within its

province was indispensable to revelation and could not be

blamed for extravagant, false

~stems:
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The leading principle which forms the foundation of the
reasonings here subjected to examination is, ~ that all
conclusions of a theological nature which are drawn from
other sources than dlVlne revelation, are fallacfOUS:
Hence it follows, that from the known-character, or
tendency of a religious sys~ we are 1ncapable of forming
any JUdgement regpect1ng the validity of 1 ts cla1ms to
diVine author1 ty.l
--- - Chalmers' work did not represent his mature view on the subject.
In his later (1836) work en the Evidences of Christianity he mcrlified

the passage quoted al:x::rve to read:
We hold by the insufficiency of nature to pronounce upon
the intrinsic merits of any revelation, and think that the
authority of every revelation rests mainly upon its
historical and experimental evidences, and upon suCh marks
of honesty in the Ffmpos1t1on itself as would apply to any
human performance. 1
01.almers now maintained that the line between internal and external
evidences was blurred.

For instance it was usual to classify any

evidence for the truth of the miracles in the New Testament as
external, even though the most powerful evidence could, Chalmers
argued, be gathered from within the Gospels.

C1almers included in a

substantial section on the internal evidences the moral excellence of
the Gos_pel teachings.

Further support came from the harmony between

the Bible's teaChings on the one harrl and en the other the felt state
of the human heart and the felt wants of our nature.

Chalmers drew

attention to the believer's experience of a change in mental state
allowing _perceptions of new correspcndences between the state of the
human heart arrl the Gospel message.

'!his enlighteni03 process was a

distinct category of evidence.
Works on the evidences of Christianity must be distinguished
from works of natural theology,
divine

concerned rolely with knowledge of

truth which can be obtained without any reference to

Scripture.

Of more direct relevance to the investigation of
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Chalmers' attitude to natural theology are the Astronomical
Discourses, preached in 1816.

The professed object of the sermons

was to combat an objecticn to Orristianity arising from the notion
that other worlds besides our own might be inha.bited by intelligent
creatures.

If this were true, a sceptic might ask, how could the

Orristian notion be accepted of Gcrl's serrling his son to free mankind
from sin?
The first discourse entitled 'A Sketch of Modern Astronomy'
revelled in the sheer vastness of the known universe.

The most

recent discoveries of the telescope served to strengthen the words of
the Psalmist about the magnitude and splendour of the heavens:
But no human fancy can summon up a lively or an adequate
conception - can roam in its ideal flight over this
immeasurable largeness - can take in this mighty space in
all its grandeur, and in all its immensity - can sw~ the
outer boundaries of such a creation - or lift itself up to
the majesty ot that great and invisible arm, on which all
is suspended. 1
Olalrners emphasised that the solar system was proOObly cnly one of
many myriads of stars surrounded by planets and asked whether it was
credible that "the great Architect of nature" would create such
"stately mansions" cnly to leave them unoccupied. 19

The listener was

left stunned at the awesome scale of the Creator's domains, and
aghast at the earth's physical insignificance:
The universe at large would suffer as little, in its
splendour arrl variety, 1::::¥ the destructioo of our planet, as
the verdure and sUblime magn~bude of a forest would suffer
by the fall of a single leaf.
The second discourse, 'The Mooesty of True Science', warned of
the dangers of

~lative

science.

Chalmers held up Newtoo as the

shining example of an inquirer guided by the light of evidence.
There was a warning for those who made unwarrantoo claims to possess
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knowledge of remote regions of space.

unbelievers had no basis for

the assertion that Christianity was unknown in other worlds:
How are they able to tell us, that if you go to other
planets, the person and the religion of Jesus are there
unknown to them? We challenge them to the proof of this
said positive announcement of theirs.21
The

third disclosure -

'On the extent of

Condescension' - harked back to the first.

the

Divine

Chalmers attempted to

reassure listeners disturbe:l 'by the immensity of creative endeavour
described in the opening discourse.

To redress the balance he

emphasised God's care for minute details of His Creation.

Our own

experience testified that Gcrl was not oppressed by the continued care
of human affairs.

There were therefore no grourrls for believing that

a multiplication of His resp:nsibilities would make any difference.
Indeed if he were preoccupied with the management of other worlds, we
should see signs of neglect in our own.

There was also a valuable

addition to man's common experience.

The discoveries of the

microscope,

invented about the same time as the telescope,

matched

those of the other instrument:
The one led me to see a system in every star. The other
leads me to see a world in every atom. The one taught me,
that this mighty globe, with the whole burden of its people
and its countries, is but a grain of sand an the high field
of immensity. The other teaches me, that every grain of
sarrl may harbour within it the tribes arrl the families of a
busy p::>pUla t ion. 22
Tne first and third discourses reconciled the plurality of
worlds doctrine with a belief in GcXl's continued superintendence of
earthly affairs.

There remained the problem, for the Christian, of

the particular circumstances of the croci fixioo arrl resurrecticn of

Christ.

Why had these events ~rred on such a small insignificant

planet and what was their relationship with the moral constitution of
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other worlds?

'!he question had cnly been partially dealt with in the

second discourse.

For a full defence of the theol03Y of Revelation,

Chalmers perhaps broke with the strict limits en theorising which he
had set in the second discourse.

However,

in his remarks in

discourses four arrl five about the activities of the inhabitants of
other worlds, he claimed Scriptural rather than scientific warrant.
There were many places in the Bible where indications were given of
"the deep interest and feeling amongst other orders of created
intelligence" in the process of human redemption. 23

Chalmers

suggested that mere size was an unimportant measure of the battle
that was being fought between good and evil here on Earth.

He

hypothesised that other planetary inhabitants might be in a state of
"frequent and familiar intercourse with Gcrl", as man was before the
Fall. 24

Although he did not dogmatically assert that the Earth was

the cnly foothold gained by Satan, the implicaticn clearly was that
vast regions of the Universe remained in a state of innocence:
I know not if our rebellious world be the only stronghold
which Satan is possessed of; or if it be but the single
post of an extended warfare, that is now going on between
the powers of light and of darkness. But be it the one or
the other, the parties are in array, and the spirit of the
contest is in full energy, and the honour of mighty
combatants is at stake; and let us therefore cease to
wonder that our humble residence has been made the theatre
of so busy an operation, or that the ambition of loftier
natures has h~e put forth all its desire and all its
strenuousness. 2
David Cairns has taken issue with the suggestion that the
Discourses were a major work of natural theology.

Rather, says

Cairns, they were an exercise in apologetics, in clearing away an
obstacle to Christian belief.2 6
number of different purposes.

My own view is that they served a
There is no doubt that Chalmers was

tackling the problem of the Earth's special position in Christian
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eschatology contrasted with its apparent astronomical insignificance.
In the preface, he admitted that the objection did not occupy a very
11

prominent place ~ any of our Treatises of Infidelity... 27
it was often met with in conversation.

Ibwever,

This rather specialised

purpose seems inadequate to explain why Chalmers took the trouble of
composing six discourses on the subject.

There were, after all, many

other intellectual challenges to Christianity which enjoyed at least
as wide currency in society.
A careful reading of the Discourses suggests that Chalmers had
other concerns which complemented rather than undermined the central
one.

Although not a conventional treatise on natural theology,

work is infused with the spirit of natural religion.

the

First, the

language is characteristic, with references to "stately mansions .. ,
"the great Archi teet of Nature.. and similar expressions. 28

Secorrlly

Chalmers actually recommended the pursuit of natural thoology in the
first discourse:
It is truly a most Christian exercise to extract a
sentiment of piety from the works and the appearances of
nature. It has the authority of the Sacred Writers upon
its side, arrl even our Saviour hi~elf gives it the weight
and the solemnity of his example.
'lliis suggests that he regarded astronomy as a potential ally, rather
than a mere infidel weapon to be rendered harmless.

Thirdly, in

discourses four and five, Chalmers' emphasis on the earth as a lone
outpost of evil in the universe may have been partly motivated by the
concerns of natural theology.

If myriads of other worlds were

peopled with angelic beings then the apparently vast burden of
sorrow, sin and misery which was borne by mankind became minute in
cosmic terms.

The problem of evil, a difficulty for the natural

theol03ian, was lessened by being localised.

~spite

the ability of
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Calvinism to come to terms with sin and p.mishment, 01a.lmers may not
have been immune to the appeal of such astronomical theodicy.

In a

later sermon he isolated the Earth even more emphatically in a
reference to "a wide disruption between the planet in which you
dwell, arrl the rest of Gcrl's unfallen universe.'.30
Finally,
discourse,

Cairns' argument makes little sense of the sixth

entitled 'The Slender Influence of Mere Taste and

Sensibility in Matters of Religion'.
between a feeling of
human character.

~iritual

This stressed the distance

elevation and a genuine revolution in

Chalmers contrasted the transitory effect upcn a

listener of a beautiful piece of religious music or of an eloquent
discourse with the permanent results of true conversion.

Cairns

suggests that this discourse did not have "very much to do with the
main theme of the course". 31
it with the others.

My treatment of the disoourses reunites

It brought the listener back to Earth, both

literally and metaphorically.

Qualifying the natural theological

material in the previous discourses, it reminded the listener of his
sinful and rebellious nature, a matter of more immediate and personal
concem than the glories of astronomy.

While natural thoolo;y could

arouse the spirit, it could not bring about a permanent change in a
person's life.

Qliy revelaticn could supply man's deepest spiritual

needs.
If the role of natural thoolo:JY in the Astronomical Discourses
is contentious, there is no disagreement about its presence in
Olalmers' Bridgewater Treatise.

Between the preparation of the two

works, Chalmers had moved from the ministry in Glasgow to academic
life: first the chair of moral philosophy at St Andrews University
and then to the chair of thoology at Edinburgh.

For three years in
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the St John's parish he had also had the experience of evangelical
work amongst the poorest classes.

Chalmers' ideas about pauperism

and its moral and spiritual soluticns are emb<xlierl in the Bridgewater

Treatise.

Its subject - the relationship between external nature arrl

the moral and intellectual constitution of man - was not the most
familiar territory for natural theologians.

Chalmers' interpretation

of the term 'external nature' to include the behaviour of other human
'beings,

including the phenomena of the social and eccnomic system,

placed his work a considerable distance from the genre made popular
by Paley.

His approach to moral reasoning in natural theology

represented a further break with the Paleyan tradition.

Paley had

emphasised the harmony arrl benevolence of organic nature.

In so far

as he dealt with man and his condition, he had minimised pain,
disease and suffering.
different way.

01almers not only viewed the human world in a

He denied that the world of non-human nature enabled

any reliable conclusions to be drawn about the moral qualities of its
Creator:
There may be as thorough an impress of skill and energy on
a machinery of torture, as on some bland and beneficent
contrivance that operates a blessing throughout the sphere
of its activity - on the structure, for example, of a
serpent's envenomed tooth, as on the structure of those
teeth whiCh prepare the aliment for digestion and sUbserve
one of the most useful functions of the animal economy. It
is thus that a wicked and malignant spirit could give
decisive, but most terrible demonstration withal of his
Natural Attributes - so that these on the one hand may be
most strikingly arrl satisfactorily evinced, while the Moral
Attrib..ltes en ~ other may be involve:l in the mystery of
those contradictory appearances in nature, w~~ch the wisdom
of man ha.s ro vainly endeavourerl to unravel.
With this image of nature, the human world, rather than offering
an awkward or even ugly contrast to the rest of Creation, actually
rescued the natural theologian from moral nescience.

Indeed, the
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Creator could be shown to possess other moral qualities besides the
benevolence so much beloved by "slender arrl sentimental theists". 33
His righteousness could be proved by the phenomena of human
conscience and by examining the origin of the suffering which
apparently detracted from His benevolence:
... in our own species at least, both these enjoyments·and
these sufferings are mainly resolvable into moral causes insomuch that, in the vast majority of cases, the
deviations from happiness, can be traced to an anterior
deviation from virtue; and that, apart from death and
accident and unavoidable disease, the wretchedness of
humanity is due to a vicious and ill-regulated morale.34
Hanna records Chalmers• dissatisfactia1 with the "low arrl inadequate

views" of both Paley and Thomas Brown on the moral attributes of
God. 35

Chalmers• more substantial image of the Creator•s ethical

virtues could be justified by the observed facts of human conscience.
Here the Scottish cleric acknowledged the benign influence of another
of his theological mentors, Joseph Butler (Bishop of Durham 1750-52)
whose assertion of the sqpremacy of conscience represented the first
"full and reflex cognizance" of the doctrine. 3G

If God were not a

righteous Being Himself, Butler and Chalmers argued, He would not
have implanted in man such an authoritative and recognisable voice in
favour of righteousness.

De~ite

acknowledging elsewhere that there

was "no author who has not expressly treated of revelation, whose
mental philosophy suggests so many accordances between the science of
mind and the subject-matter of Christianity", 37 Chalmers censured
Tlx>rna.s Brown for leaving the moral sense to compete with many other
mental principles.

According to Chalmers,

a::nscience was a single

ruling power which controlled, or rather should control, all other
human tendencies:
Neither is the mechanism of Man•s personal constitution
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fully or adequately described, by merely telling us in
succession .the several parts of whiCh it is composed - as
the passions, and the appetites, and the affections, and
the moral sense, and the intellectual capacities, which
make up this complex, and variously gifted creature. The
particulars of his mental system must not only be stated,
each in their individuality; but the bearing or coonection
which each has with the rest - else it is not described as
a system at all. In making out this description, we should
not only not overlook its relative place among the other
feelings and faculties of our nature. That place is· the
place of command. What conscience lay~ claim to is the
mastery or regulation over the whole man. 8
Chalmers maintained that when conscience was removed from this
commanding position "there must be a sensation of painful dissonance;
and the whole man feels out of sorts,

as one unhinged or

denaturalizErl".3 9
The operation of conscience was a matter of immediate
observation,

demonstrating that Gcrl 's kindness to His creatures was

to be balanced against His hatred of wrong-doing.

OJalmers brought a

similar rigour to the methcd of reasoning from aspects of the natural
world.

In the introduction to the Bridgewater Treatise he

tre

distinguished between
detailed arrangements.
and,

if destroyed,

intervention.

laws of matter and its "collocations" or

The latter were not explicable by laws alone
could only arise again with the Creator'.s

Crosbie Smith has pointed out that this distinction

followed John RObison's classification of knowledge, whiCh separated
natural philosoPhy (the science of successive nature, of laws) from
natural history (the science of contemporaneous nature, of
collocations)38.

Chalmers claimed it was the tendency of

"atheistical writers" to reason only on the laws and to overlook
these detailed arrangements:
It is not so much in the establishment of certain laws for
matter that we discern the aims or the purposes of
intelligence, as in certain dispositions of matter, that
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put it in the way of being usefully operated upon by the
laws. 41
The greater the number of means combined to proouce a beneficial end,
the greater the argument for the divine wisdom.

Chalmers, however,

went further than merely separating laws from collocations.

He

suggested that if the dispositicns of matter could be shown to follow
from a single law of nature, then the force of the design argument
was weakened.

For instance, if the construction of the s::>lar system

could be referred only to the law of gravitation, it improved the
prospects for an explanation of its origins in terms of chance or
necessity.

Chalmers suggested that anatomy was a happier province

than astronomy for the natural theologian:

. . . nothing on the other hand can exceed the force and
concentration of that proof, which is crowded to so
marvellous a degr~ of enhancement within the limits of the
anatomical sys tern. 2
I.a.ter in the introouction, Chalmers qualified the remarks which
implied that general laws could undermine design.

He accepted that

laws could contribute to the proofs of design, although to a very
much smaller extent than collcx:::ations.

Moreover, a reduction in the

number of separate means combined to proouce a particular end might
reduce the direct evidence of Gcxl's existence,

'but provide evidence

of His character, and so indirectly of his existence.

The law of

tides might not have been discovered to be an instance of the
operation of the law of gravitation, and we might have considered
tides to be the result of a distinct natural power or principle.

The

}crx)wledge that they were an instance of the action of gravitation did
not undermine natural theology because the secondary law was an
instance of the primary cne operating in a new situation:
And this holds of all the useful secondary laws in the
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material world. If they cannot be allegoo in evidence for
the number. of beneficial principles in nature they can at
least be alleged in evidence for the number of nature's
beneficial arrangements.
If they do not attest the
multi tude of useful properties, they at least attest the
multitude of useful parts in nature~ arrl the skill, guidoo
by benevolence, w_f:ich has been put forth in the
distribution of them. 3
Physical laws themselves were thus admitted to be "useful", and
therefore legitimate objects of study for the natural theologian.
The same was true of mental phenomena.

The law of taste might be

shown to be deducible from some other mental principle, such as our
admiration of moral excellence.

This simply transferred to the

external world what had previously resided in mind:
If it be not by the implantation of a peculiar law in mirrl,
it is at least by a peculiar dispositicn of tints arrl forms
in external nature, that He hath spread so di4rrsified a
loveliness over the panorama of visible things~
Chalmers even admitted a difficulty of an opposite kind to the
chance/necessity problem.

There was "a certain transcendental

mystery" surrounding the reasons for the Deity's choice of
complicated combinations of means to achieve particular ends in
Creation. 45

Q:rl could have made an atom to possess all the powers of

thought and feelin:J instead of a being as complicated as man.
was no answer to this question to be found in natural theology.

There
The

general policy of the divine government was inscrutable.
As John Durant has pointed out, when Chalmers turned from the

natural to the social world, his separaticn of laws from collcx:Etions
was rot at all clear. 46

He set society apart from man, holding it to

be a di vinely-constructoo mechanism which could cnly be disordere::l by

human interference:
It is thus that every attempt for takin:J to pieces, whether
totally or partially, the actual frame-work of society, and
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reconstructing it in a new way or on new principles- is
altogether .fruitless of good; and often fruitful of sorest
evil both ~o the happiness and virtue of the
comm:::>nweal th. 4
Yet society was composed of human beings: fallen creatures who were
fallible and selfish.
made product.

Chalmers would not allow that it was a man-

Was it, then, a collocation, brought together by the

Creator out of many different components?

If so, the laws goveming

the individual components would be insufficient to account for the
structure arrl functioning of the whole.
answer the question.

Chalmers did not explicitly

Rather, he argued that society was subject to

laws of its own, to which individuals should conform for their own
good.

Thus social laws were both the specific principles of a

divinely-assembled mechanism and universal standards of moral
behavio.rr.

Their dual nature was especially important to demonstrate

to the labouring classes, whose fecklessness and periodic social
disorder was a matter of great ccncern to Olalmers.

In his St John's

ministryhehad sought to tackle the first and to some extent the
second by an intensive cam,I?aign of house-visiting arrl by a thorough
investigation of every claim on the church's poor relief fund.
Relief was granted only when all other p::>ssible sources of help, such
as relatives arrl neighbours, had been ruled out.
In his treatise on Political Economy and in the Bridgewater
Treatise, Chalmers provided the intellectual rationale for his stern
social gospel.

It was important to emfX!asise the moral dimension of

political economy:
... the greater resulting lesson is - the intimate alliance
which obtains between the economical and the moral;
insomuch, that the best objects of the science cannot, by
any possibility, be realized, ~t by dint of prudence and
virtue among the common people.
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Chalmers urged that workers should save during periods of high wages
so that they might slacken off or even stop working altogether during
times of slump.

The vagaries of the economic system were thus

transformed into machinery of moral training arrl discipline.
lli""lberrling was the Malthusian law of population.

Equally

'Ihomas Malthus had

maintained that population, terrling to increase geometrically, would
always tend to outstrip food supply, which at best would only grow
arithmetically.

Natural checks would prevent the unrestrained growth

of populations, epidemic diseases usually intervening to forestall
the final sanction of famine.

Mal thus' theory in its earliest form

was negative and pessimistic in character.

He had allowed a limited

role for moral restraint in controlling population growth, although
even its exercise he held to be atterrled with suffering.49

As Robert

Young has pointed out, Chalmers adapted Malthus' theory so as to
emphasise the blessings which would follow Obedience, as well as the
penalties resulting from transgression. 50

To Chalmers, the exercise

of moral restraint was a positive benefit, following from "a higher
taste for the comforts and decencies of life among the population
themselves". 51

Such refined tastes made for later marriages,

leading in turn to smaller and fewer families, fewer men looking for
work, and, as a result, higher wages.

Like Malthus, Chalmers was

vehemently opposed to the legal provision of pcx:>r relief, ccndenming
the English system and later opposing its extension to Scotland. 52
One of Chalmers' main opponents was the physician and social
reformer, William Alison, the battle eventually being won by Alison
when a

law of

Scotland. 53

1845

introduced

compulsory

provision to

Sometimes portrayed as a heartless deferrler of the worst

excesses of Victorian capitalism, Chalmers is represented more
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sympathetically by Saunders as a man trying to a_wly

~

values and

remedies of eighteenth century agrarian society to a new industrial
arrl urban culture.

He perhaps failed to appreciate the enormity of

the problems produced by the cycles of economic expansion and
recession and by the breaking of family and social bonds resulting
from migration from the country into the towns. 54
In Chalmers' laws of society, the juridical and the descriptive
senses of the term 'laws of nature' came together.

The law of

Malthus and the other social doctrines which Chalmers enunciated were
indications of "a natural jurisprudence, fourrled an the ccnsti tution
of the human mind." 55

Unlike the laws of astronomy, they 'bore marks

of the moral character of their author, and therefore could safely 'be
used by the natural theologian without risk of opening the door to
chance or necessity.

Thus Chalmers' distinction between laws and

collocations was, in practice, rather· less important than at first it
might have appeared.

Although Chalmers dismissed a natural theolCXJY

of unqualified divine benevolence, there was much in the Bridgewater
Treatise also to temper his social pessimism and to bring him closer
to Paley.

Universal Christian education provided "a guarantee for

the progressive conquests, and at length the ultimate triumph, of
good over evil in society".

After a few generations,

it might

reclaim "the degeneracy of the species" enabling Chalmers to
contemplate "a brilliant moral perspective for the ages t.ha.t are to
come."S6

The labouring classes were offered the prospect of a

particularly large improvement in their corrliticn:
Their economic is sure to follow by successive advances in
the career of their moral elevation; nor do we hold it
impossible, or even unlikely - that gaining, every
generation, on the distance which now separates them from
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the upper classes of society, they shall, in respect both
of decent sufficiency and dignified leisure, make p~tual
approxima·t ion~ to the fellowship and enjoyments of
cultivated life. 7
As

with the· Astronomical Discourses,

Chalmers ended the

Bridgewater Treatise with a chapter on 'The Defects and Uses of
Natural Theology'.

Even without lengthy reflection on the subject,

the human mind must accept the possibility of God's existence.

What

was immediately visible by the light of nature showed us we had a
duty to inquire more deeply into the question.

On

the other hand,

natural theolcgy alone could not supply man's most vital needs.

It

could arouse the unbeliever but it could not satisfy the sincere
truth-seeker:
We hold that the theology of nature sheds powerful light on
the being of a God, and that, even from its unaided
demonstration, we can reach a considerable degree of
probability, both for His moral and natural attributes.
But when it undertakes the question between God and man,
this is what it finds to be impracticab~.
It is here
Where the main helplessness of nature lies.
Natural theology was not to be seen as the foundation of
Christianity, since Orristianity rested "on its own proper evidence".
However, Chalmers accepted that natural religion was of "great actual
importance",

indeed "indispensable" because it prompted the student

to seek a remedy for his moral condition. 59

The remedy came from a

higher theology in the mediation between God and man performed by
Jesus Ou"ist.
Chalmers reiterated his total opposition to systems of natural
theology which lessened the chance of arousing the inquirer, by
concentrating exclusively on the divine benevolence.

A passage from

Adam Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments, remove1 from later editions
of the work,

showed Smith's initially correct views on divine
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justice.

Chalmers regretted his subsequent apostasy,

perhaps l..lrrler

the influence of Hurre:
It is n:> reproach against our philoso.fX"lical moralists, that
they have not stepped beyond the threshold of that
peculium, which is strictly and appropriately theirs; or
not made incursion into another department than their OWYL
'Ihe legitimate complaint is, that, on taking leave of their
disciples, they warn them not, of their being only yet at
the outset or in the prosecution of ~journey, instead of
having reached the termination of it.
Notes, unfortunately undated, taken on Chalmers' theology lectures at
Edinburgh University confirm that he simultaneously valued natural
theology arrl admitted its limitations.

Indeed the lectures tended to

dwell more on the unanswered questions and to emphasise more strongly
the contrast between the condition of Man and that of the rest of
Creation.

Natural theology was excellent in putting to flight the

anti-theist but
no man can be carried further than %state of neutrality
according to the Baconian fhilosophy. 1
Man was left in the same state as the recipient of a gift from an
anonymous benefactor.

Just as there was a duty to seek out the

identity of the dcnor of the gift, so there was an injtmction to find
out the duties which rebellious Man owed to his Creator.

Natural

theology was unable to prove the immortality of the soul and indeed
one of its "great Mysteries" was death.

Chalmers nevertheless urged

on his theological students the usefulness of natural religion in
preaching:
The existence of the impression of a duty awakes the
Peasant & the Savage to the preaching of the Minister &
Missionary, & leads them to give a favourable hearing.
Natural Theology is the Church calling Bill to the
Peasantry. The internal evidenceg are the grarrl thing that
leads en the Peasant to religi~ 2
Chalmers later revised his view of the argument for the
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immortality of the soul, inc1trling in his Institutes of Theology two
separate proofs antecedent to any Revelation.

The first was drawn

from the harmony observe] to subsist between mental capacities and
the opportunity for their exercise.

Man possessed longings for

higher truths, appetites which he could not hope to satisfy during
his brief spell on Earth.

To hold that his desires could reinain

unsatisfied even after death was to deny the adaptation which
everywhere was perceived in the natural order.

The second and

stronger proof was uttered by the voice of conscience in our
anticipation of the day of retriootion.
for our sins after death.

We expected to be punishe:l

In a future state we could a1ro expect the

injustices of the present world to be put right. 6 3
Chalmers later

e~e:l

the Bridgewater Treatise into a volume

entitled Natural Theology (1835).

There are some interesting

differences from the earlier work, particularly in relation to the
law/collocation distinction.

Chalmers suggested that 'disposition'

was a better term than 'collocation' and he included in its meaning
the magnitude and direction of motion as well as the size, shape,
proportion and location of matter.

Properties of matter, on the

other hand, were in the same category as laws, inadequate on their
own to establish design:
All the forces, whether of mechanics or of chemistry, or
even of physiology, might have been inherent in the various
sUbstances of nature: and yet in the random play of all
these physical energies, nothing still but a chaos might
have emerged, that gave no indication whatever of a
presiding mind, whiCh directed the principles and the
processes of this immense universe, to an~one end or
object that mirrl can be concei ve:l as set upon.
Nevertheless,

the magnitude of these properties constituted a

necessary, though not a sufficient, corrliticn for organisation: ·
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... were all the other dispositions of our present actual
economy to .remain, a mere change in the intensity of these
forces would be the occasion of many grievous
maladjustrnents. 65
For instance,

were man to retain his existing muscular strength, he

would be seriously inconvenienced by a tenfold increase in
gravitational attraction.
This slight alteration of view on the law/collocation issue
suggests that Chalmers had continue:l to consider the question since
writing the Bridgewater Treatise.

If he had ever felt that laws of

nature were not the concern of natural theology (and I have shown
that this is doubtful), he clearly no longer thought so.

Indeed he

praised the distinction between the force of a law and its intensity
or rate in Whewell's "truly admirable" Bridgewater Treatise. 66
Whewell' s Treatise dealt with astronomy and general physics,
sciences which had proved successful in explaining phenomena in terms
of mathematical laws, such as the inverse square law of gravitation.
It is perhaps not surprising to find that such laws figured
prominently in the Treatise.

For Whewell, the laws themselves

indicated wise choice on the part of the legislator who had enacted
them.

They were selecte:l ro as to form a coherent system,

implying

that they possessed a certain inevitability.
... astronomy and meteorology are parts of natural
philosophy in which we may study the order of nature with
such views as we have suggested, in which we may hope to
make o..It the adaptations arrl aims which exist in the laws
of nature, and thus to obtain rome light in the tendency of
this part of the legislation of the univer67e, and of the
character and di~sition of the Legislator.
Whewell stressed that laws could indicate adaptations either in
tte form of tte laws themselves or in t.1"e amount of rome "arbitrary
magnitudes" which they regulated.. 68

Indeed, some of his instances of
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adaptation no doUbt gave Chalmers considerable pleasure because they
showed how astronomical phenomena, such as the length of the day and
the year, were adapted to the constitution of plants and animals.
Similarly, the laws of heat, together with the arbitrary magnitudes
determining the rates of conduction and radiation, governed climatic
conditions, qpon whiCh the survival of all living matter delicately
depended.

Here Whewell was tracing divine design, not in the laws

themselves, but in the adapt_ation between laws and collocations.
However,

the philosophy of his work differed sharply from the

principles laid down by Olalmers.

Whewell had a strong ccnviction

that man could discover and understand the laws of nature as a result
of the harmony whiCh prevailed between the human mind and the divine
intelligence.

A chapter of the work dealt with the inference whiCh

could be made from a law to a designing mind:
We cannot then represent to ourselves the universe governed
by general laws otherwise than by conceiving an intelligent
and conscious Deity, by whom these laws were originally
contemplated, established, and applied. o9
Moreover, the existence of a natural order was powerful evidence for
the existence of a corresponding moral order.

Although analogies

could cnly be uncertainly drawn,
... the contemplation of this admirable relation of the
arrangements of the physical creation, and the perfect
working of their laws, is well calculated to give us
confidence in a similar beauty and perfection in the
arrangements by whiCh our moral r1cP-tions are directed, our
higher powers and hopes unfolded.
In Whewell's work, then, law implied a law~iver and the existence of

natural laws strongly suggested the existence of moral laws.
More surprising than his admiration for Whewell's Treatise was
Chalmers' apparent approval of a work by the engineer and
mathematician Charles Babbage.

Babbage wrote an unofficial Ninth
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Bridgewater Treatise which diverged even further than Whewell's from
Chalmers' position.

The Treatise was prompted by a remark in

Whewell's book which Babbage read as .a suggesti<n that those deeply
immersed in the study of the mathematical sciences were ill--qualified
to

~iscourse

on natural theology.

Babbage set out to show not only

the groundlessness of this belief,
opposite.

but also the truth of · its

Scientists who had carried furthest the process of

generalisation made the best natural theologians:
The larger the number of consequences resulting from any
law, and the more they are foreseen, the greater the
knowledge and in7Illigence we ascribe to the being by which
it was ordained.
Babbage complained of ventures in natural theology by misguided
people insufficiently versed in scientific knowledge.

In the

interests of religion, they had
endeavoured to discover proofs of design in a multitude
of apparent adaptations of means to ends, and ...
represented the Deity as perpetually interfering, to alter
for a time the laws he had previously ordained, thus by
implication denying to him the possession of ~t foresight
which is the highest attribute of omnipotence.
Babbage cited the example of his own calculating engine, in
which an apparent change in the sequence of numbers, which might
suggest some intervention by a human operator, could in fact be
explained by a more general law built into the machine at its
construction.

It is perhaps surprising to find the following passage

in a letter from Chalmers thanking Babbage for a copy of the
Treatise:
I think all the more favourably of your work, that it does
not appear to me to overbear the argument grounded on the
distinction between the Laws and Dispositions of Matter.
Even your own calculating machine could not, on the
strength of laws alone, have evolved its marvellous
results, without those collocations and that adjustment of
part to part in the primary construction of it which a
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profound intelligence alone could have deviseCL 73
Here Chalmers seems to be suggesting that natural laws were the
result of dispositions.
operation were,

The laws of the calculating machine's

for Babbage, analogous to the laws of nature.

illustrated how regularity could be reconciled with novelty.

They
For

Chalmers the crucial analogy was between the designer of- the
calculating machine and the Creator of the Universe.

Had the

calculating machine not been designed, it would not have behaved in a
useful arrl impressive manner.

In a similar way the Universe required

a designer in order to produce anything other than disorder.

Where

Babbage wrote about laws, Chalmers was perhaps thinking of order arrl
utility.

It is significant, though, that he chose not to argue with

Babbage about the aims and methods of natural theology.

Indeed, as

we have already seen, his treatment of the social system brought him
very close to both Babbage and Whewell.

The laws of society were

invariant principles and yet also the effects of a particular,
divinely-constructed collocation.
'!here were :potential problems, however, in maintaining that the
Universe was governed by invariant laws.

A strong element in British

thoology of nature since the time of Bayle arrl Newton had emphasised
the divine will as beirg more im:portant than the divine wisdom.

The

clash between 'will' and 'wisdom' animated the Clarke-Leibniz
controversy over the Newtonian philosophy.

Leibniz found

unacceptable the notion that the Creator had to intervene at
intervals to prevent the oolar system from fallirg into disorder. 74
To the voluntarists, laws of nature were expressions of the divine
will; God could suspend or alter them as He wished arrl their apparent
perman~~ce

depended on His continued sqperintendence.

This view is
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to be fOW1d, for instance, in the works of Thomas Reid:
The physical laws of nature are the rules according to
which the ~ity commonly acts in his natural government of
the world; arrl, whatever is d<ne according to them, is not
done by· man, but by GOD, either immediately or by
instruments under his direction. These laws of nature
neither restrain the power of the author of nature, nor
bring him under any Obligation to do nothing beyond their
sphere. He has sometimes acted contrary to them, in the
case of miracles, and perhaps often acts wi thOJ.t regard to
them, in the ordinary course of his providence. Neither
miraculous eva'lts, which are ccntrary to the physical laws
of nature, nor such ordinary acts of the Divine
administration as are without their sphere, are imfX)Ssible,
nor are they effects wi tlx:>ut ~ cause. GOD i~ the cause of
them, and to h1m only they are to be imputed. 5
Chalmers' teacher, DJgald Stewart, shared this image of a busy

~ity,

whose many operations ..neither distract his attention nor exhaust his
J?OWer ... 76

An article in the Evangelical Edinburgh Christian Instruc-

tor (1814) similarly warned against reifying the laws of nature:
It will not probably be disputed, that the Creator
appointed what are usually called the laws of nature; that
these laws have, in themselves, no inherent efficacy; that
they are merely the signs from which we infer the divine
agency; and that, of course, they are not independent of
the ~ity, but may, if he sees meet, be ccntrouled [sic] by
him, or alto:Jether changed. It is however, a natural arrl a
just inference, that any constitution framed by the
Almighty, must have been framed for the most important
purposes arrl that men may safely rely upa1 its permanence,
whilst 0e 9~rcumstances under which it was established are
not var1ed.
'lbere was, here, an accommcrlation between divine immanence and the
reliability and predictability of natural phenomena.

The balance

between these two potentially conflicting qualities is a recurring
aspect of Evangelical theology of nature.

en

the one harrl there was

a hankering after a God who directly intervened in His Creation to
reward and to punish His creatures, an Old Testament divinity of
pestilences and storms.

Yet this notion was tempered by the

admission that there were regularities in nature discoverable by
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science.

The balance was maintained with varying subtlety.

Evangelical clergymen sometimes gave the impression of allowing it to
tilt right over to the admissicn of direct, miraculous intervention.
'!his tendency was especially evident during the cholera epidemics and
at times of other widespread catastrophes
scientific

which lacked full

e~lanation.

Cholera epidemics occurred in 1832, 78 1848-979 and 1853-4.80
Similarly in the Great Fire in Edinburgh in 1824, the flooding of
Greenock in 1836, the poor harvest of the same year, the potato
failure of 1845-6 and the Crimean War of 1854, clergymen detected the
punishing hand of God. 81

At the time of the 1832 epidemic

Evangelical commentators often reconciled the Providential Character
of the disease with

the possibility of a scientific explanation by

stressing the voluntarist notion that even the maintenance of the
laws of nature implied constant divine activity. 82

However there

remained the problem of the efficacy of prayer and of the Fast Days
which the Government, prompted by the Church, callerl in resp:nse to
epidemics.

How could God respond to prayer and national humility

without some visible suspension o·f the laws of nature?

In a

discourse on the 'Efficacy of Prayer and the Uniformity of Nature'
Olalmers maintained that there need be

IX>

visible suspension since

God could intervene in the chain of causes at a point remote from

human observation:
And it may be by a responsive touch at the higher, and not
the lower part of the progression, that He answers our
prayers. It may be not by an act of intervention among
those near and visible causes, where interventicn woo1d be
a miracle; it may be by an unseen, but not less effectual
act of intervention, among the remote and therefore the
occult causes, that He adapts Himself to the v~~ous wants
and meets the various petitions of His children.
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In a chapter of the Natural Theology,

dealing with a special

providence and the efficacy of prayer, Olalmers lamented the tendency
of physical science sometimes to substitute unconscio..IS mechanism for
Gcxl's continued care and superintendence of His Creation.

He clearly

delineated the realm of philosophy, concernErl with visible phenomena,
from that of religion, which dealt with a transcendental region
beyorrl the range of observation.

Apart from the very rare occasions

when miracles occurred, the observed course of nature was inflexible.
Influences which controllErl the processes of nature belongErl to the
realm of religion. 84
Chalmers thus argued that the coorse of nature could in a sense
be simultaneously both constant and alterable.

The observed

constancy of nature was, in fact, an important element in his natural
theology.

Following Thomas Brown he maintained, against Hume, that

it was an instinctive anticipation of man's nature, lX)t, as Hume had
argued, a fact learned by experience.

The implantation in man's mirrl

of this instinct was an adaptation between the mental constitution
and the external world.

Indeed, experience could at times qualify

rather than ccofirm the belief:
The ccostancy of nature, and man's faith in that ccnstancy
do not stand related to each other like the terms of a
logical proposition, or in the way of cause and
consequence. There is a most beneficent harmony between
the material and the mental law- but it is altogether a
contingent harmony; and the adaptation of the one to the
other is perhaps the most precious evidence within our own
unborrowed light, for a presiding inteJ?igence in the
formation or arrangements of the universe.
Chalmers drew fom this observation a more general conclusion about
the trustworthiness of "the instinctive and primary suggestions of
nature." 86

Such ccofidence enabled him to castigate Reid arrl Stewart

for failing to deal effectively with Hume's attack on the argument
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from design.

Whatever the origins of the belief, the assc:x:iation of

a particular antecedent with a particular consequent was a "firm
impregnable conv~ction". 87

Moreover,

it required no necessary

experience of the particular circumstances of proouction of an object
in order to infer the existence of the prooucer.

CXle could infer the

existence of the watchmaker from examination of a watch even if one
had never seen a watch being made.

It was sufficient to be able to

identify an assemblage of means for the achievement of an end.
Similarly in the case of worlds, it was unnecessary to have any
experience of world-formation to infer the existence of a worldmaker.

Like the watch, the world containerl many instances of means

brought tCXJether for the achievement of an end.
Chalmers criticised Reid and Stewart, who had separated the
design argument from the normal process of inferring causes from
their effects.

Design, according to them, existed in the mind of a

fellow creature and therefore was beyond the scope of our
Observation.

Its existence was a matter of instinctive or intuitive

belief, not something which could be inferred.

Cllalmers pointed out

that this denied the possibility of reasoning from the phenomena of
our own ca1sciousness to the phenomena of other minds.
Yet Chalmers introduced a

further

complication into the

discussion of the uniformity of nature with his treatment of
geological change.

His law/collocation (or law/disposition)

distinction stressed that laws alone were insufficient to produce
anything other than a chaotic melange.

They could not account for

the existence of an ordered universe and, were
laws alone could not restore it.

~1is

order destroyed,

However, Chalmers went beyorrl this

to assert that the order had in fact been destroyed, not once but on
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several occasions.

In his review of Cuvier's Theory of the Earth, he

described these great revolutions in global history, welcoming them
for the proof they offered that the world was not eternal.

In Hume's

Dialogues, Philo had asserted that if he were obliged to defend any
particular cosmology he esteemed "none more plausible than that which
ascribes an eternal, inherent principle of order to the world, though
attended with great and continual revolutions and alterations."BB
Chalmers countered this not with metaphysical argument but with
alleged scientific fact.

He accepted that if they had always

existed, even the collocations of matter did rot necessarily irrlicate
a designer.

Geology came to his aid.

The earliest strata contained

no animal remains at all.

The earliest occupied strata contained

genera no longer living.

Clearly, such genera had been rendered

extinct, p:>ssibly by rome catastrophe; irrleed according to Cuvier the
fossil record indicated a series of such catastrophes and
corresponding extinctions.

If the world had existed from eternity

the process of annihilation would by this time have been complete so
that no species would survive.

Thus divine miracle could not be

dispensed with because creative power would have been needed to
replenish the earth with inhabitants.

The flora arrl fauna of one era

were of different genera from their predecessors, and this
strengthened the argument for direct divine intervention.

Cllalmers

accepted without detailed discussion Cuvier's own dismissal of the
theory of species transmutation, and held the doctrine of spcntaneous
genera ticn to be "generally explcrled":
Between the one priociple arrl the other the commencement of
new genera is totally inexplicable on any of the known
powers and combinations of matter, and we are carried
upwards to the primary link which connects ~existence of
a .created being with the fiat of the Creator.
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In the Bridgewater Treatise he repeated the argument drawn from
these geological revolutions, censuring those whose speculations
aimed

11

to explain the formation of new systems emerging from the

wreck of old ones ... 90

The Natural Theology contained a longer

discussion of the subject and Chalmers commended the geological
argument as one that

11

We have long regarded as the nearest to a

direct and experimental manifestation of a Creative Process ... 91
Chalmers dealt here not only with the eternity of the world but the
possibility that maladapted forms of life might arise spontaneously.
Doomed to perish, such failures robbed nature's successes of their
value to natural theologians.

Perhaps only successes - well-adapted

Chalmers had two answers to this argument.

The

first was that no such abortive efforts had ever been witnessed.

The

forms - could exist.

second was that many examples of adaptation could have been less
convenient without being fatal to the s_pecies:
We are quite sure that by going in detail over the human
bcrly, many thoosarrls of changes could be p:>inted out, each
entailing severe trouble and discomfort upon man, yet
without hazard to the being of the individual or to the
endurance of the species •.. There is an infin~~ of
examples to the same effect in the inferior creation.
Chalmers disposed of species transmutation, which in 1814 he had not
even troubled to disprove, in a similar way.

No evidence for its

occurrence could be fourrl:
Each actual variety through the great extent of the
ascertaine::l physiological kingdom, is perfect in its way;
and there is a distinct invariable line of transmission in
which, but nev:f' out of which, we behold the prcrlucticn of
each of them. 9
A writer in Macphail's Edinburgh Ecclesiastical Journal, an
organ hostile to the Free Church,

later condemned Chalmers•

dependence on prevailing scientific theory in order to counter Hu!rE:
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... he holds that the design must be proved to be an effect
before th~ design which it manifests can lead us to the
First Cause. In short, proof must be obtained that the
present order of things ha.d a beginning, an::1 to obtain this
proof he appeals to the revelations of geology.
But
geology serves his purpose only in as far as it
discountenances the doctrines of transmutation and
spontaneous generation, so that his whole argument rests
upon the truth or falsity of these doctrines ...
we
deplore the attempt to base the whole superstructure of
Natural Theology on this the obscurest field of natural
science - to substitute a faint glimmering light from the
darkest recesses of nature for the ~right sunshine of
design reflectoo from all God's works. 9
For Chalmers the constancy of nature was an essential but
nevertheless temporary regime, which had bem overruled in the past
and would be again in the future:

Once, in a season of miracle, did the word take the
precedency of Nature, but ever since hath Nature resumed
her courses, and is now proving, by her steadfastness, the
authority of that, which she then proved to be authentic by
her deviations. When the word was first ushered in, Nature
gave way for a pericrl, after which she moves in her wonted
order, till the present system of things shall pass away,
an::1 that faith which is now upholden by Nature's constancy,
shall then ~eceive its accomplishment at Nature's
disrolution.9
Chalmers detected even in the ordinary course of Nature signs that
the world was slowly decaying and would eventually require some
divine act of restoratiaL

While retaining the distinction between

natural arrl miraculous processes, he evidently saw them as working
towards the same errl:
... even though not anticipated by the sudden and awful
convulsions of the day of God's wrath, nature contains
within itself the rudiments of decay- that every hill must
be levelled with the plains, and every plain be swept a way
by the ccnstant operation of the rivers which run through
it.- arrl that, unless renewoo by the harrl of the Almighty,
the earth on which we are now treading ~st disappear in
the mighty roll of ages arrl of centuries.
In the Astronomical Discourses he conjured up a picture of a fragile
world which might at any moment be dragged towards the sun or to "the
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outer regions of the planetary system" by a "blazing comet".

That

this would not happen was dependent upon "the protection of the
Almighty". 97

Such a mixture of threat and reassurance was perfectly

oonsistent with Chalmers' voluntaristic theology of nature, in which
ooth the suspension and the maintenance of nature's laws involved the
continued working of the Deity.

Whatever happened was the lord's

doing.
Chalmers had a deep and abiding interest in natural theology,
and respected the achievements of his predecessors in this field,
including Paley and members of the Scottish commonsense school.
There were, however, major differences between the Calvinist theology
of Chalmers and the milder moral regimes which a Paley, a Thomas
Brown or an Adam Smith envisage;?. for the universe.

Indeed it could

be said that 01almers reconstructed natural theology to meet his own

requirements as an Evangelical clergyman.

Its intimations about the

moral condition of Creation harmonised with the blight which had
afflicted the world at the Fall.

Even the world of non-human nature

suffered to some extent under this penalty.

Chalmers' published

writings emphasised that the non-human Creation told us nothing
certain al:x::llt the moral character of its Creator.

His lecture notes,

however, suggest a clearer distinction between the harmonious world
of animal and vegetable life and the disordered condition of the
human species.

His Astronomical Disoourses discussed a moral gulf of

a different kirrl, this time between fallen man and the inhabit3.nts of
other worlds.

In any case,

natural theology showed us its inherent

limitations by demonstrating that we were urrler the domain of a judge
as well as enjoying the benevolence of a kindly father.

For

Cllalmers, the moral conclusions of the subject were intimately .bound
I
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up with its status.

Natural theology announce::l the malady but could

not prescribe the cure.

That came from a different theology.

The

more one contented. oneself with a regime of unqualified benevolence,
the less one recognised the need for a Christian remedy to man's
moral corrli tion.
Chalmers' scepticism about the eighteenth century preoccupation
with the power of reason is reflected in his writings on the
Christian evidences.

Man was an incompetent judge of the moral

character of any Revelatiom,

a view which Chalmers later qualified

but did not entirely abandon.

However this scepticism did not

enfeeble his natural theology because this was baserl en observation
rather than on reason.

Man was not an incompetent observer of the

design of the anatomical system, the workings of the social order or
the

ph~"lomena

of his own conscience.

applied to all three.
theolo:JY,

The methcrls of science coold be

Chalmers thus enlarged the scope of natural

reflecting his interests in the individual's moral health

(as an Evangelical clergyman) and his concern with the economic
discipline of the labouring classes (as a social reformer).
Chalmers was an able defender· of natural theology against
possible attack from all sides.
had to be maintained.

He was aware that delicate balances

In refuting Hume by emphasising the constancy

of nature, he was also alive to the risk that the unchanging course
of nature could be taken as the symbol for an abstract impersonal
J::":eity.

There was a danger in ccnfounding the atheist of playing into

the hands of the deist.

In neutralising the threat posed by a

necessitarian view of the laws of nature, Chalmers put great stress
on the collocations or dispositions of matter.

He even implied in

some places that the advance of natural laws signalled the retreat of
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the design argument.

Yet his interest in the sciences and his hopes

for scientific progress ensured that such a view did not prevail.
Nor was he, perhaps, entirely happy when, in the Bridgewater Treatise
he appeared virtually to abandon astronomy as too barren for the
natural theologian's cultivation.

His earlier Astronomical

Discourses had been strongly charged with the spirit, if not·the
detailed arguments, of natural theol03Y and he was later impressed bj'
William Whewell's work in this area.
Chalmers' interest in finding a role for the laws of nature in
natural theology was especially evident in his social theory.

He

considered the laws of political economy and the Malthusian law of
pop..1laticn to 'be fundamental principles laid down by the Creator, at
once both natural laws and moral injunctions.

There was also a

degree of optimism in his social doctrines which could not be
expected from reading his general remarks about the purpose and
status of natural theology.

He held out enormous hopes for the fX>wer

of education arrl for the prospects of improving the conditions of the
labouring classes.
Chalmers was, I suggest, strongly aware of the need to give his
social teachings persuasive p:>wer, both amongst the labouring classes
and amongst legislators.

Legislators had to be persuaded of the

folly of tampering with the economic system and thus flouting the
'natural'

workings of the mechanism.

He also hoped to convince

national p:>liticians of the value of clerical influence in combating
pauperism and social unrest.

Chalmers' eccnomic and social gospel

lent weight to his campaign of church extension, in which he sought
Government money to subsidise seat rents so as to make it easier for
,!XX)r worshippers to attend new churches provided by private funds.
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Chalmers failed with the legislators over the issue of the pcx>r
law and his appeals to Government to support ChurCh extension were
frustrated by the opposition of the Dissenters, coupled with the
indifference of some elements within the Established CllurCh (although
large sums of money were raised privately for new ChurChes).

However

he was more sanguine than Malthus about making individuals heed-his
social teachings.

He was,

I suggest, aware that there was no

Scriptural warrant for postponing the age of marriage or for the
injunction to save during periods of industrial prosperity.

Rewards

had to be fourrl in the individual's moral and economic well-being.
Chalmers anticipated many of the attacks on Christian theology
which could be launched by a disciple of Hume or by a deist.
However, he drew as much on the detailed results of scientific
inquiry as on metaphysics.

Here was a major difference from the

arguments of the eighteenth century and from those surrounding
Leslie's election.

Geology provided evidence of the non-eternity of

the world and for repeated creative interventions in the economy of
nature.

To a lesser extent, astronomy was also called to his aid.

In the Astronomical Discourses he seemed at times to be going beyond
merely neutral ising any danger inherent in the plurality of worlds
doctrine and incorporating the doctrine itself into his natural
theology.

This strategy had the disadvantage that science was

vulnerable to new discoveries.

The plurality of worlds was less

hazardous than geological theory because most commentators agreed
that it was unlikely to be demonstrated as true or false.

However it

was irenic that Chalmers followed suCh a path when he had ro clearly
separated the Bcok of Genesis from the Book of Nature with his use of
the interval theory.

While the claims of geology arrl Revelaticn were
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preventoo from competing,

Chalmers' natural theol03}' seemerl to need

geolCXJY to help ward off the attacks of Hume.

This does not bear out

Ian Clark's rather.extreme suggestion that the Evangelicals actually
welcomed some parts of Burne's _t:hilosophy.

Rather it irrlicates that

they continued to take very seriously his critique of natural
theology and to seek better ways than those of Reid and Stewar·t in
which to answer it.
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Chapter Five

NATURAL RELIGION, NATURAL 'IHEDI.D3Y AND NATURAL SCIENCE

In this chapter I examine the natural theology of Brewster,
Fleming and Miller.

Similarities and differences in their views are

noted. Comparisons are made with the views of Chalmers.

I also

discuss attitudes to the reconciliation of Science and Scripture.
The chapter includes an attempt to assess opinion within the
Evangelical party as a whole from a survey of periodical literature,
addresses arrl lectures.

My aim here is to show the pressures which

the Evangelical scientists

e~erienced

from within their own party.

The account also indicates the extent of their influence on the
formation of opinion.
Although Ola.lmers made an early and firm commitment to the value
of natural theology,

there was evidently no consensus in the

Evangelical party about the status and utility of the design
argument.

My assessment of opinion is made more difficult by the

fact that 'natural religion', 'natural theology' and 'the light of
nature' tended to be used by commentators sometimes to mean cnly the
design argument and sometimes the total body of divine knowledge
which could be arrived at

independently of Revelation.

The

Evangelical Presbyterian Review (1837-8) clearly recognised that the
study of external nature was not the only element in natural
theolo:JY:
So far are we from believing that the study of outward
nature is esential for gaining the primary position of
natural theology, - the existence of Gcrl, - that we do not
see the impossibility of arriving at it independeptly of
the study of either natural or spiri tua.l phenomena.
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Om the design argument itself, there was disagreement about the
extent to which de.sign was a matter of universal,
cognisance.

immediate

Some writers maintained that man was so corrqpted that

he failoo to perceive the handiwork of a Creator in the world arourrl
him:
This opinion we ground not only on Scripture, which
declares that they are alienated from God, and do not like
to retain him in their knowledge, professing themselves to
be wise, they become fools, &c. but oo the undeniable fact,
that there is no proof of any nation, or even of any
individual, having ever, by their unassisted powers,
arrived a~ an assured belief in the great truths of natural
religion.
The appeal to history provided proof that the Jews had received a
Revelation from God, since natural religion would have left them
worshipping a multi tude of gcrls and idols.

A writer in the Edinburgh

Christian Instructor (1817) reproduced the denial made by Hume, in
his Natural History of Religion,

that primitive man worshippe:j one

G:rl, the Creator:

... it is an established maxim of the philosophers, that
ignorant and uncultivated men are naturally, and in the
common course of events, gross polytheists and idolators.
The writer use1 this observatioo not to discard the design argument

altogether but to argue for the need to carry out exhaustive
scienti fie study to obtain correct views of the Creator:
It is only by an extensive knowledge of nature, by
philosophical observation and research, and by a careful
attention to causes and effects, that the unassisted reason
of man can attain to the idea o~ the unity of God, and the
true system of natural religion.
Primitive minds were impressed by unusual and startling phenomena.
A more extreme, but rare, position regarded the natural world
not as the embodiment of divine design but as an illustration of
human wickedness, confirming the existence of a curse placed on
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mankirrl at the Fall.

This harke:l back to writers like Burnet in the

seventeenth century. 4

The following passage,

for instance,

is

untypical:
The face of creation, covered with barren mountains and
frightful wastes, infested with ravenous and destructive
animals, and its inhabitants become the prey of painful and
loathsome disease, presents a striking picture of the
defo5mi ty of the human heart, since man's apostasy from
Gcrl.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, some writers happily
acknowledged not only the existence but the power of design.

Man

could not ignore it unless he were being deliberately perverse:
And we hesitate not to affirm, that he who can contemplate

the works of nature, either in their larger and broader, or
in their minuter proportions, and at the same time refuse
to ascribe these works to the power and wisdom of A
Creative Intelligence, must suppress the inference of his
own understanding, and labour ~der prejudices of whiCh a
philosopher ought to be ashamed.
Even after the publication of Chalmers' Bridgewater Treatise,
however, there remained a degree of suspicion about the value of
natural theology in isolation from Revelation.

A review of Cha.lmers'

work in the Edinburgh Christian Instructor suggested that the sUbject
was a mere adjunct to revealed theology, useful in proof of God's
existence and in illustration of his character only "after the
existence of Gcrl has been announce:l to us". 7

Reviewing another work

of natural theology in 1837, an article in the same journal offered. a
more enthusiastic estimate:
... natural religion, does not go far, and taken by itself
is very poor indeed, yet as preli~inary to revealed, it is
indispensible [sic] and important.
All this was insufficient to prevent a rebuke from a writer in the
Edinburgh Review of 1837 in an article on 'Evangelical Preaching'
(alx>ut which, as we have seen, Brewster complained to the editor):
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No attempts are ever made to excite feelings of gratitude
towards th~ :Il=ity, by the display of his innumerable acts
of benevolence towards us and all living creatures, in the

frame of our bodies and minds, and in the provision made
for our sustenance and gratification in the constitution of
the external world. No sentiments of reverence are ever
sought to be excited, by pointing the view to the wisdom
arrl fOWer oo strikingly exhibi too in everything we beoold
around us. 9
I have sketched in a background of mixed but by no means
unsympathetic opinion about natural theology amongst the Evangelical
clergy arrl educated laity.

let us now consider its significance for

Brewster, Fleming and Miller.

The development of Brewster's views is

of particular interest in that he was one of the combatants in the
extensive pamphlet warfare at the time of Leslie's election.

Under

the pseudonym 'Calm Observer', Brewster feigned a defence of the
Moderates but it was easy to apprehend the bitterness of the
underlying message.
tatters.

Moderate manners and metaphysics emerged in

Striking a passing blow at their allege:] neglect of parish

visiting, Brewster proceeded to ridicule the Moderates' hastily
concocted objections to Leslie.

Like Andrew Thomson and William

Brown, he was at pains to emphasise that there were many different
ways of proving the existence of God:
The arguments for the existence of Deity had long been
fri tteroo down into a variety of parts, by the injtrlicious
Clarke, Butler, and other writers on natural religion; but
the moderate clergy in our church, have dismissed,
simpliciter, the a priori argument, in as far as they have
proved that Mr Lesl1e, by attacking the doctrine of
necessary connexion, has denied all arguments whatever for
the being of a God - Hence we may deduce this beautiful
corollary, that a man born blind, and having no source of
information respecting the evidence of design in the
universe, can never infer l. from his own experience, the
existence of a first caus~ 0
:Il=sign was not dismissed but nor was it to be allowed the privileged
status which the Mooerates sought to confer on it.

As I have already
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suggested, the metaphysical opinions expressed during the Leslie
debates may have been developed in a somewhat ad hoc fashion to suit

---

the political prrposes of the conterrlinj parties.
Gordon,

According to Mrs

Brewster never afterwards referred to his satirical

composition, writ ten when he was cnly 24. 11

Further insight into his

natural theology can be gained from his popular scientific writings,
especially for

~

pericrlical press.

Despite his own work in optics, Brewster felt that inorganic
sciences such as astronomy provided less forceful statements about
the divine character.

Astronomy was a 'high' science, practised by

an elite, leaving the generality of mankind to take on trust its
discoveries.

Even pnysical sciences more accessible to the majority

were of limited value to natural theology.

Brewster agreed with

Chalmers that it was living phenomena which excited the deepest
sentiments of reverence:
It is only in the organic structures of our own globe that
the mind experiences in its full force the stfong and
united impulse of admiration, gratitude and love. 1
Of the three Bridgewater Treatises which Brewster reviewed, he
therefore found the subject matter of Roget's (animal and vegetable
physiology) and of Buckland's (geology and mineralogy) more congenial
than that of Whewell's (astronomy and general physics).

Even between

his reactions to Roget and Buckland, a further distinction was
evident,

since Brewster observed a certain unwillingness to

acknowledge "miracles of power" evident in the structures of living
creatures.

Palaeontology was preferred to zcx:>logy because there was
something unclean about animal bodies, and their
functions, and their products, which deters all but
professional men from their study, and therefore rObs them
of their irihere~~ claims as incentives to piety and as
proofs of design.
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Brewster had far greater reservations about Whewell's Treatise.
He had already crossed swords with the author in the decline of
science debate.

A further provocation had been the Cambridge group's

support for Forbes in the 1833 election for the Edinburgh chair of
natural philosophy.

The harshness of his critique undoubtedly

stemmed partly from the grinding of personal rather than
philosofhical axes.
two areas,

However it is difficult entirely to separate the

since Brewster's differences with Cambridge already

involved not only clashes of personality but disagreement about the
aims and methcrls of science.

I want to assess whether Brewster's

attack on Whewell' s natural theol03Y was a fundamental objection to
Whewell's approach,

whether it was made simply because of his

existing dislike of the Cambridge circle or whether it was provoked
by Brewster's reaction to particular statements in the work,
especially in connection with the undulatory theory of light.
The second factor certainly played a part, whilst the third
merges with the first.

Brewster was enraged that Whewell had deduced

"prcx:>fs of divine wisdom arrl skilful adaptation" from the theory arrl
its associated ether. 14

The Scottish physicist never fully accepted

the wave theory but as Cantor 15 and Morse 16 point out, he did not
mind it being used to make and test predictions, provided that the
experimenter continued to treat

it as a hypothesis.

It was

unforgivable, though, to incorporate it into natural theology when
its status was so uncertain.

If the theory were subsequently

discarded, natural theology would be damaged; the loss of the wave
theory arrl of the luminiferous ether would appear to detract from the
design argument to which they had previously contributed.

Morse has

suggested that such considerations were in fact regulative of
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Brewster's natural philosophy.

He refused to admit the undulatory

theory into the sanctum of established science because there was no
independent evidence of the existence of the luminiferous ether.
was a purely hypothetical entity.

It

'Ib allow it entrance would be to

profane the temple.
Brewster's reaction to Whewell's work was in marked contrast to
the praise bestowed by Chalmers.

Indeed, . the programme which

Brewster called on natural theologians to carry out seemed a very
limited affair.

Even to trace the adaptation between different

elements in Creation was a hazardous enterprise.

Thus Whewell 's

explora ticns of the correspondence bet ween the length of the year arrl
the life cycle of fruit and vegetables suggested a limitation of the
divine power in not providing a means of coping with a different
length of year:
... the very want of this limitation, or the existence of
an elastic energy in organic bodies by which they could
accommodate themselves to a residence on every planet in
the system, mig'1f_~ be held to be a proof both of divine
wisdom and J?OWer.
As John Brooke has pointed out, where Whewell stressed the divine

precision, Brewster seemed to want. natural theologians to emphasise
the divine resourcefulness. 18

He also argued strongly for the

empirical and participatory character of natural theology.

His

interpretation of the Bridgewater bequest for works illustrating the
"Power, Wisdom and Goodness of GOO as manifested in the Creation"
laid heavy stress on the word "manifested".

Natural theology,

according to Brewster
... has, therefore, nothing to do with speculations and
theories, however ingenious or well founded.
It deals
primarily with the manifestations or unimpeaChable proofs
of design in created things, arrl cnly in a second.ary manner
with the deductions of science ... We may admire the power,
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arrl wisdom, and gcx:rlness of the work, wi thoot krx>wing how
it was executed, and without any acquaintance with the laws

of nature ~hich are concerned
observation. 1

in its agency and

Natural theology rested on natural history, whose facts were
available to all.

Yet there was a terrlency in parts of his review of

Roget's work to contradict this ruggedly democratic empiricism.
Perhaps detailerl investigaticn was, after all, neederl before design
became apparent, certainly with its full force:
While the vulgar gaze in mysterious worrler at the results
of creative power, the student of nature perceives the
unity of design and of purpose which pervades the whole7
arrl he is permitted to trace the steps and pursue the la~B
by which the Omniscient Spirit has accomplished his Work.
Of course, without such a view of natural theology, no theological
legitimacy was conferred on scientific inquiry.

All were natural

theologians, whether they had scientific training or not.

Indeed,

Brewster in the same article admitted the "melancholy fact" that
"those who have done most in the field of natural science, have
learned the least of the sacred lesson which it conveys." 21

He

hastily qualified this gloomy assertion by noting that there were
many exceptions.

However, this does suggest a tension between

wishing to confer theological respectability on elite science and the
desire to emphasise the possibility of a universally available
natural theology.
This tension perhaps sprang from the varied nature of Brewster's
interests and the problems encountered in his own career.

He was

both a campaigner for popular scientific education and an advocate of
increased state support for scientists.

On the one hand, Brewster

was concemed with broadening the base of scientific education but on
the other he wanted to improve training far a nniversity elite.

In
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1821, he founderl under the auspices of the Fdinb..lrgh Society of Arts
a direct competitor to the Edinburgh School of Arts, started by
Leonard Horner in order to educate mechanics in the practical
subjects of chemistry arrl mechanical philosofhy.

Brewster was

to the value of natural theology as a form of social control.

alive
The

manifesto of the Society referred to the importance of withdrawing
the working classes "from those political and metaphysical
speculations, which too often interrupt their habits of industry and
subordination." 22

However he also sought means of training a new

breed of research scientist.

In his evidence to the first Royal

Commission on the Scottish Universities, a.PfOintErl in 1826, he arguerl
for a separation between the experimental and the mathematical parts
of the natural philosophy course at Edinburgh, the mathematical
elements being removed to an advancerl class. 2 3· In this way he aimed
to revitalise science teaching in the university, emphasising in the
basic class the craft of the experimenter and the relationship
between science and technology.

The suggestion was repeated by

Brewster when he was a candidate for the natural philosophy chair in
1833.24

He aloo attacked. the heavy reliance of professors en class

fees to provide their income.

This encouraged showmanship and a

pandering to popular taste in preference to serious teaching.
Brewster was a poor public speaker who had failed to secure an
academic appointment by the time he wrote his 'Decline of Science'
article in 1829.

He regarded some of his rivals as little better

than performers in some scientific travelling circus:
In this age of extended and diluted knowledge, popular
science has become the staple of an extensive trade, in
which charlatans are the principal dealers. 'No sooner is a
professor installed behirrl the counter of his lecture-room,
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than it becomes his single object to enrich himself with
the fees qf his ready money customers. His handbills
announce the qualities of his wares; - the cups and balls
and the fire-works of science are summoned into requisition
and by the legerdemain arrl ~~chemy of his art he transmutes
his baser metals into gold.
Later, as a supporter of the Association for Extension of Scottish
Universities, he sought the endowment of additional chairs and the
development of what was effectively postgraduate training in order
to proouce specialists similar to those emerging from continental

universities. 26
Brewster thus operated in two distinct mcrles: as research worker
in the physical sciences and as a scientific populariser and
educator.

His hierarchical view of scientific activity, his

distinction between advanced and popular science, is, I suggest, a
helpful means of considering his attitude to scientific methodology.
He was not averse to theorising, provided that it was done

~

those

who were properly qualified and provided that hypotheses were not
then distributed freely to the masses as if they were items of
certified knowledge.

In a letter to J.D. Forbes in 1830 he urged his

protege:
Forget entirely all that you have heard of Lord Bacon's
Philosophy. Give full reifs to your imagination. Form
hyp:::>theses without nunber • 2
A positive disdain for the process of mere fact-oollecting is shown
in a letter to Whewell.

Written in 1825 oo Whewell's appointment to

the Chair of Mineralogy at Cambridge University,

it precede:i their

violent disagreements:
Mineralogy will acquire a new form and character, and will
soon make its escape from the Bu~gerfly catchers & the
cabinet fillers of the present day.
Similarly, in his review of Buckland's Treatise, Brewster censured
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the Geological Society of London for its timidity in the face of
religious prejudice against the science.

Its principle of collecting

"only the material of future generalisations" was "the sacrifice of
high principle to the fanaticism of the hour". 2 9
confirm that Brewster was

IX>

simple Baconian.

Such remarks

Indeed, Davie argues

that Brewster's science was typically Scottish in having a strong

°

anti-Baconian, deductive oomponent. 3

Certainly, his prescriptions

for natural theology were not the same as those for natural
philorophy.
When it suited him, Brewster was prepared to use the standards
of elite science to categorise works of natural thoology,

In 1839,

grateful to Lord Brougham for his state pension and for his
appointment at St. Andrews, he wrote a review of the statesman's
Natural Theology for the Monthly Chronicle.

"The aim of Lord

Brougham", declared Brewster, "has been to raise the many to the
level of science, not to lower science to the level of many."

This

was in marked contrast to "the tawdry magniloquence of Dr. Arnott,
and the loose rhapsodies of Dr. Mantell." 31

Brewster thus maintained

that Brougham operated on a higher level than that of other
contemporary natural thoologians.
As a J?Jp..llariser and educator,

Brewster had a vivid idea of how

natural theology could operate on the mind of the student.
Interestingly, he emphasised the dynamic
the static ones.

a~ts

of nature as well as

It was not merely design but processes of change

which induced sentiments of piety.

Like Chalmers, he found geology

an ideal source of suCh illustrations.

The intrcrlucticn of new forms

of life at the start of each geological cycle offered us hope that
our own "rnouldered frame" would be "purified and recombined." 32
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Destruction too,

contained moral lessons and Brewster clearly

relished conjuring up descriptions of the primaeval world in a state
of upheaval arrl chaos:
The commencement of organic life in plants and animals of
the first period, and its higher and progressive
development in different orders of beings, leads us ba.ck to
that beginning which was ro long veiled from human reason:
while the successive destruction of successive creat-ions
carries us forward to the terminus of our own pericx:l - to
that day of the Lord, when the heavens shall pass away
with a great noise, and the elements shall melt with
fervent heat, and the earth ~~so, and the works which are
therein, shall be burned up...
11

The study of plants and animals provided other instances of
transformation.

Examples of growth and metamorphosis represented a

.. rehearsal of that glorious renovation which awaits our own
disintegrated frame ... 34

The moral value of scientific instruction, a

frequent subsidiary theme in Brewster's writings, assumed added
significance with advancing years.

His addresses to the Edinburgh

Philosophical Institution and to students of Edinburgh University
were rich in the rhetoric of natural theology, combined with a strong
emphasis on the practical benefits of science and technology.
Indeed, Brewster was able to connect the utilitarian view with
loftier considerations by stressing the labour-saving benefits of
machinery, raisi03 man to a higher sphere in which

11

the ingenuity of

his mind is combined with the exercise of his bc:x:ly...
the workman could be removed from

11

By techn:>lo:JY,

a professional level with the

brutes that perish.u35
As far as the forcefulness of the design argument was concerneCl,

Brewster,
Hume.

like Chalmers,

was aware of the devastaticn inflicted by

In an earlier review of Brougham's Natural Theology, Brewster

criticised Chalmers' reply to Hume.

As seen in chapter four,
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Chalmers endeavoured to show that it was unnecessary to have
experience of the circumstances of producing a particular object in
order to be able to infer design.

We could infer the existence of a

watchmaker even without ever having seen a watch being made.

The

particular characteristics of the watch, such as its weight, size arrl
colour,

were quite irrelevant to the manifestation of des-ign.

Brougham had adopted a similar, but less complicated strategy, which
Brewster preferred:
The process of the theologian lays the argument open, by
its pretension to minuteness, to fresh devices of the
enemy. That of ~e statesman repels them by its boldness
arrl its breadth. 3
In other respects, Brewster aligned himself with Chalmers in the
article, praising his distinction between the laws and the
dispositions of matter and regretting that Broug11am had not included
a section on "the adaptation of the external world,

and of the

physical and mental powers, to the position of man as a member of the
social body... 37

Brewster also repeated Chalmers' claim that the

uniformity of nature had been
revoluticns of ge:>logy. 38

inter~ted,

drawing evidence from the

Brewster's aim, however, was not to prove

the non-eternity of the world but to refute Hume's objection to
miracles.

The argument was brought forward in order to supplement

Brougham's refutation, which stressed that,

like belief in the

occurrence of the Biblical miracles, our belief in the
nature itself rested on the evidence of testimony.

uniformi~

of

Brewster was thus

takirg a step beyorrl Chalmers l::!f using the discoveries of science to
give greater plausibility to the announcements of Revelation.
Fleming, like Brewster, Chalmers and members of the commonsense
school, admitted the force of the argument for a Deity deriving from
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the displays of .IX>Wer in the material world:
So simple is this effort of the mind, and so easily excited
by the smallest degree of reflection, that the belief in a

Superior Being may be considered as universal among
mankind. Nations may be found who have scarcely devised
signs to express their ideas on this subject, and over
whom, their noticns of ~ity may exercise little control;
but we can scarcely believe it .IX>Ssible for man to exis-t in
any stage of society, without being furnished by the
natural oper~~ions of his mind, with the first principles
of religion.
Fleming qualified his estimate of natural religion with an
observation worthy of Chalmers or Calvin himself, concerning the
moral deficiency of human nature.

Although we .IX>ssessed a ccnscience

or moral sense its strength was in general too feeble to regulate
human

conduc~

Indeed the divine origin of Christianity could almost

be proved "from the circumstances of its containing an account of our

own imperfections whose existence human partiality would never have
discovered, nor human pride acknowledged." 40

Yet natural theology

was important, not least in training clergymen.

In 1832, Fleming

wrote to Chalmers declaring his view that " a great deal of modern
infidelity" sprang from "the absence of instruction in Natural
Religion from our Publick Seminaries", and commending Chalmers'
scheme to reform theological education, which involved giving natural
religion a more prominent place. 41

At St. Andrews, Chalmers had

proposed to the Commissioners appointed to visit the Scottish
Universities that there should be at least four professors in the
theological faculty instead of the current three (divinity, Hebrew

and ~iental languages and Church history). 42

The divinity professor

had to cover natural theology, the Christian evidences arrl systematic
and pastoral theology in a four year course, though attendance was
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required in only three sessions.

As a result,

students did not

necessarily enter the course at the beginning and could miss one
subject out

altoge~er.

'!he same disadvantage existed when Chalmers

ta:>k the theology chair at Edinburgh.
Lecture notes taken in Fleming's class at Aberdeen suggest that
he was willing to

justi~

the study of natural Philosqphy partly on

the grounds of its aid to the elucidation of final causes.

To the

question "Are we quali fioo for the examinaticn of final causes?" the
notes contain the answer:
It is inherent in our nature, and it is the duty of the
Natural Philosopher, to endeavour to trace not only the
secorrlary causes of phenomena, but also the final causes or
p.rrposes in view by the Deity.
... proceeding in our investigations from remote to more
remote causes, we at length invariably arrive at the Great
First cause; And thus are enabled 4§> reason in regard to
the purposes of an All Wise creator.
When Fleming turned to the business of scientific inquiry, he
was very cautious in making any generalisation whiCh involved an
explanation in terms of a final cause.

Like Brewster in his review

of Whewell, Fleming was wary about claiming to discover principles of
adaptation which might appear to limit divine resourcefulness or
adaptations whiCh might actually involve inconvenience and pain to
some species while they benefited others.
and unswerving empiricism.

The remedy lay in a strict

In his article, 'Hybernation', for the

Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, he condemned those who considered the
torpidity of birds in winter to be absent because, nnlike quadrupeds,
they could migrate to warmer places:
'!his mode of reas:::>ning, however, is faulty, since we employ
our· pretended knowledge of final causes, to ascertain the
limits of the operations of nature, and cannot be tolerat~
in a science depending entirely an fact and Observations.
In the Philosophy of Zoology, he stressed the one-sidedness of
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looking only at the ways in which certain animals protected
themselves against ·predators and ignoring the interests of the
predators themselves.

What benefited the victim deprived the hunter

and if, for instance, the white covering of the alpine hare and the
ptarmigan effectively hid them from their enemies, "the eagle,

the

cat, and the fox ... would be in danger of starvation and death." 45
The purpose of the white ccat was in fact to keep the animal or bird
warm in the winter.

In this case then, a benevolent adaptation could

be found, although Fleming admitted that there was some suffering and
carnage in nature whose purpose was not apparent:
It would be impious in us to inquire why the waster has
been created to destroy. It is enough if we know that
rapacious animals OCCUP.f a static:n in the scale of being.
His image of nature recalled more strongly the competitiveness and
harshness of Malthusian political economy than the benevolence and
harmony of Paley's ''happy world":
There is a wasteful war everywhere raging in the animal
kingdom.
Tribe is divided against tribe and species
against species, and neutrality is nowhere respected.
Those which are preye:l upcn have certain means which they
employ to avoid the foe; but the rapacious are likewise
qualified for the pursuit.
The exercise of the feelings
of benevolence may induce us to confine our attention to
the former, and adore that goodness which gives shelter to
the defenceless, and protection to the weak, while we may
be disposed to turn, precipitately, from viewing the
latter, lest we discover marks of cruelty, where we wished
to contemplate nothing but kindness. These feelings are
usually the companions of circumscribed and partial
<i?s~ation, arrl fall far short of the object at which they

a 1m.
Like Brewster, Fleming was no crude Baconian.
condenm all theorising per se.

He did not

Rather, he maintaine:l that it was a

difficult and error-prone activity, for which few were properly
qualified.
statements,

It might be tempting, on the evidence of some of his
to categorise Fleming as an adovcate of the
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participatory, anti-theoretical approach to nature.

In fact, he

operated far more consistently than Brewster in the 'elite' mode.
The processes of Observing and gathering data were themselves liable
to be upset by the seductive appeal of premature generalisation.

Few

had the ability and training to persist with the one and resist the
other.
pursuit.

For the masses, natural theology was therefore a hazardous
"Explanaticns or conclusions fourrled on assumed facts are

called Hypotheses,

on confirmed facts,

Theories", he told his

Aberdeen students:
In forming a Theory, the judgement is chiefly exercised the Hypothetical methcrl may be styled the royal road to
.Philosophy, but seldom does it lead to the end proposed, as
it is guided only by the imagination. The fabrication of
Hypotheses is very easy, as we can make them to suit our
prr_tX)se, neither are we obliged to establish our premises and a tendency to fabulous and w-s ionary Hypotheses is one
of the Idols of the Human mind. 4
Fleming was very cautious in his own theorising and an outspoken
critic of the theorising of others.

A number of leading men of

science felt the stings of his methodological lash.

In chapter

seven, I discuss his attitude to geological theory, his attacks on
the Huttonian system and his gradual alienation from the Wemerian
school.

In zoology and botany,

~lation

and quite undeterred

he at tacked.

~

too,

he was an arch enemy of

the scientific eminence of those

One of his targets was the French comparative

anatomist, Georges CUvier.

In reasoning a.l::o..lt the form and habits of

creatures from the fragmentary evidence of their fossil remains,
CUvier maintained that there were certain invariable co-occurrences
of different organs in animals.

This enabled him to infer, for

instance, that a hoofed animal would be a herbivore.
reasoning" was rejected by Fleming.

Such "specious

Not only was it empirically
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false,

since (for example) not all herbivorous animals were hoofed,

some like the hare being digitated.

It also imposed a limitation on

the resourcefulness of the Creator:
Indeed, the number of varieties included urrler one species,
the number of species belonging to a genus, arrl the number
of genera in an order, intimate the variableness of the
conditions of co-existence, and the absence of those
supposed laws of relation, the belief in the mathematical
necessity of which, has contr:ibuted to augment the clumsy
fabric of modern Materialism.~
The principle invoked by Fleming was in the spirit of Chalmers'
remarks about the tendency of general laws to reduce the evidence of
design and to increase the possibility of chance or necessity.
However, Fleming's application of the principle was far more rigorous
than Chalmers', who had praised Cuvier •s zoology. 49

Brewster, too,

reported uncritically Cuvier's "law of co-relation or co-existence"
in an article of 1844. 50

Indero it was most unusual to see Cuvier's

name being linked with materialism.
Fleming was also a sharp critic of what he considered to be
false systems of classification.

In a review (1829) of Bicheno's

'Systems and Methods in Natural History', he distinguished methods
calculated to highlight the differences between organisms from those
designed to illustrate their affinities.

The diChotomous method, in

whiCh each sub-division was successively divided into two, depending
on the presence or absence of a particular characteristic, was
inadequate for exhibiting similarities between species.
again,

together with Linnaeus and Jussieu,

Cuvier

were censured for

imagining "that animals arrl vegetables might be exhibi too according
to their affinities, 1:!f a single natural method". 51

Fleming went on

to deny the existence of a metaphysical scheme urrlerlying the realm
of living nature, a 'law of continuity'.

He traced the origins of
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the notion to mechanics, where it was observed that "a body, in
passing from one portion of time to another, or from one p::>rtion of
space to another, passes through all the intermediate portions of
time arrl sp:tce."

However, even physical anal03ies opposed it, since

astronomy displayed "great leaps" in giving mcx::ns to some planets and
not others and in providing Saturn with a ring. 52

Similarly,

chemistry's theory of definite proportions suggested discontinuity
rather than the reverse.
Fleming was aware of the use which could be made of such a law
by advex2tes of pr03ressive development, the transformation of one

species into another.

I discuss his reactions to the development

theory in more detail in chapter seven.

However, he heaped scorn on

the law of continuity whether it referred to the existing Creation or
to a

temporalised versicn taking account of the fossil record.

The

naturalist William Macleay's system of "circular affinities", and
Lamarck's theory of development were 'both cut to pieces by Fleming's
critical knife.

Macleay envisaged the animal and vegetable kingdoms

as two circles, meeting at the points occupied
of each. 53

py

the lowest members

Tracing affinities between the classes in the animal

kingdom led one from Acrita to Radiata to Annulosa to Vertebrata to
Mollusca and

50

back to Acrita.

Each class ccnsisted of five orders,

the affinities of Which also formed circles.
consisted of five tribes, and

50

Similarly, each order

on downwards.

Fleming marshalled empirical evidence against the law of
continuity but his fundamental objection was, I suggest, based on
metaphysical notions about the unlimited capacities of the Creator to
vary his creations.
underlying plan.

Fleming did not want to find any simple

He therefore could not tolerate the position to
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whiCh a defender could retreat of suggesting that the gaps could be
filled with undiscovered or extinct creatures.

The final blow to the

theory was the enormous gulf whiCh separate:] man from the rest of the
animal kingdom:
'!hey [those who believed species could be linked together
in a continuous thread] have attempted to train Nature to
walk over a course, which they have marked out, with an
equal pace.
But, greatly to their annoyance, she
occasionally makes a halt - as when she refused retractile
claws to the hunting tiger; indulges in folicsome leaps, as
in passing from the vertebral to the invertebral animals; and completes the confusion of those who wish to train her,
by bolt?fg off the course, to convey Man to his rational
throne.
Even the strongest advocates of the sCheme had not dared to hope for
"the discovery of a semirational species to fill up the greatest gap
which exists."

This sense of nature breaking out of man-made

restrictions ran through all Fleming's writings.

In an article of

1853 discussing classification, he stressed that in the natural
methcrl we attempted
... to exhibit the plans and procedure of the Creator - the
relations wh:ich he has established, and the harmony, which,
by various and complicated adaptations, appears everywhere
to prevail.
To pervert such a pursuit by imposing man-made categories was
tantamount to impiety.

Fleming again emphasised the enormous

variations which occurred in the development of individual organs,
even in closely-related species, so that ''having selectoo our system
of organs, s::>me of the other systems will appear in rebellion." 55

A

corollary was that the habits and distribution of a species could not
be inferred from the habits and distribution of another species of
the same genus.

'!his restricticn en analogical reasoning was, as we

shall see, deployoo in a number of geological controversies.
Fleming's suspicicn of hypotheses was notice::l by contemporaries.
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His friend, Sir Charles Lyell, actually grew alarmed by the number of
controversies in whiCh Fleming became embroiled, warning him that he
was being labelled "the Zool03ical Ishmael". 56

After his death,

Dr

William Carruthers declared that Fleming "sought to reproduce the
language & teaching of nature - the more simply and the more
faithfully the better" and noted his contempt for "naturalists. who
went to the study of the science of observation in the same way as
they would have entered upon the study of philosophy".s?

The

Eclectic Review suggested that his "uncompromising opposition to
hollow pretence and showy hypotheses" had made enemies and hindered
his advancemen~58
Miller was involved in fewer scientific controversies than
either Brewster or Fleming.

However, as with Brewster and Fleming,

there was the recurring theme in his writings of nature's
extraordinary diversity,

a sense of nature breaking through

boundaries and limitations imposed by man.

Miller was able to

reconcile this belief in nature's ba..mdless resourcefulness with an
ability to detect a plan running through Creation:
It is a law of nature tha.t the chain of being, from the
lowest to the highest form of life, should be, in some
degree, a continuous chain; that the various classes of
existence should shade into one another, so that it often
proves a matter of no little difficulty to point out the
exact line of demarcation where og~ class or family ends
arrl another class or family begins.
Miller was adamant that such gradations lent no support to the theory
of species transmutation since they could only be appreciated by
bringing together the fauna and flora of distinct geol03ical perioos,
often remote from one another in time.

However he praised the

"marvellous analogies which pervade the scheme of Providence, and
unite, as it were,

its lower with its higher parts." 60

Flemi03 may
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have found suCh observations dangerous but would have approved more
wholeheartedly of the remarks with which Miller ccnclt.rled a chapter
an the iChthyolite groups of the Lower Old Red Sandstone:
I have referred to the consistency of style whiCh obtained
among these ancient fishes, - the unity of character which
marked every scale, plate, and fin of every various family,
arrl whiCh distinguished it from the rest7 and who can doubt
that the same shades of variety existed in their habits and
their instincts? We speak of the infinity of Deity, - of
His inexhaustible variety of mind7 but we speak of it until
the idea becomes a piece of mere commonplace in our mouths.
It is well to be brought to feel, if not to conceive of it,
- to be made to know that we ourselves are barren-minded,
and that in Him "all fullness dwelleth. 61
Unity and variety could thus co-exist.
In his natural theology, Miller carefully avoided exalting order
and plan above all else.
particularly evident.

In his later work,

this concern is

Miller protested against a natural theology

based on "the mere order of the universe as itself an end or final
cause."

He associated this doctrine with deists of the early

eighteenth century such as Bolingbroke and Soame Jenyns, and in a
modified form, with Alexander Pope's Essay on Man.

Theirs was a

cold, abstract Universe, in which the human species was rendered a
mere link in a chain.

Insignificant, yet at the same time "as

perfect as he ought to be", man was left to work out his own destiny,
unremarked by the ~i ty whence the order originated. 62
the kind of Creator whom Miller worshipped.

This was not

He condemned

contem_p::>rary developments in morphology, notably in the work of the
Naturphilosoph, Lorenz Oken, which revived such notions as analogy
and oontinuity between man and the lower animals, and held man to be

"God manifest

in the

flesh." 63

Although Oken's theology was

thoroughly objectionable, Miller was attracted to elements of his
transcendental biology, which discerned a unity of type running
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through the wrole of the vertebrate creation.

The doctrine appeared

in much more palatable form in the work of the anatomist, Richard
Owen, arrl tre pa.laeontologist, Louis Agassiz.

Miller's sympathies

distinguished him from other members of our group, and especially
from Fleming.
Like Brewster and Chalmers,

Miller had high hopes of_ the

tranquillising and civilising effects of popular scientific
instruction,

particularly for

Christian and Civic Economy of

the labouring classes.

Larg~

In the

Towns, Chalmers had ooserve:l the

affinity which existed between .. a taste for science and a taste for
sacredness",

adding a warm recommendatioo for the establishment of

mechanics' institutes. 64

The opening pages of Miller's Old Red

Sandstone advised working men to avoid Chartist meetings and, instead
of pursuing political objectives,

to seek power of a different kind

through the acquisition of useful knowledge. 65
himself,

Self-educated

Miller felt that the simpler propositions of science were

those whidl best served to illustrate the character of the Creator:
In all those works on Natural Theol03Y that treat, like the
work of Paley, en the argument of design, the assumpticn of
a certain unity of the int~llectual nature of the Creator
and creature is made, tacitly at least, the basis of all
the reas::>nings7 and it is in the cases of which the design
is most s~ple that the argument is most generally
understcx::rl.
Miller also followed Chalmers in his use of geological
discoveries to counter the possibility that the world was eternal, a
theory

he

thought

had

been

rendered

metaphysicians, but not "impossible". 67

.. inconceivable"

by

Appearing briefly in First

Impressions of England, where Miller dealt specifically with an
infinite series of men, the geological refutation re-appeared in a
lecture to the Royal Physical Society in 185268 and in Testimony of
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the Rocks, 69 applied to living creatures generally.

All living races

were shown by palaecntology to have had a definite beginning, during

the Tertiary peridL
In the lecture and in Testimony, Miller ventured further into
metaphysics, perhaps seeking to justify his prediction in First
Impressions that the time would come when

11

Writers on the evidences

of the two Theologies, Natural and Revealed, will be content to
borrow largely from the facts of the geolc:gist.'.?O

N:>t content with

Chalmers' defence of the design argument, Miller appeared to accept
Hume's contention that, treating the world as a singular effect, it
was impossible to infer the existence of a designing cause.
claimed that Hume's premises were overturned by geology.

Miller

The world

was not a singular effect but the most recent of a whole series of
creations, ea.ch increasing in power on its predecessor.

This enabled

us to infer the existence of a Creator and gave us grounds to believe
in a higher and more perfect creation to come.

Miller thus wrested

the design argument from Hume's destructive grasp.

However, he

pushed it even further than had Chalmers into the clutches of
ascertained geology.
Brewster, Fleming and Miller were in broad agreement about the
reconciliation of Scripture and geology, though changes did take
place through time.

In 1828, Brewster was reluctant to publish an

article in the Edinburgh Journal of Science by the geologist Sir
Walter Calverley Trevelyan, which argued for a partial rather than a
universal Mosaic Deluge.
universal interpretation

He explained to Trevelyan that a non11

Would have a direct tendency to unsettle

the religious convictions of many Christians...

Brewster urged

Trevelyan to read a book on the Deluge by the Scriptural geologist,
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Granville Penn, for its demonstration "in ye clearest manner that
Geological phenomena are in perfect accordance with the literal
statements in Genesis". 71
Less than nine years later,

in his review of Buckland's

Bridgewater Treatise, Brewster's tone had changed radically.

He

. stood forward as the champion of geology against religous prejudice,
lamenting the time when geolo:3ists had been forced to work "in chains
forged by presumptuous thoology''.

Buckland's decision to abarrlcn the

diluvial theory was welcomed as the removal of "the incubus which had
pressed so fatally upon his science". 72

Brewster deprived Moses'

"tranquil deluge" of all geological efficacy and censured Moderate
divines of the past who had seized upcn the apparent ccnflict between
science and Scripture merely for p::>li tical purposes. 73

This may have

been a reference to the Leslie affair,

when some of Leslie's remarks

about the depths of primaeval time had

occasioned Moderate censure:

The truths of religion and of science can never be at
variance. A geological truth must command our assent as
powerfully as that of the existence of our own minds, or of
the Deity himself; and any revelation which stands Of'POSed
to such truths must be false. The geolo:3ist has therefore
nothing to do with revealed religion in his scientific
enqu1r1es. It is the office of the divine to interpret the
sacred canon; arrl if he Cbes it with the discrimination and
learning it demands, he will never find it at variance with
the deducti<ns of science. If scripture, on the contrary,
is studied by instalments, and viewed from insulated
points, and interpreted literally, in its detached
passages, we shall find it at variance with itself, and
shall reprcrluce all the heresie~ which have disgrace:l the
history of the Orristian Church. 4
There

was no anxiety here about disturbing

the

faith of

impressionable minds, no timidity about prescribing the respective
roles of the geolo:3ist arrl the cleric.

Brewster's strident rhetoric

clearly carried the implication that the clergyman must be prepared

to give way occasionally to the scientist.

Ibwever, the passage als::>
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exuded confidence that geology could not possibly overturn any
important parts of the sacred text and that the effects of scientific
discovery an

Scrip~ural

interpretation could only be beneficial.

Brewster later retreated from such oold formulations.

Even in

his review of Bucklarrl's Bridgewater Treatise, he had regrette:l the
use of "extravagant numbers" in discussions of geological time,
preferring words like "indefinite". 75

As we shall see,

the

publication of Vestiges and his dispute with Whewell aba.lt inhabited
worlds led him to be even more cautious about the antiquity of the
Earth.

In 1864 Brewster (along with Sedgwick, James Joule and 714

others) signed a declaration prcrluce::l by a group of IDrrlon chemists
in the wake of the controversy in the Church of England over the
Broad Church party's Essays and Reviews.

Nearly half the clergymen

in the Churches of England and Ireland had responded to the liberal
school of theology with the 'Oxford Declaration' en the authenticity
and authority of the entire Bible.
scientists' declaration,

It provided the model for the·

which expressed "sincere regret,

that

researches into scientific truth are perverted by some in our own
times into occasion for casting doubt upcn the Truth and Authenticity
of the Holy Scriptures."

The document noted that physical science

was incomplete arrl man's reascn finite but looke:l forward to a time
when "the two records will be seen to agree in every particular."
Until then, the signatories regretted that "Natural Science should be
looked upon with suspicion by many who do not make a study of it,
merely on account of the unadvised manner in which some are placing
it in opposition to Holy Writ." 76

With such anodyne wording, the

authors evidently trie::l to offer hope of lasting peace between those
who put science before Scripture and those who put Scripture before
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science.

Ibwever, it was a sign of changed times that the existence

of two opposing parties now had to be recognised.

Five years after

the publication of the Origin of Species and four years after the
famous debate at the British Association between T.H. Huxley and
pro~t

William Wilberforce, the Declaration could only offer a
eventual accord between the Bible and science.
~laration

of

Though.the

might seem even-handed enough towards the rival claims,

many leading men of science refused to sign, including Owen, Faraday,
Whewell, Airy, Lyell, Murchison and Tyndall.

The non-signatories

represented a broad range of religious opinion and the Declaration
clearly had acquired the rep.1taticn of p..1tting concern for Scripture
before a dedication to free inquiry.

By signing, Brewster made

common cause with many whose opinions on the relationship between
science and Scripture he had once opposed.
Near the end of his life, Brewster perhaps lost
altogether in the problem.
own Evangelical faith.

interest

This coincided with the deepening of his

In 1867, he declined, on the grounds of his

limited geological knowledge, to give an opinion of a theory of
creation sent to him by a would-be ha.rmoniser of Genesis arrl geology.
Brewster suggested that the theory might be well received by the
Victoria Institute (a society for the defence of Scripture against
the opposition of 'false' science),

adding:

~1en Geologists make any discovery that Science must
accept, and which stands in clear opposition to Scripture
it w1ll be time for Christians to give it their best
consideration.

This view was perhaps little different from Brewster's earlier
denunciaticn of religious prejudice,
of its former vigoor.

although expressed with little

Indeed, he remarked rather wearily:
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I have long ago ceased to trouble myself with such
difficulties. The ~~sdom of the world is not a match for
the Christian Faith.
Fleming was even more strident than the unregenerate Brewster in
his insistence that nature and Scripture must be allowed their
separate domains.

Again, there was a very clear implication that the

interpretation of Scripture must sometimes yield to a scientific
discovery.

fbwever,

in his controversy with William Buckland over

the diluvial theory, he was able to starrl forth both as the cha.mpion
of free scientific inquiry and as the defender of the sacred text.
Buckland's theory was not only at crlds with science in exaggerating
the erosive power of a single flood.

He was also perverting the

Scriptural account, first in suggesting that the Flood had been
violent, and secondly, in using it to account for the extinction of
species.

Cuvier, with a different diluvial theory from Buckland, was

also taken to task.

He held that a revolution had taken place before

the creation of man,
exchanged places.

in which the sea and the continents had

The Flcx::rl had returned the sea to its former bed,

had left few geol03ical de_p::>si ts and ha.d not caused the extinctioo of
any species.

This created other difficulties with the Mosaic account

since Genesis declared that the waters returned from the surface of
the earth afterwards.

Cuvier's account also suggested that the

deluge was of a kind Which allowed different races of men to escape
by different routes,

whereas from Moses we knew that "all that

escaped of the human race, were eight individuals of the family of
N:>ah • II 78

•

Over twenty years later, Fleming, looking back to this time,
described Cuvier's Theory of the Earth as "decidedly anti-scriptural
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in many of its bearings", a work in which "science,
called,

and revelation, appeared in antagonism." 79

falsely so
Once again,

Fleming differed from Chalmers in the severity of his reaction to
Cuvier.

The paper which brought out the Scriptural arguments against

Bucklarrl and Cuvier was Fleming's final salvo in a long campaign in
which the scienti fie had loomed much larger than the exegetic
arguments.

There were,

in fact,

several aspects of Fleming's

opposition to Buckland and Cuvier, including his dislike of all
'revolutionary' interpretations of earth history.

A second factor

which we have already noted was his concern for the integrity of
Scripture.

A third aspect was undoubtedly his desire to keep

Scripture and geology apart for the good of geology.

As an infant

science it deserved to be given a chance to develop, whereas the
moral authority of Revelation was already well-established.
Scripture neither needed nor could expect any SUJ?IX)rt from geology:
It would be favourable to the pr03ress of geology, were its
cultivators more disposed to examine the structure of the
earth, and the laws which regulate the physical
distributicn of its inhabitants, arrl less anxious to give
currency to their conjectures, by endeavouring to identify
them with deservedly popular truths. It would be equally
favourable to the interests of Revelation, were the
believer to reject sudh faithless auxiliaries, and instead
of eXhibiting a morbid earnestness to derive sqpport to his
creed from sciences but remotely connected with his views,
calmly to consider, that Geology never can, from its very
nature, add the weight of a feather to the moral standard
which he has embraced, or the anticipation of eternity in
which he indulges, even should he fancy that it has
succeeded in disclosing the de..r1s of antediluvian hyaenas,
in exhibiting the skeletal of a rhinoceros drowned in the
flood, or in discovering the decayed timbers of the ark.
This indiscreet union of Geology and Revelation can
scarcely fail to verify the censure of Baco~y producing
"Philosophia phantastica, Religio haeretica."
That Fleming's worries were more for geology than for the
authority of Scripture is confirmed by the number and tone of his
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attacks en the Scriptural geologists, who went well beyond Buckland
in mixing up Mosaic history with the history of the earth.

Sir

Charles Lyell's Principles of Geology, published between 1830 and
1833, revived the ideas of Hutton and Playfair that geological change
was gradual and cyclical. 81

Causes now in operation could account

for all past developments without resort to sudden, violent flcx:x:ls or
other cataclysms.

Fleming did not agree with everythin,J in Lyell's

account, but he stood firmly behind his fellow Scotsman on the
interpretation of Genesis.

Lyell contended that the Biblical Floc:rl

had bea"l local rather than universal.
arguments,
Deluge.

He also acknowledged Fleming's

drawn from the Mosaic account itself,

for a non-violent

More wary of controversy than Fleming, Lyell avoided

formulations which would lead him into direct conflict with the
clergy,

through he confided to another ally,

George Poulett Scrape,

that he aimed in his book "to sink the diluvialists, and in short,
all the theolCXJical sophists." 82
purpose,

Fleming evidently detected Lyell's

warning him that "passing over Moses, as the first of

geolCXJists, will of course expose you to not a few suspicions and it
may be malediction."

In sUfPC>rt of his friend, Fleming remarked that

Lyell would succeed "in displacing the quackeries of a Bugg or Penn
or a Ure, and in introducing Geology to the notice of the British
publick under a

new and more dignified aspect." 83

Fleming's

irritation with the activities of the Scriptural geologists did not
lessen with the passing of time.

In an article of 1847 about the

geology of Edinburgh and its surrourrlings, he returned to the attack:
With this class of authors, the best established facts are
discarded, the imrx:>rtant results of much labour arrl thought
are overlooked, and a spurious system erected in their
stead, which can accommodate itself to the standard of a
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nursery geology. 84
Miller, too, had li ttl~ patience with the Scriptural goologists,
even if he has occasionally himself been wrongly described as one,
for example by Cbsslett (although She applies the label also to the
distinguishoo trio of Chalmers, Bucklarrl and Sedgwick). 85

In First

Impressions of England and its People (1847), Miller adopted·the
interval theory of Chalmers,

though he actually associatoo it with

his own parish minister in Cromarty, the Rev. Alexander Stewart.

The

early history of the Earth was quite irrelevant to man's spiritual
condition arrl therefore was not to be found in Scripture:
The ferns and lepidodendra of the Coal Measures are as
little connected with the truths which influence our
spiritual state, as the vegetable prcrlucticns of Mercury or
of Pallas, the birds and reptiles of the Oolite, as the
unknown animals that inhabh~ the plains or disport in the
rivers of Saturn or Uranus.
The analogy with astronomical phenomena was a good one, since the
persecution of Galileo by the Roman Catholic Church was wellestablished in Protestant polemic.

Fleming had also noticed the

precede..Dt in his History of British Animals (1842):
Are the Zoological and Geological Epochs established as
true in science? If those who are qualified to judge shall
pronounce in the affirmative, then must every
interpretation of that brief portion of the sacred page,
inconsistent therewith, be rejected as spurious, and the
advocates of error consigned to occupy a page in the
History 9f Prejudice, along with the persecutors of
GALILID. 8

In this work, Fleming had also put forward a scheme of reccnciliation
similar to Chalmers' •
Miller liked to refer to the Scriptural geologists as "antigeologists", a cate:Jory in whiCh he included William Cockburn, Dean
of York,

who detected infidelity in Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise

and took part in a debate with Sedgwick at the British Association
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meeting in 1844.

Miller lumped Cockburn with the Puseyi tes, who were

then gaining influence at Oxford, and whose attitude to science was
indifferent or even hostile.

He also regretted that the English

Evangelical Record newspaper had taken Cockburn's side.88

In 1846,

an editorial in the Witness denounced the twin enemies of
Tractarianism and Scriptural geolQ3Y, prompted by cpposition in· the
press to the Southampton meeting of the British Association.

The

article errled with the ringing words:
Protestantism is the true religion of science; the right of
private judgement, the legitimate counterpart of the
inductive philosofihy.8 9
Interestingly, Miller later changed his view abut the interval
theory, which dependoo for its crooibility on the creation of man and
all contemporary species within the Biblical chronolCXJY.

Immediately

before this creaticn there must have been wholesale destructicn of
species,

one of the 'revolutions' which catastrophists used to

account for the gaps between successive geological epochs.

Miller

became convinced that such a revolution had not taken place.
recent creaticn of man was entirely non-negotiable;

The

indeed, in 1854,

the Witness strongly condemned J. Beete Jukes' Popular Physical
Geology for its suggestion that the human period might extend back
30,000 or 40,000 years. 90

In FCXJtprints of the Creator (1849) Miller

was already irrlicating that other living species had a much greater
antiquity.

He conjured up a picture of a world "several thousand

years ago ere the upheaval of the last of our raised beaches", in
which there existed a submarine bed frequented by herrings, do:J-fish,
coo, porp::>ise, ling, hake arrl turoot, all contemporary species. 91

He

also referred to the five contemporary floras of the British Isles,
the fourth dating from "that cold, glacial, _IX)st-Tertiary perioo,

in
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whiCh what is now Britain existed as a few groups of insulated hilltops", and the fifth from "a later period, when the climate had
greatly meliorated." 92

All this suggests that Miller was radically

revising his geological chronology.

The new mode of reconciling

Scripture and Earth history was to interpret the days of creation,
not as literal days, but as indefinite periods of time.
theory' thus replace::l the 'interval theory'.

The -'age

As Miller explained in

a lecture of 1854:
All the evidence runs counter to the supposition that
immediately before the appearance of man qpon earth there
existed a chaotic perioo whiCh separated the previous from
the present creation. Up till the commencement of the
Eocene ages, if even then, there was no such chaotic perioo
in at least what is now Britain and the European continent;
- the persistency from a high antiquity of some of the
existing races, of not only plants and shells, but of even
some of the mammiferous animals, such as ~e badger, the
goat, and the wild cat, prove there was not.
In the preface to Testimony of the Rocks, Miller stressed that
the move from interval to age had come about through his studies of
the later geological formations. 94

He had held to the earlier theory

(now identified with Chalmers and Buckland) when his practical
studies had been limited mainly to the Palaeozoic and Secondary
rocks.

The lecture stated that the interval theory had in fact

become untenable in 1839.

The work of Lyell on the Tertiary

formations had established that some contemporary species had coexisted with extinct ones, and therefore there had been no global
catastrophe prior to the existing creation.
The ages were not of a specified nor necessarily equal length.
The Mosaic account was to be considererl in the nature of a prophecy,

albeit a retrooictive one. 95

Only three of the six 'days' fell into

the domain of the geologist: the period of plants, the period of
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great sea creatures arrl creeping things arrl the perioo of cattle and
beasts of the Earth.

These correspcnded to the Palaeozoic, Secondary

and Tertiary periods,

the Biblical account mentioning the most

striking features of each.

However,

the interval theory had

separated Scripture and geology more completely and Miller's new
strategy was criticised by some Free Churchmen, including the Rev.
John D..ms, woo succeeded Fleming in the chair of natural science at
New College.

D..ms even suggested that some species might have been

re-created from one epoch to the next,
appearance of continuity. 96

thus giving an illusory

Fleming had also adhered to the interval

theory until his death, suggesting in The Lithology of Edinburgh that
the extinction of species might be the result of the exhaustion of
the sun's heat. 97

This had been regenerated at each new creation,

the most recent example being described in Genesis.
To understarrl more clearly the variety of pressures exerted on

the Free Church's men of science, it is instructive to lcx:>k at the
views of other Evangelicals en the questicn of Genesis arrl geology.
The relationship between Scripture and science was in fact a subject
of mudh interest from the beginning of the nineteenth century
onwards.

In the first three decades, especially, there was a fair

s,prinkling of locally-produced Scriptural geology.
In the ffiinburgh Christian Instructor (1817),

'L.C.' argued that

animals had been incapable of hurting one another before the Fall of
man. 98

The Fall was sometimes associated also with major physical

changes in the Earth's surface.

In 1829 in the same journal,

'J.M.P.' was urging that we lived in the ruins of a "once beautiful
arrl happy planet",

and the Flcx:rl. 99

which had undergone catastrophes both at the Fall
The former had given rise to the principal mountain
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ranges, the latter had prcrluCErl secondary mountains.

'H.M.W.' oo the

other hand, writing in the same year, was prepared to acknowledge
that the word 'day' might be interpreted in the non-literal sense,
though he added the unorthodox suggestion that croccrl.iles might be
degenerated descendants of earlier sea monsters: 'whales' in the
Biblical account. 100

Also in 1829, 'E.N.' blended diluvialism with

the interval theory of Chalmers, suggesting that the Creation in
Genesis was actually a renovation from a chaotic state but
speculating that the deluge might account for irregularities in the
direction of strata. 101
before the Flood.

Indeed, mountains might not have existed

In reply, 'Quisquis' of Dumfriesshire regretted

E.N.'s attempt to shroud the Mosaic testimony with "a veil of
mysticism,

pervious only to the keen eye of learning and

philosophy." 102

'Quisquis' referred to, but did not name, "very

eminent geologists"
chronology.

in

favour of the accuracy of

the Mosaic

Even where a more liberal interpretation of Scripture

was accepted, there was often scepticism about the reliability of
geolQ:Jical facts.

The Presbyterian Review of 1833 was reconciled. to

a non-literal 'day' and to a transient and tranquil Deluge but
expected no corroboration of Scripture from the "uncertain
discoveries and loose theories" of geology. 103

The Review also

insisted that the Fall was an event of physical as well as moral
significance.

Before it, "neither the organized material

creation nor its rational,
physical or moral evil." 104

~

animal

intelligent head, bore one taint of
A similar distrust of geological

discovery was shown by the Edinburgh Christian Instructor in 1835,
angry al:x:xlt attacks made by geologists upon Revelation. 105

Against

Cllalmers, the Instructor stressed that geology did not teach us that
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the world had a beginning.
late 1830s,

We knew this only from Scripture.

By the

there are signs that Scriptural geology was in retreat.

In 1837, an article in the Instructor rejoiced that to be a geologist
was no longer "almost necessarily to be an infidel."l06

The

Instructor adopted the age theory, suggesting that the Creator was
now resting from the work of the six 'days'.

About the same time,

the Presbyterian Review was opting for the interval theory by
suggesting that the first verse of Genesis related to "a pericrl, long
ere the chaotic state of the earth was fitted for the support of the
living creatures which we now see". 107

Eve...'1 so, another article in

the Review of the same year warned of transferring the truth of
Scripture "from the rock of its foundation to a quicksand" if any
particular theory of reconciliation were chosen as the correct
one.l08
By the late 1830s, the roc>st extreme forms of Scriptural geology

had fallen out of favour.

A review of Burnett's Natural Theology in

the Presbyterian Review of 1839 regretted the author's attempts to
use the deluge to account for "all the appearances described by
geoiogical writers." 109

Yet it is ~teworthy that as late as 1838,

the Rev. J. Forbes (of the Established Church and later of the Free
Church) was convinced that "there is no truth connected with the
history of the globe that is supported by clearer or more ample
evidence" than that "a deluge has covered the whole earth, and that
the habitable world has been in a state
of the ocean". 110

of submergence to the waters

The following year, however, the Presbyterian

Review observed that "a great many well-intentioned arrl intelligent
persons are greatly
of Moses.

t(X)

sensitive" on the question of the authority

The moment that a theory was proposed which seemed to
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challenge Scripture they were "instantly on the alert".lll

Later,

the Review welcomed Miller's Old Red Sandstone as "the work of a
Christian philosopher".112
If the Evangelical press was gradually falling into line with
the party's leading scientific lights, the work of Miller, Fleming
and Chalmers continued bo face opposition from other religious groupings, incltrling the Mooerate party in the Church of Scotland.

Its

organ, the Church Review observed in an article of 1836 that geolo:nr
revealed "prcx:>fs of ulterior design,

of adaptation of circumstances

to the condition of animal life, and the clearest indications at once
of a creating and a preserving power presiding over the destinies of
the world."ll3

More cautious, however, was an item the following

year on Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise which re:Jretted the "latitudinarian spirit" in the geologist's "indefinite draughts" upon
time. 11 4

The same year, another article in the Review observed that

geological theories were "so different and contradictory as to be
totally unworthy of credence" arrl suggested that the age of the Earth
was "the great geological problem of the day." 115

Still greater

scepticism was shown in articles which later appeared in Macphail's
Ecclesiastical Journal, an organ of the Established Church after the
Disruption.

In 1851, the jo..rrnal warned of "rashly dovetailing into

Scripture every new and plausible generalization of GeolQ3Y, which
may have soon to be given up as utterly untenable"; 116 in 1857 the
late Hugh Miller was pilloried for the "unctuous rhetoric" of his
Testimony of the Rocks, a work which had been "nm after by the wise
children of progress." 117

The following year, Miller was again

singled out for his belief in a partial deluge, a belief opposed by
'~istorical

traditions,

ethnological deductions and anatomical
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laws". 118

In 1861, Macphail's praised a Mr M'Farlane:
for attempting to stem the adverse, and the evil,
current which has set in so strongly, emanating from the
geologists, who think that the fundamental and long
established first principles of Religion, of Natural
Theology in particular, ought to be overturned, because
forsooth! of the discoveries, by those Geologists, of the
fossil relics of ferocious and abominable monsters,
~f~ to have existed milleniums [sic] 'before the f.irst

Such a mass of anti-geolo:Jical sentiment was scarcely balanced by an
article in 1856 which adopted the interval theory and praised
geolo:JY's "irrefragable prcx:>f of the falseness of what is called the
develcpment hypothesis." 120

Indeed, an article of 1859 opted for an

agnostic approach to theories of reconciliation: "we regard all
attempts at the discovery of a true theory of reconciliation 'between
geology and the Mosaic account of creation,

for the present,

hopeless." 121
The abhorrence shown above to the more alarming species of
fossil creatures was shared by William Gillespie, a theological
writer (possibly an Evangelical) who deplored the primaeval world of
carnage depicted in Miller's Testimony of the Rocks.

Gillespie

maintained that it detracted from GOO's perfect gcx:rlness to suppose
that physical evil preceded tl"e moral evil intrcrluced by man at the
Fall,

and accused Miller of defending "Gnostical or Manichee"

principles. 122

Just as the present races of carnivoroos quadrupeds

arrl reptiles were a physical embcrliment of human evil, so the "more

dreadful monsters of the Coal Measures and of the Oolite" bore a
relation to the angels who rebelled under Lucifer. 123

It is

noteworthy that Fleming's New College lectures included a discussion
of the means of reconciling the existence of death before the Fall
with the account of creaticn given in Scripture. 124

Evidently this
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was an objection quite frequently encountered either to geology or to
Genesis.
In other areas of metaphysics and theology we find some
divergence of view amongst the Evangelical scientists. An example is
the plurality of worlds.

We have already seen that Chalmers was

prepared to ex> me to terms with the belief that other worlds than· our
own were occupied by intelligent creatures.

He may even have been

attracted by the theory itself for the substance it imparted to the
Biblicial

·~eavenly

host" and for the astonishing perspective it

offered on the earth as a unique battleground of good and evil.
Brewster was not prepared even to entertain the notion that the
theory might be false.

His strongest defence of life on other worlds

was occasioned by \'lilliam Whewell's Essay (1853), 125 but before that
e1ere are indications that he took the idea for granted.

In a letter

of 1836 to J.P. Nichol, professor of practical astronomy at Glasgow
University, he remarked that it might eventually be possible to
disex>ver structures built by the lTlCX)n's inhabitants,

so great would

be the improvement in the power of telescopes. 126

Brewster also

contributed an article on planetary life to the Monthly Chronicle in
1838 which contained some of the material later used against
W1ewell.l27
The publication of Whewell's work led Brewster to ransack the
cabinets of science, metaphysics and theology for reassurance that
man was not alone in the universe.

One of Whewell's arguments

against a plurality of worlds was based on the apparently large ratio
between the age of the Earth and the span of its tenancy by
intelligent creatures.

Since the Earth had been without intelligent

life for such a long time, Whewell argued, there was no particular
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reason to believe that other worlds might be inhabited.

By analogy,

intelligent beings might be localised in space as they were in time.
Brewster countered with the suggestion that the geological timescale
might not be all that long after all: "why may He not at different
periods, or during the whole course of the earth's formation, have
defX)Sited its strata by a rapid precipitatioo of their atoms from the
waters which suspended them?" 128

In any case, the analogy used by

Whewell was weakened by the prospect that man would continue to
occupy the Earth for many ages to come,

"a period equal,

or

approximating to the period of the Earth's preparation."l29
Brewster heaped up analogies of his own, between the Earth and
the moon, between the moon and other satellites, and between the
Earth and other planets.

Populating all these bodies in our own

solar system, he made the further and more outlandish suggestion (in
the book, but not in the earlier article) that the sun was also
inhabi ted.l30

Here Brewster followed an idea of Sir William

Herschel's that the sun's heat derived from an outer layer of selfluminous clouds, and that an inner layer protected the inhabitants of
a central dark core from the intense heat.

The analogy between our

own sun and the stars launched Brewster on a missi<n to populate the
woole tmiverse, guided alro by a principle of natural theology that
the Creator made nothing in vain.

Life and matter went together "and

when the mind is once alive to this great truth, it cannot fail to
realize the grand combination of infinity of life with infinity of
rnatter." 131
Brewster also claimed Scriptural warrant for the belief,
suggesting that the word 'Heavens' could be understood to mean a
material creation unless the context forbade it.

The plurality of
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worlds was thus implied in texts such as Isaiah xiv, 22 where the
heavens are "spread out as a tent to dwell in" and in Job ix, 8, 9 in
which Gcrl "spread out the heavens, made Arcturus, Orion and Pleiades,
and the chambers of the south. 11

Most strikingly .of all it was

implicit in Psalm 8, iii, iv: "When I consider thy Heavens, the work
of thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which thou hast ordained,
what is man, that thou art mindful of him? and the son of ma.l'"l, that
thou visi test him?"

Here Brewster took issue with Chalmers for

supposing the Hebrew psalmist to be ignorant of astronomy. 1 3 2

Only

if other worlds were inhabited should anyone express surprise that
the I.Drd was concerned a1x>ut the destiny of our own tiny planet.
Brewster's dispute with Whewell has been analysed by John
Brooke, who treats Whewell's position as more problematic for the
historian than Brewster's. 133

Brooke is at pains to explain why

Whewell, the more liberal of the two in theology, tcx::>k what seems to
be a more orthodox view as far as Christian belief is concerned.
Without a plurality of worlds, the Christian did not have to worry
about the scope of the atonement for human sin performed by Jesus
Christ at the crucifixion.

Brewster, by contrast, resorted to rome

clumsy apologetics which had the effects of the atonement spreading
out from the Earth,

"the middle planet of the system" (a false

assertion and one which failed to deal with the question of life on
other planetary systems). 1 34
Brooke points out that Brewster completely failed to recognise
one of Whewell's chief objectives in writing the Essay.

A major

factor in the development of Whewell's belief in a unique world was
the publication of Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation in
1844.

Whewell evidently wished to deprive the author of Vestiges of
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one of his arguments against the origin of
creation.

~ies ~

special acts of

Robert Chambers, taking advantage of the widely-held

belief in the existence of other inhabited worlds, had argued in
Vestiges for the implausibility of the Creator's going from planet to
planet, furnishing each one with living for ms. 1 3 5

Whewell' s Essay

argued that the Earth was unique in its status and in the destiny of
its intelligent occupants.
Why was Brewster such a fervent believer in a plurality of
worlds, even after Vestiges?

Partly, he seems to have been guided by

the principle that the Lord made nothing in vain.

I have already

noticed his preference for natural theology based on living
phenomena.

He feared that a universe of lifeless matter would

actually set astronomy against the design argument: "In peopling such
worlds with life and intelligence, we assign the cause of their
existence." 136

Partly however, Brewster saw in the infinity of other

worlds a source of reassurance about human afterlife.

Unlike

Chalmers, he did not accept that the inhabitants-of other worlds
could be in a state of moral perfection.

He held that angelic

natures could not exist in material bodies. 137

Nevertheless, he

appeared to contradict this view by suggesting that the planets were
a kirrl of physicalised heaven.

The Orristian looked to the stellar

systems as "the hallowed spots on which his immortal existence is to
run".l38

His book thus mingled a scientific argument about the

plausibility of intelligent life on other worlds with speculations
about our own destiny.

Even when writing in the former mode,

however, he felt that the inhabitants of other worlds might be far in
advance of the human race:
What inconceivable and countless functions may we not
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assign to that plurality of intellectual commtmities, which
have been settled, or are about to settle, in the celestial
spheres? ·What deeds of heroism, moral, and perchance
physical!
What enterprises of philanthropy, what
achievements of genius must be required in empires so
extensive, and in worlds so grand113 9
Brewster's lofty views of the celestial denizens were shared by
another evangelical writer, 'Ihomas Dick.

He

had been a preacher in

the Secession Church before devoting himself to studying and writing
about science, and was a self-confessed "stickler for orthcrloxyu.l40
He was also an admirer of Chalmers, dedicating to him his PhilosoPhy
of a Future State,

in recognition of Chalmers' "philanthropic

exertions to promote the moral and religious improvement of
mankind." 141

Like Chalmers, Dick thought that most of the tmiverse

remained in its pure, unblemished state:
It is probable that the greater part of the inhabitants of
all worlds are in a state of innocence, or in other words,
that they remain in that state of moral recti tude in which
they were created. 142
The theodicy was quite explicit.

The effects of moral evil were

local and possibly confined only to the Earth.

On such a small

scale, its occurrence could be explained away:
Its introduction into t.he world has doubtless been
permitted in order to bring about a greater good to the
universe at large than could have been accomplished without
1't • 143

Dick did not rule out the possibility that sin had extended its
empire beyond the Earth, but he was confident that most of the
citizens even of our own solar system remained in a state of Grace.
Like Brewster, Dick imagined these unfallen creatures devoting
themselves to peaceful and rational pursuits,
science. 144

particularly to

He was especially appalled at a claim of the

astroPhysicist Josef Frauerihofer to have discovered a fortification
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on the surface of the moon, which implied that

11

the inhabitants of

that globe are activated by the same principles of depravity,
ambition arrl revenge, which have infected the moral atmosphere of our
sublunary world ... 145

He also combated a suggestion of William

Whiston that the cornets were fit only to be prison houses for the
wicked:
For anything we can prove to the contrary, some of the
cornets may be the aJ::x:rles of greater ha_winess than is to be
found in our sublunary world, and may be peopled with
intelligences of a higher order than the race of man. In
consequence of the extensive regions through which they
move, and the variety of objects which will successively
burst upcn their view, their prospects of the scenes of the
universe will be far more diversified and expansive than
those of the inhabitants of the planets.l4 6
The writings of Brewster and Dick bring out explicitly the
functions of a belief in the plurality of worlds: the theodicy and
the need for a material basis to faith in man's existence after
death.

The theodicy is echoed in an article in the Christian

educational magazine, Hogg's Weekly Instructor (1848),

which argued

that if the Earth were the only inhabited world, this gave Satan far
too big a domain.l 47 A third function for Brewster and Dick was to
allow them free rein to speculate on the kinds of material and
scientific

pr~ess

corruption.

which could be made in a world untainted by human

As Evangelical Calvinists, they were acutely aware of

the effects of sin on our own world.

Although both can be found

making optimistic predictions for the future of the human race, they
knew that progress was likely to be vitiated by man's Fallen
condition.

Their enthusiasm

for

the advance of science and

technology, coupled with a faith in the power of education and the
diffusion of knowledge, could find unbourrled scope when discussing
the societies of the moon or Jupiter.

At the same time these
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idealised worlds could serve as mcrlels for our own imperfect species
to emulate.
Where Chalmers had perhaps kindled an uncertain and flickering
glow from astronomy,

for Brewster and Dick the heavens were

positively ablaze with theological light.

"There is certainly, no

branch of science better fitted to be made the leading subject of
general instruction than that which relates to the planetary and
sidereal universe .. , Brewster told his audience at the Edinburgh
Philosqphical Institution in 1851. 148

This seemed to cootrad ict some

of his remarks made in the 1830s about the organic sciences and their
priority in natural theology.

However, the apparent contradiction

can be rerolved once we realise that Brewster increasingly associated
astronomy with the phenomena of life, including human afterlife.

In

chapter seven I also identify the important transitional stage in
Brewster's astronomical natural theology associated with the nebular
hypothesis.
Fleming's position on the plurality of worlds is not koown, oot
Miller was much less committed to plurality than was either Brewster
or Dick.

In 1844, the Witness suggested that the koot which Clla.lmers

had sought to untie in the Astronomical Discourses could now be cut,
because it was unlikely that other worlds were in fact inhabited by
intelligent creatures. 149

~ means of depop.Ilatin:;:} the rest of the

universe carne from geology, an analogical argument between shortness
of time arrl locality in space similar to that later use:l by Whewell.
It was repeated in Miller's First Impressions of England:
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Sa turn, and Uranus, may have
all their plants and animals; and yet they may be as devoid
of rational, accountable creatures, as were the creations
of the Silurian, Old Red Sandstone, Carbcniferous, COli tic,
Cretaceous, arrl Tertiary pericrls.
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Nevertheless, Miller suggest.e:l that the planets might be our future
abc::x:1es, the Earth being only "the cradle and the nursery" of immortal
man. 150

This suggestion was repeated in 1848 in an article on the

geology of the Bass Rock.

The Earth was not large enough to

accommcrlate all the righteous at the resurrection of the dead.l51
In 1854, Miller again assessed the balance of probabilities
between the cases for and against plurality, judging that Whewell had
pressed his argument tc:x::> far:
It merely shows, from the extended experience of the
earth's history which Geology furnishes, that these
conclusions [ccnceming inhabited worlds] may rnt refer to
the now of the Planetary Universe, but to some per icrl in a
perhaps very renote future.
Miller concluded that the astronomical and geological arguments
"modify, but in no degree destroy, each other." 152

In other words,

there was no way of deciding the case categorically one way or the
other.

In a subsequent, mainly favourable review of Brewster's More

Worlds than One,

Miller regretted only some of its geological

statements, particularly the attempt radically to shorten the Earth's
ChronoLogy. 153

Miller reiterated that the other planets might be the

future residences of resurrected human beings, including both the
saved and the lost.

Unlike Brewster and Dick, he considered planets

distant from the sun, or very close to it, to be very unpleasant
abodes and therefore suitable places for the wicked to be sent.

If

other worlds were already inhabited, Miller followed Brewster's
solution to the problem of the atonement, arguing that its effects
could quite plausibly extend beyond the Earth.
The Evangelical scientists did not always agree in other areas

of metaphysic?.

Miller,

for instance, did not share Chalmers'

admiration for Thomas Brown's philosophy.

In a leading article of
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1856 welcoming Alexarrler Campbell Fraser to the chair of l03ic and
metaphysics at Edinburgh University, he denounced both Hume arrl Brown
as antagonists of the Scottish school of philosophy, which held
... at least this grand advantage over the oppcnent school,
that all its principles and deductions can be brought into
harmony with those of all the other departments of science.
Miller actually seemed to regard Brown as the greater danger than
Hume, since he saw Hume as a philosopher reaching conclusions so
absurd that they were forever neutralised by the man's
common sense ... 154

11

Vigorous

Here Miller seems to have been out of step not

only with Chalmers but with other Evangelicals.

The Rev. David Welsh

studied under Brown and became his bi03rapher 15S and. the Edinburgh
Christian Instructor

(1823) described Brown as

11

our

most

distinguished moralist and unrivalled metaphysician ... 156 Fleming,
however, apparently sided with Miller, including in his course of
lctures at New College a discussion of the .. mistakes .. of Hume and
Brown on the subject of causation. 1 57
Although politically a Whig,

whilst Chalmers was a Tory,

Miller's social teachings differed little from his fellow Free
Churchman.

He agreed with Chalmers that pauperism would only be

cured, or rather prevented, by moral influences arrl particularly by
Christian instruction. 158

Though opposed to the compulsory provision

of po:::>r relief, Miller eventually accepted William Alison's argument
that the State must intervene to alleviate the most acute forms of
destitution.

In the early 1840s Miller reccx:Jnised that secticns of

the population were on the brink of starvation.
diseases which threatened all classes.
ackn:::>wledged that a po:::>r law had become

11

Poverty bred

Reluctantly,

Miller

inevi table.. in Scotland. 159

However, he castigated those members of the governing classes who had
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frustratoo Chalmers' efforts to tackle the problem at its rcx::>t with
his campaign of church extension.

Miller identified the State's

attempt to stifle the non-intrusionist principle as a fur-ther
contribution to the increase of pauperism.

As the earlier article

noted, "in the last age the spirit of anti-pauperism and of antipatronage were inseparable among the Presbyterian people."

Indeed

much that was "excellent in the highest degree in the Scottish
character" stemmed from the "Scottish Church in its evangelical
integrity." 160
Brewster, also a Whig, seems to have had rather less sympathy
for Chalmers' social theory.

We noted in chapter three his dislike

of Chalmers' church extension schemes, the aim of which was to bring
social melioration as well as to spread the Gospel.

However, in

1842, Brewster confessed to Chalmers that he had been prejudiced
against the churCh leader's views "from not understanding- them,

and

from entertaining strong opinions on the system of starvation with
which the Poor in Scotlarrl have been oo severally visited".

Brewster

lcx::>koo forward to a time when, if Chalmers' prop:::>sals for the moral
regulation of the p:::>p..1lace were met by the endowment of sufficient
churches and the popular election of ministers, "we should have no
Poor, and might dispense with a Police force and other restraints
upcn the Immorality that Poverty engenders."l6l

Although lacking Chalmers' erudition in

theology and

metaphysics, Brewster, Fleming and Miller shared many of the church
leader's

interests and goals.

Like other nineteenth century

scientists, they made use of natural theology to justify the process
of scienti fie investigation.

It was also a guarantee of the

tranquillising effects of pcp.1lar scientific instruction. However in
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various ways, all three expressed caution from time to time about the
facility with whiCh design could be traced in nature.

Brewster was

unhappy about letting natural theology loose on his own field of
scientific research in optics and preferred it to concentrate on
easily-grasped subjects in natural history.

Indeed, the form of his

natural theology varied with the context of its use.

Brewster

sometimes spoke with the voice of tre professional specialist.
other times he was the advocate of science for the masses.

At

Fleming

maintained that even in z<X>logy and botany, prolonged and careful
study was needed before certain adaptations could be detected with
confidence.

Miller stressed the need for natural theology to

concentrate on the more human features of the Creator's work.

He

dismissed abstract order in nature as the material only of a cold and
brutal deism.

Wary of system building, all three emphasised the

extraordinary diversity arrl complexity of natural phenomena.
The affirmation of design did not exhaust Evangelical natural
theology.

Change and decay were imbued with moral significance.

Brewster and Miller also ventured perilously into metaphysics,
leaning even more heavily than Chalmers an the discoveries of science
in order to refute the eternity and singularity of the world.

For

Brewster, even Biblical miracles were offered a buttress by geology.
There is no evidence that their own Christian beliefs were in need of
such support.

However, I have shown that Evangelical opinion was

some time in catching up with Cllalmers' radical views on the opening
verses of Genesis, involving as they did not only the enormous
lengthening of the age of the Earth but the admission that death
existed before the Fall of man.

It must have been gratifying to be

able to offer the Olurch some theolo:Jical compensation in return for
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abandonin:J a literal interpretaticn of Genesis.
I have shown that Miller was willing to give up the interval
theory of reconciliation in the light of new discoveries in the
Tertiary formation.

This is an important p::>int since it proves that

the:>ries of reconciliaticn were not always immovable weights, formed

py religious prejudice, and inevitably shaping the evaluation of· all
subsequent observation.

Indeed Miller could have shored up the

interval theory by suggesting, as Duns did, that a re-creation of
some species had taken place.
Perhaps the most bizarre theological speculation in which
Brewster and Miller engaged concerned the plurality of worlds.

Here

Brewster took a much less balanced view than Miller (or Chalmers),
sharing with Thomas Dick the notion that the planets were oases of
peaceful and rational endeavour.

Yet for Brewster and Miller they

were also the future dwelling-places of the righteous and this
imparted a thoroughly religious aspect to astronomy, whiCh Brewster
had once regarded as of limited interest to the natural theolo:Jian.
In the next chapter, I examine Evangelical reactions to the
dissemination of radically different forms of natural theology from
those described in the last two Chapters.
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Chapter Six

NATURE VERSUS RE.VEIATION?

During the first half of the nineteenth century, Evangelical
religion faced serious challenges from a variety of forms of
unbelief.
atheist,

At New Lanark between 1799 and 1829, Robert Owen, an
used his experience as a benevolent factory-owner to

formulate prOfXJsals for a society organised into small communi ties,
in which co-operation, not competition, would be the dominant ethic.l
After attempts to put his co-operative ideas into practice, first in
Scotland and then in the United States, Owen was one of the prime
movers in establishing the Grand National Consolidated Trades Union
in 1833.

By this time the paternalism of his early efforts at New

Lanark had been replaced by a hope that the lal:x::>uring classes could
destroy capitalism arrl establish, all at once, the 'new moral world'.
The Evangelicals detested Owen's Utopian socialism and parts of
Chalmers• Bridgewater Treatise were clearly reacting to suCh radical
proposals for social re-organisation. 2

However, Owen's teachings

never attracted a large popular following in Scotland.

Nor did he

make sliostantial use of scienti fie prirx:=iples, other than a general
environmentalist view of character development.
result of

~iginal

Evil was not the

Sin but of the bad living conditions and distorted

IOC>ral ccrle, engendered by capitalism.
More relevant, because of its scientific character, and more
important, because of its huge popularity, was phrenology.

This

chapter describes its introduction to Scotland, and its subsequent
development.

It explores Evangelical reactions to a new science,
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which arrived from the Continent already tainted with materialism and
fatalism.
whose

I also discuss the reception of a form of natural thoology

e~ents ~sitively

natural laws.

delighted in its dependence an inflexible

A final reason for examining the development and

reception of phrenology is the association between the author of
Vestiges of Natural History of Creation and leading Edinburgh
phrenologists.

Tracing the intellectual roots of Vestiges improves

understanding both of how the work carne to be written and of the way
in which the Evangelicals resp:Jnded to it.
Phrenology was a system of psychology.

It originated in Austria

in the work of a physician called Franz Josef Gall.

Gall's

conviction that physiognomy (the art of judging character from the
features of the face) could be given a scientific foundation led him
to conduct a large number of dissections of human and animal brains,
assisted, betwen 1800 and 1813, by his pupil Jd1a.nn G3.spar Spurzheirn.
Gall established to his own satisfaction that the brain was divided
into 33 faculties or organs, each one associated with a different
personality characteristic or skill. 3 G3.ll's chief interest was in
cerebral anatomy, and after the publication of his phrenological
system, his reputation continued to be based mainly on his rnethcrls of
dissection and anatomical research.

By contrast,

Spurzheirn

enthusiastically adopted the new science with high expectations of
the light it might throw on problems of contemporary philosophy,
religion and social reforrn. 4
Spurzheim's long

ass~iation

By 1814, when he carne to Britain,

with G3.ll was almost over.

In his version of phrenology, Spuriheirn ranked the faculties in
ascending levels of nobility or moral worth; at the bottom of the
scale were the propensities, 9uch as amativeness, the faculty of
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sexual attraction, and combativeness, the desire of fighting, whiCh
were instincts we shared with the lower animals.

Next came the

sentiments, some of which were also possesserl by the lower animals.
In this respect self-esteem, love of approbaticn, and cautiousness
differed from the uniquely human qualities of veneration, ho_pe ani
ideality.

A second order of faculties performed the various

functions of the understanding or intellect.

These were sub:lividerl

into organs of knowing, including individuality, form, colouring and
locality, and organs of reflecting, including comparison, causality,
wit and imitation.
This in essence was the system taken over by George Combe and
other BritiSh phrenologists.

According to the teaching of Spuriheim

and Gall, the brain was the organ of the
faculties were innately endowed.

mind and the individual

Each faculty extenderl inwards from

the surface of the brain so that the area of brain surface
corresponding to a particular faculty indicated its power or
activity.

Moreover,

the contours of the skull were held to

correspond with those of the brain.

Thus it was not necessary to

inspect the brain directly; examina.tion of the skull was sufficient
to establish the individual's capacities and talents.

The size of

the particular area of the skull was important but it was not the
sole factor determining the activity of an organ.

British

phrenologists maintained that the 'tone' of a faculty could be
improved with exercise and education.

Phrenology was a guide to the

strengths and weaknesses of character,

and phrenologists were

especially interested in the extremes of human achievement and
depravity.

A typical phrenological text might ccntain pictures of

the skull of Michelangelo at one end of the spectrum and that of a
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notorious murderer such as Burke or Hare at the other.

At the

personal level, phrenology promised guidance a.1:x:>ut chOJsing a career,
recruiting servants and selecting business associates.s

Its emphasis

on the particular mental endowment of the irrlividual also signposted
new directions for education and for the treatment of problematic
groups: criminals, paupers and the insane.
Spuriheim was an able and tireless advocate of the new science
until his death in 1832.

By this time there were thriving

phrenological societies in many parts of the British Isles.
Especially important in the history of the movement and for the
concerns of this study was the society founded in Edinburgh in 1820.
It attracted members from other parts of Scotland and even enrolled a
number of 'corresponding members' from abroad. Among the founder
members was George Combe, the son of an Edinburgh brewer.

Born in

1788, Combe had attended Edinburgh University and qualified as a
lawyer.

Hearing Spurzheim lecture in 1816, he quickly became an

enthusiast for the new philosophy.
Phrenology in Britain achieved both wide popularity and
considerable notoriety.

Members of intellectual and social elites

frequently ridiculed it, whilst it attracted erstwhile outsiders in
political, academic or professional life.

Large numbers of artisans,

merchants and tradesmen became enthusiastic disciples.
Shapin have,

with different intentions,

Cantor and

shown this social division

between 'insiders' and 'outsiders' to be true of the Edinburgh
debates during the 1820s.

Cantor sees the arguments between

phrenologists and anti-phrenologists failing to make headway because
the disputants held incommensurable viewpoints over the correct
procedures and facts of a science of mind. 6

He notes only in passing
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that phrenology received considerable support from members of the
lower-middle and working classes and that establishment institutions,
such as the School of Arts, declined to have any links with the new
science.

Shapin's sociological interpretation of the Edinburgh

controversy points out that anti-phrenol03ists predominantly belonged
to elite institutions.
'outsiders•. 7

Conversely, nearly all phrenologists were

Very few belonged to the university professoriate, the

clergy of the Established Church and the upper layers of the legal
and medical professions.

Shapin goes on to suggest that this ability

to locate phrenol03ists and anti-phrenol03ists in different parts of
the social map is not mere coincidence.

Nor, for that matter, is it

the result of any inherent mental weakness on the part of the
outsiders who toOk up phrenology.

Even Cantor does not suggest that

there was any intrinsic absurdity in the faculty psychology which
allows us to dismiss its devotees as weak-minded simpletons.

Rather,

Shapin argues that phrenology was attractive to 'outsider'
intellectuals because it challenged ideas about the mind and brain
which formed the prevailing orthc:rloxies in established institutions.
Phrenology was radical both in its assumptions about the nature of
the mind and in its method of studying mental phenomena.

Briefly,

phrenology was the 'not X' to the elite's 'X'.
Similarly, Ox>ter has demonstrated that, throughout Britain, the
new science attracted many members of the medical profession, to whom
the empirical nature of phrenology had an obvious appeal.

Ibwever,

the converts tended to be younger arrl less well-established doctors7
in the upper echelons of the profession, the science of Gall found
little favour, and was often condemned. 8

Of course, there were

exceptions to the claim that phrenologists were 'outsiders'.

The
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mineral0:3ist, Sir George Mackenzie, for example, joineCi the &linburgh
Phrenol0:3ical Society in 1820, despite being a baronet and a fellow
of both the Royal Society and the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
However, suCh examples were rare.
In &linb..rrgh, phrenology provokoo scornful attacks by anatomists
and by commoosense philosophers.

In 1815, the anatomist Jom Gordon,

writing in the &linburgh Review, pointed out that the surfaces of the
1:x>nes forming the cerebral cavity of the cranium were not everywhere
parallel to one another. 9

This cast doubt on the phrenologists•

ability to infer the development of different parts of the brain from
the features of the skull.

Sir William Hamilton, professor of civil

history at Edinburgh University, also turned to anatomy in two antiphrenol0:3ical papers delivered to the Poyal Society of Edinburgh, in
1826 and 1827. 10

Hamilton concentrated e~ecially on the development

of the frontal sinuses,
parallelism.

which inevitably created cranial non-

In 1827, the professor delivered another attack on

phrenology, this time to a popular audience in the University.

As

Shapin emphasises, Hamilton's efforts to undermine phrenology were
prompted by the phrenologists•
commonsense philosophy. 11

frequently-e~ressed

contempt for the

The mental science of the commonsense

sch<x:>l dependeCi on the methcrl of introspection, which was difficult
and time-consuming to learn.

Combe and his associates condemnoo it

for its complexity and lack of practical value.

Phrenology, by

contrast, was ?Jt forward as a simple, demonstrable set of truths, to
which all cx::>uld have access.
The Edinburgh debates did not win converts on either side.
Ra.ther, perhaps, they helped to convince the phrenol0:3ists that they
must mobilise support outside elite institutions if they were to make
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progress.

Cantor sees the conclusioo of the debates CNer technical

issues with Edinburgh academics as the occasion of a change in the
character of phrenology.

From about 1828,

he maintains,

the

phrenologists began to explore the social implications of their
subject.

Shapin challenges this, claiming that social issues were

intrinsic to the early development of Edinburgh phrenol<:XJY.

It- was

not a 'pure' science, on to which concerns with political an:1 social
reform were later engrafted.
during the 1820s,

However, both historians agree that,

the phrenol03ists concentrated en defending their

system of cranioscopy.

In this pericrl they sought to meet the moral

philosophers and medical men on their own grourrl.
Combe's early works, such as his Essays on Phrenology (1819)12
and his Elements of Phrenology (1824) 13 were mostly concerned with

classification and description of the 33 faculties.

However,

Spurzheim's interest in social reform and the remoulding of human
character was shared by many British phrenologists.
became the basis for educational innovation,
for extension of the franchise.

Phrenology

for prison reform, and

It also became a stick with which to

beat orthcrlox Christianity.
Combe's upbringing conditioned his views on religion and
education.

One of 17 children, he had suffered an illness in infancy

which left him permanently weakened.
drilled him in the Catechism.

His parents had mechanically

At school he had endured more rote

learning arrl also suffered beatings from a brutal schcx:>lmaster.
associated the

paver~

He

and unhealthy living conditions in which he

had been raised with the gloomy evangelical beliefs of his parents.
For Combe, Calvinism came to mean acquiescence in suffering, a
surrendering of one's destiny to the mysterious dispensations of
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Providence.

Phrenology, by contrast,

was simple to learn and

promised reliable guidance on how to improve one's pros_pects in life.
Its implications

f~r

the transformation of educaticn and

greatly interested him.

~iety

also

Combe embraced phrenology as a kind of new

religion. 14
In 1826, Combe began his elaboration of the social implications
in a paper to the Phrenological Society on human responsibility. IS
It contained a long discussion of the problem of criminal behaviour
arrl urge1 that the sentencing of offenders should be motivated by the

hope of correction rather than by the desire for punishment.

The

following year, he circulated privately his Essay on the Constitution
of Man, which had formed the ccncluding part of a course of lectures
given by him in Edinburgh in the winter of 1826-7.

As Combe remarked

in his preface, he had been urged "on the one hand, to publish the
views, as calculated to benefit society; and, on the other, to
suppress them,

as dangerous to its interests to the cause of

Phrenolo:JY and to my own reputation". 16

Here in embryonic form was

the work which later brought Combe fame and ootoriety.
The Essay suggested that society could be re-modelled by
educating people to conform to the natural laws, which regulated the
woole of human existence.

It also set forth a related principle: the

supremacy of the roc>ral sentiments arrl intellect.

Combe held that, in

a properly regulated mental constitution, these superior faculties
should be in charge.

Most of the human race was at present ruled by

various combinations of lower faculties, and this unsatisfactory
situation could only be remedied by a prolonged process of education.
Cantor's assertion that a change took place in the character of
Edinburgh

phrenology is lent some support by noting that these
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papers, particularly the Essay on the Constitution of Man, provoked
surprise and host ill. ty amongst some members of the Phrenological
Society.

Opposition focused especially on the allegedly anti-

Christian tendencies of Combe's doctrines.

According to de Giustino,

phrenology "from the very beginning ...

contained a

sceptical

attitude toward the evidence of Christian doctrines and the value of
Christianity to society". 17

In Roman Catholic Austria,

Gall's

researches had fallen under suspicion of materialism and official
disapproval finally forced him to leave the country in 1805.
Protestant Britain,

the story was somewhat different.

In

De Giustino

acknowledges that there were a number of Christian phrenologists who
managed to accommodate their cranioscopy to their Christianity {or
vice versa).

Whilst Spuriheim's doctrine asserted that the brain was

the organ of the mind, it did not definitely proclaim the identity of
matter and spirit.

Some anti-phrenologists, such as Sir William

Hamilton, linked phrenology with fatalism and atheism, although this
was not the main thrust of his attack,

which concentrated on

undermining the empirical basis of the new science.

If phrenolCXJY

was from the outset an "ungodly error", as de Giustino suggests,
there were undoUbtedly many believers who failed to notice when it
was first intrcrluced to Britain.
Indeed, a number of works were produced, specifically dealing
with Christian phrenology.

Examples included Dr John Epps' The

Internal Evidences of Christianity, deduced from Phrenology18 and
Henry Clarke's Christian Phrenology. 19

One of the most eminent

clergymen to defend the science was Richard Whately, appointed
archbishop of Dublin in 1831. 20

However, his theological views were

so heterodox that he did little to endear the subject to other
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Christians.

Even as late as the 1830s, however, some newly-formed

phrenol03ical societies won the support of local

ministers~

In Felix

Holt, The Radical George Eliot, herself an associate of Combe, had
the English Dissenting clergyman, Rufus Lyon, declare that
11

phrenological science is not irreconcilable with the revealed

dispensations ... 21

Whilst noting the existence of Christian

phrenol03ists, de Giustino suggests that their project was a rather
unpromising ooe from the start.
Study of the religious press in Scotlarrl for the 1820s reveals
that Evangelical writers tended to defend the science against Charges
of fostering infidelity.

In 1821, the Edinburgh Christian Instructor

gave favourable notice to Spurzheim's View of the Elementary
Principles of Education:
Holding his work, therefore, to be the legitimate offspring
of the peculiar doctrines which the author advocates, it
appears to us to cootain the best refutation which ca.1ld be
given of the charges of Fatalism and Materialism which have
been brought against his system.22
Two years later the Instructor carried a paper by George Lyon, a
member of the Phrenol03ical Society,

'On the Harmony of Phrenol(X3Y,

with the Scripture Doctrine of Conve~sion'. 23

Its author argued that

phrenology actually confirmed the doctrine of human depravity by
offering evidence that the convolutions of the brain

corre~nding bo

the organs of the propensities were larger than those of the
sentiments or the intellect.
bo a proper level of activity.

Conversicn exci te:l the higher faculties
Some mental ccnsti tutioos were shown

by phrenology to be unlikely subjects for conversion but this was
consistent with God's acting according bo general laws.
In 1826, 6 of the 86 members of the Phrenological Society of
Edinburgh were clergymen.

One was a ccngregationalist and the others
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were from the Church of Scotland,

including two prominent

Evangelicals, Robert ·Buchanan and David Welsh. 24

Welsh, minister of

Crossmichael in Kirkcudbrightshire, had been a founder member in
1820.

He later became professor of Church history at Edinburgh

University and was Moderator of the General Assembly at the time of
the Disruption.

Buchanan was a vice-president of the Society,. and

Welsh subsequently became president.

As early as 1826, Combe made a

very frank avowal to Welsh of his profound scepticism about the
doctrines of Christianity, particularly the 'assertioo of man's fallen
oonditioo and the belief that Christ died in order to atone for human
sin.

He explained that he had tested the Bible by the standards of

reason "as if it had been a Hindcx:> or Mahomedan manual of divinity'.
This had resulted in "a thorough conviction that no evidence could
p::>ssibly su.J?IX)rt it as divine revelation". 25
unshaken by such admissioos of heterodoxy.

Welsh was surprisingly

He wrote back to Combe:

Your two last letters are very interesting & may I trust be
useful to me in more ways than one. They contain nothing
to give me pain additional to what I have suffered ever
since I knew your views tg be so far removed from what I
conceive to be the truth. 2
· Cbmbe wanted Welsh to enter into a public debate with him about
the religious bearings of phrenology.

Although his

openly-e~ressed

opinions on religion were much more cautious than his private
declarations, Combe's views still caused dissension in the
Phrenological Society.

His most resolute o_ppc:nent was the lawyer,

William Scott, one of the proprietors of the Phrenological Journal,
who wrote an essay in reply to Combe's paper on responsibility and
later vehemently attacked the Essay on the Constitution of Man.
Scott saw in Combe's philosophy a revival of dangerous theories of
human perfectibility which had enjoyed popularity in eighteenth
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century France.
Scott's reply to Combe on human respcnsibili ty receive::] little
su.P,POrt within the Society.
argument with Combe,
Phrenological Journal.

lbwever, he threatened to continue the

if Combe published the paper in the
This worried other members.

Already in

conflict with Edinburgh's academic establishment, the phrenol03ists
did not wish to be seen to be divided amongst themselves.

Combe

admitted to Welsh that only FDbert Buchanan and James Simpson "went
out

&

out with me". 27

In view of other members' concern, Combe

agreed to withdraw the paper.

Hoping for a more reasoned

harmonisation of phrenology and Christianity from Welsh, Combe
complained to his friend that Scott and another opponent, George

Lyon, had
... taken up the Bible and knocked me on the head with it;
saying - "Revelation tells us that Man is fallen & the
Earth cursed; & the evidence for Revelation is complete;
therefore the bible [sic] is the best refutation of your
doctrine of evil springing from a breaCh of the laws, & of
mans perfectibility." This closes the argument with them;
for I must either attack the Bible or yield; and theyha2§
not fhilosaphy enough to stand a discussioo oo the Bible.
Welsh occupied a position between Combe and Scott.

He confessed

that his feelings were "all in favour of his [Scott's] jealousy for
Orristianity' but thought that Scott exaggerated the distance between
Combe ism and orthodoxy. 29

However,

Welsh regretted Combe's

intrcrluction of the doctrine of the natural laws into the lectures on
phrenology he gave in 1826-7.

Whether or not the two sUbjects were

connected, Welsh felt that it was imprudent to mix them up in this
way:

They [Combe's doctrines] may be intimately camected with
it [Phrenology] in your mind or even in reality but they
surely are not a part of the science of phrenolo::w itself.
Many people would attend a course of lectures on what is
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generally understood ~ the word Phrenology - who would not
attend if they knew that a series of l~btures were to be
introduced inconsistent with Revelation.
The controve.rsial part of the lectures and its subsequent
appearance as the Essay on the Constitution of Man caused greater
divisions in the Phrenological Society than had the earlier paper on
responsibility.

In March 1827, Combe reported to Welsh that some

leading members of the Society attending the lectures were alarmed
the principles of the natural laws. 31
. of "a combined

&

~

Shortly afterwards came news

concerted attack"

by William Scott and James

Bridges amongst others, "not on any point of fact or inference but,
on evangelical grounds, on the whole theory".

The result was "a

regular wrangle ... that lasted for two hours, the most unsatisfactory

&

disagreeable that has occurred." 32

A little earlier, Combe had

also lamented to Spurzheim that Scott, as one of the proprietors of
the Phrenological Journal,

was preventing him from publishing

anything concerning the natural laws and human resp:::>nsibili ty. 33
Clearly, some Edinburgh phrenologists eagerly went along with
Combe.

His vision of the scope and significance of phrenology was

similar to Spurzheim's.
which he had taken.

Others vehemently opposed the direction

Another clergyman member of the Society, Gilbert

Wardlaw of Albany Street congregational chapel, informed Combe in
1828 that the "grand error" in his system was "in taking up this
present state as a corrliticn which may 1:e explained in::lependently of
any connexicn with a future

&

wider state of being." 34

At this stage the conflict remained private and local to the
Phrenological Society.

In June 1828,

Constitution of Man was published. 35

the first edition of the

Before I discuss reactions to

its p..lblication, I shall give a more detailed exp:>sition of Combe's
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philosophy.

-

In pa.rticular, I highlight the contrasts between Combe's

views of nature and those of Evangelical Calvinists, including
Chalmers.
Combe himself regarded the Constitution of Man as a work of
natural thoology.

Alth::>ugh opponents accused him of resurrecting the

ideas of "infidel philosophers of France", 36 he saw them as part of
the tradition deriving from Paley.

The sympathetic Scotsman

newspaper thought his book had "considerable analogy to the
Bridgewater treatises". 37

However, it was not only the au thor's

private beliefs about Christianity which distanced him from the
Bridgewater authors.

I have identified five main characteristics of

Combeist natural thool03Y which associated it with deism rather than
with theism.
First, nature was held to furnish a complete guide to human
conduct.

The Combeists used the term 'natural law' to mean both a

description of events and a prescription for behaviour.

The laws of

nature were considered to be divine commands issued by God to his
Creation, but the word 'law' was also interpreted in its juridical
sense to mean an injunction to man to behave in a certain way.

As

Combe explained in the Constitution of Man:
If then, the reader keep in view that GOD is the creator;
that Nature, in the general sense, means the world which He
has made; and, in a more limited sense, the par.ticular
constituticn which he has bestowed on any special object,
of which we may be treating, arrl that a Law of Nature means
the established node in which that constitution acts, and
the obligation thereby imposed on intelligent beings to
attend to itr< he will be in no danger of misunderstanding
my meaning. 30
Combe awlied the term natural law to any observed regularity whether
in the physical, the organic or the moral worlds.

In all cases,

natural laws were held to have a prescriptive force: for instance,
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the law that a heavy body falls to the ground was represented as a
prohibition on carelessly climbing high buildings.

Such physical

laws were considered to have as much moral force as traditional moral
laws such as those that prohibited cheating and stealing.
Conversely, moral laws were thought to be amenable to the same
scienti fie treatment as the laws of physics.

"In this view", wrote

Combe, "morality becomes a science, amd departures from its dictates
may be demonstrated as practical follies,

injurious to the real

interest and happiness of the individual, just as errors in logic are
capable of refutation to the urrlerstanding". 39
The second tenet of Combeist natural theology was that these
natural· laws were unchanging throughout time and space.

Indeed, the

stronger claim was made that they were immutable:
the mode of action described is universal and
invariable, wherever and whenever the substances, or
beings, be found in the sa.ne condition. 40
The third prin8iple was that the scope for discovering and applying
natural laws was unlimited.

Even areas which had proved' resistant to

scientific explanation were not excluded.

For example, the Combeists

maintained that cholera epidemics were the result of perfectly
natural (if hitherto undiscovered) causes,

and were not pestilences

sent directly by the divine hand.
The

fourth principle was that nature was per feet in all

respects, attesting
Creator.

ev~here

to the wisdom and benevolence of its

This left the Combeists, like other natural theologians,

grappling with the problem of evil, producing answers whiCh differed
in their degree of optimism.

One of the most sanguine was Combe

himself, although as he avowed, less
phrenol~ist,

Joshua Toulmin Smith:

s::> than the

writer, lecturer arrl
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You carry your views a little farther than I do in
regarding the world as containing ro evil, but I am so f2rrl
of oontemplating gcxrl that I never object to such ideas. 1
According to

Comb~,

evil and suffering visited upon the human race

were the penalty for disobeying natural laws, l:oth known and unkrown.
Even apparently inexplicable pain and misfortune could be attributed

to violations of laws still undiscovered, and it appe3.red that bnly
death from old age would remain to afflict the inhabitants of Combe's
enlightened state of the future.

Where igrnrance was rot the reason

for disObedience, violation of the natural laws could be ascribed to
a deficient mental constitution.

One of the central doctrines of the

Constitution of Man was the supremacy of the moral sentiments and
intellect, but by this Combe meant that the moral sentiments and
intellect should be the dominant faculties, not that they always
were.

In all but the very best brains, the lower faculties, such as

amativeness, combativeness, destructiveness and acquisitiveness,
would often triumph over the higher, with evil results.

This in turn

raised the quest ian of how such deficient mental constitutions carne
to exist at all.

Combe's answer was that man paid a price for the

ability, as a species, to amass knowledge.

Even if men had been

created with powerful and well-balanced faculties,
..• their first movements as individuals would have been
retrograde: that is, as individuals, they would, through
p.rre want of information, have infringoo many natural laws,
and suffered evil; while, as ~ts of the race, they \\Uuld
have been d~idedly advancing.4
/

Combe felt that science would be a worthless pursuit in the absence

of a just arrl benevolent system of nature:
On the system of the fall and things being cursed what
motive have we to prosecute science? John Campbell was
quite cansistent as a Orristian when he said he saw no use
of any other knowledge but the Bible.
If things be wrong,
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the more we know the more we shall suffer; for we shall
continually be running against s-pikes; Benevolence will be
transfixed by one ultimate principle of creation; and
Conscientiousness impaled on another.
Whereas if
everything has a right principle in itself and a right
relation to everything else, how delightfu1 and beneficial
to extend our researches into such a field! 3
According to Combe's theory of heredity, the power of these
superior faculties could decrease or increase over several
generations, depending on whether or not their organs were exercised.
Combe subscribed to the theory of the inheritance of acquired
characteristics, warning that the children of drunken or immoral
parents would enter the world with deficient moral and intellectual
faculties.

In this way,

each succeeding generatioo would inherit a

progressively inferior mental constitution.

On the other hand,

exercise of the higher faculties would be rewarded by a progressive
improvement in the quality of future generations.
'!he fifth prin:iple was that nature was advancing towards higher
and more complex forms of organisation.

Amongst material

incorporated for the first time into the second edition of the
Constitution (March 1835) was Combe's professed preference for the
view that
... the world contains the elements of improvement within
itself which time will evolve and bring to maturity, it
having been constituted by the Creator on the principle of
a pr~ressive system, like the acorn in reference to the
oo.k.
In the fourth edition ( 1835), this had been refhrased as follo,.,rs:
... the world, including both the physical and moral
departments contains within itself the elements of
impr~ve~~nt, which time will evolve and bring to
matur1ty;
Once again the Combeists sometimes equivocated about the
inevitability of this process in relation to human society.

As we
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saw above, they threatened that a natural process of deterioration
would occur if the rn6tor of progress were not set in motion.

In the

world of non-human nature, they expressed no qualifications
whatsoever:
Physical nature itself has undergone many revolutions, and
apparently has constantly advanced. Geology seems to shew
a distinct preparation of it for successive orders of
living beings, rising higher and highe~ in the ~cale of
intelligence and organization, until ma.n appeared. 6
,
Combe, guided by the tolerant Welsh, had been careful in the
first edition of the Constitution to say as little as possible about
Christian doctrine.

Welsh counselled Combe:

. . . if you publish I would with deference suggest that you
should make no allusion to the Bible or to a future state
at all. Come forward as Smith & Ste~~rt & Brown did and
let people draw their own conclusions.
Combe added a few qtntations from orthooox natural theologians.

On

the first characteristic identified above- the ability of nature
infallibly to reward gcx:Xl behaviour an1 punish evil - Combe quoted
the words of Adam Sedgwick:
If there be a superintending Providence, and if his will be
manifested by general laws operating both an the physical
and noral world, then must a violation of these laws be a
v~olat~ of his will, an~ be pregnant with inevitable
nusery.
Paley provided help in tackling the problem of evil.

All of nature's

contrivances were directed towards beneficial purp:Jses. 49
Combe had initially been cautious, but with the passing of time,

his declarations on Christian doctrine, notably on man's fallen
condition, became bolder.
carried,

f~

The fourth edition of the Constitution

the first time, the following assertion:

Theologians who enforce the corruption of human nature,
would do well to consider whether man as originally
constituted possessed the organs of these propensities
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[combativeness and destructiveness] or not. If he did
possess th~m, it will be incumbent on them to show the
objects of them in a world where there was no sorrow, sin,
death, or danger. If these organs were bestowed only after
the fall, the question will remain to be solved, whether
man with new organs added to his brain, and new
pro,pensities to his mind, <x:>ntinued the same being, as when
these did not form parts of his constitution. Or, finally,
they may consider whether the existence of these organs,
and of an external world adapted to them, does not prove
that man, as he now exists, is actually the same being as
when he was created, and that his corruption consists in
his tendency to abuse his faculties, and not in rony
inherent viciousness attrib..ltable to his nature itself. 5
However,

there remained limits to the extent of the Combeists'

heresy, or at least to their willingness to admit it publicly.

This

was true even in the 1840s, by which time the phrenological movement
had become predominantly deistic arrl anti-clerical.

In 1842, there

were heated exchanges at the fifth session of the Phrenological
Association (a lcosely-knit l:x:rly bringing together phreiX>logists from
all over Britain).

In his introductory address, William Engledue

declared his belief in the doctrine of materialism. 51
members of the Association immediately resigned.

A number of

Others, including

Combe's Edinburgh associate, James Simpson, issued a declaration
regretting Engledue's statement and stressing that the immateriality
or materiality of the mind had not yet. been settleCL 52
Replying to Combe's Essay, William Scott tried to show that
Combe's doctrine of the natural laws was a
commonsense knowledge.

mystification of

Instruction in the laws of anatomy and

physiology, as rea::>mmended by Combe,

a:>uld not help individuals to

any better understanding of their relationship to their physical and
social environment:
Those who are most profoundly acquainted with them, [the
sciences of anatomy, physiology etc.] only arrive at a
kn::::>wledge of what is wholesome or unwholesome, nutritive
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and digestible, or the contrary - of what contributes to
health, arrl what does not - by the same means that the most
ignorant nurse 3r peasant arrives at it - by observation
arrl experiment. 5
Scott rejected the hierarchical view of the faculties.

The higher

sentiments could be just as much directed towards selfish ends as
could the lower.
prc:xJenitiveness

Conversely, the lower propensities such as philo(~

love of one's offspring) might incline to acts

of utter disinterestedness.
claim for

Scott also challenged Combe over his

the uniformly benevolent character of nature's

arrangerrents:
Mr Combe can never get rid of the unquestionable fact that
the animal creaticn are constantly suffering evils of the
most appalling description, which they are altogether
incapable of avoiding.
In most cases, the highest
enjoyment of the one is attended by the laceration,
destruction, arrl death of another.
Scott made it clear that he parted company not only with Combe but
also with the widely-respected Paley over the condition of the lower
species:
In some cases we may admit with Paley that certain
contrivances for prooucing pa.in and death, "are directed to
beneficial purposes", if we will, like him and Mr Combe,
confine our view ~o one side of the picture, and shut our
eyes to the other. 4
.
Scott did not temper this dark and hostile image of nature with
much reforming optimism when he turned his attention to the natural
laws of human society.

His attack

01

Combe's p::>larised view of the

natural and the social worlds was two-pronged.

He tried to

illustrate that the condition of the lower animals was not one of
universal happiness, but he aloo wanted to show that Combe erred in
representing man in his present state as universally miserable.
Scott did not minimise evil arrl suffering but maintained that man's
existing mental constitution was evidence of adaptation.

According
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to Combe, in man's present, largely unenlightened condition, the
supremacy of the moral sentiments and intellect was perpetually
usurped by the lower faculties.

Man's mental constitution was

therefore in a state of disorder.

Scott stood Combe's theodicy on

its head.

The predominance of the lower faculties was precisely

because of man's moral rebellion at the Fall,

and,

as such,

represented a state of adaptation to his present condition.

"This

being the case," wrote Scott, "it was important that that class of
faculties,

the use of which is the most necessary for the

preservation of the individual and of the species, should rather
predominate." 55
In administering an antidote to Combe, Scott manifested a
conservatism far deeper than Chalmers'.

His natural theology had

only a re:rrote kinship with the harmonious, happy universe of Paley.
Unlike Chalmers, he offered to the lower

classes little prospect of

rewards in return for obedience to social laws.

Pauperism he held to

be

..• a necessary concomitant of wealth, and a necessary
corrli ticn of a part of our race, terrling upcn the woole, to
useful and beneficial ends, ]?::>th with re~~rence to the pcx:>r
themselves, arrl to the ranks above them.
Scott set aside the potential value of education, evidently resigned
to living in a society in which large numbers of people lived in a
state of extreme deprivation.

Periodic hunger would provide them

with the only effective incentive to work, and keep in check the
activity of their lower faculties.

This was a muCh more pessimistic

form of the Malthusian law of pop..1lation than the versicn enunciate::l
by Chalmers.

Scott's exchanges with Combe were, at this stage, confined to
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the Phrenological Society of Edinburgh.

At first, the religious

press seems to hav·e taken very little notice of Combe's bcx:)k.
Perhaps clergymen hoped that Combeism would be a passing fad and,
certainly,

initial sales of Combe's bc:xJk were not spectacular.

The

first edition sold 1500 copies and the second edition was not
published until March 1835.

In 1833, a new adversary appeared.. In

the Edinburgh Advertiser, a correspondent calling himself Philomathes
attacked the '1ar'barism" of the phrenologists' programme: "a system
more degrading to a rational being never rolici too the attenticn of
the world." 57

Philomathes was appalled by the content of Combe's

recent lectures, finding in them "second-hand philosophy", "bad
logic" and ..bad taste".

He was also disgusted by Combe's suggesticn

that females should be taught anatomy and physiology, a recipe for
spreading "mental pollution". 58

Indeed the new philosophy was

unChristian, resting all its faith on natural theoloy and setting
aside the need for a separate Revelation.

Philomathes - who may have

been William Pyper, a teacher of Latin in the Edinburgh High Schcx:>l -

was perhaps mainly interested in defending the value of a classical
education against the contempt displayed by the phrenologists for
"useless learning".

Ibwever, he anticipated the later attacks made

by the Evangelical party.

In 1835, the phrenological pulse began to quicken, thanks to a
bequest from William Ramsay Henderson,
Edinburgh banker,

who died

in 1832.

the wealthy son of an
The Henderson trustees

contributed towards reducing the price of 2200 copies of the first
and second editions of the Constitution.

They also helperl to finance

a cheap People's Edition, the first 2000 copies of which oold out in
ten days. 59

By March 1,

1836, 12,000 copies of the People's Edition
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had been sold, by October, 32,000.

A further factor which helped to

spur Combe's opponents into action was his decision to stand for the
vacant chair of logic arrl metaphysics at Edinburgh University.

The

other candidates were Sir William Hamilton, who represented the
Mooerate tradition in the commonsense school,

and Isaac Taylor arrl

P.C. M3.cr:t>ugall, Who had Evangelical support.
The ecclesiastical press began to fire off regular salvoes
against Combe's philosophy.

The Constitution of Man was carlemned

for being "strongly impregnated with materialism", 60 and "subversive
of the first principles of Christianity". 61

Among the recurring

objectioos were claims that Combe had subverted the doctrine of man's
fallen condition.

He had also denied the efficacy of prayer and the

reality of a future state of existence.

He was attacked both for

taking too optimistic a view of human potential and for being too
pessimistic.

Whilst Evangelical reviewers argue:l that not all men

could ever be rendered wise and virtuous even in the lapse of
centuries, they also condemned Combe's gloomy assumpticn that large
portions of the human race, principally in Africa and Asia, were
rendered unfit by their mental constitutions for receiving the
benefits of Christianity. 62
Despite its disunity on other issues, the Church of Scotland
seems to have been united in its opposition to Combe's theories.
Moderate periodicals also carried refutations, although the more
prolonged arrl fervent opposition came from the Evangelical side.

The

most thorough attempt made by the Evangelicals to defeat Combe was by
recruiting William Scott to write a reply to the Constitution of Man.
Welsh and Buchanan apparently had been approached first but had
declined. 6 3

Scott had written to Combe in 1828 demanding an
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announcement in the Phrenological Journal that it was to
for new principles founded on the natural laws. 64

re

a vehicle

By 1836 he had

sold his stake in the Journal arrl left the Phrenological Society. 65
His reply largely recapitulated the points made in his earlier
pamphlet exchanges with Combe.

He accused Combe of denying both the

Fall and a future state of existence.

The doctrine of the natural

laws was dismissed as exaggerated in its claims for the practical
value of anatomy and physiology and dangerously false in treating
physical laws as of equal importance to moral laws.

Combe's picture

of a well-balanced mental constitution was also unacceptable.

Scott

disp..1ted the suggestion that the faculties were in a constant state
of o::>ntention:
'nlese, which ma.y be called the savage propensities of our
nature, are common to us with the beasts of prey, woo hunt,
surprise, and destroy their game nearly in the same manner
as man. Low as they may be ranked in the scale of our
faculties, they are not merely necessary to the existence,
but, in a c~tain extent, to the greatness arrl power of the
human race.
The title of Scott's work - The Harmony of Phrenology with
Scripture - indicates the strategy that was Characteristic of nearly
all religious attacks in Scotland on the new philosophy.

Invariably,

an attempt was made to prise away phrenology from the unpleasant
social and theological implications drawn from it by Combe and his
associates.

Critics separated phrenology - the investigation of

human character and potential by study of the faculties on the
surface of the skull - from the doctrine of the natural laws.

In

some cases this may have been merely a matter of sensible tactics.
The faculty psychology was a new science which should be given time

to establish itself.

re

abandoned.

Only if shown to be empirically false should it

Ibwever, even at this stage, rome OfPOnents of Combe
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continue:l to be favourably dispose::l to tre science of Gall.
who replie:l to Philomathes in the Advertiser,
the psychology from too social theory.

'Verus',

attempted to divorce

Denying that fhrenology was

unChristian, he lumped Combe's principles with those of the liberal
school of French philosophers,

which were not connected with

phrenology at all. 6 7
"The evangelical disciples have abandcned the Society, given up
the Journal, and denounced me as a dangerous infidel", Combe lamented
in November 1831. 68

Shortly before,

presidency of the Society.

Welsh had resigned the

The imme:liate reason for his decisicn was

the Society's refusal to allow discussion of theological topics
"which could not be sufPOrte:l by an aweal to facts in nature, arrl to
logical deductions from them. " 69

In 1832, Combe complained to Sir

George Mackenzie of the pressure an WelSh from Evangelical brethren:
The small mirrls extinguish his usefulness by pointing out
his want of conformity to them, & they afford an
unanswerable argumentum ad hominem, which a churchman
cannot answer. Our fr1endDr Dav1d Welsh is an example.
If he had been a lay,an, he would have been with us. As it
is, he is paralysed.
According to his bi03rapher, Welsh ccntinued afterwards to believe in
the basic tenets of phrenology. 71

He .was not alone.

"The only thing

that is really humiliating is the wretched figure that the
Phrenologists [sic] cut on the occasion", Combe complained to his
brother, Andrew, in July 1836, shortly before the contest for the
logic chair:
Dr. Welsh, George Monro, the Rev. Thos. Irvine, John Burn
Murdoch, John Anderson Junr. J.F. Macfarlane, & the whole
set of them turn tai:t., like poltr<X>ns, or desert & abuse me
& obstruct the cause. 2
The Mcrlerate party in the Church added its denunciations of the
Constitution of Man, although the Church Review's article was unusual
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in also attacking the basis of phrenology itself.

The writer felt

that it was too new a science for any scheme to be constructed for
reconciling it

wi~

Scripture.

Scott's efforts were thus set aside,

and phrenolo;w in general was castigated for its "false philosophy,

pernicious tenets,

and daring heresies". 73

That this was an

untypical strategy is indicated by the note inserted by the Review's
editor regretting that the writer had done "something less than
justice to the merits of Mr. Scott". 74

The Scottish Guardian also

felt that the article was "both unreasonable arrl inconsistent". 75
Combe, in preparing for t;he ccntest for the chair had made some
efforts to appease clerical opinion.

The silence of some leading

divines in the past was construed as a sign of approval for his
system:
Dr. Chalmers published his Bridegwater Treatise several
years after my work The Constitutim of Man hcrl a_g;>eare::l,
arrl although the subjects in his 1:x:x:>k and mine are closely
analogous, he has state::l ro objectim whatever to my views,
which is quite inconceivable if he had regarded them as
dangerous and unfounded in nature, and been prepared to
refute them.
Similarly, the failure of another Evangelical divine to condemn
Combeism was interprete::l in the most. favourable manner:
Allow me, in conclusion, to draw your attention to the
fact, that the late Rev. Andrew Thompsen attende::l a course
of my lectures on phrenology in 1822 or 1823, and survived
the publication of "The Constitution of Man", a copy of
which I presented to him, for nearly three years; and
although he conducte::l the Orr istian Instructor, arrl was a
zealous, ready, and powerful writer, vividly alive to the
purity of the faith which he e;Eoused, yet he never
published a word against that 1:xx:>k.
Nevertheless Combe complained that the clergy "preached

&

ranted"

against him during the run-up to the election. 7 7
From the Dissenting Churches, a rather different reaction was
elicited during the ccntest.

Indeed,

Combe succeeded in attracting
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testimonials from a few of their clergymen.

No clergyman of the

Established Church obliged him in the same way, even Welsh declining

to provide one wh~ asked. 78

The most distinguished Scottish cleric

to come to Combe's aid was Alexander Duncan, professor of pastoral
thrology to the United Associate Syncrl.

Although IXmcan admitted to

doubts about Combe's theology, he was not convinced that the-new
creed subverted the doctrine of the Fall.

Indeed the phenomena dealt

with in the Constitution of Man were
---------... no more inconsistent with human responsibility or
favourable to materialism, than other phenomena of our
physical constitution, long known, and universallyadmitted.79
Combe was also gratified by a review in a Secession magazine which,
whilst regretting its unsound thrology, praised the valuable truths
contained in his book.BO

It was therefore possible for devout

Christians to admit the practical value of Combeist teaChings despite
an abhorrence of the metaphysics on which they were based.

This

limited degree of clerical support did not save Combe from defeat;
Ha.mil ton was elected and Combe came bottom of the poll.

It was his

first and last attempt to secure a university chair.
In &linburgh, Cbmbe gathered around him a circle of sympathisers
with the new philosophy.

Not all of them were members of the

Phrenological Society though all were, in varying degrees, favourably
disposed to the faculty psychology.

To avoid confusion with

phrenological opponents of the Constitution of Man, I refer to
members of Combe's circle as 'Combeists' or 'phrenological
secularists'.
'phrenologists'.

Opponents often referred to them simply as
With the passing of time, such a conflation of

terms was increasingly justified.

The Christian phrenologists failed
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to emerge as an organised movement and the dominant character of
British phrenology from the mid-1830s was deistic, anti-clerical and
politically

refo~mist.

However, the phrenological movement was

sUbject to divisions and disputes, especially between the London
phrenologists such as John Elliotscn and Combe's &iinburgh group.

It

is therefore useful to have a specific term for those who followed
Combe's teachings.

Combe's associates included his brother, Andrew,

a distinguished physician, James Simpson, an advocate, William
Hodgson, a lecturer on political economy, John Pringle Nichol, an
astronomer, William and Robert Chambers, who ran a pUblishing firm,
and Charles Maclaren, editor of the Scotsman.

All supplied Combe

with testimonials when he stcx::rl for the logic chair.
Trained in medicine in &iinburgh and Paris, Andrew Combe began
to practise in the Scottish capital in 1823. 81

In the same year, he

helped to found the Phrenological Journal and defended phrenology
before the RJyal Medical Society.

Author of works on mental disease

arrl physiology, he als:> contributed regularly to the Phrenological

Journal and was elected president of the Phrenological Society in
1827.

In 1838, he received one of the most prestigious appointments

ever to go to a phrenologist, that of physician extraordinary to the
Q.Ieen in Scotland.
Simpson's father was a Church of Scotland minister but like
Combe,

the younger Simpson had rejected a strict Presbyterian

upbringing. 82

Trained as an advocate, he joined the Phrenological

Society in 1823 and helped to found the Phrenological Journal.
1834, Simpson's, The Necessity of Popular Education,

In

was p.lblished,

containing proposals for non-sectarian schools and for curriculum
reform.

William Hcrlgson studied at Edinburgh University and lectured
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on education, literature and phrenology in Edinburgh and in FifeShire
before becoming in 1839 secretary of the Liverpool Mechanics'
Institution. 83
J.P. Nichol had originally intended to go into the ministry, and
wh~le

at Aberdeen

Universi~

had passed the divinity hall as well as

studying mathematics and physics.

Afterwards, suffering what-the

Dictionary of National Biography calls ..a change in his theol03ical
opinions 11 ,

he became a schcx::>lmaster instead. 84

He was successively

headmaster of Hawick Grammar School, Editor of the Fife Herald,
headmaster of Cupar Academy and rector of Montrose Academy.
he moved to Edinburgh.

In 1835

His connection with Combe's circle is

indicated by a notice in the Scotsman of a welcome dinner at which
James Simpson was in the chair and Robert Chambers acted as
croupier. 85

Combe had recommended Nichol to the Edinburgh

Philosophical Ass~iation as a lecturer in astronomy and geology, 86 a
favour which Nichol returned the following year (1836) by giving
Combe a testimonial fOL the logic chair.

Nichol was diffident about

styling himself a phrenol03ist, because he felt that his kn::>wledge of
the· subject was inadequate.
11

Nevertheless, he praised Combe far the

Striking lights which he has succeeded in throwing on the most

difficult and important department of human inquiry ... 87
Nichol became professor of practical astrooomy at Glasgow

In 1836,

Universi~.

largely self-educated, RObert Chambers had written a number of
antiquarian works such as Traditions of Edinburgh88 and Scottish
Ballads and Songs. 8 9

With his brother, William, he also produced

Chambers' Edinburgh Journal, and more substantial pieces of cheap
educational literature such as Information for the People and
Chambers' Educational Course.

Their desire to avoid ccntroversial
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subjects caused rome reluctance to publish phrenological material in
these works, despite encouragement from Combe.

Robert Chambers

avowed to Combe in 1833 that he was not "altogether ignorant of
phrenology, or altogether a sceptic."

Indeed, "if I had been the

Earl of Bridgewater, and seen your masterly little volume [the
I

Constitution of Man] I would have given my thousand pounds to you,
and spared any further writing upon the subject ... 90

In 1835, the

brothers published the People's Fiiition of the Constitution of Man.
The same year Chambers wrote enthusiastically to Combe:
We [William and Robert Chambers] concur in feeling the
greatest respect for phrenology as having been the means of
applying to mankind a system of mental science which may be
the means of greatly improving their condition. We also
concur in feeling the greatest respect for yourself as the
first existing expositor of that science, and the
individual who has been most successful in applying it to
the concerns of life. So much have I in particular been
impressed with the truth of the metaphysical department of
the science, arrl with your singularly excellent work, the
Essay on the Constitution of Man, that, in writing upon
human nature, I cannot now Cb otherwise that [sic] employ
this philosoPhy both as a system of mind and of morals.
Chambers continue:] to 'be cautious about intrcrlucing phrer:ology into
his firm's pericrlicals.

In the same letter he declined to take "any

other more obtrusive means of expressing adherence to the
phrenological metaphysics" while promising to acknowledge
phrenological sources of ideas. 91

Chambers' testimonial for Combe,

stressed the harmony between phrenology and Christianity and the
groundlessness of accusations of materialism which had been made
against the science. 92
Charles Maclaren founded the Scotsman in 1817 as a Whig
newspaper advocating religious freedom. 93

He was also a keen

geologist and edited the sixth edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica.
As early as 1827, Cbrnbe note::l Maclaren's enthusiasm far the doctrines
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of the natural laws 94 and the Scotsman was afterwards a staunch
supporter of the Constitution of Man.
The existence of links amongst some of the members of this
circle is confirmed by an item in Tait's Edinburgh Magazine in 1849
which noted that "the brothers Chambers, Mr. James Simpson the
Advocate, and Mr. George Combe, emerge on our notice in a group." 95
In The Castes of Edinburgh (1861), John Heiton devoted a chapter to

--

-- -----=---

the "Minute Philosophers",

whose "grand text-book" was the

Constitution of Man and who were described also as "vestigearians"
and "worshi.r:pers of nature". 96

Combe and his circle set about mounting a counter-attack to the
Evangelical assaults.

Combe was reluctant to give Scott's work any

additional publicity by replying to it himself in detail9 7 but he
later gave his blessing to an answer written by the botanist, Hewett
Cottrell Watson, who had

~"1

at Edinburgh University.

converted to phrenol03Y while studying

His work contained a catalogue of logical

errors and misrepresentations in the preface and first chapter of
Scott's book.

It also defended Combe's claims for the inherently

progressive character of the natural order. 98

Shortly afterwards,

J.P. Nichol produced a searing attack on Scott's work for the
Scotsman.

Arguing that Cbmbe's philosophy was perfectly in harmony

with Revelation, Nichol maintained that the clergy Of!X>sed it because
it brought into view "THEIR DUTY, to join with their fellows in the
effort to work out a large and generous civilisation."

He poured

scorn on Scott's Harmony and was unable to find "one solitary
instance in which an independent journal or review has signi fie:l the
remotest approval of it."

On the other hand, it had received "the

bitter arrl brawling acclaim" of all the Church journals. 99
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So far I have discussed the controversies about Combeisrn
principally as debates about theology.

Ibwever, it is important to

recognise the practical contexts in which Combe's philosophy was
used.

A very important issue between the Church and Combe's party

was the control of education.

Since the Reformation, Scotland had

been remarkably successful in providing education to most of-its
citizens.

The foondation of the system was the parochial school, the

inspiraticn for which came from the Church of Scotland's First Bcx:>k
of Discipline,

which envisaged a

school in every parish and

compulsory education for all who could benefit from it right up to
university leve1. 100

Reality never matched these high ideals but

they were never entirely forgotten.

The literacy of the Scottish

peasant was a Characteristic often noted

~

writers even as late as

the fist quarter of the nineteenth century, when the system was in
decline.

There was a close link between school and church in the

parochial system.

The kirk session,

assisted by the heritors,

inspected the schools and tested the children in their Catechism.
The Bible was used as a reading book.

Indeed, the high importance

accorded to having a literate population owed a great deal to the
Calvinistic emphasis on the right of private judgement and the
ability of each man and woman to read and interpret the Scriptures
for him- or herself.
In the early nineteenth century, Scotland's educational system
began to deteriorate.

Teachers' salaries had barely risen at all in

one hundred years, so that an occupation which once brought at least
a comfortable living was now unattractive.

Saunders notes that in

the early nineteenth century the income of a teacher was often below
that of a skillerl artisan. 101

The quality of the teaching tenderl to
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decline.

The expansion of the population, arrl especially the growth

of industrial towns, put further pressure on the already deficient
system.
The population of Glasgow grew from 77,000 in 1801 to 202,000 in
1831, of Paisley in the corresponding period from 31,000 to 57,000,
of Dundee from 27,000 to 45,000.

The growth of Edinburgh was less

spectacular than Glasgow's but still rapid: 66,000 in 1801 to 136,000
in 1831. 102

By the 1820s,

the effe::ts of these changes on the level

of public educational provision were widely recognised.

Both

Combeists and Evangelicals acknowle::lge::l the extent of the problem,
which was aptly summarised in the title of a pamphlet by the Rev.
George Lewis, editor of the Scottish Guardian: Scotland a HalfEducated Nation. 103
It was in the populous cities and particularly amongst the
Children of manual workers that the inadequacies of the system were
most apparent.

In the enormous Barony parish of Glasgow, Lewis

indicated that perhaps only one in 26 of the children of school age
was at day school and a mere one in 17 attended day or evening
school.

Thomas Chalmers did not underestimate the extent of the

problem:
In the grievous defect of our national institutions, and
wretched abandonment of a people left to themselves, and
who are permitted to live recklessly and at r-andom as they
list - we see enough to account both for the profligacy of
our crowded cities, ~d for the sad demoralization of our
neglecte::l provinces. 1
James Simps:::>n's view of the dominant passions of the lower orders was
similar to Chalmers'.

Indeed, he was even more pessimistic:

The working man rarely knows how to better his lot in life,
founde::l
on early acquaintance with the simpler principles of trade,

by rational reflection on causes and consequences,
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the state of particular employments, the legitimate
relaticn ~tween labour an::1 capital, an::1 'between labourer
a.rrl employer, the 'best employment of surplus earnings, the
value of character, the marketable importance, to say no
m::::>re, of sober an::1 roc:>ral habits and intelligence; in short,
on any practical views of the circumstances which influence
his condition. On the contrary, he is the creature of
impressions and impulses, the unresisting slave of sensual
appetites, the ready dupe of the quack, the thrall of the
fanatic, and, above all, the passive instrument of the
political agitator, whose sinister views and falsehoods he
is unable to detect, and who, by flattering his passions
and prejudices, has power to sway him, like an overgrown
child, ~o 16~ purposes of injustice, violence, and
destruct1<:n.
In 1812,

a general strike of handloom weavers took place

throughout Scotlan::l in an attempt to maintain wages in the industry.
The weavers were defeated, but shortly afterwards, organised unions
began to make an impact in other industries such as coal-mining.

An

economic depression and rising unemployment in Britain led to an
I

upsurge of radical political activity in 1819-20.
Peterlcx:> Massacre occurred in Manchester.

In 1819, the

Riots and mass meetings

took place in Paisley and Glasgow, and 60,000 workers were estimated
to have. obeyed a call for a national strike.

Although the agitation

was easily contained, the 'Radical War' strengthened fears that
political unrest as well as moral

~iscipline

amongst the Labouring

classes threatened the comfort and safety of their superiors.lOG
Like Simpson, the Evangelical, David Stow, sounded a warning abou't
the possible political consequences of a continuing lack of
educational provision:
Have the mass of the working population in this country
received sufficient religious and moral training to
regulate them in the event of a famine, or extreme
stagnatic:n of trade? let the b~islature rolemnly look to
this, and answer the question. 1
Though there was general recogni ticn of the problem,

bitter disagreement about how it should be tackled.

there was

Lewis and his
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Evangelical colleagues were firmly committed to an extension of the
existing parochial system.
of government to

~rovide

Although lewis held that it was the duty
sChooling to the rising generation, parish

rates and government grants were to be in the hands of the minister
and kirk session in each parochial unit.

The machinery for

supervising and inspecting the sChools already existed in the General
Assembly and its educaticn committee.

Even in enforcing attendance

at sChools, the civil authority was to be given no power.

lewis felt

that compulsory attendance would be an unattainable goal in the
cities.

His main mechanism for securing regular attendance was the

traditional moral pressure of the kirk.
believed, would not carry public support.

Legal sanctions,

he

As to the curriculum,

secular learning and moral training, although important, were not to
exclude a thorough grounding in

11

the great principles arrl doctrines

of the gospel ... 108
Radical opinion wished to exclude the Church from involvement in
education.

The goal was a 'nationar scheme of educ.ation: centrally

funded and completely independent of any religious denomination.

In

Scotland Combe and his disciples were amongst the most vociferous
supporters o.f such a system.

Throughout the 1830s and 1840s they

campaigned fervently, although unsuccessfully, on the issue in the
columns of the Scotsman,
influence M.P.s.
notes,

in public meetings and by trying to

Q:le of their chief difficulties was, as de Giustino

that there was a reluctance on the part of national

politicians to take ~ the issue with any marked enthusiasm. 109
In the debate over the control of schools, the Combeists made
use of a number of distinct arguments.

The Established Church's

defence of its continuing supervision of the parish schools depended
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for its strength on the value of a Christian education based on
teaching from the Bible.

The phrenologists set out to show both what

was missing from the present system arrl what was superfluous.
criticisms did not relate only to' religious instruction.

Their

They were

impatient with other forms of 'useless learning' including Greek and
Latin and were against excessive reliance on all rote learning
methods.

They also argued for more scientific

instructi~

Simpson deplored the parish schools' failure to provide the
children of the manual-labour class with anything

more than

"reading, writing and ciphering", leaving out the study of human
nature and of man's relationship to the rest of creation.llO

Genuine

moral training, he alleged, was non-existent in these schools,
de~ite

their religious superintendence.

Simpson's curriculum for

elementary education (for children aged between 6 and 14) was much
wider than had traditionally been offered, including arithmetic,
writing and drawing, an introduction to the main natural sciences
and,

for the older children,

economy.

British government and political

The whole curriculum was to be suffused with the light of

natural theology.

With a charac.teristic outburst of radical

empiricism, Simpson declared that the works of God were not the
preserve of philosophers alone but should be taught to "EVERY SANE
PERSON" in youth. 111

Above all, education should contain a strong

element of moral training, in order to instil habits of goodness,
justice arrl piety.
Combe similarly lamented the schools' limited curriculum of
~

reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, the Catechism arrl "in some a
little algebra and mathematics".

What was needed was a good

grOUI'rling in "Causation". 112

Cbmbe meant the principles by

By this,
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which God governed the world, principles which he believed to be
invariant and benevolently adapted to man's welfare.

Since the

natural laws, physical, organic and moral, were all intimately
related to human happiness, they were all worthy of study in schools.
Combe admitted that it would not be possible to teach all the arts
and sciences in the same depth and to the same extent as in
universities.

However, he deprecated the Church of Scotland's

alleged lack of interest in intrcrlucing any science teaching into the
parish schools.
Discussions of religious instruction required a more circumspect
approach.

As we have already seen, the Combeists· were anxious to

avoid accusations of atheism and materialism, and therefore shunned
any direct attack on the truth and validity of Scripture.

Instead,

they advanced four arguments for breaking the link between school and
Bible.

The arguments were progressively stronger but stopped short

of the most outrageous heresy.

The first was that the Bible was not

intended to teach secular sUbjects.

The second was that Bible

teaching need not be provided during school

hours~

instead the

parents could be left to decide what Scriptural instructicn the child
should receive and who should provide it.

The third was based on the

metaphor of the two bcx:>ks - Nature and Revelation - by which Go::l had
revealed His attributes and commandments to mankirrl.

Thus religious

instruction (from the Book of Nature) could be included in the
curriculum even though the Bible were excluded. · The fourth argument,
and the most controversial,

was that the Book of Nature was

preferable to the teachings of Scripture.
The first argument about the purely religious content of the
Bible enabled the Combeists. to condenm its use as a general reading
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b<:x)k.

As one critic complained of too Glasgow Infant Schools,

which

were run by the Evangelicals of the Established Church:
A large Bible is placed on a stand on the floor; it is the
only bcx:>k in the school; and it is treated as the only 'l::>oJk
in the world - with no small risk of becoming an object of
s~rstitious regard; while the error is inculcated, or, at
least, left to take root, that there is no human knowledge
which is not obtained from the Bible - that the Bible was
given to teach science itself - and that therefore there is
but one revelation, that of Gcxl's word, ~~ no separate arrl
previous revelation of his works at all. 1
The third argument emphasised the educational importance of
natural theology.

The Oombeists protested that concentration an the

Bcx:>k of Nature as well as, or even instead of, the Bcok of Revelatioo
did not tend to irreligion.

As

the Scotsman insisted after

criticisms of Simpron's proposals for secular education:
Instead of excluding religion from education, he yields to
none in anxiety that it shall form a much more efficient
branch of education than it has ever yet done. 114
The point was developed in a lecture by William Hodgson.

Hodgson

contended that the secular and the religio..lS were in fact inseparably
connected.

Science, studying and interpreting the laws of nature,

was the exposition of the character of the Creator, the author of
these laws.

This was true whether t;he laws related to the earth, the

heavens, the world's history or the furrlamental workings of society:
Nay, to deny the religious aspect of these studies- what
is it but to shut out the Deity from the Universe ·which he
has made? 115
Hodgson thus turned accusations of infidelity back against the
accusers, a popular strategy with the Oombeists.
'!he fourth prong of the assault was the one which went furthest
in attempting to undermine the authority of the Church.

In claiming

that the revelation of God's will through his works might be
preferable to interpretations of Scripture,

the phrenologists could
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challenge not only the curriculum of weekday education but also the
content of the Sunday sermon.

Christian doctrine itself would have

to be modified in the light of the discoveries of physical science
and of phrenology, the true science of human nature.

Combe and his

colleagues were careful alx:>ut challenging directly the authority of
the Bible, frequently claiming that it was the standards of-the
Scottish Church, rather than the Scriptures themselves, which were in
need of revision.

Nevertheless their contention was that the Book of

Nature yielded far more reliable knowledge than could be obtained
from Holy Writ, and that where the two were in conflict it was the
interpretation of Scripture which must be altered.

'As Combe remarked

in a letter to an English clergyman, the Rev. Robert Broadley:
Either the Scottish standards are erroneous interpretations
of Scripture, and need to be corrected, or I am in error in
my views in regard to the brain7 and no greater service
could be dcne to the causes both of religion and phil~gophy
than to pUbliSh a work shewing where the error lies.
With the argument expressed in this way, the Combeists
greatest risk of inviting charges of infidelity.

ran the

More commonly, they

presented the argument in a slightly weaker form, emphasising the
need. to precede doctrinal instruction with a good grounding in the
'religion of nature'.

Phrenologists held very strong views a.l::>o..lt the

correct age at which a child should be introduced to each stage of
his/her education.

Ir was therefore possible to couch their aversion

to doctrinal religious instructicn in terms of an overall theory of
mental development.

Theological dogmas were n:>t only less soundly-

based than the Book of Nature, they were less suitable for growing
minds (or brains).

As William Hcrlgson declared:

Why should the young, before the power of judgement is
developed, be perplexed with doctrinal difficulties and
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disputes,

wit~

contending arguments, authorities, and

pr0babilit~es? 1 7

A similar point could be made in relation to the education of adults.
Doctrinal preaching was irrligestible fare for the uneducated mind,
and. therefore ineffective in bringing al::>alt any IOC>ral improvement in

the recipients.

The secularists' use of the word "moral" was not oo-

extensive with its use by clergymen since it included matters of
hygiene and diet as well as the more traditional concerns of
moralists.

However, the clergy were held to be failing even in their

own terms.

According to Simpscn:

A weekly discourse is as the passing wind on the ears of
the habitually greedy, the envious, the sensual, the
tyrannical, the revengeful, the utterly selfish, a stated
preceptive lesson to love God, and his neighbour as himself
is unheeded by the man whose whole soul is drawn by a
power, which he was nel.Th taught practically to resist, in
the opposite direction.
Still less were they succeeding when their efforts were weighed on
the scales favoured by the Combeists, who were fond of collecting
evidence of the most degraded and dirty living conditions mingled
with the pure waters of Calvinist orthcrloxy.

The Scotman explained:

We are not deriding theological education, but only
insisting that something i~ needed besides. Those };X)rtions
of our population most zealously 1nstructed in theology,
and most exclusively under clerical influence, are not our
best citizens- we do not say, because they have too much
theology, but because they have little or nothing else. We
might point to Ireland, where theological teaching is
abundant, and clerical influence supreme - but we should be
told that that religicn is false, degrading, and ro forth.
Well, then, take our own Presbyterian, Free Kirk
Highlanders.
Among that people 'the minister• is a
monarch, and you will firrl in the wildest glens of Ross arrl
the dreariest bogs of Skye multitudes not only "deep in
divinity" but capable of telling you all about non
intrusion, the Marnoch case, and the Erastian Court of
Session; and yet all the world knows how these same
multitudes starrl affected in sucn matters as sloth, dirt,
and deceit. 119
The Presbyterian Dissenters• desire for a national scheme of
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non-denominational educaticn was probably the main reason that Combe
received support froin secession ministers in 1836.

'As

Voluntaries,

the Dissenters believed that the State and religion should be
entirely separate.

'As

they had defended Combe's Constitution of Man,

---

so also Simpson's Necessity .of Popular Education.

Although it

expressed a few doUbts about Simpson's orthodoxy, especially on.the
doctrine of Original Sin, the United Secession Magazine was pleasoo
to find "a sort of religious air", pervading the work.

The

Scriptures were always spoken of with reverence and even the doctrine
of Free Grace was mentioned with approva1. 12 0

By contrast, the

Scottish Guardian denounced Simpson's views as "pernicious".

The

Evangelical newspaper condemned the Voluntaries for joining with
"Papists" and ''political liberals" in establishin:J a system
... which shall exclude the Word of GOO or embrace such
portions of it only as shall give no offence to any of the
heterogenous components of this three-fold union - thus, in
either case, undermining the paramount authority of tha
principle, that "the fear of the Lord is the beginning of
kn0>1ledge" . 121
Besides engaging in political campaigning,

the Combeists

attempted to put their educational ideas directly into practice.

At

their· request Samuel Wilderspin, a pioneer of infant education in the
Spitalfields area of London, visited Edinburgh in 1828. 122

James

Simpson was a member of the committee which was established shortly
afterwards to set up the Edinburgh Model Infant School.
education catered for children from about the ages of 2 to 6.

Infant
Some

of Wilderspin's inspiration undoUbtedly came from Robert Owen's
experiments at New Lanark and from other educational innovators such
as Pestalozzi. 123

Phreoological theory and language also pervaded

his educational writing.

He stressed that education should develop
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the whole person, not just the child's intellectual nature, and put
great emphasis on educating by things rather than by signs.

The

chief aim of Wilderspin's system was the child's moral development.
'Ihe infant teacher was to maintain coostant and close supervision of
pupils' behaviour, directing them in conversation and encouraging
them to be .fX)li te and kind.

Wilderspin used moral lessons from- the

Bible, but instead of employing the original text, he allowed the
teacher to convey the sense of the parables using his own words and
coloured pictures.

There were no canings and no other punishments

which attributed shame or disgrace to a pupil.

He saw infant

education as a means of rescuing poor children from an early drift
into crime and misery.l24
The committee running the &linburgh schex>l drew members from a
wide cross-section of religious opinion, including several ministers
of the Established Church.
along different lines.

In Glasgow, infant education developed

Wilder spin was invited to lecture by David

Stow, an evangelical and an elder of Chalmers' Church. 125

Stow

subsequently founded schex>ls of his own in Glasgow and wrote a number
of

~ks

al:xJut the moral training of .the young, in which Wilderspin's

influence was apparent.

Stow contended that in the past children had

been educated "not agreeably to nature", and he felt that it was
irnJ?Ortant to distinguish "training" - the establishment of moral arrl
religious habits - from mere "teaching", which opera ted on the
intellect only. 126

The tone of his work, like Wilderspin's, was

optimistic, displaying ccnfidence in the _fX)Wer of education, provided
early enough, to counteract the effects of a fXX>r horne environment.
Like Wilderspin, Stow disapproved of rote learning.

Rather than

making pupils cx::>rnrnit large _fX)rtions of Scripture to memory, he felt
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that it was essential they understood what they were reading.
Instruction in the BOok of Nature enhanced appreciation of the Bcx>k
of Revelation:
What human science is there, the outline of which must n::>t
at least be entered upon, ere we can have a full
understanding of Bible illustrations?l27
Such views commended Stow's works to the Oombeists and even as late
as 1847 a sympathetic note was sounded by a

revie~r

in the Scotsman:

This decisive testimony to the inefficacy of mere CateChism
and Bible lessons, when taught by rote to produce virtuous
habits, is doubly vatufle, corning as it does from a highly
Evangelical quarter. 2
Stow however, drew back from the inferences made by Combe's
circle,

and quickly it became clear that,

as in the case of

elementary SC!hools, n::> consensus could be achieved over the role of
the Bible in infant teaching.

Stow considered Wilderspin's list of

Bible lessons to be defective and ensured that the Glasgow schools
administered a far stronger measure of the Gospel.

Indeed he

offended the phrenologists still more by using the Scriptures in
secular learning too.

In the London Courier, a director of the

Edinburgh Infant School Society complained that the Glasgow schools
were Under "sectarian management".

'As a supporter of the Wilderspin

system, he deplored "the excess of Scripture exercise imposed by
these excellent but over zealous rnanagers". 129
StaN

in reply dispelled any impression that he might previously

have given of subscribing to phrenologists' arguments about the
priority of the Bcx:>k of Nature:
... we know enough of the irnper fee tion of mere natural
religion, to know that the Works of GOO cannot be rightly
interpreted but by a mind that is first enriched and imb.led
with the knowledge of God through the only clear and full
revelation of Himself in His WOrd.
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According to Stow, the Edinburgh schools taught "only so much of
Christianity as is c6mmon to natural religion, and would be agreeable
to an Infidel". 130

Shortly before this, the broad basis of the

Edinburgh infant schools had also begun to disintegrate.

Around

1835, two ministers left the Society for Promoting Infant Education
to found schools of their own,

modelled more closely on Stow's

principles.
AnJther initiative a few years later for the education of pcx:>r
Children began on a non-sectarian basis but controversy again broke
out over the place of the Bible.

The schools of industry or ragged

schools were intended for the very poorest children, who lived by
begging and stealing, and who were frequently committed to prison
before the age of fourteen.

In 1841, a small sum of money was raised

in Aberdeen in order to found a school in which such children could
work and receive free instruction and simple meals. 131

Ragged

schools were later established in Dundee, Glasgow and Edinburgh.

In

Minburgh, the Free Church minister, Thomas Guthrie, took up the idea
and in 1847 published his Plea for Ragged Schools, in which he drew
attention to the appalling conditions. of Children in the Grassmarket
and Vennel areas of the city.

The parents of suCh Children would not

send their children to ordinary schools even if instruction were
offered free,

since by being at schcx:>l the child was prevented from

"earning" his living.

Following the Aberdeen example,

Guthrie

emphasised that the necessary incentive could be given by providing
the pupils at his schools with food.

This also ensured that the

children were in a fit state to be taught, for "what heart has he for
learning,

whose pale face and hollow eyes tell you that he is

starving?" 132

Guthrie ccnsidered that this combination of material
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with moral remedy reconciled the stern social gospel of Thomas
Chalmers with the views of the pcx>r law reformer, William Alison:
With Dr Chalmers we have always thought that it was through
moral and Christian machinery that our degraded and deepsunk population were to be raised7 for their permanent good
we had no faith in any other scheme. With Dr Alison,
again, we always thought that the maintenance of the poor
was miserably inadequate to their wants, and that this
stocrl as a barrier between them arrl the moral influences by
which Dr Chalmers would ameliorate and permanently improve
their character. We agreed with both, and confess that we
could never 3!ry well see how they seemed to disagree with
each other. 1
The Scotsman praised Guthrie's pamphl'=t, 134 echoing the enthusiasm of Chambers' Journal for the Dundee and Aberdeen schools, 135
and a preliminary meeting in April 1847 attracted a cross-section of
supporters including Lord Murray (a Court of Session judge), James
Simpson, and the Rev. Thomas M'Crie of the Original Secession Church.
The result was the formation of an association "on a broad and
catholic basis". 136 It was only a short time, however, before the
SUH?Orters of ragged schools quarrelled over the position of Roman
Catholic children.

Simpson and other liberals alleged that the

Edinburgh school de facto excluded these children by insisting on
teaching from the authorised versian.of the Bible. At a pUblic meeting called to discuss the issue, Simpson denied wanting to exclude
the Bible from the industrial schools, and askoo only that Catholic
children should be taught by their own pastors from their own Bible.
Nevertheless, the opposing side clearly felt that the retention of
the Scriptures was at stake.

Guthrie spoke of a "Bible battle" and

another speaker felt that the question was "whether children shall be
religiously educated or not, and whether that religious education
shall be conducted according to the Word of God or not". 13 7

The

meeting errle:i by adopting overwhelmingly a motion warmly approving
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the principle upcn which the raggErl schcx:>l was conducted "namely, the

free and unrestricted use of the authorised version of the Word of
God". 138

The implication was that. the Roman Catholics must set up

schcx:>ls of their own if they disliked Guthrie's.
Akthough their attempts to enter university education were
somewhat half-hearted, the Cornbeists were determined in their efforts
to exterrl ];X)pular forms of adult education, especially if these were
to be channels for disseminating their own philosophy.

Edinburgh in

the early nineteenth century was a 'metrop:>lis of science•, in which
the professional lecturer found himself part of a thriving industry.
Many smaller towns in Scotland also had their own literary and
philosophical societies and mechanics• institutes, offering
instruction in a wide range of sUbjects from music to political
economy. 1 3 9

Indeed,

the mechanics• institutes may have been a

ScottiSh invention since one of the first was established in Methven,
Perthshire,

b¥

the scientific writer Thomas Dick. 140

In 1821, the Edinburgh School of Arts was founded by the Whig
lawyer, Leonard Horner, to provide technical training for members of
the artisan class. 141

A large number. of similar organisations were

established shortly afterwards throughout Great Britain with the
encouragement and support of Henry Brougham's Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.

Maxine Berg has suggested that one of

the principal aims of Brougham's mechanics• institutes was to
persuade the manual labouring class of the benefits of increasing
industrialisation.

The object was to foster the belief that the

advance of technology and its application to manufacturing would
bring advantages both to the capitalists arrl to the workers. 142

Such

an objective would certainly have been feasible in cases where, as
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with the Edinburgh School of Arts, the institution was under the
control of a social elite.

However, this was not always the case.

Some institutes were formoo by groups of workmen barrling t03ether for
mutual improvement,

such as the mutual instruction societies

established in Aberdeenshire in the early nineteenth century.

Even

when there was a degree of involvement by social superiors, oontrol
might be in the hands of the members.

Dr George Birkbeck establishoo

the mechanics' class in Anderson's Institution, Glasgow in 1800 and
in 1823 this was transformed into the Glasgow Mechanics' Institution.
'Ihe Institution was denocratically run, lecturers being chosen by the
full 1:x:rly of members. 143 There was thus considerable diversity among
the mechanics' institutes in the way they were organised and in the
subjects taught.
The Combeists were euphoric about the general increase in
po.fXllar instruction, which they haile:l as a sign that a more rational
and enlightened age was dawning.

Occasionally, their enthusiasm an

this point rounded somewhat at crlds with Simpson's gl<X>rny assessment
of the current condition of the labouring population:
In the intellectual world there is at this moment a great

movement.
The moral lines of demarcation which so
invidiously separated one class of the community from
another in that world, are fast disappearing. Breaches are
everywhere being made in the fences which learning had
raised around kn:::>wledge, and the crowd is pcoring in at all
hands, and dispersir24themselves over the tabooed ground
Which they inclosed.
The phrenologists' main criticism of the mechanics' institutes
concerned the curricula.
vocational subjects,

They regretted the exclusion of non-

such as fhysiol03Y and political economy.

The

Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle warned that if these subjects were not
offered by the Sch<X>l of Arts, the working classes would be obliged
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to learn them elseWhere. 14 5
The Combeists attempted to make up for these curricular
deficiences by

~ounding

societies of their own for popular

instruction, though these were not always devoted exclusively to
propagating the philosophy of Combe.

The Edinburgh Philosophical

Association, an organisation of shopkeepers and merchants, proved to
be more independent than Combe arrl his <X>lleagues would have liked.

Founded as the Association for Providing Instruction in Useful and
Entertaining Science, the Society had a strong link with Combe's
circle in its early years.

It grew out of Combe's lectures in the

Clyde Street Hall in the summer of 1832, and in successive seasons
heard from him on popular education (winter 1833-4), again on
phreoology (winter 1834-5) arrl on moral philosophy (1835-6).

Other

lectures covered natural philosophy, ootany, astronomy and "the laws
of animal economy". 146

As Shapin has shown,

the directors

subsequently quarrelled with Combe over a scheme to provide popular
lectures in other Scottish towns.

After 1835 the Association's links

with Combeism were more tenuoos. 147
~e

fhrenolo::Jical secularists also catered for the educational

needs of the manual labouring class.

In 1835, the Society for

Diffusing Moral and Economical Knowledge was formed in &iinburgh to
provide instruction in subjects not offered by the School of Arts to
thse who could not afford to attend the Philosophical Association.
The lectures, delivered in the Cowgate Chapel, cost ld a time.

In

1835-36, Simpson gave a coorse of lectures to the Society on mind and
morals and William Hutcheson, a surgeon, dealt with the structure and
functions of the human bcrly. 148
Combeist

There seems to have been a strong

influence on this Society.

It

is

evident

from
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correspondence that Nichol and Combe took a keen interest in its
activities. 149

In 1837,

it apparently changed its name to the

Associaticn of the Working Classes for their Intellectual, Moral an:l
Social Improvement.

William Hodgson lectured to the Association on

phrenology, arrl lectures were alro offeroo on political ecooomy and
chemistry. 150

The Society apparently ceased to exist after 1837 .·

What kind of moral arrl philosophical teaching did the Combeists
provide?

As I have already underlined, their natural theology

stressed the completeness of nature as a guide to human conduct.
Natural laws were also immutable arrl universal.

Combe

thus poured

scorn on the possibility that wrongdoers would be punished by direct
Providential interference, discounting the belief as a clerical
sqperstition, and emphasising the separate operation of the physical,
organic arrl moral laws:
A ship, therefore, will float on the surface of the water
as long as these physical conditions are observed~ no
matter although the men in it should infringe other natural
laws~ as, for example, although they should rob, murder,
blaspheme, and commit every species of debauchery~ and it
will sink whenever the physical corrlitions are subverted,
however strictly the crew and passengers may obey the other
laws here adverted to.

On the other hand, a man who cheated, lied, stole and tyrannised
might remain fat and rubicund .. so long as he observed the organic
11

laws of temperance and exercise.l51
It was these organic laws which were the Combeists' chief
preoccupation.

All forms of behaviour were ultimately related to

their effect on man's physical well-being.

The organic laws of

health were the paradigmatic natural laws, and, despite Combe's claim
that the moral laws were superior to the organic, in practice the
organic tended to take precedence.

The Constitution of Man was

D
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replete with warnings about the suffering whiCh would be visited qpon
those who slept in unventilated rooms, repeatedly worked themselves
beyond tolerable limits, or took sudden, violent and unaccustomed
exercise.

Moreover,

when he offered concrete examples of how

disobedience to a natural law led to punishment, Combe typically
chose an organic law rather than a moral one.

An instance of this

occurred even in the sectim of the Constitution of Man purportedly
dealing with the moral laws: a businessman who failed to take
adequate rest and relaxation was described as suffering from
headaches and indigestion and this was offered as an exemplar of just
punishment arising from neglect of a divine law. 1 5 2

By 1840, in

Moral Philosophy, he was describing the preservation of lxrlily health
as itself a "moral duty", and habitually referring to violations of
any of the natural laws in moral terms:
When the object of human existence is regarded in this
light, it becomes evident that obedience to every natural
law is a positive duty imposed on us by the Creator, and
that infringement or negle5ct of it is a sin or
transgression against His will.l 3
Simpson's Lectures to the Working Classes had a similar emphasis,
warning against the abuse of alccilol, drawing attention to the evils
of tobacco, and stressing the physical as well as the economic
penalties of early marriage.

Physiology was thus enlisted in order

to reinforce the teachings of Ma.l thus:
Early marriages are gross immoralities. Physically, they
proouced a stinted, inferior, and often idiotic offspring.
Economically, they are almost always ruinous to the
prospects in life. A reckless Pi~8le sunk in poverty are
marked for their early marriages.
Indeed, the advice of the physiologist and the doctor could take
precedence over economic pressures.

Simpson enjoined mothers to stay

at home to lcrl< after their children, rather than going out to work.
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Andrew Combe similarly stressed the importance of a good home
environment in determining the child's mental development.l55
Tradi tiona! moral prohibitions on dishonesty, lust and greed
were less easily supported by 'natural' sanctions.

Combe wrote of

the "mental joy" which followed obedience to the moral laws, but
penalties for disobedience were less easy to identify.l56

Other

sanctions suggested by Combe were the torment of "insatiable
desires", the "perpetual craving" of the moral sentiments for ''higher
emjoyrnents" and the "dislike arrl malevolence" of one's fellow men. 157
Alternatively, the Combeists could fall back on their theory of
heredity, which acted both as thecrlicy and source of sanctions.
offspring of

the

virtuous

would

inherit

superior

The

mental

constitutions, the children of the vicious would have inferior mental
constitutions.
In fact, the Combeists did at times fall back on a modified
version of the clergy's punitive interpretation of disease and
disaster.

Combe arrl his colleagues considered these to be irrlirect

penalties for disobeying moral laws.

The Scotsman noted that the

clergy regarded disease epidemics as judgements but "IX>t quite in the
practical sense,
underst.ocrl."lSB

in whidh experience shows that they should be

For the Combeists, G::rl punished not by supernatural

intervention but in the preordained consequences of disobeying His
laws.

Combe stressed that the physical and organic laws were

constituted "in harmony with, arrl in subserviency to, the moral law",
and, unless the moral laws were obeyed, all kinds of organic and
physical laws would be disregarded.l59
As a writer in the Phrenological Journal admitted, although it

was theoretically possible for a man to obey the physical whilst
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violating the moral law, in practice immoral men would break many
physical laws teo:
We have said, that if a reckless contemner of religion were
sober arid temperate in his habits, and possessed a good
constitution, his broken leg would heal as kindly as that
of the most pious Christian, if both were subjecterl to the
same surgical treatment; but this is very nearly an
impossible supposition. The character of a contemner of
religion implies preponderating animal with deficient moral
arrl intellectual organs, arrl the natural tendency of this
combination would be to impel him to sensual indulgences
and reckless conduct, which would impair the tone of his
bcrlily organs, impede their functions, and create nervous
irritability; so that when his leg was broken, the accident
would fall upon a system physically deranged. His
impatient temper, or, in other words, the activity of his
organs of Combativeness and Destructiveness, would be
unfavourable to repose, and that from these natural causes,
without any special act of Divine Providence, his Chances
of a speedy recovery would naturally be diminished. The
piety of the other individual would naturally induce in him
a habit of body and a temper of mind the opposite of that
which has now been described, and if their constitutions
were originally ~1, the injury eq:ual, and the surgical
treatment the same, the morality of the one would cast the
balance in his favour, wh{68 the immorality of the other
would turn it against him.
Thus, despite Combe's insistence on the separate operation of
the physical, organic and moral laws in his attempts to discredit the
clergy's moralised interpretation of disease and disaster,

the

Oombeists were on occasions quite happy to mix the laws up again to
make up for any deficiency of direct moral sanctions in their own
system.

Physical and rcoral well-being became synonymous, roth for

the individual and for society as a whole.

Combe justified the

teaching of physiology in schools not only because it would lead to
improved sanitary conditions and lower mortality rates but also
because of the service it rendered to the explanation of "Social
Economy...

A catechism used by Combe for teaching school children led

them from consideration of their need for meals at regular intervals
to reflection on how the food was produced and the divinely-ordainerl
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duties fulfilled by the farmer and the baker.

This in turn led to

questicns a.l::x:ot the interde_pendence of the farmer, the tradesman, the
schoolmaster and the clergyman,

an1 about the desirability of hard

work, honesty and conscientiousness:
If God has established all this in the framework of our
bodies and the endowment of our minds, is he a clever
fellow who tries to find a shorter way than by skilfu~ and
honest labour, to a supply of bread, who, for example,
cheats to get, or steals it? "No, Sir", Q. Can bread be
produced by cheating and stealing? (A laugh). "No, it
cannot" - Q. J)o the men who try to get bread by these
means, take it from some one who has produced it, or has
obtained it by giving something valuable in exchange for
it? "Yes". - Q. Then is it the interest of all good,
skilful, and honest people to stop these men fro~[Jating
the bread which they do nothing to prcrluce?
'tyes". 1
The fhysical, the organic and the moral were links in the same chain
leading to their divine author.
The Coffibeists' emphasis on bcrlily health appalled their clerical
Of!X>nents,

who denied that there was anythin:J moral about sleeping

with open windows or choosing nutritious food.

Indeed it was often

morally correct to set these laws aside in the interest of some
higher moral purp.:>se:
Now, it is only the moral laws that imperatively regulate
our conduct. Obedience to .the first two classes is only
prudential, and often has nothing moral in it. Morq.l 11_~~
should be obeyed at all times, arrl in all circumstances.
One form of undesirable behaviour,

whether viewed from a

physiological or from a moral point of view, was drunkenness.

It was

corrlerrmed with equal fervour by the Combeists and the Evangelicals,
although there does not seem to have been any co-operation between
the two sides in the temperance societies which sprang up from the
late 1840s onwards.

This was

de~ite

the tendency noticed by Brian

Harrison for secularists to try to outdo their clerical counterparts
in abstemiousness. 163

While the Free Church became deeply involve:l
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in the temperance movement, the secularists preferred to warn of the
evils of alcohol as part of a more general curriculum of moral
education.

In the Philosophy of Education, Simpson gave general

approval to the aims of temperance societies but was doUbtful about
their chances of success.

He regarded alcoholism as a disease which

ranked the sufferer "among the insane" and thought that the societies
failed to appreciate the relationship between mind and body. 164
The area of moral teaching in which the Evangelicals and the
phrenologists came closest to agreement was the economic discipline
of the labouring classes.

It is interesting to notice that both

parties considered political economy to be a science with a strong
moral dimension.

William Ikxlgoon was at pains to defend the subject

against the Charge that it offered a narrow and essentially selfiSh
picture of human Character.

Economic behaviour was to be understood

in terms of moral and mental laws, and. misbehaviour was subject to
society's judgement in just the same way as more traditional forms of
wrong doing:
Not only the profligate, the gambler, the swindler, and the
drunkard, but the idle, the reckless, the unpunctual, the
procrastinating, find here a bitter but wholesome
condemnation; 165
In the Christian and Civic Economy of Large Towns (1826), Chalmers
admitted that it was not essential to teach political economy in
order to instil discipline and order into working class life.

Any

instruction would have a civilising effect on the taught:
It is enough that they [lectures in mechanics' institutes]
call forth the aspiraticns of that higher nature, which has
so long been overborne by the urgency of their animal
wants, ~.d t~~~nchastened violence of their mere animal
pro_pens1t1es.
The similarity to phrenological language is striking.

Surprisingly,
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too, Chalmers did not insist an explicitly religious instruction in
order to exert a civilising influence.
the home of a labourer,

He noted that, in visiting

a bookshelf well stocked either with

religious or with scientific books usually indicated a taste for
material comforts and a well-ordered family life.

Although not a

requirement, political economy was nevertheless a desirable addition
to the curriculum of mechanics' institutes.

Chalmers regretted that

it had not been taught for fear that it would encourage political
unrest:
... we despair not of the day when the science of p:>li tical
economy, instead of being dreaded as the instrument of a
dangerous excitation, will be found, like all other truth,
to be of po~~ful efficiency in stilling the violence of
the people. 6
We saw in chapter four that Chalmers was a highly conservative
thinker.

Despite his zeal for changes in educational institutions

and for the more effective exercise of popular rights in the Church,

he was implacably opposed to fundamental changes in the structure of
society.

The Cornbeists, by contrast, were mcrlerate radicals, opposed

to aristocratic privilege and anticipating the remodelling of society
on rational, scientific principles.

In discussing the social system,

Combe's use of nature was different from Chalmers'.

Where Chalmers

had set man apart from nature, Combe reintegrated him.

Society, as

at present constituted, had defects precisely because of man's
defects:
... the lives of the inhabitants of Britain generally are
devoted to the acquisition of wealth, of power and
distinction, or of animal pleasure; in other words, the
great object of the labouring classes, is to live and
gratify the inferior propensities; of the mercantile and
manufacturing population, to gratify Acquisitiveness and
Self-esteem; of the more intelligent class of gentlemen, to
gratify Self-esteem and love of Approbation, in political,
literary, or philosophical eminence; and of another
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portion, to gratify wve of Approbation, by supremacy in
fashion~ a.Ifd these gratifications are sought by means not
in accordance with the dictates of the higher sentiml~~s
but by the joint aid of the intellect and propensities.
It was not only the labouring classes who had to change.

They were

overworked as a result of the acquisitiveness of their employers.
The economic consequences were overproduction,
unemployment.

low prices and

The human consequence was a class Obliged to work for

ten, twelve or fourteen hours a day, a class which had neither time
nor energy for moral arrl intellectual p.1rsui ts.

This led in tum to

"the excessive craving for the stimulus of ardent spirits which
distinguishes the labouring p::>pJlaticn of the present age". 169
Combe was no Chartist.

The Combeists favoured only a gradual

extension of the franchise, dependent on the provision of improved
education for the new voters.

Combe's view of p::>li tical change was

that "no nation can become fit for a republican form of government
until all classes of the people have been adequately and nearly
equally instructed."l 70
slow,

All social and political progress must be

in accordance with the phrenological theory of mental

development.

The differences between the aspirations of Robert Owen

and those of the phrenologists were succinctly expressed by Oombe in

a letter to J.P. Nichol:
We had a visit from Robert Owen who talked precisely as he
talked 42 years ago. He is to regenerate the world in
three rronths: I said that the Phrenologists required
centuries. This is the widest difference bet~ us. 1 1

wee

Phrenology could therefore serve as a counterweight to the radical
aims of the Chartists and the Owenites.
phrenolo::w emerges,

not surprisingly,

The conservative face of

when we examine the teaching

the Ooffibeists directed at the labouring classes.
Combe like Olalmers, put forward a version of the Malthusian law
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of .r:x:>p..Ilation.

Characteristically, he translated the moral restraint

of Chalmers and Mal thus into phrenol<::gical language, adrni tting that
its exercise might be attended
amativeness

(the

~

faculty

suffering to those whose organs of
of

sexual

attraction)

and

philoprogenitiveness (the faculty associated with the love of one's
offspring) were very large.
propensities

~

However, to restrain the activity

o~

the

the exercise of the moral sentiments and intellect

was sound phrenological teaching.

In a letter of 1836, Combe

remarked that he knew many individuals who found no hardship in
.r:x:>stp:ning gratification of these propensities until the age of 25 or
30.

As for those with weaker mental constitutions, Combe,

Chalmers, fell back m the power of education.

like

Combe, h::>wever, based

his belief in gradual improvement on a biological, hereditarian
fourrlation:
I believe that a sound and efficient moral and intellectual
education, with an enlarged enjoyment presented to the
sqperior faculties, would greatly abate the vivacity of the
lower feelings and ultimately lead to a diminution of the
size of their organs in the race. 1 72
The Scotsman wanted the law of Mal thus to be "sounded in the ear of
every labouring man in the country.". 173

The message was clear:

unless the irrlividual helpej himself, he could expect oo improvement
in his lot.
The desire to contain a threat of potential unrest arna1gst the
labouring classes
by the Combeists.

e~lains

the more conservative pronouncements made

For instance Combe, in an address given in 1848

and reported in the Scotsman, invoked the supposedly divinelyordained arrangements of society in order to justify the existing
class structure.

The middle classes were held up as an example to

the working classes:
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He did not believe that God Almighty acted as a partial
payer. He .thought He did equal justice to all, and was of
opinion that the difference lay in the difference which
they themselves made. He ascribed the success of the
middle classes to the extraordinary amount of cultivation
which they bestowoo on the minds of their children, which
produc.ed f?jlental capacity to deal with this world's
causat1on.
Similarly,

in parts of the Constitution of Man, he conjectured that

there was much to be said for the apparent deficiencies in some
mental constitutions,

anxious that they should not be made the

grounds of an objection to the unqualified benevolence of their
Creator:
... there may, by possibility, be departments in the great
system of human society, exactly suited to all existing
forms of brain, not imperfecct through ~~~ease, if our
knowledge were sufficient to discover them.
That Combe was no violent radical is demonstrated by the
reaction to his teachings in Whig circles.

Although the Edinburgh

Review had ridiculed the scientific pretensions of phrenology,
Combe's social philosophy met with a more benign reaction. 176

As

Henry Cockburn, the lawyer and chronicler of the Edinburgh s::x:ial and

political scene, confiderl in his Journal:
This George Combe, the patron and expounder of Edinburgh
phrenology, is a calm, excellent man, with a clear natural
style of didactic speaking and very benevolent objects.
Some wise people call him a quack, of which his
phrenological pretensions are their proof; but I am
satisfied that he rt9flY believes in that folly, a·s many
other hcnest men do.
Similarly, the contention of an article en 'Phrenol<:XJical Ethics' in
the Edinburgh Review

(1842)

was that a great deal of the

phrenologists' moral philosophy owed nothing to phrenology at all.
Much of it had been known arrl acepterl long before the publicatioo of
the Constitution of Man.l78
In the 1830s, the Evangelicals, like the Combeists, expressed
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high hopes of the benefits to be derived from mechanics' institutes.
Besides making the mechanic better at his job, the Evangelicals
believed that the. institute kept him away from the public house or
the socialist meeting.

The Scottish Guardian recommended the

lectures at the Glasgow Mechanics'

Institution as capable of

undermining "amusements and indulgences still two [sic] preva-lent
amongst the working classes, and whiCh cost them far more money than
a season ticket for the Mechanics' Institution, and produce
infinitely less profit and satisfaction." 17 9

The Glasgow

Institution's inclusion of lectures an phrenology apparently did not
dampen the Guardian's enthusiasm. 180

The institutes were also

beneficial in fostering contact between the working classes and those
of a higher social rank.

However, there were also signs of concern

that mechanics' institutes might fall under the wrong influences.

As

early as 1833, the Scottish Guardian was urging ministers and laymen
to
•.. take an interest in these seminaries of the working
classes - for to neglect them wi 11 be just to repeat the
blunder whiCh has already ~ committed in neglecting so
long the perio:lical press. 1
Evangelical writers also began to detect faults in some of the
popular scientific pericrlicals and books of the day, either in what
they included or in what they left out (or both).

Thus a reviewer of

the Moral Class lbok, proouced by Messrs. Chambers, complainerl that
it contained tcx:> little Christianity arrl was "silent on the means of
man's salvation, and on the divinity of its Agent". 182

The

prospectus of the Scottish Christian Herald (1836) sounded a note of
urgency:
All sorts of Literary Machinery, - Newspapers, Lectures,
Treatises, Magazines, Pamfhlets, School-Bcx:>ks, Libraries of
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Knowledge, for use or for Entertainment, - are most
diligently and assiduously set in motion, if not for
purposes directly hostile to the Gospel, at least on the
theory that men may be made good and happy without the
Gospel:- nay, ~~ough the Gospel were forgotten as an old
wives' fable.l
There are also indications that divines occasionally launched
indiscriminate attacks en organisations which were considered to be
spreading dangerous and irreligious doctrines.

Combe referred in a

letter of 1835 to a tirade by Dr Muir, minister of St. Stephen's
Church, Edinburgh, against Simpron "including also the Philosophical
Association

&

my lectures". 184

William Hutcheson

was probably

referring to clerical oostility when, replying to a presentation at
the close of his series of lectures to the Society for Diffusing
Moral and Economical Knowledge, he complained of "virulent abuse"
against

both Simpson and himself by "those interested in the

perpetuation of darkness".l85
Usually the Evangelicals were careful to distinguish the medium
of instruction from the message.

This was true both in the case of

the evening lecture and of the periodical press.

Combeism, in

particular, rather than useful knowledge in general, was invariably
the

t~get

for their attacks.

Indeed, Evangelical intellectuals were

sensitive to accusaticns of being anti-scientific.

In its review of

Combe's Constitution of Man, the Edinburgh Christian Instructor
(1836) remarked:
We cannot, however, plead guilty to the charge of being
suspicious of the progress of science, or hostile to the
study of nature, or to the acquisition of knowledge of
whatever kind. On the contrary, we have always felt, and
have often expressed the sentiment which we uttered so
recently as last month, when we said, "The volumes of
nature and of inspiration are written in very different
characters: but they are written by the same author: arrl we
may rest assured that the conclusions which are correctly
drawn from the one, will always corroborate the
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announcements made by the other".l86
'!he Scottish Guardian reported with evident pleasure the disagreement
between Combe and the Directors of the Edinburgh Philosophical
Association and the hissing which, according to the Guardian, greeted
some of Combe's lectures to the Association in the winter of 18356.187

The Philosophical Association seems to have broken away

entirely from its original rcx:>ts in 1846 when it metamorfhose1 into
the Philosophical Institution.
extraordinary directors,

Equipperl with a prestigious list of

its managers proclaimed their intention of

providing instruction for all classes "from the clerk to the
commercial and professional man". 188

Thomas Chalmers and Robert

Cllarnbers were among those who expressed their enthusiastic support,
arrl further evidence of its non-sectarian character is contained in a

letter from William Hodgson to one of the managers of the
Institution, written in 1857:
Tulloch, Morell, Hanna, Nichol, Rogers, and n=an Ramsay all
appearing in one session give noble evidence of the true
liberality and justice of your committee in giving a
hearing to all parties, within no other limits than the
self imposed bounds of courtesy and discretion. 189
Brewster and Miller also lectured at

~he

Institution during its first

decade~ 190
Those who ran organisations providing adult education clearly
had difficult decisions to make about who should be invited to
lecture.

Choices sometimes had to be made between subjects which

were popular but which might antagonise religious opinion arrl less
overtly ideolo::Jical ones which might attract smaller audiences.

In

the case of the Edinburgh Philosophical Association, the managers
evidently decided that in the interests of long-term survival it was
best to make it as broadly-ba.sed as possible.

The experiment seems
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to have worked, since the Institution survived into the twentieth
century. 191
An alternative to participating in broadly-based organisations

was for the Evang1icals to found societies of their own with spe::ific
doctrinal aims.

In 1836, a society callErl the Institution of Science

and Literature was established in Edinburgh
... for the purpose of promoting pUblic instruction by
mingling the educated and the working classes together,
and, at the same time, seeking improvement through other
means than the doctrines and theories prescribed for pUblic
study by many popular societies of the present day, having
in particular, as expressed in their constitution, "no
confidence in the doctrines of Phrenolo::JY".
Its exact religious affiliation is not clear but a reference in its
advertisements to "the fatal, material and unscriptural views of
Phrenolo::JY and Phrenologists" suggests an Evangelical connection. 192
The Institution seems to have fallen apart quite quickly but a
more concerted attempt to combat Cornbeist and other heresies was made
in the late 1840s, by an organisation called the Scottish Association
for Opposing Prevalent Errors.

FoundErl in 1845 and open to all those

holding "sentiments usually kn:>wn under the name of Evangelical", its
objectives

were to combat not only the teachings of the Constitution

of Man and Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation, but also
Popery and socialism. 19 3

At its first public meeting,

Andrew

Thomson, a Uni tErl Presbyter ian minister, emphasised the nee:J to call
upcn

... the mightiest minds of our age, those on whose hcnoured
heads we see at once the crown of Science and the crown of
Christianity - our Brewsters, our Bucklands, and our
Sedgewicks [sic], to meet such men as George Combe, and the
covert author of the Vestiges of Crea§!on, and to repel
scienti fie cavil with scienti fie reply. 1
A striking development by this time was the change of mood in the
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Dissenting churches towards the teachings of the Combeist school.
Interestingly, most of the Association's clerical office bearers
appear to have been from these churches.

In 1846, the

Ass~iation

brought out another refutation of the Constitution, written by the
Rev. C.J. Kennedy of Paisley.
Kennedy's Nature and Revelation Harmonious followed Scott in
trying to show the inconsistency between the science of phrenology
and the secularism of many phrenolCXJists.

The author claimed that

both geology and history contradicted the
inevitable progress.

d~trine

of natural and

Like Scott, he also detected in Combe's own

admissicn of the dominance of t.he lower faculties,

a phrenological

version of the Fall:
Thus the animal part of man takes the lead, and acting
powerfully, without the aid of culture or previous
exercise, ove~wers the rational faculties; and, bringing
them into unnatural subjection, occasions the existence of
gross sin and great misery. This superior _promptitude and
activity of man's animal faculties is an inborn defect in
his constitutioni ~t is tantamount to an inherent original
tendency to sin. 9
He also took Combe to task over the alleged invariability of the
natural laws.

Kennedy admitted that alterations to their operation

were rare but argued that prCX)f existed for the efficacy

of prayer.

Against Combe, Kennedy aloo contended that human improvement could be
brought about by supernatural influence.

Religion could be brought

even to barbarous tribes, whose mental constitutions allegedly made
them t.mfi t for religious influence.

Once again, there was a round of

refutaticn and counter-refutation, although more amicable than the
earlier exChanges with Scott.

Kennedy admitted to his

adver~

that

he was
... cordially disposed to give you full credit for all the
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im.rx>rtant truth which your work on the Constitution of Man
contains ... and anxious only to counteract certain
dangerous v"iews which it appears to countenance.l96
Such a friendly interaction was unusual.

In corres.rx>ndence with

one another, members of Combe's circle delighted in referring (no
doubt ironically) to their own teachings as "blasphemy" and
''heresy". 19 7

The 1848 Report of the Association for Opposing

Prevalent Errors granted the Constitution of Man the distinction of
raving proouced "more of the infidelity that exists among the middle
classes in England and Scotland at the present day than any other
book which could be named." 198

On the lower orders too, Combe was

held to have exerted a baneful influence.

In an article an uribelief

amongst the working classes, the Free Church Magazine blamed such
works as Combe's for prooucin:J most of the "speculative infidelity of
the day". 199
In 1846, the United Secession Magazine attacked the Constitution
of Man's "insidious arrl destructive philosophy" which it feared had
disseminated "the seeds of antiscriptural opinions" on a large
scale. 200

In 1848, hintin,j

that there had been some change of heart

amongst the secession churches, the Rev. John Law of the United
Presbyterian Church regretted that "not a few of our ministers have
been the means of introducing them [Combe's writings] into their
congregational libraries". 201

By 1853, the United Presbyterian

Magazine was claiming that "the Naturalism of Combe and the
'Vestiges" is b..lt a half-way station to the Atheism of fblyoake". 202
Particularly galling for the Free Church was its own lack of success
in attracting members of the labouring classes.

In Aberdeen, for

instance, MacLaren concludes that, despite strenuous efforts in
destitute areas, including the setting up of preaching stations
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operated by the Free Church City Mission, the Church never overcame
its losses as far as working class members were concerned.

Working

class worshippers. were repelled by "the middle class nature of the
new Church and its inquisitorial financial organisation,

coinciding

as it did with a pericrl of grave econJmic recession in the city'. 203
Although Chart ism in Scotland had made little impact, there was a
continuing fear of social disorder amongst the working classes.

The

Evangelicals tended to view the Constitution of Man as the door to
every other form of heresy, from socialism to pantheism. 204
I now consider what positions were taken up by Brewster,
Chalmers, Fleming arrl Miller in the debates about phren:>logy.

D.rring

the 1820s, Combe seems to have been on friendly terms with Chalmers.
Shortly after the founding of the Phrenological Society, Chalmers
called on Combe to see Combe's collection of casts (used in
phrenological demonstrations).

Combe,

that Chalmers had "read the 'Essays on

as rep::>rted by Gibbon,
Phrenol~'

noted

with pleasure, and

said they first presented the sUbject to his mind from a philosophic
point of view." 20 5

In 1823, Combe wrote to Chalmers (then in the

chair of moral philosophy at St. .Andrews) urging him to give
phrenoiogy fair consideration:
... you have it in your power to become the first
established professor in the Kingdom of whom it c'ould be
said that he investigated the new philosophy, awreci~5~
its merits, & had the magnanimity to espouse his cause.
Later he attended Chalmers' lectures in Edinburgh University.20?
Just as he trie:l with Welsh, Combe evidently hopErl to enlist Chalmers
as an ally.

In 1829, he wrote a fulsome letter from Dublin about a

speech made by Chalmers en the question of catholic Emancipation:

It strikes me you could do great good by preaching here.
Your authority is prcrligious, & at this moment they want a
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great liberal mind, to direct their attention to the
peaceful spirit of Christiani~ whiCh you did with great
eloquence & effect at Belfast. 8
Chalmers' Bridgewater Treatise also attracted some favourable comment
frorrun Cbmbeists.

The Scotsman remarked:

There is, h::>wever, a fine liberal and even generous spirit
in the work, whiCh gratifies the reader, and, considering
the author's profession and circumstances, there is more of
a bold reforming spirit than was to be e~ted.2 09
Whatever sympathy he had for the faculty psychology, Cha.lmers
was nnmoverl by efforts to win his sympathy for Cornbeism.

In November

1836, Combe informed NiChol that the ChurCh leader had "pronounced a
high eulogium on Mr Scott's book"

in his class. 210

In 1840,

Chalmers, invited to lecture to the Greenock Mechanics' Institute,
went out of his way to dissociate himself from the views of James
Simpson, George Combe a."'ld Brewster's Cllartist brother, Patrick, who
had a_t:peared there shortly before.

Chalmers referred to them as "the

most inveterate opponents of this cause". 211

Scott's strategy of

divorcing the organology of _phrenology from its religious bearings
evidently met with Olalmers' approval:
But perhaps the most singular attempt to graft infidelity
on anything called a science, is by those who associate
their denial of the Christian Revelation with the doctrines
of Phrenology - as if there were any earthly connexion
between the form of the human skull, or its effect upcn the
human character upon the one han~ and the truth or
falsehcx:rl of religion upcn the other. 1 2
·
Brewster and Fleming seem to have held phrenol03Y in contempt
right from the start.

In 1821, Brewster returned a phrenological

paper to Cbmbe, declining to publish it in the Edinburgh Journal of
Science:
In a Journal like ours where we cannot find Room for one
half of the articles sent to us an sUbjects of sUbstantial
and admitted Science, I am sure you must be satisfied, upcn
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reflection, that we would neither discharge our duty to
ourselves or to our readers ~~ we were to print papers on a
subject of such uncertainty-2
·
In 1827,

Brewster~

in a letter to a female friend, was prematurely

anticipating the downfall of the new science as a result of Sir
William Hamilton's challenge:
Phrenology is to be annihilated tomorrow evening at· the
Royal Society, and all Edinburgh is to witness its last
agonies. You will see by the accompanying Billet mt all
this is true, arrl yoo Im.lst nOH renounce the Heresy.
Phrenology did not go away so easily and Brewster continued to
attack both it arrl its derivatives, such as phreno-mesmerism, which
combined the faculty psychology of Gall with Anton Mesmer's doctrine
of a universal force which enhanced life (also called animal
magnetism). 215

In his review of Roget's Bridgewater Treatise

Brewster denied the possibility of investigating the mind/brain
relationship at all:
What the mind is, and how the bra in acts as its organ, it
is in vain to enquire. The all-wise Creator has placed
here a barrier to human genius, and man exhibits only his
weakness when he presUIIptuously attenpts to surnount it. 2lo
In a letter to Macvey Napier in 1838, he referred to the

11

absurd

system .. of animal magnetism, likening .the activities of its devotees
and of phrenolo:rists to those of the alchemists. 217

Vestiges of the

Natural History of Creation, evidently the work of a phrenologist,
provoke:] further attacks on phrenology arrl its
magnetism.

11

twin sister .. , animal

Brewster thought that female mirrls were peculiarly easy

prey to phrenological heresies.

He denied that either side of the

correspondence which phrenologists claimed to detect between
character and cerebral development oould in reality be measured.

Not

only was its cranioscopy defective in assuming a perfect proportion
between the size arrl development of an area of the brain arrl those of
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the corresponding area of the external cranium.

Phrenologists were

also in error, and indeed guilty of impiety, in claiming to know a
person's true character. 218

Brewster's abhorrence of the occult

forces of animal magnetism was such that he rejected Sir John
Herschel's suggestion that the sun might be permanently charged with
electricity on the grounds that "if we once admit Magnetism-and
Electricity as agents in our Sidereal systems, the Mesmerists and
Phrenologists will form an alliance with the Astrolo:Jer, and again
denigrate with their sorceries those hallowerl regions en which the
wizard and the ccnjuror have long ceased to tread." 219
of 1863 he grouped together a

In an article

longer list of false sciences:

phrenology, physiogn:Jmy, magnetoscopy, which measured the strength of
the phrenological organs by the range of a pendulum's swing, and
glossology, which studied the appearance of the tongue as a clue to
the patient's state of health.

He als:> condemnerl spirit rappers arrl

spirit raisers. 220
Fleming, whose library included copies of George Combe's Essays
on Phrenology, the first edition of the Constitution of Man and
Andrew Combe's Physiology applied to ~ealth and Education 221 was also
contemptuous of the faculty psychology.

"You know that I hold

phrenology in scorn," he wrote to Dr. Patrick Neill in 1835.

The

Evangelical professor acknowledged that a stronger physiological
basis to the study of mental phenomena was desirable.

However

if Combe believes in the soundness of his logic, I
believe that he does not know what correct reasoning is.
His facts are generally assumptions, simple prObabilities,
and not very strong, and are made use of a~ ~ertainties,
arrl he is continually reasoning in a circle. 2
Miller was much interested from a literary point of view in human
character and psychology.

In My Schools and Schoolmasters, in a
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discussion of the minds of mental defectives, he remarked on the
fragmentary nature of their personalities, with some capacities
highly developed

~

others entirely absent.

This told against those

metaphysicians "who represent m-ind as a power not manifested in
contemporaneous and separate faculties, but as existing in
consecutive states." 223
with phrenology.

This did not necessarily associate Mi·ller

Indeed, Chalmers, in his Bridgewater Treatise had

been agnostic on the question of whether the mind was to be
understood in terms of separate faculties or in terms of a succession
of states. 224
doctrine of the

In First Impressions of England, Miller opposed the
heredi~

transmission of character, associating it

with phrenology and noting that "many who do not subscribe to the
creed of the phrenologist, are yet unconsciously influenced by its
doctrines". 225

Miller made very plain his distaste for Combe's

teachings, seeing the phrenolo:Jical leader as one of several pop..1lar
philosofhers who were doing much harm in Sex>tland during the 1840s:
It is, however, not mainly with the Establishment that the
Free Church has to contend. We ask the reader whether he
has not marked within the last few years the debut of
another and more formidable antagonist with which all
Christian Churches may soon be called to grapple. Our
newly instituted Athenaeums and Philosophical Associations
form one of the novel features of the time - institutions
in which at least the second-class men of the age Emersons, and Morells and Combes - with much that is
interesting in science and fascinating in literature, blend
sentiments at direct variance ~~6h the great doctrinal
truths emlxrlied in our Standards.
I now consider how the education issue fared after the
Disruptian.

In the 1830s arrl 1840s, successive Governments failed to

find a solution to the educational issue satisfactory to the various
religious denominations.

The Free Church found itself in an odd

position since its ministers insisted that they were not Voluntaries
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arrl indeed claime:l to be the true national church.

Yet, as a result

of the revival of the Test Acts, schoolmasters who joined the Free
Church were dismissed.

Reluctantly, Free Churchmen were oblige::l to

admit that their position was similar to that of the United
Presbyterians arrl of other Dissenting bcrlies.

Immediately after the

Disruption, the Free Cllurch established many schools of its own.·

It

quickly ran short of funds, and in 1846 accepted Government aid
towards the cost of school building, under a new scheme which
provided help for all denominations.
ministers and laymen, including the

However, some of its leading
~ev.

Thomas Guthrie, the Rev.

James Begg, Miller, and Brewster, became converted to the idea of
inter-denominational schools.

They felt that such a scheme would

minimise sectarian bickering and that it was the best available
compromise.

Some in the Free Church regarded it as a threat to

doctrinal p.rr i ty.
In a paper written near the end of his life, Chalmers accepted
that, in a sectarian age, the oonds linking Church and school must be
weakened where the state was also involved.

Chalmers stressed that

he would not require a certificate indicatin:3 approval of scholars'
religious pro::Jress from the school's managers as a ccndition of its
recei virg govemment aid.

This would put the administration in the

.POSition of approving, for instance, the teaching of the Catholic or
Unitarian faiths arrl indeed "of requiring, that these shall be taught
to the children who attend."

Chalmers preferred a more permissive

system in which parents were able to choose which parts of the
curriculum their children should be taught.
to learn any particular creed.

No child co.1ld be forced

He stresse::l that his proposals were

not the best possible but the best that could be hoped for in a
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Christian world "now broken up into sects and parties innumerable,

and seemingly incapable of any effort for so healing these wretChed
divisions as to present the rulers of our country with aught like
suCh a clear and unequivocal majority in favour of what is good and
true, as might at once determine them to fix upon arrl to espouse it."
Chalmers remained a firm supp::>rter of the Establishment principle,
convince:l that the only effective way to spread Christianity among
the people was "through the medium of a Government themselves
Christian, and endowing the true religion".

However under the

compromise sCheme, the matter of religion would be left "entire to
the parties who had to do with the erection and management of the
sCh(X)ls". 227
Miller's interpretation of Cl'lalmers' prop::>sals was in the spirit
of the non-intrusionist principles whiCh had given birth to the Free
O"lurCh.

He prop::>sed a broad franchise encompassing the majority of

householders,

who would be permitted to select the parish

schoolmaster.

Miller was confident that this would provide the

country with teachers consisting mostly of gcx::rl Presbyterians, since
he believed the population of Scotland to be predominantly
evangelical.

Whilst taking to task Free ChurChma1 who made doctrinal

purity an obstacle to the state's duty to educate its citizens,
Miller made clear that his proposals did not signify a rapproChement
with Combe and the advocates of secular education.

Indeed, the

denominational system, under which any religious sect might receive a
government grant for its sCh(X)ls, was objectionable precisely because
it might involve state supp::>rt for the disseminaticn of heresy:
The Combeite might then freely come forward to teach at the
public expense, that no other soul of man has yet been
ascertained to exist than the human brain, and no other
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superin~~gding Providence than the blind laws of insensate

retter.
Miller noted Combe's view that the cause of secular education was
lost if the Bible and the Shorter CateChism were not actually barred
by law from the national schex>ls:

... for, if not stringently prohibited, what Parliament
merely omits doing, a Bible and Catechism loving peGple
will to a certainty do; and the conscience of the
Phrenologist and his followers will not fail to be outraged
by the spectacle of Bible classes in the national schex>ls,
and of State schoolmasters instilling into the youthful
mind, by means of the Shorter Catechis~ the doctrine of
original sin arrl the work of the Spirit. 29
Brewster, like Miller, was appalled by the possibility that a
concern for the precise form of religious educaticn would leave large
numbers of children without any education at all.

In a letter of

1850 to Adam Black, he expressed his support for a meeting on
national (i.e. inter-denominational) education, remarking:
The Men who make the Interests of Religion a ground for
opposing this measure, are virtually resisting the
Religious education of the People, arrl depriving thousands
of thei:f ~ellow countrymen of the power of reading their
Bibles. 3
D.rring the 1850s, Brewster frequently called for a greater and m:::>re
effective diffusion of knowledge, especially scienti fie knowledge.
In his .lecture to the Edinburgh Philosophical Institution (1851), he
compared the state's duty to educate its citizens with its duty to
provide food.

Brewster demanded "some comprehensive plan ... for

placing within the reach of all that system of cx;ular teaching, which
sitmulates the indolent to study and compels the ignorant to
inquire." 231
British

In his Presidential Address at the 1850 meeting of the

As~iation,

he drew attention to the dangers of

i~creasing

man's physical capabilities without correspondingly enhancing his
moral and social condition.

Brewster advocated "a system of national
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instruction, which shall either reconcile or disregard those hostile
influences under which the people are now perishing for lack of
knc:Mledge." 232
During the 1850s, denominational feuding held back educational
reform to the frustration of both Free Church advocates of
liberalising the parish schools arrl the supporters of purely secular
education.

The Government measure of 1846 to provide funds for the

schools of all sects was conderrmed by Combe as the desertion of "the
shrine of rea sen arrl of moral arrl religious principle", in favour of
that of ''prejudice and bigotry•. 233

In 1850, William Johnson Fox, MP

for Oldham and one of the organisers of the Anti-Corn Law League,
brought a Bill before the Ibuse of Commons which would have provided
free schools for children between the ages of seven and thirteen,
religious instruction being given outside the schools.

Opponents

correctly recognised the influence of Combe and Simpson in the
measure, which was overwhelmingly defeated.

The Combeists also

responded to the increasingly sectarian atmosphere by founding
schools of their own.

In London, William Ellis, an associate of

Combe, established the Birkbeck Schools, which provided an exemplar
for

th~

Secular School started by William Mattieu Williams in

Edinburgh in 1848.
taught

n::>

The school, according to its advertisements,

"Catechisms or peculiar Religious

~trines"

but differed

from the Birkbeck Schools in including the systematic teaching of
phrenology in the curriculum. 234
chances of success.

Combe was pessimistic about its

He wrote to Wiliams:

In this city evangelical religion is strong, active, and
penetrating; and it uses all means to command every class
of the inhabitants. It will oppose our school, through
sheer fear of the theol03ical outcry, although many wish us
well. Mr. Robert Chambers, for example, is entirely with
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us in point of principle, and detail, yet in a note he
wrote tom~ yesterday, he says that we shall fail, and he
will not countenance us. This fear of folk operates
irresistibly in the class of pers::ns from woom you desire
to draw the pupils, viz, clerks and superior mechanics.
They tr·emble before their evangelical masters and
clergymen. It is t~e&efore a problem whether we shall
obtain pupils at all. 3
11

His forecast was unduly gloomy.

11

Four months after its formation it

had 42 pupils and, by November 1849, this number had grown to 160.
Combe, who taught physiology and phrenology to boys in the school,
held that it was establishments like these which were

11

the true

methcrl of prorroting the extension of the political franchise to the
working classes... 236

The school remained in existence until 1854,

when Williams moved to Birmingham.
The Free Church pursued a parliamentary solution.
Moncrief£,

Lord

the Lord Advocate and an elder in the Free Church

intrcrluced a bill in 1854 and on several subsequent occasions until
it eventually became law in 1861.

The Act incereased the state's

provision for teachers' salaries and for their schoolhouses.

It also

reduced the Church of Scotland's control of the parish schools,
transferring the right to examine new teachers from the presb¥teries
to four boards linked with the universities.

Doctrinal tests

practically disappeared, the requirement that teachers should not
teach anything which contradicted the Bible or the Shorter Catechism
replacing the need to sign the Confession of Faith.

In 1851, the

Free Church was supporting 712 schools of its own but this had
already fallen during the next decade and after 1861 it declined
further as Free Churchmen were allowed to teach in the parish
schools. 2 3 7

The liberalising of these schools and the increase of

govemment funding still left large numbers of children in Scotlarrl
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without any education at all and a much greater number without any
seccndary schooling.

It was not until 1872 that further legislaticn

was enacted to make education compulsory between the ages of 5 and
13, to transfer financial responsibility for sChools from heritors to
ratepayers and to provide for the establishment of elected school
bc:ards.

Religious instruction was to be given at times when it would

not interfere with other teaChing and parents were free to withdraw
their children from it.
The Scottish school system had moved a long way from the preDisrupticn :r:osition.

It had increased dramatically in size and the

Established Church was now only one of several different
denominations exerting (now limited) influence.

However, education

had by no means become totally secular or even non-sectarian.

ChurCh

schools could be transferred to the control of school boards and
those whiCh were not transferred could ca1tinue to receive government
grants if they attained a certain standard.

In the 1860s, some

United Presbyterians had made common cause with English nonconformists in advocating a totally secular system similar to that in
America.

However, even their cnurCh .stopperl short of asking for the

Bible to be excluded from sChools.

Thus Coiribe's ideal of a national

system of secular instruction was not realised.

Even his former

allies in the Dissenting ChurChes did not go all the way with their
English counterparts like R.W. Dale, a Congregational minister and
co-founder of the National Educational league, whiCh campaigned for
the removal of all direct church influence. 238
While British phrenology had a strong association with
secularism and s::>eial meliorisrn, it is evident that the phrenological
seed developed in more than one type of soil.

Initially it seems to
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have germinated in the groves of orthodox Calvinism as vigorously as
it did in the hothouses of rationalism and deism.

The Evangelical

party initially defended phrenology and approved William Scott's
strategy of divorcing the organology from Combe's doctrine of the
natural laws.
decision.

Tactical considerations no doubt influenced this

If the dangerous parts of Combe's teaching could be

refute::l without worrying about the faculty psychology, why bother to
destroy that too?

Perhaps there were also more positive reasons.

The Evangelicals had been on the periphery of academic culture during
the eighteenth century.

The development of the commonsense schcx:>l of

philosophy had largely been the work of Moderate divines and their
lay supporters.

The mental science of this schcx:>l paid scant regard

to the theology of the Fall.

In its most extreme form, Evangelical

disapproval manifested itself in accusations that the teachings of
Reid and Stewart fostered scepticism.

In 1829,

the Edinburgh

Christian Instructor complained:
Almost with the single exception of Locke, indeed, our
eminent metaphysicians have discussed the moral or
religious parts of their favourite science, as if no
revelation had ever been given; and have scrupulously
avoided connecting it with the truths of Scripture, as if
by such an nnion its d~~i ty would have been im_paired, arrl
its utility set aside.
The United Secession Magazine in 1839 spoke of "the semi-infidel
prelections, from the Moral Philosophy chair in one of our most
influential universities,

to whiCh we were doomed day after day to

listen." 240
As we saw in chapter four, O'lalmers was far from wanting to tear

down the woole edifice that the commonsense fhilooophers had built.
However, he was concerned to show how many mental principles were
basic tendencies of our nature rather than products of man•s own
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devising.

Chalmerian psycholCXJY emphasised the continuity between

man•s lower instincts and those of animals, contrasting with the
commonsense philosophers• stress on human virtue and dignity.

For

instance, Chalmers maintained that human anger was the same as that
shown by animals.
moral judgement. 241

He disagreed with Reid•s view that it involved a

Fleming, similarly, narrowed the gap between- man

and animals in a discussion of the human condition prior to the
influences of civilisation and religion.

He argued that man•s great

superiority over other species consisted of
per fee tion in his intellectual facul t ies
restraint over his

11

11

a superior degree of

of a greater power of
11

,

instincts .. and of .. readier

methods of

communicating his ideas and feelings .. rather than in any inherent
difference in the nature of the mental constitution. 242
'lb the orthcrlox Calvinist,

human nature contained a capability

for moral improvement but man was born a sinful creature and would
remain one without spiritual influences.

Some Evangelicals were

undoUbtedly attracted to a psychological theory which provided a
material basis for their thoolCXJY.
proof of the Fall of man by

Phrenol03Y was perceived to offer
sho~ing

him to possess animal

propensities which were larger than the moral sentiments and
intellect.

Here was a truth which could be grasped even by the

rmeducated.

The radical empiricism of phrenol03Y had its appeal for

a Church party which addressed itself to the farm labourer and the
factory worker.
Not all Evangelicals could accept the experiment with phrenol03Y

to whiCh WelSh and BuChanan so enthusiastically committed themselves.
Brewster arrl Fleming belcnged to elite institutions such as the R::>yal
Society of Edinburgh, where phrenology was an object of ridicule.
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Fleming also had close ties with Edinburgh anatomists suCh as JOhn
Barclay, who, as Sha.pin suggests, saw phrenologists as a threat to
their expertise in cerebral dissection. 243

For Brewster, phrenology

fell into still greater disgrace when some of its devotees began to
combine it with mesmerism, whiCh postulated the existence of occult
forces and fluids.

If the luminiferous ether was not welcome in.the

temple of science, even less so were these new and shadowy intruders.
There was no inherent link between phrenology and scepticism.
Though phrenology was concerned with the physical basis of mental
phenomena,

in Britain it was not necessarily equated with

materialism.

I disagree with de Giustino's view that Christian

phrenology was an intrinsically unpromising project.

The debates in

the Phrenological Society of Edinburgh during the 1820s provide a
fascinating glimpse of the social uses of knowledge being developed
and argued over.

In a sense, Cantor and Shapin are both right in

that there was at that time no consensus view amongst the
phrenologists about the social and theological implications of their
subject.

Even Combe,

implications.

in his early writings, played down these

However, it is

prob~ble

that Combe's faction was

always the majority and that many British phrenologists were
attracted to phrenology for the optimistic and anti-clerical
interpretation whiCh Spurzheim had already given to it.

Undoubtedly,

this interpretation eventually predominated, both in Scotla!rl airl in
England.

For Combe,

Simpson,

and many other converts,

Spurzheim's

teaching was the means by whiCh they threw off the yoke of a
Calvinist background.

The doctrine of the supremacy of the moral

sentiments and intellect providerl the explanaticn of how the world
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could be both disordered and unhappy yet capable of indefinite
progress.

It rerroved the huge obstacle of the Fall from the path of

educaticn arrl moral improvement.

In his deism, his faith in natural

laws as the basis of morality, Combe reproduced the doctrines of
French philosophes.

Opponents were quick to .rx>int this out, anxious

to link Combe's name with revolutionary violence.

In the different

constitutional setting of nineteenth century Britain, this accusation
was hardly fair.

Combe preferred to be seen as a natural theologian

continuing the work of Paley.

H:>wever, having freed themselves from

the thrall of their Calvinist past, Combe and his supporters set
about challenging the clerical influence which they perceivErl to be
widely diffused throughout Scotland's institutions, particularly its
schools.

Combe's deistic natural theology bcame a convenient weapon

with which to assail the Established Church.

Many of the Cornbeists'

claims about clerical attitudes were highly exaggerated.

For

instance, Combe overstated the extent to which the clergy advocated
acquiescence in pain and disease arrl underestimated their interest in
scientific education.

The parish schools offered little in the way

of scientific education but this

r~flected

more on the lack of

finance arrl the low quality of teaching than on clerical attitudes to
science.

The conflict between Oornbeists and clergy over the control

of education was especially intense in the realm of elementary
education, where the Church had long had its own way.

Educational

politics provide an explanation for the surprisingly favourable
response to Combe's teachings amongst the Presbyterian Dissenters
during the 1830s.

The willingness of some of their clergymen to give

Combe a testimonial for the logic chair in 1836 shows that an
evangelical view of the Gospel did not automatically produce a
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hostile reaction to the "natural laws".

Any reservations the

Dissenters had about the theology of Combe and Simpson were
overridden by enthusiasm for proposals to take schools out of the
hands of the Established 01urch.
had changed their minds.

By the 1840s, the Dissenting clergy

Probably, Combe's increasing boldness in

challenging Christian doctrine had convinced them that he was a
dangerous and unreliable ally.

Moreover, the Disruption brought some

re-alignment in ecclesiastical politics7 Free 01urchmen and United
Presbyterians recognised that they lal:x:>ured in a common cause and the
discussions which led to their eventual union in 1900

beg~

as early

as 1855. 244
Over other areas of education - infant and ragged sch<X>ls,

and

mechanics' institutes - the parties were not always in ccnflict.

In

all these areas, the Evangelicals had no long-standing institutional
investment.

All three types of institution were novel.

Moreover,

the clientele of the infant and ragged schools was of a very
particular type.

Pupils were either very young or very poor or 'both.

It was easier to accept that,

in such cases, purely spiritual

remedies were inappropriate, and this ·concession on the Evangelicals'
part enabled some initial co-operation amongst educators of differing
views.

However,

even in these areas there were outbreaks of

sectarian feuding.
For the Combeists, the re-modelling of man was to take place
from the sur face

inwards.

Evangelical priorities.

This was a complete inversion of

Only in the political economy of Malthus and

Chalmers and, to a limited extent, in temperance principles, were
there points of overlap.

Where the Combeists placed physical

phenomena and behaviour at the tcp of a hierarchy, the Evangelicals'
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hierarchy had spiritual health at the top.

The two parties not only

inverted each other's hierarchies, but effectively removed the top
layer from each.

The Cornbeists did not actually deny the reality of

spiritual phenomena but behaved as if they were unimportant.
Although they were careful not openly to avow materialism, their
philosophy was thoroughly materialistic in its emphasis.

-The

Evangelicals, by contrast, refused to acknowled:3e that the principles
of physical heath were moral rules at all.
Cooter has suggested that the concern with the body and its
physiology in nineteenth century popular literature demonstrates the
potency of this image in promoting social consensus. 24 5

Society,

interpreted through the metaphor of the bcrly, emerged as a harmonious
interplay of mutually dependent parts.

Such a comforting image

obscured the realities of exploitation, inequality and class conflict
from a working class audience which eagerly consumed these
physiological tracts.
literature.

Combeist teachings form an example of such

Cooter rejects a conspiratorial theory in which the

emergent bourgeoisie 'set out' to hoodwink the labouring classes.
The distinction betwen 'real science.' and 'ideological science' was
not apparent, either to those who generated physiological koowledge
or to those who popularised it.

Physiology was inherently

ideological, providing a biological reinforcement of values, beliefs
and assumptions about society.
assumption that there is an

Underlying Cooter's account is the

~uthentic

s:>eial

r~li ty

of exploitation

and class conflict, whidh members of the working class are bound to
perceive in the absence of an ideological smokescreen.

Where they

manifestly failed to perceive it, an account is needed of the ways in
whidh the smokescreen was proouced and maintained.

I question the
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validity of this assumption, partly because it takes a monolithic
view of the working class.

Skilled workers, with some prospect of

upward social mobility, are likely to have perceived the nature of
capitalism in a different way from their unskilled brothers.

I also

feel that Cooter does not adequately explain the ways in which the
kn<::Mledge itself was ideological.
While not denying the importance of the organismic metaphor in
defending a particular

~iew

of the social order, I suggest that the

literal importance of the body should not be ignored.

Phrenology

moved from the surface of the skull to inferences ab:Jut the organs of
the brain, which in turn were the key to behaviour and personality.
Physiology was an analogue at the level of the whole body.

The

health of the bodily organs determined the prospects in life of the
woole individual.

1::xx1y'

'Ib oorrow a phrase from Cooter

by the Combeists was an act of defiance.

11

the taking of the

It was the staking of

a claim to pedagogical expertise in opposi ticn to those traditional
guardians of the people's moral welfare, the clergy.
It was invariably contaminaticn with Combeist natural theology
and moral philosophy which provoked Evangelical attacks on adult
education; the Cllurch was generally willing to accept that mechanics'
institutes should be run on liberal non-sectarian principles.

The

Church arrl the institutes were not automatically in competition; to
attend one did not preclude attending the other.

Indeed, there was a

recogni tim that clergyman arrl lecturer could work in harmony.
The Combeist attempt to claim natural theology as their
exclusive property strengthened the determinati<n of Brewster, Miller
and other Evangelicals to disseminate a theologically correct view of
the natural order.

Combe himself concentrated almost exclusively on
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the laws of man's mirrl arrl bcrly.

Although he talked in general terms

about the inherently. progressive tendency of nature urrler invariant
laws, he did not discuss in detail the origins of the earth or the
continuity between man and other animals.

In the next chapter, I

shall examine extensions of his natural theology into cosmology,
geology and biology.
cosmic materialism.

I also discuss Evangelical reactions to such
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Chapter Seven

NAWRAL LAW VERSUS DIVINE MIRACLE?

In this chapter I examine a number of issues in nineteenth
century science, dliefly in astronomy and geolCXjy.
and five,

In chapters four

I discussed the voluntaristic tradition in British

theology: the belief that the laws of nature were sustained from
moment to moment by the Creator, woo could susperrl or alter them as
He pleased.

This removed the need for direct divine intervention in

the order of nature as evidence of God's Providential management.
Even the most abstract laws of nature, such as Newton's law of
gravitation, owed their origin arrl continuance to the will of G<rl.
We have already seen that the Scottish Evangelicals, although
sharing this belief, were unhappy entirely to banish direct divine
interference.

They were anxious to defend the efficacy of prayer, in

the physical as well as the moral realm.

D.rring the coolera epidemic

of 1832, Chalmers fourrl a way of allowing this withoot the need for
any visible suspension of the laws of nature.

In his natural

theol03)', he expressed. suspicion of laws which reduced. the number of
separate disp::>sitions.

Indeed,

even disp::>sitions did not prove the

existence of a Creator without evidence, drawn from gool03)7, that Gcrl
had miraculously intervened. several times bo create a new order from
the wreck of an old one.

The natural theol03Y of Brewster arrl Miller

also depended heavily on the discoveries of geology for proofs of
creative intervention.

Fleming lcx:>ked. cautiously on all attempts to

detect order, plan or law in living nature.
In this chapter I examine in more detail how these concerns
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affected the development of Evangelical natural science.

I also

consider ventures into astronomy, goology and evolutionary thoory by
members of Combe's circle,
Chambers.

especially J.P.

Nichol and Robert

These are shown to have had a significant effect on

Evangelical attitudes to 'law' and 'Providence'.
Astronomy arrl physics had, during the eighteenth century, been
exceptionally successful in extending the Newtonian theory of
gravitation, so as to reveal any apparent tendency to disorder in the
motions of the planets around the sun as periodic rather than
progressive.

As as a result of the labours of Lagrange and Laplace,

natural theologians of the late eighteenth century could represent
the solar system as a perfectly running machine, requiring no
Providential interference for its occasional repair.

In 1810, JOhn

Playfair wrote:
The constancy of Nature, amid all the changes she
undergoes, is upheld by the canst i tuti01 of those changes,
which prescribes to each its limits, and forces it to recur
in a series, which in time reduces to nothing the sum of
all the deviations from this mean. Thus, the amount of the
whole is permanent, though the terms themselves are
perpetually changing; and hence Nature is rendered
immortal, not by emerging from the storm, b..lt by being ever
superior to its power, its order is not renovated, but
preserved; and the wisdom of its Author has provided an
antidote to evil, that renders all remedies unnecessary. 1
In 1822 and again in 1825 and 1828, the astronomer Encke noticed
alterations in the orbit of the comet to which he gave his name, and
called into question the permanence of the system.
the existence of a resisting medium,

a very

filling the space between the planets.

Encke postulated

thinly~ispersed

fluid

Its effect on the path of a

comet would quickly be discernible but it would eventually retard the
planets in their motions and cause them to spiral towards the sun.
Most Evangelical writers eventually accepted this discovery, as
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did J.P. Nichol on the Combeist side, but interestingly there seems
to have been greater reluctance on the part of the Evangelicals.
Nichol was able to view the system's dissolution as part of an
organic cycle of birth, growth and decay.

Partly this can be

attributed to the relationship between the new phenomenon and
Nichol's existing commitment to the nebular hypothesis.

. The

hypothesis held that the solar system had once been a single rotating
cloud of gas, from which the planets and satellites had cc:ndensed.

A

supporter of the nebular theory could treat the resisting medium as
residual matter remaining from this process.

Nichol was able to set

this steady and slow decay in contrast to the more dramatic end to
the solar system, envisaged by Newton:
It [the decay of the solar system] comes, not as Newton
thought, by accident, derangement, or disease, but through
the midst of harmony; it is an easy consequence of the
venerable p6wer which first evolved us, infused our scheme
with the spirit of life, and gave it structure and
strength. o..rr supposed origin of the planets gave them and
their satellites that kind of orbits and that kind of
rotaticn which caused their permanence; arrl the inherence
of this same Nebulous parentage, viz., the existence of an
ether, leads gently to their decline. So dies Nature's
unblemished childe - the simple flower! It bursts its
seed, buds arrl blooms, arrl then in unpainoo obe:lience dra~s
in its leaves and sinks in~ the lap of its M.Jther Earth.
Brewster was initially sceptical about the resisting medium.

In

his review of Whewell's Bridgewater Treatise, he regretted the
author's do:Jrnatism on the side of Encke's hypothesis.

He noted that

he was old enough to have lived in "three different ages of
astronomical opinion, respecting the stability of our system", the
thoory of the resisting medium having awakened scientists from the

"dream of permanence" associated with the discoveries of Laplace and
lagrange:
If we then consider the mathematical stability of the Solar
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System as a new argument in favour of Design, we must
consider ~e introduction of a Resisting Medium, which has
a tendency to counteract this stability, as an argument
against Design.
We challenge, therefore, the most
ingenious Sophist to construct out of these antagonist
principles a formula of gratitude, or to deduce from them
any evidence of design.
Brewster declared himself to be, "with some reservation", a believer
in "the mathematical stability of the System". 3

By 1835, he seems to

have been less sure that permanence was guaranteed, admitting that
some cosmic disaster might shatter the illusion:
In the planetary system, a sun enthroned in the centre of
its domains (a sovereign without responsible satellites)
governs the different classes of its dependents by its
enormous mass, and amid their eccentric movements, and
mutual perturbations, oontains them into the :rcost perfect
obedience. But, in the midst of this universal harmony,
the spirit of disorder is not wholly subdued. A oomet will
still forsake its orbit, a planet will burst, and a star
will be struck out of the firmament. 4
The review did not mention the resisting medium, but by 1844,
Brewster had accepted its existence and its consequences for the
future of the solar system.

Now a supporter of the nebular theory,

he was able to locate the process of decay in a cosmic drama of
creation and re-creation.

It gave substance to the words of the

Psalmist about the heavens waxing old like a garment:
Motion cannot be perpetuated in a resisting medium; and
where there exist disturbing forces, there must be
primarily derangement, and ultimately ruin. From the great
central mass, heat may again be summone:l to exhale nebulous
matter, - chemical forces may again produce motion, and
motion may again generate systems; but - as in the
recurring catastrophes which have derolated our earth, the
great First Cause must preside at the dawn of each cosmical
cycle - and, as in the animal races which were successfully
reproduced, new celestial creations, of a nobler form of
beauty, arrl of a higher o~der of permanence, may yet af!>ear
in the sidereal universe.
Other Evangelical commentators wondered whether the loss to one
aspect of natural theology represented by an overthrow of the
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system's permanence outweighed the gain to another.

In 1837, the

Church of Scotland Magazine tex>k the Rev. Henry Duncan to task for
his readiness to desert Playfair's position:
The fact of a resisting medium is not proved; resistance
may have its counter-agent; the medium may revolve;
gravitation may itself be a medium, and yet the cause of
motion. At all events, a comet whose head is oo thin, that
the stars are seen through it, ought not to be received as
a competent ~itness to prove the approaching disoolution of
the heavens.
The death of the solar system by the cumulative effects of the
medium was acknowledged to 'be neither unpredictable nor rapid.

More

to the tastes of Evangelical writers were such cosmic pecularities as
the comets and the asteroids (or minor planets).

Comets did not fit

easily into an orderly and harmonious picture of the solar system.
The orbits of most were highly eccentric, and inclined at sharp
angles to the plane of the ecliptic.

Nor was it easy to explain

exactly how such cosmic wanderers had originated in the rotating
cloud of gas from which, according to the nebular hypothesis, the
planets and their satellites had been formed.

The problem was not

insuperable to the determined seeker after natural order.

Nichol was

convinced that the comets subserverl some important function, as yet
unknown:

But shall we therefore go into the usual inference, that
the comets are merely anomalies - freaks of ·nature?
Because they have no connexion with the order of our
planetary worlds, is it necessary that they should have no
meaning - no place in the universe? I.cx:>k arourrl you! What
is thefe, what existing creature, - which has not such a
place?
Evangelical writers,

whilst they hesitated to restore to the comets

the supernatural significance which they had carrierl in former times,
were e<ntent to regard them as anomalies, and as possible agents of
large-scale cataclysms.

Their position was thus midway between the
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fully miraculous and the orderly and predictable, serving, like
earthquakes arrl volcanoes, to remind man of the precarious nature of
his earthly existence.
In the chapters he contributed to Ferguson's Astronomy (1811),
Brewster conjured up a frightening picture of what might happen if a
comet were to collide with the earth.

The "awful" consequences

included a change in the axis of the earth's rotation, the inundation

py the sea of existing islands and continents and the destruction of
"every vestige of human industry arrl genius. "8

He then reassured his

readers by stressing the extreme improbability of such a collision.
We noted in chapter four that a similar strategy of combining
precariousness with security was used by O'lalmers in his Astronomical
Discourses.

In a later article (1844),

Brewster thought the comets

linked our own solar system with another.

They were formed of

"nebulous matter" which might "yet be consolidated into habitable
globes". 9

By 1846, he had given up the nebular hypothesis and with

it this reassuring view of the comets.

Astronomical catastrophism

had returned:
Comets have passed near ·the earth, and may pass st:lll
nearer: but even if they shall not proouce those tremendous
effects which even laplace has indicated and if their great
rarity arrl rapid motion should hinder them from acting upon
our seas, or changing the axis of our globe, a sweep of
their train of gas or of vapour would not be a pleasing
salutation to living beings. We koow nothing of the gases
or the exhalations which seem to compose these anomalous
bcrlies: they may be acrid, or they may be poisonous, and we
should dread more bei~suffocated by their breath, than
stunned by their blows.
·
If anything, Brewster's forebcrlings were even gloomier, since in 1811
he had remarked that "the transient effect of a comet passing near
the Earth, could scarcely amount to any great convulsion". 11
Another type of celestial body whose origins offered scope for
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quite OJ?POsi te explanations, was the asteroid or minor planet.

These

small planets occur ·mainly between the orbits of Mars arrl Jupiter,
the astronomer, Piazzi, having discovererl the first,
By 1837, four were

'}crx)wn

to exist.

Ceres, in 1801.

Asteroids posed a challenge to an

orderly taxonomy of the bodies in the solar system.

Unlike the

cornets, however, they presented a less serious problem once_the
dimension of time was added.

The nebular hypothesis could more

readily account for asteroids than it could for cornets.

Nichol had

no need in this case to appeal to hidden connections arrl urrliscovered
laws.

He could argue that the asteroids had been formed in much the

same way as the major planets:
In one instance only, does the ring seem to have divided
into equally balanced parts - I allude to the four small
planets, those ASTEROIDS between Mars and Jupiter, which
have nearly a common orbit, or which revolve at almost the
same distance from the sun. 1 2
Although they evidently causerl few problems to the determined
seeker after natural order, the asteroids also provided scope for the
speculations of cosmological catastrophists.

Not all evangelical

writers shared the cauticn of the Scottish Christian Journal:
Some philosophers think t;.hern the shivers of an exploded
planet - an orb violently disrupted by immense internal
force. Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta, Astraea, Hebe - they
regard as the larger and our periodic meteors as the
smaller fragments of that one exploded world. On this
subject we hazard no assertion. Of rnu~ concerning these
mysterious masses we still are ignorant. 1
In the 1846 article, Brewster did not hesitate to read moral lessons

in their catastrophic origins:

... but upon advancing a little farther into space, our
pride is rebuked and our fears evoked, when we reach the
golgotha of our system, where the relics of a once mighty
planet are revolving in dissevered orbits, and warning the
vain astronomer of another world, that a similar fate may
await his own. 14
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Even while a supporter of the nebular hypothesis, Brewster firmly
believed that the asteroids were the remains of former planets:
nature's monuments to decay and disaster rather than evidence of a
birth that had miscarried. 15

In 1854, he took strong exception to

the suggesti01 in Whewell's Essay en the plurality of worlds that the
planetoids were pieces of a planet that had
Brewster regretted that

11

11

failed in the making ... l6

in a system of worlds ro nicely adjusted, a

bungled planet should have been foun:r•. 1 7
If astronomy revealed evidence of a precariously-balanced
cosmos,

its stability at best temporary, what of the history of our

own globe?

Two major geognostic schools coofronted one another in

Scotland in the early nineteenth century.

In arguing about

geological change,

they were distinguished by their different

l~lties.

The neptunists argued for the primacy of water

elemental

as a geological agent, the vulcanists for heat.

The former were

inspired by the teachings of the German geognost, Abraham Gottlob
Werner, professor of mineralogy at Freiberg in Saxooy.

Their leader

in Scotland was Robert Jameson, who had studied under Werner and
became professor of natural history at Edinburgh University in
1804. 18
1808.

Jameson founded the Wernerian Natural History Society in

The Wernerians maintainerl that all rock formations had been

deposited ·from solution and

su~sioo

in water, the primaeval ocean

having covered the entire surface of the globe.

The earliest rocks -

granite, gneiss, porphyry -had crystallizerl from solution, and later
rocks had been formed either chemically or mechanically.
only a minor geological agent.

Heat was

Werner held that in the most recent,

post-aqueous pericrl, volcan::>es had been activaterl by the ignition of
coal deposits.

Volcanic activity had produced only localized lavas,
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tuff and similar deposits.
The vulcanists·did not deny that water had played a part in
geological processes but differed sharply from the Wernerians in
maintaining that granite, ,IX>rphyry and basalt had been formed by the
acticn of heat, rather than crystallization from oolution.

They also

believed that heat, combined with intense pressure, had
sediments into solid ra:=k.

fo~med

After it had conoolidated under the a:=ean

floor, its expansive effects had caused the uplifting of land masses.
The founding father of vulcanism was the Edinburgh natural
philosopher, James Hutton, who presented his theory to the Royal
Society of Edinburgh in 178519
1795.

An e~ed version was pUblished in

Hutton envisaged that geological change was gradual and

cyclical.

We could find in the earth's history "no vestige of a

beginning, no prospect of an end." 20
few converts.

Hutton died in 1797, having won

However, in John Playfair, professor of natural

philosophy in the University, the vulcanists had a far more effective
publicist.

Playfair's Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory of the

Earth was published in 1802.21
In the first two decades of the .nineteenth century, the Scottish
capital was the scene of polemical exchanges between the disciples of
fire and those of water.

By contrast, English geologists tried to

avoid theoretical controversy, the Geological Society of London
announcing its determination to collect only "material for future
generalisations". 22

Even in Scotland, Porter suggests that the

Huttonian theory was exceptional in its concern with geological
dynamics.

The dominant characteristic of Scottish geology was a

concern with the natural history of minerals.

The methcrlology of the

Wernerian school followed this Scottish tradition.

Huttonianism
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represented a new departure. 23
Werner believe<! that there were recognisable geological rock
formations and that these occurred in a fixed order of
everywhere in the ·earth's crust.
geological chronology.

He thus sketched the rudiments of a

However, at that time virtually nothing was

known about the history of life.
stratigraPhical

m~

sqpe~sition

In 1815, William Smith's

of England and Wales linked particular

fossils with particular groups of strata. 24

~ies

of

In France, OJvier25 and

I.amarck 26 established the foundations of vertebrate arrl invertebrate
pa.laeontology.

Robert Jameson edited an English edition of Cuvier's

Theory of the Earth (1813). 27

From the 1820s onwards,

English

geologists like William Buckland, Adam Sedgwick, Henry de la Beche
and William Phillips, added greatly to knowledge of the fossils of
the Secondary rocks.
character. 28

Geology began to assume a historical

In Scotland, interest in geognostic theory declined.

By about 1820, members of the Wernerian Society were showing a
greater willingness to disagree with Werner and some even began to
acknowledge the merits of the Hutton ian theory.
had undergone changes.

However, this, too

Many woo called themselves Huttooians did not

adhere to Hutton's theory of gradual, cyclical change but believed
that there had been peri<rls of rapid, violent action.
Writing in 1840, William Whewell distinguished geologists into
two schc:x::>ls: uniformitarians and catastropnists. 29

These labels were

not widely recognised by his contemporaries, although they have been
eagerly seized an by some historians.

Catastrophists were those who

believed that the causes of geological change had in the past been
greater in intensity and perhaps even qualitatively different from
those now operating.

As depicted by Gillispie,

for example,
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catastrophists believed that the forces

which had raised the

continents and thrown up great mountain chains must have been very
unlike toose agencies now in operation.

Similarly, gorges, ravines

and water gaps cut through mountain masses, and huge deposits of
gravel were read as indications of the violent and rapid action of
water. 3 0

Some catastrophists, notably William Buckland, attempted

during the 1820s to explain all such spectacular effects of water as
the results of one particular event: the Biblical Flcx:xl.
of catastrofhism was known as diluvialism. 31
further support from palaeontolo:JY.

This form

Catastrophists drew

Large gulfs a.r:parently existed

between the flora arrl fauna of successive geological ep::x:fus, arrl it
could plausibly be argued that several global cataclysms had taken
place, wiping out whole races.
followed

b¥

Each act of destruction had been

a new creation.

Strict uniformitarian geologists did not accept that geological
change had in the past been different, either in kind or intensity,
from

that

now

taking

place.

The

guiding principle

of

uniformitarianism was that the geologist should invoke as explanatory
causes only those agencies which ·were currently in operation.
Given sufficient time, the slow upheaval and depression of land
masses 'and the normal action of wind and water could accOlillt for all
geological phenomena.

~

principle was most clearly formulated in

Charles Lyell's Principles of Geology (1830-33). Where the
catastrophists had been "parsimonious of time and prodigal of
violence",

Lyell urged geologists to be "prodigal of time and

parsimonious of violence". 32
Gillispie implies that catastropnists needed cataclysms as proof
of God's Providential activity in the world:
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If Buckland feared that without Cataclysms there was no
~rehensive lest, without
uniformity, there be no science. 3

God, Lyell .was as fundamentally

Gillispie also links the Wernerians with Biblical diluvialists like
Richard Kirwan arrl Jean Andre Deluc 34 by including all of them in a
chapter entitled 'Neptune and the Flood'. 35

He later remarks that

diluvial geology had a "Neptunist ancestor". 36

At their most

Whiggish, adherents of the Gillispie school hold that Lyell directly
anticipated Darwin by clearing away from geology the detritus of
Moses and miracle.
Hooykaas, 37 Rudwick, 38 Cannon, 39 Bartholomew, 40 Porter, 41
Rupke 42 and Lawrence4 3 are amcng those woo have criticiserl such an
evaluation,
propaganda. 44

which perhaps relies too heavily on Lyell's own
They stress that catastrophists were not necessarily

interested in the Mosaic Flood at all, nor did they necessarily
believe that in cataclysmic events the action of secondary causes had
been suspended.

It is even possible to answer the Whig historian on

his own ground.

Catastrophists like Buckland, who had emphasised

that qualitatively different processes had been in operation in the
past, fourrl it much easier than, say,. Darwin or Lyell, to accept that
some previously puzzling geological phenomena had been prcx:luced by
the action of ice.45

Hooykaas suggests that the important division between
uniformitarians arrl catastrophists was over the questicn of whether
the earth's history exhibited any form of progress or development,
rather

than over geological causation.

Building on this

interpretation, Bartholomew argues that Lyell's implacable opposition

to any form of

~ies

transmutation led him to deny the existence of

discernible direction in geological change.

The earth's history was
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a steady state, changes in temperature and the amount of dry land
being mere fluctuatiOns arourrl a mean.

This was in sharp ccntrast to

the more widely-held progressionist view of catastrophists like
Buckland arrl Sedgwick.

Progressionists (or directionalists, to use

Rudwick's term) held that the earth had developed from a primitive
physical condition to the varied and relatively tranquil form of the
present.

The history of life similarly showed that the simplest

organisms had appeared first.
Rupke radically re-interprets the meaning of Buckland's
catastrophism, denying that "a catastrophist synthesis" ever existerl
in early nineteenth century England.
one of historical geology.

Rather, the English school was

Its methodology centroo oo the study of

rocks and fossils as records of the earth's history.
believed that catastrophes had occurred,

While Buckland

he had no particular

interest in explaining the cause of such events.

Moreover, the

English school's evidence for such catastrophes carne not only from
the fossil record and from the present landscape of the earth but
also from the extensive conglomerate deposits at the ends of major
geological systems.

William Conybeare suggested that four suCh sets

of deposits could be traced: above the Transition series, above the
Carbcniferous, above the Olalk and above the diluvial grave1. 46

The

upheavals were not the geological norm but pericrlic interrruptions to
long periods of calm.

Rupke further suggests that Buckland •s

diluvialism was really an attempt to accommcrlate cuvierian geology to
the traditional regime of classical ooucation at Oxford.

His concern

for geology to be accepted as a legitimate academic subject caused
him to emphasise points of contact with established disciplines,
including sacroo history.
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L&wrence concentrates on the support which the nebular
hypothesis, combinea wth Fourier's theory of heat, lent to the
directionalist view.

The nebular hypothesis held that the earth had

condensed from a cloud of incandescent gas and so implied that the
earth's history involved a cooling process.

Some heat still

remained, as was shown by the rise in temperature on descending -into
the earth.

However, in the period 1800-15, strong doubts were

expressed that there was adequate residual heat to exert much
influence on geological events.

Fourier's theory indicated that the

earth still had a substantial igneous reservoir. 47

In 1828, the

French geologist, Elie de Beaumont, put forward a comprehensive
theory of geological dynamics, which showed that sudden, violent
events, as well as gradual change, were in accord with Fourier's
theory. 48

The catastrophists therefore did not need to invoke divine

Providence to account for cataclysms.

Lawrence suggests that Lyell's

uniformitarian or actualist principles were already accepted by "all
serious geologists", although he admits that Lyell's actualism was of
an extreme kind in allowing the past intensities of geological forces
to deviate only slightly from their present levels.

The only really

radical element in Lyell's theory, according to Lawrence, was his
denial. of geological progression.

There was no place in his

synthesis for a gradually cooling earth.

Lawrence perhaps

exaggerates the degree of consensus amongst geologists, suggesting
that

"t~

grological community'' rejected Iijell's ideas in favour of

those of Elie de Beaumont.

Many geologists, like Buckland, probably

remainerl relatively uninteresterl in the physical causes of grological
change.

However, Bartholomew agrees with Lawrence that Lyell's non-

progressionist view of the fossil

reco~

won few supporters.
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Detailed examination of the Scottish material shows how
inadvisable it is to make simplistic connections between
uniformitarianism and evolutionary theory, or between catastroPhism
and a

thoroughly interventionist view of divine activity in

geological history.

Simple labels do not fit either Evangelical

writers or their adversaries.

The Combeists might be expected to

favour the uniformitarian position in vew of their belief in natural
law and their abhorrence of any form of supernatural explanation.
However they also believed that the world was progressive and was
advancing towards superior forms of organisation7 this might have
alienated them from the Lyellian steady-state view.

The

Evangelicals, on the other hand, might be expected to opt for a
rather

thorough~oing

catastroPhism.

However we would expect them to

show some nervousness about the possibility that a progressionist
view of the fossil record could be mistaken for a theory of species
transmutation.

We might also expect them to have had doubts about

the use of the nebular hypothesis to dispense with direct divine
intervention in the earth's physical history.
Tb some extent these predictions are confirmed.

Oombeists who

wrote about geology tended to favour anti-progressionism.

Nichol

complained of Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise:
With one splerrlid exception [Lyell?], all geologists - Dr
Buckland among the number - are still prone to speculate
concerning progressive creations, a gradual preparing of
the earth for inferior life, &c. &c. while, the truth is,
they woolly overlcx:>k the circumstances under which these
remains are preserved, and thereby miss the ccnclusicn that
for aught we know, or perhaps ever can know, our planet,
during its former long epochs, may have been as varied arrl
brilliant and teemi~~ with every life as in the present
per icd of its course.
As we saw in chapter six, Combe appealed to geology for evidence that
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the world was inherently progressive.

Ibwever, Hewett Watson warned

him that, granting Combe's assumptions (borrowed from Sir Humphry
Davy's Consolations in Travel),

the science tende:l to favour divine

interference rather than, as Combe wished, a self-sufficient process:
The premises, however, are probably incorrectly stated.
Davy was a Chemist, & wd try to explain everything by
Chemistry.
Lyell is a better authority for geologic
changes. Geological records, interpreted by the present
course of nature, rather tend to oppose the notion of
divine interference, & tho..P.e fancied 4 or 5 creations, en
masse, of plants & animals. :,Q
Watson's letter gives a clue to the reasons for his opposition to
progressicnism.

It was pre:isely because it had beoome ro strongly

associated with miraculous creation that the Oornbeists were inclined

to set the doctrine aside.

They reje:te:l progress for pre:::!isely the

opposite reasons to those of Lyell.

As we shall see later, a

progressionist reading of the fossil record subsequently made its
appearance in Robert Chambers' Vestiges.
critics,

Chambers accepted that the

Even so,

fossil

straightforwardly favour species transmutation.

in reply to

evidence did not
Like Lyell, although

with opposite intentions, Chambers was obliged to emphasise the
fragmentary nature of the evidence.

Many of the intermediate forms

had not been preserved, or remaine:l as yet urrliscovered. 51
1h~

Evangelicals were quite uncompromising in their belief in

the abs:::>lutely miraculous origin of life en earth.

'lliis was ro well

before Chambers' Vestiges brought the transmutation issue close to
h::>me.

As Miller declare:l in The Old Red Sandstone (1841):

'!here is no getting rid of miracle in the case, - there is
no alternative between creation and metamorphosis. The
infidel sub§~itutes progressicn for Deity: Geology robs him
of his goo.
To some extent this position resembled that of English geologists
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like Buckland and Sedgwick,

but they were inclined to express

themselves in a more circumspect fashion.
Sedgwick

maintai~ed

Even after Vestiges,

that the creation of life was subject to some

laws, whilst arguing that they were very different in kind from those
that applied to the inorganic realm. 53

The difference may have been

only one of semantics, but it does indicate a greater willingness on
the part of Scottish Evangelicals to draw a line beyond which
conventional scienti fie explanations coold not be applied.
In discussions of geological dynamics, Evangelical writers are
sometimes ambiguous over the question of divine intervention.

It is

occasionally unclear whether they are limiting miraculous
intervention to the creation of new species, or extending it to
physical changes as well.

In chapter four,

we noted Chalmers•

condemnation of those whose speculations aimed by natural causes to
11

explain the formation of new systems emerging from the wreck of old
ones. 1154

Perhaps they felt that it was less imfX)rtant to specify the

nature of the cause than to understand the meaning of such events.
We also saw that Chalmers linked the present physical decay of the
earth to forthcoming acts of destruction arrl re-creation,
moral and spiritual significance.

which had

Brewster similarly linked

geological catastrophes, whatever their cause, to future moral
events.
Another factor motivating Brewster in his discussions of geology
was undoUbtedly ScottiSh Chauvinism.

His desire to praise ScottiSh

geologists, inluding Lyell, and to expose the timidity of their
English counterparts sometimes resulted in a blurring of the
distinction between his own catastrophist, directionalist views and
the strict t.miformi tarianism of Hut ten and Lyell.

In his review of
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Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise, he praised Hutton's Theory of the
Earth for the "sotll"ldriess and ingenuity of its argument"55 and claimed
that Playfair had thrown over "the wild speculaticns of cosmology ...
the reins of mathematical reasoning" guiding them "with all the
caution of the inductive philosophy."

Yet Brewster interpreted

Huttonian geology in terms of "great convulsions of the globe ...- the
dislc:x:Eticn of its strata ... the upheaving of its molten rowels, arrl
the entombment of its living occupants ... " 56
article of 1851,

on Lyell's work,

Similarly, in an

he regretted that English

philosophers "of powerful minds, and but little tainted with the
prejudices of the day'' had "refuse1 their allegiance to the leading
principles of his work, and even ridicule1 the idea of referring to
existing causes the former changes on the surface of the earth." 57
Not surprisingly, Brewster particularly singled out a review of
Lyell's Principles of Geology in the British Critic, believe::l to have
been written by that timid English philosopher, William Whe~ll. 58

Fleming was deeply interested in geological dynamics and
regularly criticised Huttonian geology in papers communicated to the
Wernerian Natural History Society.

In a paper of 1812 on the rocks

around Dundee, he noted that sandstone strata were found highly
incline1_ to an underlying berl of porphyry.

Whereas the "abettors of

the vulcanic hypothesis" argued that all rock strata were originally
deposited in a horizontal position, the Wernerians could account for
the appearance by their theory that "in strata composed of Chemical
precipitates,

all the variety of

inequality of the bottom". 59

inclination depends on the

A paper the following year on the

mineralogy of the St. Andrews district drew attention to the
existence of basalt arrl amygdaloid enclosed by trap tuff, ccncluding
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that the berl of tuff was "partly a mechanical, arrl partly a chemical
deposit".

Hutton would have found "considerable difficulty in

applyiQ:J his heat to these inclosed masses of basalt, without fusing
the bed of tuff which surrounds them."

The paper ended with a

typical piece of Wernerian polemic against the methodological
weakness of the rival school:
He who has the boldness to build a theory of the earth,
without a knowledge of the natural history of rocks, will
daily meet with facts to puzzle arrl mortify him.60
By 1815, Fleming was willing to aCknowledge deficiencies in the

Wernerian theory.

For instance, it had difficulty accounting for the

origin of balls of agate found inside the amygdaloid rocks of the
Redhead in Angus.

In the same year, he dissented from Werner's view

that different rock formations coold always be discriminated by their
fossils:
How far this opinion may hold true with respect to the
petrifactions of Germany, we have not the means of
ascertaining; but in this country it cannot be consideEfl
as a general law in the distributicn of organic remains.
By 1820, Fleming's retreat from Wernerianism had gone far enough for

him to warn that
... even the latest and most approved authorities on this
subject have pushed their conclusions a great way beyond
their actual acquaintance with nature; assuming a
uniformity in the collocation of strata, and giving a
generality to their doctrines in the relation and
succession of different rocks, which a more extensive
comparison of facts has, in many cases, oompelled them to
retract.
Fleming continued to ackn:::>wledge Werner's great superiority to Hutton
in knat"lledge of mineralogy.

later.

Theoretical generalizations could come

Now was the time for "examining, mapping, and reporting

surveys, of such parts of our country as have not yet been made
kn:::>wn." 62

This the Wernerians were well-equipped to do.

In another
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article of 1820, Fleming expressed his continuing loyalty to their
methodology, ascribing to its use "the rapid advances which the
science has lately experienced." 63
Fleming's move was typical of Wemerians in the pericrl, 1815-20.
In Fleming's case, he never fourrl another theory to take the place of
Werner's.

As we saw in chapter five, he believed that theorising. was

a difficult arrl error-prone activity.

Geo:Jnosy,

in particular, had

suffered greatly in the past from over-exercise of the imagination.
So complete was his apostasy from Wernerianisrn that, by 1850, he

ex>uld round on the German school for being "indifferent to the truths
of palaeontology" and for "outraging all philosophy by the
extravagance of its assumptions".

Indeed, it had prepared the way

for "those reveries of progressive development with which of late
years we have been inundated."64
Between 1824 and 1826, Fleming rained blows on the diluvial
hypothesis, as representerl in Buckland's Reliquiae Diluvianae (1823).
Buckland believed that alluvium left by the Flood (diluviurn) could be
distinguisherl from that attributable to wind and rivers.

Diluvial

matter, according to Buckland, was composed of fragments tom oot of
regular strata.

It contained the relics of extinct animals.

of denudation had also been formed by the Flood waters.

Valleys
Further

support for his theory carne from bone caves such as the one at
Kirkdale in Yorkshire.

It contained a layer of mud which, Buckland

argued, could not have been deposited by local floods, because the
cave remained dry even after heavy rains.

Buckland fOl.ll'rl in the mud,

broken arrl mixed to:jether, the bones of a number of extinct species
of animals. 65
In answer to the diluvialists, Fleming emphasised the need for
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scholars of the earth's history to "commence their investigations
with a koowledge of recent events, and proceed by degrees to those of
remoter times". 66

In accounting for the extinction of animals he

felt that other factors had been urrlervalued: changes in climate due
to the gradually increasing amount of dry land,

the effects of

disease, of local flcx:rls and of man's hunting activities.

He argued

that flcx:rl. waters were insufficiently powerful to excavate valleys,
and attributed the mud in the Kirkdale cave to an urrlergrourrl river.
Whilst not denying that the Biblical Flcx:rl had occurred, he believed
that it had been an entirely tranquil affair and had not caused any
species to become extinct.

As for the origin of the Flocrl waters, he

was sceptical, as always, a'}:)aJt invoking novel causes:
Some consider the waters as having been set in motion by
the attractive force of a cornet, without previously gaining
an affirmative answer to the question, Has a cornet this
attractive force? There is abundant pr(X)f that th~-flanets
disturb the cornets, but the converse is not known.
Page uses Fleming's work as evidence that "there were strong
uniformitarian tendencies in Wernerianism that may have facilitated
the later acceptance of Lyell's more comprehensive uniformitarian
views".68

Fleming's methodological principle of reasoning from the

klx>wn to the unkown, of using present day changes to understand the
past, was generalised boldly by Lyell.

In Principles of Geology, it

formed the basis of a kind of geological metaphysics.

Fleming did

not banish all cataclysmic events from the earth's history in such an
unequivocal manner.

On many questions he was simply agnostic.

He

maintained that the earth was in an "unnatural state" in having
mountains above arrl hollows beneath sea level:
What those causes have been, so much in opposition to the
known laws of gravitation, which have produced this
unnatural state, ~ stop not here to inquire.
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Geology

could, however, concern itself with the processes which

brought the earth closer to its ultimate natural state,
. II. 69
o f equ1'l'b
1 r1um

11

a spheroid

A process o f abras1en
.
would result in tre gradua.l

reduction of the height of mountains and the transport of material
towards sea-level, although to some unknown extent this prcx::ess could
be reversed by shore sand-drifts, inundation by the sea (producing
raised beaches) and volcanic eruptions.

However, Fleming believed

that the amount of dry land was always increasing, leading to the
destruction of the habitats of certain aquatic species and their
consequent extinction.
would become hotter,
modi~ing

Climatic changes would also result; summers
winters oolder, although again there could be

influences, from vegetation and from volcanic activity.

Fleming also disputed the fossil evidence for the reverse
direction of climatic change i.e. that the earth had once been warmer
than at present.

In 1829, he challengerl the directionalist view that

the Arctic regions and the temperate zone had once been very much
hotter than now.

Mammoths had been identifierl with elephants,

the

fossil vegetables of the coal measures with contemporary plants found
in tropical regions.

However, Fleming pointed out that living

animals of the same genus did not always have similar habits, citing
such examples as the com men shrew an::1 the water shrew, the rcx::k--dove
and the ring-dove,

the rook and the jackdaw.

Nor were they

necessarily found in similar parts of the world: the existence of the
African hare and the Polar hare, the red grouse and the ptarmigan,
disproved this.

Fleming concluderl that evidence was lacking for the

belief that the earth had ooce been red-hot at the surface. 70
The use of currently-observable processes to study the past, the

emphasis on gradual change and the opposition to the notion of a
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steadily-cooling earth are all present in Lyell's Principles of
Geology.

Howver, it seems unlikely that Fleming ever accepted the

full Lyellian theory of a steady-state.

He praised Lyell's

Principles as "a book, exhibiting, in happy combination, agreeable
com,IX)sition and accurate science," but confessErl to its author that
"on some points I cannot agree with you." 71

Fleming was doubtful

about Lyell's (and Hutton's) theory of a periodic elevation and
depression of land masses.

He was sceptical about claims for the

existence of raised beaches around the coasts of Scotland, and
criticised Sir. John Herschel's claims to have found evidence that
Scandinavia was slowly rising from the Baltic.
Fleming explained apparent raised beaches, such as the one
between Portobello and Granton, near Edinburgh, as the result of
storm action.

The occurrence of littoral and deep water shells,

mixed up together, supp:>rted this interpretation. 72
one on which he and Miller strongly disagreed.

The topic was

In a letter of 1854

about a forthcoming paper he was to present to the Royal Physical
Society on the Filliside raised beach,

near Edinburgh,

Miller

·remarked that, though he had taken Fleming to see the deposit, ''he
still lcx:>ked as sceptical as ever." 73

In the ,IX)Sthumously-publishErl,

Lithology of Fd.inburgh, Fleming referred to the
... hypothetical notions, which unfortunately have passed
current in this quarter ... and have been earnestly
advocated by such observers as [Charles] Maclaren, Milne
Horne and Hugh Miller, in whiCh considerable liberties have
been taken ~ith mo7!uscan life, on, apparently, very
slender aoqua1ntance.
Attempts bo assimilate Fleming to a Lyellian or uniformitarian
position should therefore be treated sceptically.

William Conybeare

objected to Fleming's views on the former climate of the Arctic
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regions and censured him for disagreeing with Buckland. 75

The

Scottish clergyman declared that he was not aware of "any remarkable
difference in geological opinicn betwixt us [himself and Buckland],
with the exception of the "diluvian hypothesis"". 76

This suggests

that Fleming identified as much with the English school of historical
geology as with Lyell.
Other Evangelical writers quickly accepted Fleming's victory
over Buckland.

Indeed, as Page points out, Chalmers had, even before

Fleming's contributions on the subject, supported the notion of a
tranquil flocrl. 77

Brewster welcomed the freeing of geology from the

Mosaic chronology and the notion that "the peaceful deluge of the
Scriptures was the only catastrophe to which he [the geologist] durst
ascribe the convulsions and dislocations which had everywhere shaken
the interior of the earth." 78

Miller's early writings contain little

discussion of geological dynamics. Geikie suggests that he was late
in acquiring detailed knowledge of the Huttonian theory. 79

However,

in an item in the Witness in 1845, Miller displayed something of
Fleming's aversicn to gratuitous cataclysms.
disease,

Miller suggested that

rather than "some great geological catastrophe difficult to

realize" might account for the destruction of extinct elephants,
whose remains had been found in Siberia, and of gigantic mastodons
fourrl in the alluvium of the I.a Plate arrl the Irawadi. 80
In the 1840s, British geological opinion divided along new lines
over the glacial theory. 81

Influenced by Louis Agassiz, who visi tErl

Britain in 1840, Buckland became an enthusiastic advocate of the idea
that sheets of ice had once covered a substantial area of Ellrcpe.

In

a tour of Scotland, the two geologists found many signs of glacial
action: erratics (large, isolated boulders), moraines (isolated
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deposits of gravel and other material) and polished rock surfaces.
Visiting Glen Roy, Agassiz produced a new explanation for its famous
Parallel Roads; they wer.e not raised sea beaches, as Charles Darwin
had suggested, but the former shores of a lake which had been damme:l
by ice. 82
Contrary to both strict actualism and to the belief in a
progressively

cooling earth, Agassiz's glacial theory created new

alliances and divisions.

Supporters include:l Ibbert Jameson, who,

according to Davies, had believed, even before 1840, tha.t there were
signs of glacial action in Scotland, and Charles Maclaren, editor of
the Scotsman.

J.D. Forbes lent weight to the theory by his studies

of the physical processes urrlerlying the spread of glaciers.
was also,

briefly,

a convert.

Lyell

One of the theory's strongest

opponents was Sir Roderick Murchison, who maintained that most
erratics had been transported to their present locations py icebergs,
combined with waves of translation.
waves,

~ether

The debris carried alang by the

with grounded icebergs, had cut all striations, apart

from those close to modern glaciers.
r-bst British geologists took a .position somewhere between the
two extremes represented by Agassiz and Murchison.

They could accept

that glaciers had once extended beyand their present boundaries but
fourx:l less palatable the noticn that most of northern Europe had been
covered by a huge ice-sheet,
climatological explanation.

an event for which there was no
The ice-sheet theory was therefore

augmented by the hypothesis of a recent submergence of the land when
icebergs had proouced many of the effects which Agassiz attributed to
glaciers.
Rqpke identifies Fleming as one of those former adversaries with
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whom Buckland found himself in unwonted alliance over the glacial
theory. 83

However, Fleming was at best a very cautious supporter

either of the

ic~berg

or of the ice-sheet theory.

In a letter

written to Lyell in 1840, he described his position as follows:
The evidence respecting the trans.f:X)rti03 J?OWer of icebergs

is to a certain extent satisfactory, but the transfer of
our diluvia into drift is I fear rather unceremooiously ?
extended. It would however require more space and time
than can be found at present to state my objections.
Besides, ~am more inclined at present to observe than
speculate.
In the Lithology of Edinburgh Fleming accepted that excavations such
as Duddingston Loch, Hunter's Bog, Dunsappie and Lochend were the
work of an "abrading agent" moving in an easterly direction. 85 He
deprecated the fashion "with a certain class of speculative
geolo:Jists of late" to assume that the land had been submerged, the
hollows resulting from the acticn of oceanic currents,
huge icebergs. 86

assiste:l by

The character of the valleys of abrasion, with hard

rocks facing the west and the soft, protected matter on the other
side (the phenomenon of 'crag and tail') was inconsistent with the
effects which ocean currents would have produced.
certainly passed over the district at·high
probably at successive intervals.

~

Water had

from west to east,

:Ebwever, Fleming viewe:l cautiously

the evidence for the action of ice.

Some supposedly glacial

phenomena were inexplicable by either version of the theory.

For

instance, some erratics coold not possibly have reached their present
position as a result of transport by ice. 87

Fleming repeated

warnings he had sourrled at the time of the diluvial controversy about
the need for careful and thorough study of the superficial strata.
'!he tendency to premature generalisation remained a weakness of many
contemporary geologists.
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Miller, like many British geologists, advocated a combination of
the iceberg and the glacial theory.

His Sketch-book of Popular

Geology argued that the two were not in any way antagonistic.
Indeed, they
ought rather to be regarded as equally indispensable
parts of one and the same theory, - parts which, when
separated, leave a vast amount of residual phenomena to
puzzle and perple~ that we find fully accounted for by
their conjrmction.
Miller believed that many Highland glens,

including Glencoe,

contained clear indications of having once contained glaciers.

Some

of their effects, such as lateral and transverse moraines of detached
rock and gravel accumulating along their sides and at their lower
ends, had subsequently been removed by ocean currents sweeping over
the country.

This might have been at the time of complete

sUbmergence, when icebergs had produced their characteristic effects,
or at a later pericrl of partial subsidence, when a milder climate had
prevailed. 89
The final geological issue I want to consider is the Evangelical
view about the existence of a progressia1 in the
on earth.

a~ance

of life

Most, though not all, progressionists believed that the

first invertebrates had appeared before the first vertebrates, but
the main interest was the alleged progression in the history of the
vertebrate classes.

Thus the first fish were believed to have

preceded the first reptiles and the first reptiles to have appeared
before the first mammals.

Bowler has divided into two distinct

schools pa.laeontologists of the early nineteenth century who accepted
the notion of progression. 90

There were those like Sedgwick and

Buckland who were primarily committed to the notion of
the earth's physical history.

pr~ression

in

The progressicn among the classes was
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merely a ccnsequence of these physical changes.

There was no special

emphasis on the progressive tendency in organic forms, the main
theological stress being on the Paleyan notion of the perfect
adaptation

of

each

species

to

its

environment.

Other

progressionists, notably Agassiz, toOk a muCh more man-centred view
of the process, seeing it as the gradual unfolding of a plan in-the
mirrl of the Creator.

The ar::pearance of man was its final goal.

Ospovat emphasises that the move in natural theology from
concern with perfect adaptatim to a concern with order arrl pattern
in nature reflected developments in morphology. 91

By the 1830s, some

British biologists had begun to recognise that organic structures
could not always be explained only in relation to their function.
Sometimes it was

neces~

to invoke conformity to a general pattern.

Similar structures could be found carrying out very different
functions in different animals.

Richard Owen's On the Nature of

Limbs (1849) was one of the works whiCh highlighted the problems of
functional explanation. 92

'!he move away from teleology represented a

break with Cuvier's principles in favour of those advocated by his
great rival, Geof~roy St. Hilaire, who was a transmutationist. 93
Amongst the German Naturphilosophen such as lorenz Oken, the idea of
a unity of type running through the vertebrate creatioo was ascribed
to the workings of a world spirit. 94

Although the rejection of

teleology was thus oometimes linked with deism or pantheism, this was
not always the case.

Nor was it an inevitable step from recognising

unity of pattern to espousing a theory of species transmutation.
Progress either in the physical or in the organic world did not
necessarily entail development by natural law.

Sedgwick, Bucklarrl,

from the "physical" schCXJl, and Agassiz, from the "transcendental"
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school, all firmly opposed such an inference.

Bucklarrl p:>inted out

that there was no evidence of progression within the classes.

Some

of the most highly developed forms within a class had a.r:pea.red early,
and indeed in the case of fish .. a kind of retrograde development,
from complex to simple forms, may be said to have taken place ... 95
Although Agassiz maintained that there was a continuous thread
running through the whole of the vertebrate creation up to and
including man himself, he held that the realisation of this plan lent
no support to the transmutationists.

The links existed in the

Creator's grand design, rather than in the temporal sequence of
living forms. 96

Agassiz remainerl OfPOSerl to the development theory

even when, later in his career, he moved towards a more continuous
view of the history of life.

For a time he became very interesterl in

the notion of 'ontogeny recapitulating phyl03eny', the idea that the
development of the individual reproduced the arrangement of the

~ies in the overall plan. 9 7
Examination of Evangelical writings on the fossil record shows a
firm insistence en discontinuous pr03ression.
theoriser, John Fleming, accepted as

11

In 1823, that cautious

in a very general point of

view, an approximaticn to the truth.. Wemer's view that
... the petrifications of the older rocks belong to animals
of more simple structure and less perfect o9~anisation,
than those which occur in the recent dep:>sits.
No traces of vertebrate animals had been fourrl amongst the transition

rocks, the oldest ones known to contain fossils.

However, in an

earlier attack on the materialism of Lamarck's Invertebrate Animals,
Fleming had been cautious about admitting any sort of chronolQJical
pr03ressicn:
the existence of an ascending scale,

from the more
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simple to the more complex animal structures does not
necessarily imply, that the different tribes of living
creatures were successively produced in that order, or that
nature was compelled to limit her efforts to the scanty and
imperfect, before she could Pf9ogressively advance to the
more ample and finished forms.
In chapter five, we noted Fleming's hostility to the principle of
continuity in nature.

The evidence for progression had to be

received cautiously, and even if accepted, was ro pr<X)f of a parental
relationship between kin::lrerl species.
For Miller, the moral and theological si,gnificance of geology
derived from the progress whiCh could be discerned in the history of
life.

This emphasis on organic, rather than physical progression,

identified him with the •transcendental• school.

As we saw in

chapter five, Miller also admired the emphasis on unity of type in
the work of Agassiz and Owen.

He began to develop his progressionist

ideas in The Old Red Sandstone (1841), noting that fish appeared
before reptiles, and reptiles probably preceded birds,

just as

crustaceans had come before reptiles and annelids before
crustaceans. 100

He also reproduced the suggestions of Friedrich

Tiedemann101 and Antoine Serres 102 that the foetal brain of mammals
passed in succession through the forms characteristic of fish,
reptiles and birds.

A further observaticn, made by Agassiz, was that

the foetal development of present-day fish seemed to recapitulate the
history of the class,

the embryo of the salmon exhibiting the

asymmetrical tail fourrl in the more ancient fish.

Miller remarked:

Is there nothing wonderful in analogies such as these, analogies that point through the embryos of the present
time to the womb of Nature, big with its multitudinous
forms of being?
Are they charged with no such nice
evidence as a Butler would delight to contemplate,
regarding that unique style of Deity, if I may so express
myself, which runs through all his works, whether we
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consider Him as Gcd of Nature or Author of Revelation? In
this style of type and symbol did He reveal Himself of old
to His Chosen people: in this style of allegory and parable
did He again addre&a Himself to them when He sojourned
anong them on earth. 103
Miller was aware that such a progression in the history of life
could be grist to the mill of a transrnutationist.

a: poured scorn on

Lamarck's principle of improvement and adaptation, conflating it Ylith
the "philosophical romance "of the earlier writer, de Maillet. 10 4
However, Miller also took care to point out that, apart from the
absence of a satisfactory causal agent of species change, the notion
was unsupported by the fossil evidence.

Miller believed that the

earliest fishes - those of the late Silurian and the Old Red
Sandstone - were of a very highly developed type.

The evidence for

this assertion carne mainly from the development of their brains and
nervous system.

He set his face firmly against any recognition of a

gradual advance within the fish or indeed any of the vertebrate
classes:
If fish rose into reptiles, it must have been by sudden
transformation, - it must have been as if a man who had
stood still for half a lifetime should besl~hirnself all
at once, arrl take seven leagues at a stride.
'Ihe only sense in which Miller was prePa.red to adrni t the existence of
a progression in ichthyic history was of a gradual increase in size.
He suggested that this might have 'bea'1 due to changes in temperature:
If their organisation was in n::> degree more perfect than at
first, their oolk at least had become immensely more Great
The shark and the sword-fish began to exist as little
creatures of a span in length, they expand into monsters
whose lxrlies equal in hugeness the trlll1ks of ancient 03ks;
and thr& has it been with the order to which they
belong. 6
Ibwever, even this claim was SCX)n withdrawn because of the discovery
by Robert Dick of large fossil fish in the Old Red.

The announcement
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that "there were giants among the dwarfs" first appeared in the third
edition (1846) of the Old Red Sandstone, a convenient piece of
additional ammunition against Vestiges. 107
Before dealing with Vestiges,

a realisation of Miller's fears,

we need to consider the significance of the nebular hypothesis.

This

was also a theory of creation, although it applied only to-the
inorganic realm.

One of the people closely associated with the

hypothesis was a member of Combe's circle, J.P. Nichol.
Nichol's works brought together two distinct strands of the
nebular theory, cne deriving from the work of Pierre Simon Laplace,
the other from Sir William Herschel.

Seeking to

e~lain

the origins

of our own solar system, laplace suggested that the solar atmosphere
had once extended beyond the orbits of all the planets and had
contracted gradually to its present limits.

As the entire mass of

the rolar system rotated, centrifugal force would from time to time
exceed gravitational force, causing a ring to separate from the inner
mass.

Although for a time the forces would then remain in balance,

eventually there would be inequality again and another ring would be
formed.

Laplace supposed that from these rings, the planets had

condensed.

Satellites were formed in a similar way from the

planetary atmospheres.

Laplace admitted that the hypothesis was a

mere speculation but thought that it could account qualitatively for
many of the regularities in the rolar system.

Far instance it could

explain the planets' moticn around the sun in nearly the same plane
and in the same direction, arrl the moticn of satellites in the same

direction as the planets around which they rotate. 108

Subsequently,

Auguste O:>mte trierl to show that the stability of the rolar system,
held by natural theologians to result from the precision with which
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the Creator had arranged its component parts,
consequence of its ·mode of formation.

was actually a

Comte, a vastly inferior

mathematician to Laplace, thought he had shown that the periods of
the planetary orbits could be calculated a priori,

given the

assumptions of the nebular theory. 1 09
Herschel's concerns were different from those of Laplace .. He
had devotoo much of his career to observing the luminous patches or

"nebulae" in the heavens.

Many of them he had succeeded in resolving

into stars, showing them to be very distant star-clusters.

For a

time he believed that all nebulae consisted of stars and that only
the limitations of the available telescopes preventoo the more remote
clusters from being resolved.

later he changoo his mind, influencoo

by the discovery of what he termoo nebulous stars: apparently stellar

objects surrounded by a dim, milky light like that of the unresolved
clusters.

Herschel reasoned that if a nebulous star were really

composed of stars there were two possibilities, both unlikely.

It

must either be a remote cluster surrounding a central body of
enormous size,

or an object much closer to us consisting of an

ordinary star surrourrled by other stars ro extremely close t0;3ether
as to remain unresolved.

Either possibility seemed anomalous, and

instead Herschel suggested that the nebulous stars were composed of a
fluid,

the primordial substance from which all stars had originally

been formed.

Cbmets, the tails of which were kn:>wn to consist of very thinly
dispersed vapour, gave added plausibility to the existence of the
nebulous fluid.

So too did the zodiacal light, a cone-shaped light

sometimes seen extending from the sun along the ecliptic, visible
before sunrise and after sunset and attributed to thinly diffused
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matter in the solar system's central plane.

Herschel su.J?POsed that

at least some of the unresolved nebulae might consist of nebulous
fluid, and, following Laplace, he suggested that these were the
parents of solar systems like our own.

The nebulous stars

represented an intermerliate stage in the process of condensation.llO
Nichol's writings,

beginning with an article for ·the

Westminister Review in 1836, helped to make the cosmic versicn of the
nebular theory more widely known in Britain. 111

Nichol's

popularisation included Comte's illegitimate attempts to give the
theory a better mathematical fourrlation, a piece of bad logic which,
as Schweber has pointed out, went largely unnoticed in Bri tain. 112
Throughout Nichol's rather florid prose,

there were reverent

references to the Creator who ordained and sustained the wondrous
astronomical order.

Amongst all this piety, Nichol did not shrink

from criticising Evangelical views about natural theology.

He

deprecated Chalmers' distinction between the laws and collocations of
matter and his insistence that the business of natural theology was
only with collocations, or specific arrangements:
T'ne truth is, a 'collocation' per se excites nothing but
wonder, or an unusual commotion in the brain; and this
feeling or sensation operates as an incitement and absolute
command to the intellect to seek out the physical cause or
origin of the new and not comprehenderl scheme. So far from
'collocations' philosophically considered, being
manifestations distinct from laws, they are our first
intimations of the road in which we must travel to detect
rome law hitherto unknown, - they are the first hints which
philosophy receives, or which she has ever received, of
evils to be encountererl arrl overcome.
Nichol added that the Evangelicals appeared to be glorifying
ignorance.

According to Olalmers, those parts of Creaticn of which

we knew least gave the most decisive testimony to the existence of a
Deity.

"It is surely not the supporters of such an affirmation,"
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declared Nichol "who ought to scatter lavishly the charge of
impiety." 113
Evidently, Nichol anticipated Evangelical opposition to the
nebular hypothesis for its success in explaining the planetary
arrangements in terms of the laws of gravitation and motion.

In

Views of the Architecture of the Heavens ( 1837), he tried to offer
further reassurance to those alarmed by the implications of the new
cosrrology:
If uneasy feelings are suggested - and I have heard of such
the idea of a process which may appear to substitute
progress for creation, and place law in the room of
providence, their or1gin lies in the:mlsconception of a
name. LAW of itself is no sUbstantive or independent
power; oo casual influence sprung of blirrl necessity, which
carries on events of its own will and energizes without
command. Separated from connexion with an ARRANGER in
reference to whose mind alone and as expressive of the
Creative Idea it can be connected with the notion of
Control - Law is a mere name for a long order - an order
unoriginated, unupheld, unsubstantial, whose floor sounds
hollow beneath the tread, and whose spaces are all void; an
order hanging tremblingly over nothingness, and of which
every coostituent - every thing and creature fails not to
beseech incessantly for a substance and substratum of ONE - by

WID LIVElli FOR EVER1 114

Surprisingly, Evangelical criticism was not forthcoming, at least not
at first.

In 1836, Combe wrote to NiChol:
I have been much gratified by hearing of your success in
Glasgow, and I saw that even the Scottish Guardian was
commending you, so that you 1_5em to be approved of·by all
men, arrl aloo by rrany women. 1

'!he following year, Combe welcome:l Views of the Architecture of the
Heavens as "valuable in a high degree as a means of destroying
superstition."
plurali~

Combe linked the nebular hypothesis with the

of worlds arrl that in turn with the

implausibili~

of the

Orristian doctrine of the atonement:
•.. what force of human testimony is necessary to prove
that its Creator assume:l the form of a man, arrl submitted
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to be crucified lp!Efarbarian Jews in an obscure corner of
an Obscure world.
D=spite Nichol's links with Combeism, Views of the Architecture
of the Heavens was well-received by evangelical reviewers.

The

United Secession Magazine was exceptional in noticing a lack of
Christian theology in the work.

The reviewer complained that NiChol

had made no mention of the disorder introduced to the world by the
entrance of sin.

Nor had he discussed the process of Redemption.

Apologetically, the critic added that he may have noticed this only
because Nichol was a licentiate of the Established Church.ll?

less

grudging was the approval of an Evangelical minister of the
Established Church, Henry Duncan, who told an audience of Glasgow
young men:

ingenious and talented townsman of your own [J.P.
Nicool] has in his highly pop..1lar arrl interesting work on
the 'Architecture of the Heavens', given a graphic account
of the progressive operations of creative power, presented,
at this moment, to the penetrating eye of the practised
enquirer, among those distant nebulae which appear to our
unassisted vision, like little specks in the blue vault of
the sky. He conjectures, not without the support of
astronomical phenomena, that our own solar system as well
as the vast assemblage of associated stars which nightly
proclaim the glory of the Creator, was once but a diffused
and formless expanse of intensely heated ethereal
substance, existing through incalculable space, and under
the operation of laws impressed upon it by the infinite
wisdom of its Creator, converted, through various
gradations, into distinct systems of worlds, each
performir~ its destined functions in fulfilling his eternal
decrees. 8
An

Before Nichol's efforts to popularise the theory, Evangelical
attitudes towards it were rather less enthusiastic.

In his

Bridgewater Treatise, Cl"la.lmers, as we have seen in chapter four, had
given the nebular speculations of Laplace and Comte a rather cool
response. 119

However, if it were accepted, there remained

"collocations" in the rolar system which could be used to demonstrate
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the divine wisdom and power.

In 1834, the Presbyterian Review

expressed the same qualified approval of the nebular theory.
Reviewing Whewell'.s Bridgewater Treatise, the writer expressed some
regret that it had treated oo sympathetically the theory of laplace:
We are half inclined to regret that it did not fall in with
Mr. Whewell 's plan to refute this theory in detail. We
would have laughed to see the ludicrous figure it wbuld
have me;_~~ after having been cut up by the hand of such a
master.
However the writer conceded that it was perhaps a more prudent
strategy to follow the course taken by Whewell.

This was to admit

the possible truth of the nebular cosmogcny, and then to demonstrate
that it left the design argument unscathed.

Thomas Dick aided Nichol's efforts to ease concern about the
theological implications of the theory.
intermediate figure,

Dick is a fascinating

who seems to have had links with both

Evangelicals and Combeists.

He sometimes upset his fellow

evangelicals by his suggestions that the clergy should deliver
scientific discourses to their congregations. 121

Indeed his vision

of a future state, in which a regenerated humanity would devote
itself to

p~aceful

and rational pursuits,

bore a surprising

resemblance to the scientific republic of the Combeists.

In 1828,

Dick had expressed to Combe his hope that a copy of the Essay on the
Constitution of Man were "in every house" and "that the truths

&

Maxims it contains were impressed oo every heart, ani that Society
were constructed and maintained on the principles which it
exhibits".122 .AdmittErlly there were theological difficulties -since
the Essay appeared to set aside the doctrine of Original Sin but Dick
looked to Chmbe, rather than to clergymen, to rerolve them.
Dick again enthused over Combe's Remarks

~

In 1847,

National Education an:l en
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the Relation between Religion and Science:
The train of thought which pervades these tracts
corresponds almost entirely with my own. I consider the
principles involved in them as of vast importance to the
happiness of society, and, I trust, they will be more
appreciated by the Public, ~~rrticularly by cur Rulers,
than they have hitherto been.
Smith notes Dick's curious blend of Enlightenment rationalism and
evangelical piety. 124
Dick's works mostly found favour in evangelical circles, both
inside and outside the Established Church.

In 1834, the United

Secession Magazine remarked approvingly:
It is the tendency of all Dr. Dick's works to correct an
evil of long standing~ to restore the theology of nature to
the attention which is due to it~ and to do this in such a
way as make.s it an ally, arrl not a rival to the theology of
the Bible. 125
In the Sidereal Heavens (1840),
cosmogony was cautious.

Dick's attitude to the nebular

He pointed out that it was premature to

conclude from the apparent linear development, from nebulae through
nebulous stars to stars, that this was indeed the manner in which
star systems were formed.

Nevertheless, he protested the theory's

innocence of the Charge of infidelity.
to furnish eaCh planet with living

A divine miracle was needed

~ts:

Nor do we conceive this hypothesis to be inconsistent with
what we know of the attributes and operations of the
Almighty, for all the movements and changes going on in our
terrestrial system and throughout the universe are the
effects of certain laws impressed upcn matter by the harrl
of the Creator, by the uniform operation of whiCh his wise
and beneficient designs are accomplished. If, then, it
forms a part of his designs that new suns and systems shall
be formed to diversify the spaces of immensity, and if he
has created huge masses of sUbtle luminous matter, and
enduro them with certain gravitating powers and rotatory
motions for this p.lrp::>se, his almighty agency, and infinite
wisdom may be as clearly and magnificently displayed in
this case as if a system of worlds, comrl~tely organised,
were to start into existence in a moment. 2
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Most interesting of all from the point of view of this study was
the str003 support the theory receiverl from David Brewster.

He had

briefly described .Herschel's classification of the nebulae as early
as 1811, in the chapters he contributErl to Ferguson's Astronomy:
Dr. Herschel considers the phenomena of milky nebulosity as
of two kinds, one of which arises from widely extended
regions of closely connectErl clustering stars, like those
which form the Milky Way; while the other is real, and
,POssibly at no great distance. The changes which the milky
nebulosity of Orion has undergone, both in shape and
lustre, seem to indicate that it is not composed of
stars. 127

In his review of Whewell's Bridgewater Treatise, Brewster dismissed
the section on the nebular hypothesis as one of the elements illfitted for a treatise on natural theology. 128
had Changed drastically

py

1838.

However, his position

The occasion for his enthusiastic

comments was a review of Comte's Cours de Philosophie Positive for
the Edinburgh Review.
Expressing regret that Comte had used the theory to undermine
the evidence of design, Brewster did not notice the error in the
French writer's reasoning which strippoo the natural theologian of
rather more of his clothes than was mathematically justifiable.

In

any case,

Brewster remained ccnfident that the design argument was

unharmed.

The hypothesis was "merely an ingenious speculation", but,

even assuming its truth, "the mind still turns itself to the first
great cause".

Brewster emphasised that such a system required a

Creator to give it the right amount of heat and rotatory impulse,
adjusting it to the precise velocity that would throw off planets
revolving in stable orbits.

Significantly too, in view of his later

perception of a close lirik between the nebular theory and the
development hypothesis, Brewster saw oo danger to natural theological
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arguments drawn from the phen:::>mena of life.

Even if the planets and

satellites had condensed gradually from a gaseous cloud, separate
acts of creative power would have been requirerl to provide them with
animal life.

Above all, he stressed that man had sprung directly

from the Divine hand to rule over "this fair empire".

Brewster

displayed almost unlimited confidence in the flexibility of.the
design argument.

Admitting that Laplace's thoory pushed the act of

world creation back to an earlier epoch, he made a further ccncession
which he must afterwards have re::JrettErl:
but even if science could go infinitely farther, and trace
all the forms of being to their germ in a single atom, arrl
all the varieties of nature to its developement [sic], the
human mind would still turn to its resting-po1nt, and
worship with deeper admiration before this miracle of
consolidatErl power. 129
Partly, Brewster's enthusiasm may have sprung from a desire to
make capital out of 'Whewell's alleged timidity in the face of such
cosmological theorising.

In his Bridgewater Treatise, Whewell had

left "to other persons and to future ages to decide upon the
scientific merits of the nebular hypothesis".

However, he had

defended it against charges of fostering atheism using similar
arguments to those later employed .by Brewster. 130 Unlike Whewell,
Brewster was positively enamourErl of the cosmic teloology q?enErl up
by the theory.

In a later article (1844), he referred to "a law of

progressive creation, in which revolvin:J matter is distribute1 into
suns and planets". 131

Combining it with a belief in the resisting

mErlium which would eventually

destr~

the system, Brewster found new

moral and theolo:Jical significance in astronomy.

To adapt Hutton's

phrase, the star systems displayed both the vestige of a beginning
and the prospect of an end.

Unfortunately, Brewster's synthesis was
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soon to fall

~rt.

Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation was published
anonymously in 1844. 132

It was the work of the Edinburgh publisher

and bookseller, Robert Chambers, a phrenologist and a member of
Combe's circle.

Anxious not to damage his business prospects and

public reputation, Chambers took care to keep his identity secret.
His work advanced a theory of species transmutation,

and some

historians, like Lovejoy, have hailed him as a direct forerunner of
Darwin. 133

Others have concentrated on the differences between

Vestiges and the Origin.

H<:rlge points out that Chambers believed in

separate lines of development, whereas Darwin's theory held that all
species shared a common ancestry. 134

Chambers' theory was,

in fact,

very similar to the earlier transmutatia1 ideas of Lamarck, oolding
progress to be a tendency inherent in living matter.

However,

Chambers mistakenly attributed to La.marck the belief that pressure
from the environment alone was the cause of species change. 135
Chambers was also able to present the Lamarckian hypothesis in the
light of recent evidence from a wide range of scientific disciplines
in which he had read voraciously,. if not deeply.
evidence was anecdotal and even downright absurd.

Some of the

For instance, in

arguing for the relative narrowness of the gap between man arrl other
animals,

Chambers credulously reported displays of non-human

intelligence,

notably a case of dogs alleged to have learned

dominoes. 1 36

However, Chambers drew on several subjects in which

orthcrlox scientists might feel vulnerable: astronomy, palaeontology,
embryology arrl morfholCXJY.
It may seem strange that astronomy should find a place in a work
dealing with the history of life.

However, Chambers' theory of
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development was suppose1 to be universal in its significance, indeed
equal in status to the law of gravitaticn.

To emphasise this p::>int,

the work began with a chapter on 'The Bodies of Space,
Arrangements and Formation'.
nebular hypothesis.

On

their

Essentially, this was an account of the

the one hand, the development of a sun and

planets from a rotating cloud of gas (or "fire mist") was a precursor
to the production of life forms,
On

the other,

increasing gradually in complexity.

the two processes were directly equivalent,

the

realisation of one grand principle:
The masses of space are formed by law; law makes them in
due time theatres of existence for plants and animals;
sensation, disp::>Sition, intellect, are arh in like manner
developed and sustained in action by law.
Chambers believed that the truth of the nebular hypothesis was
virtually proven.

Occasional difficulties such as the apparent

retrograde motion of the satellites of Uranus could be explained away
(in this case in terms of "a lx>uleversement of the primar¥'). 138
Clambers' development thoory held that life originated in some
"germinal vesicle" formed out of inorganic natter arrl that
.•. the simplest and most primitive type, under a law to
whiCllthat of like=prCrlllction 1s su1:x>rdinate, gave birth to
the type next above 1t, that this again produced the next
11Igh~and so on to thehi'g'FieSE, the stages of advance
be1ng 1n all cases very small - namely, from one species
only to another; so that the phJ~omenon has always been of
a simple and modest Character. 1
Two types of evidence were required to establish the truth of this
process.

The first was proof that there had been a gradual

development from simple to more complex s.pecies through time.
second was evidence for an underlying mechanism of change.

The

When he

turned to palaeontology for help with the former, the progression in
the appearance of the vertebrate classes presented Chambers with few
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difficulties,

since it was widely acknowledged by geologists.

However, the transmutation theory required there to be progress
within the classes as well.

As a result, he was obliged to diverge

sharply from advocates of discontinuous progression like Miller in
his ranking of creatures as 'high' or 'low'.

For instance, Chambers

suggested that many of the fossil fish found in the Old Red Sandstone
- Cephalaspis, Coccosteus, Pterichthys and Holoptychius - were a
connecting link between crustacea and true fish. 140

Miller, as we

have seen, considere::l them to be true fish of an advance:l type.
Chambers also drew evidence from morphology, pointing to the
existence of rudimentary organs, such as the feet of serpents.

He

claimed these vestigial forms were most ccnspicuous in animals which
linked different classes, though accepted that the gradation amongst
the families of the animal kingdom did not appear to exist "along one
line,

on which every form of animal life can be, as it were,

strung". 141

In arguing for the possibility of change, Chambers

relied also on

classificato~

schemes, particularly that of Macleay,

which exhibited the analogies and affinities between different
organisms.

The regularity of these schemes disproved the

'Lamarckian' doctrine of structural change borne out of the
organism's wants and the consequent exercise of its faculties:
Had such been the case, all would have been irregular, as
things arbitrary necessarily are. But, lo, the woole plan
of being is as symmetrical as the plft of a house, or the
laying out of an old-fashione:l garden" 2

As evidence for the plasticity of

~ies,

Vestiges note::l the extent

to which some species, such as bees, could be mcrli fied by the effects
of diet and environment.

Chambers added some weak evidence that

species change was still taking place "in some of the obscurer fields
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of creation, or under extraordinary casualties".l43

A report was

reproduced that oats sown at the usual time, pruned back during
summer arrl autumn, arrl left over the winter, yielderl a thin crcp of
rye at the errl of the follo.-1ing sumner.
To make transmutation plausible,

Chambers needed to pursue

further his search for an urrlerlying mechanism.

to his aid.

Here embryology came

He used Tiedemann's observations on the foetal progress

of the human brain,

showing the various stages to correspond to the

order of appearance of animal life on earth.

Thus, in the first

IOC>nth, the brain had the form of an invertebrate, corresponding with
the geological stage up to the Old Red Sandstone.

In the second

month, it had the form of a fish, corresponding with the first true
fish of the Carboniferous formation, and so on. 144

In a chapter on

the 'Early History of Mankind', Chambers elal::x:>rated on the theory by
suggesting that the non-caucasian races of man showed Characteristics
of the Caucasian embryo some time before birth. 145

Another approoch

to the problem of finding a satisfactory meChanism was Philosqphical
rather than scientific.

Chambers used the arguments of Babbage's

Ninth Bridgewater Treatise in an effort to reconcile uniformity of
cause with variety of effect.

A fixed law of development could thus

give rise to a diversity of species. 1 46
"

There is no evidence that in writing Vestiges Chambers
collaborated with other members of Combe's circle.

He wrote the 1::x::ck

in St. Andrews, away from his Edinburgh colleagues.

If Combe's

declaraticns in letters are to be believed, he was not a party to the
secret of the authorship, though he must have had his suspicions.
However, Chambers was unwilling to confide even in such a close
friend.

In 1847, he wrote to Combe in some amusement, probably at
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the activities of the Association for Opposing Prevalent Errors:
I have mentioned to one or two geological friends the
design of this precious society and they have had a great
laugh with me at the idea of coming for a buttress of
orthodoXy to Buckland. I believe there is nothing that
could be more serviceable to you and the author of the
Vesti~es ~1] than to be assailed by the fraternity in
quest1on. 1
Nichol was neither a collaborator nor a party to the secret,
although, like Combe, he was one of the people (other than Chambers)
m::>st often suspected of having written the bo::>k.

Indeed, in 1848, he

complained to Combe of the extent to which the unknown author of
Vestiges had lifted parts of Nichol's own works.l48

Combe wrote back

saying that Chambers had always denied being the author and asking
Nichol to refrain from offering him pr<X>f of Ola.rnbers' involvement:
I am often asked the question point blank, if he is the
author, & I see that the ackoowledgement of the b<X>k en his
part, or the proving of its authorship against him, might
be worked by his enemies to his serious disadvantage, & I
am, therefore, averse as his friend, to being placed in a
situation in which I might be forced to aid them in their
sinister designs. 149
Whatever the exact circumstances of its production, Vestiges
clearly owed much to Combe's sch<X>l.

It used phrenological language

to discuss the mental capacities of man arrl animals.

The presence of

some of the human mental faculties in animals suggested that mental
phenomena were essentially the same throughout Creation.

Observation

of people with congenitally imperfect or diseased brains and of the
behaviour of children strengthened the case for ccntinui ty.
even suggested that the intellectual faculties, such as

Cllarnbers

causali~

and

comparison, could be present in a rudimentary form amongst the lower
aniiiB.ls. 150
Vestiges also embcrlied much of Combe's natural theology.

If the

whole of nature were under the sway of invariant laws, there was an
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anomaly in the notion that the Creator had directly intervened not
once but several t1mes to populate the Earth (and indeed other
planets) with life:
Ibw can we suppose an immediate exertion of this creative
p::>wer at one time to prcxluce ZOJphytes, another time to add
a few marine mollusks, another to bring in one or two
conchifers, again to produce crustaceous fishes, again
perfect fishes, and oo on to the end? 'Ihis would sureLy be
to take a very mean view of the Creative Power - to, in
short, anthropomorphize it, or reduce it to some such
characte~ as that borne by the ordinary proceedings of
rrankind.l5l
Nor was human behaviour exempt from the rule of natural law, thanks
to the newly developing inquiries into social statistics.

Chambers,

following the example of Comte, drew attention to the regularities in
sudh occurrences as crimes of drunkenness and even failure to address
letters:
This statistical regularity in moral affairs fully
establishes their being under the presidency of law. Man
is now seen to be an enigma only as an individual; in the
mass he is a mathematical problem. It is hardly necessary
to say, much less to argue, that mental action, being
proved to be ~~ law, passes at once into the category of
natural things.
Like Combe,

Chambers grappled with the problem of evil.

Although he did not doubt the just.ice of a system of unvarying
natural law, he was less confident than Combe that such a system
invariably operate:l to the advantage of particular individua.ls, even
in a reformed society of the future:
It is clear, moreover, from the whole scope of the natural
laws, that the irrli vidual, as far as the present sphere of
being is concerned, is to the Author of Nature a
consideration of inferior moment. Everywhere we see the
arrangements for the species perfect; the individual is
left, as it were, to take his chance amidst the melee of
the various laws affecting him. If he be fourrl inferiorly
endowed, or ill befalls him, there was at least no
partiality against him. The system has the fairness of a
lott~, ~J~hich everyone has the like chance of drawing
the pr1ze.
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Nevertheless, Chambers emphasised that these qualifications were not
intended to instil a· spirit of resignation or fatalism.
that few evils were altogether unmixed;
compensating principle at work.

He remarked

there was often a

For instance, blind people acquired

an acute sense of touch, whilst persons born without hands might
develop an extraordinary facility for using their feet instead.
Cha.mbers' deism was alro evident in his frequent use of expressions
like the "Almighty

~viser",

the "Divine Author",

the "Great Father"

and the "Great Ruler of Nature". 154 Like Combe, he quoted orthodox
natural theologians in his support.

Buckland was invoke:l in favour

of the idea that 'development' was not atheistic:
If the properties adopted by the elements at the moment of
their creation, adapted them beforehand to the infinity of
complicated useful purposes, which they have already
answered, arrl may have still further to answer, under many
dispensations of the material world, such an aboriginal
constitution, so far from sqperseding an intelligent agent,
would only exalt our conceptions of the consummate skill
and fXJWer, that could comprehend such an infinity of future
u~es und~r f'f~'5re systems, in the original groundwork of
h1s creat1on.
Buckland's words had actually been ccncerned with the development of
physical nature but, interestingly, he did not remove them from
editions of his Bridgewater Treatise pUblished after Vestiges.
De Giustino notes that continental phrenologists produced a

number of evolutionary works.l 56

Although British phrenologists were

cautious in entering this territory,
had made preliminary sorties.

rome members of Combe's circle

The clearest anticipation of Chambers

was by the botanist, Hewett Cottrell Watson, in his reply to William
Scott's Harmony of Phrenology with Scripture.

Among the points in

Scott's bcx:>k challenged by Watscn was the asserticn that species were
fixed arrl incapable of improvement, and that therefore nature did not
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contain within itself "the elements of improvement".

Wats::>n st<JfPed

short of putting forward a fully-developed transmutation theory but
emphasised the

e~tent

to which species could be changed by the

breeding activities of man.

For instance, the domestic dog now

existed in a remarkable variety of forms, arrl it was not possible to
point to a wild animal from which it had descended.
that a

~ecies

Change might have occurred.

fragmentary nature of the fossil record,

This suggested

Watson also stressed the
and the remote ccnnection

which existed between a fossil and the original animal which had
given rise to it. 157
Although Nichol seems to have been less happy than other
Combeists about Vestiges, the links between his work and Vestiges
were not entirely of Chambers' own forging.

As Nichol himself

admitted in 1859, commenting on speculations at the time of the
book's first appearance that he was its author, "lectures of mine,
and frank, unrestrained conversation of mine, gave certain
justification to that conjecture". 158

In the Westminster Review

article, he referred to Sir John Herschel's claim that, even if every
single link in the chain of nebular types were known to exist, this
in itself would not establish the fact of a development through time.
Herschel had made an analcxy with the possibility of a chain of being
in biology, stressing that such a chain, even if continuous, would
not prove that one species could change into another.

Nichol felt

that the analogy was not.perfect because in the case of the nebulae
there was a koown tmderlying mechanism which could bring about the
changes.

However he added that, even in the case of living forms, a

transition process could not be ruled out:
The 'intranspossibility' [sic] of what are termed the
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'limits of species', is by no means settled; and it seems
that the oo_lders of the d03rnatic belief to this effect rest
their chief authority on the power to ridicule Iainarck, who
grasped at a .Philosophical conception before he knew of any
facts by which it could well be illustrated. Zoology is
too much in its infancy - too much a mere science of
classification on the groun::l of observed differences - to
permit of dogmatism on either side of this question; but
unqllestionably, when lamarck asserted, in the face of much
obloquy, that a 'transJ?Ossibility' arrl a pr03ression might
exist, hl ~as far nearer the truth than his no1sy
opponents. 5
It is less clear that the recurring biological metaphors in Views of
the Architecture of the Heavens actually implied his acceptance of

the transmutation theory, although with hindsight it was certainly
possible to read them in this way.

For instance, the following

passage may have suggested to Chambers the idea of a general
principle of development, embracing both inorganic and organic
nature:
within that looming mass, whatever be its final
destiny, there are doubtless wide and systematic
relationships, - each particle of its matter will be
arranged and adjusted to its neighbour; nay, who can tell,
who that has lOJked on those monuments of bygcne worlds the fossil relics whiCh mark the early progress of our own
planet - but, this amorphoos substance may bear within it,
laid up in its dark bosom - the germs, the elements of that
LIFE, which in coming ages will bud and blossom, and
effloresce, into manifolq and growing forms, until it
becomes fit harbourage and nourishment to every varying
degree of intelligence, and every shade of moral
sensibility and grea tness.l60
Vestiges incurred practically the united wrath of the scientific
elite.

Adam Sedgwick, Sir John Herschel, Charles Lyell and David

Brewster had nothing gocrl to say abut it.

Even T.H. Huxley, later to

be one of Darwin's keenest supporters, described his irritation at

what he calle::i "the prooigious ignorance arrl thoroughly unscientifc
habit of mind manifested by the writer". 161

Although Huxley was

mainly upset by its mistakes and general lack of scientific rigour
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many critics,

such as Sedgwick,

were deeply alarmed by its

implications for natural theology and for the status of man.

In a

lengthy catalogue of its errors in the Edinburgh Review,

the

Cambridge geol03ist fourrl it "not merely shallow and superficial, but
utterly

false

throughout

philosophy". 162
afterwards,

to all

the principles of

sound

He continued to attack the book for several YE?ars

the large sales of Vestiges no doubt proving an

additional irritant.
The Scottish Evangelicals were not slow to respond to its
poisonous doctrine.

Fleming considered it to be "the prcrlucticn of a

visionary, and ... full of the grossest materialism." 163

Brewster

fourrl it 'prophetic of infidel times, arrl irrlica ting the tmsoundness
of our general education". 164
author's identity.

Speculation abounded as to the

At various times,

a finger of suspicion pointed

to Lyell, 0\.-/en, Harriet Martineau, Sir Richard Vyvyan, M.P. and even
Prince Albert. 165
truth.

In Scotland, many critics came closer to the

J.D. Forbes confided to Whewell in 1846 that the author was

"now generally believed to be a denizen of Modern Athens". 1 6 6

In

1847, Macphail's Edinburgh Ecclesiastical Journal printed parts of
Chambers' Information for the People side by side with similar
passages from Vestiges,
conclusions. 167

leaving readers to draw their own

In 1848, suspici<n was great enough for Chambers to

feel obliged to withdraw as a candidate for Lord Provost of
Edinburgh. 168 Combe was also a prime suspect, either as author or
collaborator.

From 1860 (and possibly earlier) nntil at least 1877

the BritiSh Museum Catalogue listed him as author. 169
The Free Church scientists were quick to recognise the
provenance of the work, if not the author's exact identity.

"He is
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an avowed phrenologist", declared Brewster "and so we have no fear of
being foiled by his. dialectics." 170

Even more precisely, Miller

observed:
There is a school of infidelity, tolerably well known in
the capital of Scotland as by far the most superficial
which our country has yet seen, that measures mind with a
tape-line and the callipers, and, albeit not Christian,
laudably exemplifies, in a loudly expressed regard-for
science, the Christian grace of loving its enemy. Arrl the
'belief in a special Providence, who watches over arrl orders
all things, arrl without whose permissicn there falleth not
even a "sparrow to the ground", the apostles of this schCXJl
set wholly aside, substituting, instead, a belief in the
indiscriminating c:peration of natural laws; as if, with the
broad fact 'before them that even man can work out his will
merely by knowing and directing these laws, the Gcrl by whom
they were instituted should lack either the power or the
wisdom to make them the pliant ministers of his. It is, I
fear, to the distinctive tenet in the creed of th~s hapless
schCXJl that the author of the 'Vestiges" refers. 1 1
The afPea.rance of Vestiges helped to convince the Free Church of the
need for a chair of natural science at New College. 172
was appointed the following year,

Fleming, who

did not produce a detailed

refutation of Vestiges although his course included a review of
"opinions respecting Progressive Development, arrl the transmutaticn
of species." 173

In his introouctory lecture (1850) he condemned the

"crude generalizations
contained in Vestiges.
dangerous kind". 174

from

imperfect or misunderstood data"

They were likely to foster "errors of a very
He also atacked his former Wernerian ally,

Ib'bert Jameson, for the favourable recepticn he had given to Vestiges
arrl to its sequel, Explanations,

Journa1. 175

in the Edinburgh New

~ilosophical

Brewster first, and then Miller, produced detailed

replies to Cha.mbers' work.

Like other critics of Vestiges, Brewster

condemned its materialistic view of the brain and behaviour.

Like

other critics, he ridiculed Cha.mbers' acceptance of such discredited
discoveries as those of Crosse and Weekes, who believed that they had
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produced a kind of insect by the action of electricity.

The high

rank of the Old Red Sandstone fish, the advanced plant life of the
coal measures and the existence of representatives of the highest
order of reptiles in the Permian formation were among evidence from
palaeontology which Brewster marshalled against the theory.

Ibwever,

his greatest blow to Vestiges was his assault on the nebular
hypothesis.

Chambers had given the theory great prominence by

putting it in the first chapter.
Brewster.

The bait was too tempting for

He proclaimed that he would demolish not only the

transmutation theory but also the nebular hypothesis on which it
"rests its fourrlation."l76
Unfortunately for Chambers, the nebular theory encountered
difficulties the year Vestiges was published.

T'nanks to telescopes

superior to those of Herschel, the astronomer lDrd lbsse succeeded in
rerolving a number of nebulae previously thought to be irrero+vable.
His discoveries initially served to weaken the foundations of the
neoolar hypothesis without destroying them.

Rosse himself,

in his

paper of 1844, emphasised that it was "very unsafe .. to draw the
obvious inference that all ne'bulosity is but the glare of stars too
remote to be separated by the utmost power of our instruments". 17 7
Interestingly, many opponents of Vestiges sharej his reluctance to
abandcn faith in 'true nebulosity'.

In his Edinburgh Review article

(1845), Sedgwick drew attention to some of the problems which the
theory brought with it, such as its failure to explain the notion of
comets and the retrograde motion of the satellites of Uranus.

He

also pointed out that should all the nebulae be resolved into stars
"then all the corrli tions of equilibrium are changed, arrl there is, at
once, an end of the nebular hypothesis".

But he added: "we have
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better hopes for the coming fortunes of this splendid vision". 178
William Henry Smith,

also writing for a Scottish periodical,

declare:l:
The nebular hypothesis, though not yet entitled, as we
think, to be considered, other than an hypothesis, has
assumed a shape and consistency which forbids an entire
rejection of it, which enforces our respect, arrl which, at
all events, habituates the imagination to regard-our
planetary system as having probably been evolved, under the
will of Providence, by the long operation of the
establisherl laws of matter.
Indeed, Smith thought it was perhaps more derogatory to "our notions
of the Supreme" to speak of God "launching" the planets into space
than to adopt the nebular cosmogony.l 7 9
forw~

Although Chambers put

a similar natural theological argument against the origin of

species by individual acts of creation, Smith went on to attack the
hYfX:>thesis of species transmutation.
Even after the nebular theory had been seriously weakened by
Rosse's discoveries, many of its erstwhile supporters in Scotland
showed a hankering after it.

The Rev. George Gilfillan, a minister

of the United Presbyterian Church, but something of a theological
renegade, wrote that he relinquished the hypothesis "with a sigh".
Indeerl:
..• although that hypothesis is now commonly thought
exploded, it is only so far as the visible evidence is
concerned- as a probable and.beautiful explru~ation of
phenomena, the origin of which is lost in t~e darkness of
immeasurable antiquity, it retains its value. 80
As late as 1850, a writer in Macphail's Edinburgh Ecclesiastical

Journal thought it was "imfX)Ssible to explore the depths of space and
survey these strange forms, without feeling the convicti<n that there
is some development - that they are moving onwards to some higher
destiny." 181

Similarly, 'IhJmas Dick,

although in:lined to drcp the
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theory in the 1846 edition of the Christian Philosopher,l82 had by
1850 regained some of his earlier enthusiasm.

He remarked that

Rosse's discoveries only reduced the number of "those bodies which
are to be reckoned as pure nebulae, or chaotic matter".

Therefore

"we are not to imagine that, in consequence of these discoveries, the
nebular theory is completely overturned." 18 3 Since these writers
rejectoo species transmutation, it is clear that enthusiasm for the
nebular theory did not necessarily imply approval for Chambers' use
of it.
'Ihe respcnse of Free Church reviewers was different.

Brewster

noted that Laplace and Comte had adopted the nebular theory to
explain the origin of our own solar system rut stressed that this was
before Rosse's discoveries had disproved the existence of nebulous
IIE.tter:
But if these are M. Comte's views, upon the supposition
that the existence of nebulous matter different from stars
is fact, what will be his opinion of such speculations when
that fact is disproved, and thg very foundation of this
class of hypothesis taken away?l 4
In a further effort to give some appearance of continuity with his
earlier views, Brewster made a distinction between the theory of
Chambers arrl that of Laplace, claiming it was ooly Chambers' theory
he was attacking.

For instance,

Chambers did not explain the

rota tory moticn of the nebulous mass,

whereas Laplace had SUfPOSed

the Creator was required to set it rotating in the beginning.
is a

s~rising

This

distinction since Chambers referred this rotation to

"a well-krown law in physics". 185

Vestiges emphasised that laws of

nature had been ordained by the Creator.

By contrast, Laplace and

Comte were usually understood to have employed the neoolar hypothesis
as a means of dispensing with the need for a Creator. 186

Brewster
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also accused Chambers of failing to explain the cooling of the
gaseous bcrly.

Moreover, "in the crude sun-making urrler our review,

no contrivance exists for providing light and heat as the emanations
from the central mass".

<:nee again he exonerated Laplace, imputing

to him a remarkable measure of orthcrloxy.

According to Brewster, he

had adopted the Mosaic cosmogony arrl referred the origin of light to
Gcrl's creative fiat.

Brewster asked why, if heat necessarily resided

in the central mass, suns were the only luminous 1:x:rlies, why rot the
planets and satellites as well?

Although an arch-opponent of the

undulatory theory of light, he even asked how the nebular theory
accounted for the origin of the luminiferous etherl
One difficulty was heaped upon another: the motion of comets,
the motion of the solar system through space, and as a final blow,
Lord Rosse's resolution of distant nebulae.

Even before Rosse's

discoveries, Brewster claimed that the arguments for 'true
nebulosity' were slight:
Many nebulae are uniformly luminous, as if they were flat
discs: others have their light unequally distributed, while
vast numbers have the most irregular shapes, indicating no
appearance of rotation, and no appearance of a central
accumulation. Independently, therefore, of the discoveries
of Lord Rosse, there was every reason to believe, from
analogy as well as from observation, that nebulae are mere
collections of stars, deriving their general lustre, or the
lustre of their individual parts, from the brightness and
the number of the stars of which they are composed, and
often exhibiting the appearances of globes or discs, from
the inabi 1 i ty of our telescopes to detect their
ramifications and appendages.
~spite

his insistence that it was the theory advancErl by the author

of Vestiges that he was refuting, it is clear that his strictures
applioo equally to the nebular speculations of Laplace arrl Herschel.
As a final blow to a hypothesis "so improbable in its very nature,

and so gratuitous in all its assumptions", Brewster calculated the
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original density of the nebulous matter SUfPOSerl to have formerl the
solar system.

Since the matter must originally have filled a sphere

the radius of the orbit of Uranus (the remotest known planet of the
time) its density must have been "many millions of times rarer than
the rarest of our gaseous 1:x:rliesl" 187

Brewster believerl that such a

~ere could not revolve as a connected mass.

None of these arguments was appealed to before 1845, yet all
except Rosse's discoveries were available long before Vestiges was
published.

Interestingly, it can be shown that Vestiges, rather than

Rosse's discoveries themselves, brought about Brewster's dramatic
about-face.

The reason we can be fairly certain about this is that

Brewster wrote an article about these very discoveries in which he
continuoo to advocate the nebular theory.

The article was published

in the North British Review for November 1844, a month after Vestiges
was published, but Brewster's urrliminisherl enthusiasm for the nebular
theory suggests he was not yet aware of its pernicious misuse by
Chambers.
In the 1844 article, Brewster noted that I.Drd Ibsse had resolved
five nebulae in Sir John Herschel's. catalogue.

The discoveries had

destroyed "that symmetry of form in globular nebulae" upcn which the
hypothesis of gradual condensation was based. 188
remained unshaken.

Brewster's faith

He still believErl that the distant heavens could

yield information about the history of our own system:
Placed upon a globe already formed, and constituting part
of a system already complete, he can scarcely trace either
in the solid masses around him, or in the forms and
movements of the planets, any of those secorrlary causes by
which these l:x:rlies ha.ve been shaped and launched en their
journey. But in the distant heavens, where creatim seems
to be ever active, where vast distance gives us the vision
of huge magnitude, and where extended operations are
actually going on, we may study the cosmogony of our own
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system,· and mark, even during the brief span of human life,
the formation of a planet in t&e consolidation of the
neb.lloos mass which surrounds it.l 9
The next review

in which Brewster discussed the nebular

speculations was his review of Vestiges.
there was a dramatic change of view.

Here, as we have seen,

Hiding behirrl the anonymity of

the reviewer, Brewster did not acknowledge the change.

Instead,

Chambers was credited with more originality for his world-forming
theory than he really deserved, and the hypothesis was then loaded
with objections.

Conversely,

Brewster attributed to Laplace

theol03ical defences for his nebular thory which IOC>re properly had
belonged to Scottish Evangelical writers such as Chalmers and
Brewster himself.
In 1846, Brewster was to admit that he· had once advocated the
nebular theory, coofessing the reascn for his change of mirrl:
Captain Srni th, as most of us had previo..1sly dcne, till they
became the basis of mischievous speculation, has adopted
all the extravagant ideas about nebulous matter and its
condensation into stars; but while he styles the nebulae
"chaotic rudiments under active arrangement, advancing
towards organization and beauty", he neutralizes this
opinion by the ccnfession "that nature has yet to be caught
in the fact of condensing the phosphorescent or selfluminous matter diffused through certain regions of ~ce
into future systems, acco1_ding to the plausible
speculations of Sir W. Herschel. 9 0
other Free 01urch writers followed Brewster's example, although no
one else's opinions can be shown to have undergone such a dramatic
change.

However, Hugh Miller, as editor of the Witness must either

have written or at least given his blessing to the following item
which appeared in the newspaper as late as July 1845 in a review of
the fifth edition of Nichol's Architecture of the Heavens:
And hence it has been somewhat hastily inferred that all
the nebulae may, like these, be yet resolved into stars,
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and that thus the nebular theory may fall, from lack of ·
neb..llar ma~ter en which to give it footing, or out of which
to ccnstruct it. The inference is decidedly premature; arrl
we firrl the reasons that prove it to be so, admirably given
in a prefr~e attached by Dr. Nichol to this new edition of
his work. 1
The review made no mention of Vestiges and it seems reasonable to
assume that Miller was not yet aware of the theory's changed
significance.

The pa.ssage is in marked contrast to an undated (but

presumably later) letter that Miller wrote to the mineralogist,
Alexander PDse:
How, I marv,el, are the Astronomical Geologists to get on
without their nebula matter. It will be a tremendous
downfall if, like mere vulgar Christians, - people like you
& I, - they have to believe in Creation after all. It was
of cnurse High Science to hold that Worlds were formed out
of fire-mist; but it will be mere ~~logy to hold that
they have been created out of nothing.
John Fleming's early views on the nebular hypothesis are not
known.

However, after Vestiges he lumpe:l together the two theories:

nebular and transmutation.

Fleming wittily associated the "fire-

mist" of the nebular cosmogony with the "fog" of ignorance and
confusion which envelcpe:l gullible readers of Vestiges:
They aCknowledge their dependence on the premises which he
has advanced, but of the mixed character of the premises
themselves they have no distinct conception; ... s:::> that in
company with the author they become surrounded with a
nebulosity which all th~ resources of their science are
1ncapable of resolving. 9
Brewster continued to attack the nebular theory with all the zeal of
a convert recoiling in horror from past heresy.

Lord Rosse's

discovery of the spiral structure of some nebulae made Brewster fear
that the hypothesis could return to favour.

In 1854, he warned

readers of the North British Review:
IDrd RJsse, the actual discoverer of these spiral nebulae,
has never ventured an explanation of their origin. It is
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the idle arrl presumptuous spe::ulator only wT fust firrl a
secoooary cause for every ~nder in creation; 9
He also maintained that some nebulae might not be resolved even by
"telescopes of infinite perfecticn arrl infinite power",
the refractive effect of the earth's atmosphere. 19 5

because of

This neutralised

the value of unresolved nebulae as counter-evidence to the belief
that all nebulae were star-clusters.

To suCh an extent did Brewster

oonflate the nebular and development theories that he hailed Darwin's
thoory of evolution as the "more offensive offspring" of the nebular
theory, "the great parent heresy".l96
As I have already indicated, support for the nebular hypothesis
declined in the late 1840s under the impact of Rosse's discoveries.
Schweber has pointed out that Sir John Herschel's presidential
address to the British Associaticn meeting in Cambridge in June 1845
was influential in discrediting Comte's version of the theory.l97

It

also encouraged a mudh more critical examination of the evidence for
all such cosmogonical hypotheses.

Nevertheless, the Evangelicals,

especially Brewster, were exceptional for the speed at which they
travelled from advocacy to opposition.

As we have seen, certain

opponents of Vestiges abandoned the nebular hypothesis only with
reluctance.
hastily.

Some criticised Brewster's reason for dropping it so

Such critics were at pains to emphasise that they had given

up the theory because it had been losing observational support, and

not because of its forced marriage with the hypothesis of species
transmutation.

As Macphail's Edinburgh Ecclesiastical Journal

pointed out, Chambers had not been the first person to use the
nebular hypothesis in support of "gcrlless materialism".

Assigning to

the author of Vestiges a truer measure of originality, the

writer
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pointed out that Laplace had also used the theory in order to expel
God from His Creation.

The French philosopher had employed the

thoory of gravi taticn for the same purpose.
that too?

Would Brewster abandon

While admitting that the nebular theory had been losing

weight "on purely scientific grounds", the writer objected to the
view that it had become tainted by association with Vestiges.l98 It was not only in astronomy where Brewster expressed an
increased aversion to the operation of 'natural law'.

In a review

(1854) of Murchison's Siluria, he insisted that the geologist must
"deal tenderly with popular feeling by refraining from those wild
hypotheses in which the powers of omnipotence are limited to
secondary causes, and pericrls of almost infinite length demanded for

operations which from physical laws, of which we are ignorant, may be
more summarily cornpleted." 199

Even miracles could not be rulerl out:

Under the influence of electric agency, and chemical and
physical forces of higher activity, even secondary causes
may have opera tErl much more quickly than at present; oot as
creative power must have, at some period, acted by its
might fiat, and actually did, even in the opinion of
geologists themselves, b¥ ~~e direct creation of new life,
after all pre-existing life had been destroyed, why should
the same power be limited in its exercise, and myriads and
myri~EJ8 of years demandErl for the preparaticn of a horne for
man?
As we saw in chapter five,

some of Brewster's anxiety a.bo..lt the

length of the goological time scale sprang not from Vestiges but from
William Whewell's Essay on the plurality of worlds (1853).

!bwever,

it is wrong to put all of the blame on Whewell and none of it on
Chambers.

After Vestiges, other Evangelical writers showed an

increasing anxiety about containing the advance of 'natural law'.
Miller perhaps saw the issues more clearly than Brewster.

He

recognised that there was no "positive atheism" involved in the
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belief in the develcpment hypothesis:
Gcrl might as certainly have originated the species by a law
of develcpment, as he mainta1ns 1t by a law of development;

- the existence of a F1rst Great Cause is as perfectly
compatible with the one scheme as with the other: and it
may be necessary thus broadly to state the fact, not only
in justice to the Lamarckians, but also fairly to warn
their non-geological opponents, that in this contest the
old anti-atheistic arguments, whether founded on the
evidence of design or on the preli~inary doctrine of final
causes, cannot be brought to bear. 1
For Miller, the real Challenges posed by Vestiges were to the status
of man as an immortal and responsible being and to the Christian
scheme of redemption:
Dissociated from these beliefs, a belief in the existence
of God is of as little ethical valo~e as a belief in the
existence of the great sea-serpent.
Natural laws which reduced man to a mere animal were clearly
unacceptable but Miller, like Brewster, seems to have become

unea~

about submitting other parts of nature to the reign of invariant law.
Could one now be content with the voluntarist theology, which held
that the Creator was active whether he sustained or suspended the
laws of nature?

Miller seems to have had doubts.

Another way of

admitting Providence into the natural order was by treating laws of
nature as mere statistical regularities, whiCh could be overturned
without warning.

D..rring the 1849 coolera epidemic, the Witness used

this argum:nt to defend the efficacy of prayer:
What we term our fixed causes resemble at best but the
fixed revolutions and certain operations of a machine in
motion. We may calculate from observa tioo en the force of
these in a given direction, or their number in a given
time, while we are altogether ignorant of the pericrl when
the steam or the water may be ~8:fned off, and the whole
reduced to inaction and silenc~
Similarly, in geological history, Miller showed a greater willingness
to countenance cataclysms and instability.

It is interesting to note
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the change in his interpretation of the manner of death of some
fossi 1 fish in the lDwer Old Red Sarrlstone.

In the Old Red Sandstone

---------

(1841), he commentoo en one particular platform fourrl in Orkney arii
Cromarty where the remains "exhibit unequivocally the marks of
violent deaths", but added that the catastrophe must have taken place
"in a sea unusually still", from the fishes' remarkable state of
preservation.

Speculating en .J?Ossible causes, Miller suggested that

a sudden outbreak of disease, or possibly the action of lime from a
distant volcano might have led to their deaths. 204

The Sketch-l:xx:>k

of Popular Geology (1859) remarked that there were several such
platforms of sudden death, adducing them as evidence that
the sea in these early times was not less subject to
disastrous catastrqphe than the land, - that that order of
nature which we now term its fixed order, on whose
permanency our minds have been framed to calculate, was, if
I may venture the expression, enacted, but not enforced,
arrl ro the breaches of it were scarce more exceptional than
the observance, - that life, greatly more emplatically than
now, was the least certain of all things, - and that both
in sea and on the land the young and immature earth, like
an ine~erienced and careless nurse, ~~ ever and anon
overlaying and smothering its offspring. 0
By 1857, John Duns was advocating geological catastrophism of
the most extreme kind.

Major physical changes required divine

intervention:
We wish it were possible to destroy this distrust of the
simple aCknowledgement of the probable presence of miracle
in the different stages of the building up of the world,
· which obtains ro largely in our own day. It would keep us
from the unsafe tendency into which many the:::>logians have
recently fallen, of trying to commend the works arrl ways of
God, by robbing them as muc~ as possible of what is
miraculous. But truth suffers. 6
In Miller's case, the pUblication of Vestiges contributed to his
change in interpretation,

although the accumulaticn of evidence for

such violent death must also be taken into account.

Moreover,
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Miller's views of geological dynamics had matured during this pericrl.
In Footprints of the Creator (1849), written in reply to Vestiges,
there was a stronger emphasis on the progression in the earth's
physical history.

The fish or reptile would be fitting occupants of

"a partially conrolidated planet, tempested by frequent eartl"quakes".
Even their violent deaths would not be accompanied by great
suffering.

Higher forms of life, and especially man, would have been

wholly unsuited to such a precarious existence.

Their time came much

later:
That prolonged ages of these tempests did exist, and that
they gradually settled down, until the state of things
became at length comparatively fiafd and stable, few
geologists will be di~sed to deny.
In the Sketch-book of Popular Geology, Miller took issue with
both Lyell and Nichol for their assertion that igneous activity in
the earth's crust could be accounted for without resort to the notion
of central heat.

Nich::>l had suggeste::l tha.t the globe might be rolid

all the way through "and assuredly a distinct negative is given to a
wh:>le class of prevalent geological conceptions, on grounds vastly
more solid than any which appear to sustain them. "208

Lyell argued

that chemical processes involving the oxidation of metals could
produce sufficient amounts of heat to dispense with the need for the
earth's core to be in an incandescent state. 2 09

Miller believed tha.t

the oblate sfheroid form of the earth could not have been prcrluced if
the globe had been in a solid state.

He agreed "with Humboldt, and

with Hutton, with Play fair arrl with [Sir James] Hall, that this solid
earth was at one time, from the centre to the circumference, a mass
of molten matter." 210

In Fcx::>tprints, Miller remarked:

It is in the style and Character of the dwelling-place that
gradual improvement seems to have taken place, - rot 1n the
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functions or the rank of any class of its inhabitants:211
This might be taken

as a

sign that Vestiges had frightened Miller

away from his earlier adherence to the transcendental progressionism
of Agassiz.

However, while appearing to throw in his lot with the

physical progressionists, Miller did oot renounce the doctrines of
the transcendental school.

He reproduced the observation of-the

foetal progress of the human brain, aware that upon its truth "the
assertors of the development hypothesis have founded so much. 11
Miller shrewdly remarked:
We are ~rhaps tcx:> much in the habit of setting aside real
facts, when they have been first seized upon by the
infidel, and appropriated to the purposes of unbelief, as
if they had suffered contamination in his harrls.
Re-interpreted correctly, the

d~trine

of recapitulation revealed the

human brain to be "an epitome of geologic history ... a comperrlium of
all animated nature, and of kin to every creature that lives ... 21 2
Miller's progressiooist view of the history of life had been mcrlified
but not abandooed.

The fossil evidence no longer indicated that the

mollusc and the crustacean preceded the fish.

However, fish had

almost certainly preceded reptiles and birds, which in turn had
preceded ma.mmiferous quadrupe:ls.

Man had appearei last. 213

Clearly, care is required in assigning palaeontologists either
to a "physical" or to a "transcendental"

~chool.

view seems to have combined elements of both.

Miller's mature

The preparation of the

earth as a home for man and the successive appearance of vertebrate
classes were processes charged with theological significance.
Miller's age theory for the Mosaic days suggested that GOO was now
resting from his creative J...a1:>a.lrs: "the work of REDEMPI'ION may be the
work of his Sabbath day." 214

The final element in Miller's drama of
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theol03ical geology was the theory of degradation.

'!his can be seen

as an elaboration, in resfXX1se to Vestiges, of his earlier theory of
discontinuous

pro~ress.

Since he had always denied that there was

progress within classes, it was quite a Short step from here to the
view that there had been degradation within classes.
Miller's early work had been ccncemed with the fossil fish of
the Old Red Sandstone (or Devonian) system.

In Footprints of the

Creator he ranged more widely, though the book's subtitle, The
Asterolepis of Stromness, referred to a
Old Red Sandstone.
form of the

skeleto~

hi~1ly-developed

fish of the

Miller's degradation theory was based upon the
Degradation could occur as missing parts, suCh

as limbs, or as redundancy.

For example, the serpent lacked limbs

but overcompensated by "a vegetative repetition of vertebra and
ribs". 21 5

It could also take the form of displaced parts.

In all

symmetrical animals of the first three classes of vertebrata
(mammals, birds arrl urrlegraded reptiles), the limbs marked the three
great divisions of the vertebral column: the neck, the trunk and the
tail.

This structure was found in the fish of the Silurian system,

the positions of the double fins corresponding to the positions of
their homologues - the limbs - in symmetrical mammals, birds and
reptiles.

Only in the fish of the Old Red Sandstone did the

palaeontologist first encounter displacement of parts.

In nearly all

the ganoids of the period, the structure resembled that of a human
without a neck, the equivalent of the 'arms' being stuck on to the
back of the head.

There also appeared to be examples of Old Red fish

with missing limbs: hind in the case of pterichthys, fore in the case
of Coccosteus.
In the Cretaceous period, fish appeared with all four 'limbs'
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crowded into the place of the extinguished neck:

"And such, at the

is the prevalent type among fishes". 216

present day,

of fish in which the skeleton was asymmetrical,

The appearance

the creature being

half twisted round and laid on its side, as in the flounder, plaice
arrl turbot,

represented a further stage of deterioration.

also underwent changes.

The tail

The heterocercal or one-sided tail of-the

Silurian fish was homologous with the tails of the higher vertebrata.
The first appearance of displaced limbs in the Old Red period
corresponded with the beginning of a transition in the tail from the
heterocercal to the homocercal type.

This homocercal tail was

"without homologue in the higher animals."217
On the structure of the fish, Miller admitted that he was at
odds with Owen and other comparative anatomists, who regarded the
attachment of the scapular arch and the fore-limbs to the occipital
bone,

not as a displacement,

skeleton. 218

but as the normal state of the

In reply, Miller seemed to render the degradation

theory circular.

It was not

surprising that anatomists and

geologists should disagree, because they had different concerns.
While anatomists were concerned w.ith structure and symmetry,
geologists were ccncerned with time.

What the anatomist regarded as

primary arrl original, the geologist held to be secondary because of
its later appearance in time.
Miller saw in the degradation theory a metaphor for the future
destiny of Man.

The introduction of a higher class of vertebrates

corresponded to the elevation of the saved:

the appearance of

degraded races after the most noble forms of the class was the
counterpart of the damnation of the wicked.

It evidently gave Miller

especial satisfacticn to _p::>int out that "the footless serpent", long
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held by theologians to belong to "an order of hopelessly degraded
beings" had been a ·latecomer amongst the reptiles.
suggested a

radical departure from

The theory

the unblemished world of

eighteenth century natural theologians like Paley.

Miller ccnsigned

parts of creaticn to the corrliticn of "squalid savages arrl degraded

boschmen".

Although he emphasised that "a:ll animals be fitted by

nature for the life which their instincts teach them to pursue" he
considered that,

for example,

the poison-bag of snakes was "a

protective provision of a low character, exemplified Chiefly in the
invertebrate families". 219
As a kind of argument ad hominem in response to 01arnbers, Miller

commented that it would be as easy for "an ingenious theorist" to
invent a

theory of degradation as to produce

develcpment hypothesis.

ev~dence

for a

He was at pains to emphasise that he did not

believe degradation to be a natural process.
accidents were not generally transmitted to

Defects resulting from
off~ring.

In any case

they were insufficient to overcome "that infinitely stronger
antagonist law of reproduction and restoration which, by ever
gravitating towards the original type, preserves the integrity of
races". 220

Miller was thus careful to make sure that transmutaticn

did not slip in by the back door as a direct result of his efforts to
close the front.

Some of his fellow writers were less skilful in

guarding all the entrances.

A reviewer in the Free Church Magazine

referred to "successive stages of creative advancement at the commarrl
of Gcrl, and decay urrler the law of degradation".221
Even before Vestiges, Sedgwick was, like Miller, a determined
upholder of the discontinuous nature of the fossil record.

Indeed,

he was unhappy about the transcendental progressionism of Agassiz. 222
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Whilst Vestiges led him to reiterate and expand upon the evidence for
discontinuous progression, Sedgwick did not use Miller's theological
framework.

Mille:r's theology of degradation seems to have been a

response peculiar to the Scottish Evangelicals; other geologists
were,

nevertheless,

delighted with the power of Miller's invective

against Chambers.
lectures. 223

Buckland used Footprints in his Oxford

Murchiron praised the book for the "infinite service"

it would render "in scaring away that nightmare the Vestiges". 224
OWen thought Miller had done his work well,

finding Footprints "not

so hard and indigestible as it may prove to the 'Vestigians'." 225

In

the North British Review (1850) Brewster eagerly disseminated the
main elements of Miller's counter-blast to Vestiges, including the
degradation theory. 226

As with his

~lations about a plurality of

worlds, there was a strongly individualistic streak in Brewster's
discussions of progression and degradation.

In his review of

Vestiges, he offered an uncharacteristic measure of social pessimism
as proof of non-progression: "no such amelioration has shown itself
in our moral being." 227

However, he subsequently qualified this with

a theory of social progress which was essentially 'catastrophist'.
Progress in human society was won at the expense of great upheavals,
periods of fear,
history,
volcano,

similarly,

confusion and even bloodshed.

In geological

successive creations had been destroyed by "the

the earthquake,

and the flood" as the earth had been

"prepared for the residence of man, and the rich materials in its
oorom elaborated for his use, and thro,.m within his grasp. " 22 8
Brewster's suggestion that there had been pre-Mamite races of
men contradicted the view held by Miller, Buckland and other orthcrlox
scientists that man's history fell entirely within the Biblical
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chronol~.

Brewster thought that men might have existed in earlier

geological eJ?OChs

but not have left fossil remains. There might even

have been creations predating the azoic formations:
Another creation may lie beneath - more glorious creatures
may be entombed there. The mortal coils of beings more
lovely, more pure, more divine than man, may yet read to us
the unexpected lessen that we have not been ~~ first, arrl
may rot be the last of the intellectual race.
Brewster later used this notion as another means of combating
Whewell's argument against a plurality of worlds.

Instead of

shortening the geological time scale, one could increase the porticn
of it during which men,
existed. 230

or other intelligent creatures,

had

However, the theory also bore some resemblance to

Miller's biological version of the fall.

Brewster even endeavoured

to collect evidence for the belief, putting forward a paper to the
Aberdee.1·'1 (1859) meeting of the British Association on a nail that had
apparently been found in the Old Red Sandstone of Kingoodie, near
Dundee. 2 3l

After Vestiges,

Brewster also inclined towards the view

that pa.laeontologists had not yet penetrate:l to the beginning of the
history of non-human life.

In his review of Murchison's Siluria

(1854), he suggested that fossil fish might yet be discovered in the

lower Silurian, or even in an earlier formation. 2 32
Where Vestiges encountered criticism from Cbmbeists it was over
technical details rather than over its general principles.

Thus the

Scotsman, though not entirely convinced of the theory's scientific
cogency, considered the author to be
... no surly or discontented infidel, but one, be his views
right or wrong, who has the highest notions of the Deity,
who looks with hope upon the fortunes allotte~ for his
species, and would inprove them as far as he can. 3
In 1844, Combe confessed that he found defective the evidence
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assembled by Chambers for the claim that living forms had developed
out of unorganised matter.

He ackoowledged, oowever, that the work

possessed "all the sublimity of a grand poem,

and the sober

earnestness arrl perspicuity of a rigidly philosophical induction... 234
Despite his later denials, in letters to the Rev. C.J. Kennedy, that
he had ever subscribed to the development theory, 235 he menti0ned
Chambers' work sympathetically in later editions of the Consti tutioo
of Man.

Chambers had earlier defended Combe's work.

r~iprocated

Combe now

with a statement that Vestiges was innocent of charges

of tending to atheism. 2 36
NiChol was less favourably disposed to Vestiges.
to uphold the nebular hypothesis until 1846.

He continued

In that year, the

apparent resolution of the nebula in the Orion constellation, whiCh
he had previously accepted would be a kind of experimentum crucis,
made him abandon the theory.

Despite a rather bald letter to the

editor of the Soottish Guardian declaring that the nebular hypothesis
was "no longer tenable", it appears that he did not give up the more
limited version, which,
solar system. 2 37

following Laplace, applied only to our own

Indeed, he was still putting forward the Laplacian

theory as late as 1857. 238

Interestingly, after the overthrow of the

earlier hypothesis, Nichol adopted a quite different view of the
development of star systems.

He revived an early theory of William

Herschel's which maintained that the urrlerlying process was one of
clustering and oompression.

According to Nicool, this idea had been

oorrupted by HersChel's later theorising:
if his conceptions on this subject had not been much
modified by his hypothesis regarding the diffusion and
aspects of the nebulous fluid, he would have traced it
through many subsequent degrees, - even to the phenomenon
of a nebulous star, involving a closeness or crowding of
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central masses nowh1~~ else represented, and therefore
alrrost inconceivable.
The process was different, rut the language in which Nichol describErl
it was similar to ·that of his earlier accounts of the nebular thoory.
Organic metaphors abounded; decay, death and cyclical processes were
reconciled with the noticn of progress:
... those august and glorious forms are ever passing away it may be, as the blossom perishes, to give rise to their
special fruit - some manifestation more august ~~d
wonderful of the INFINITE, through the Erriblems of TIME? 2
Nichol's remarks on species transmutation were invariably rather
circumspect.

In 1846, a lecture to the Edinburgh Philosophical

Instituticn won the approval of the Free Church Magazine by warning
of the limits to cosmological speculation.

~

lecture repeated his

earlier warnings al:::xJut the fragmentary nature of the fossil record.
Neither existing creatures nor those of past goological epochs could
be expected to form a 'chain of being•.

While the development of

species incltrling even "their sensitive and intellectual functions ..
would eventually be seen to be the result of natural law, the author
of Vestiges had not proouced a satisfactory answer.

Indeed, Nicrol

did not expect that the law could eve.r be deduced from "mere historic
or speci fie arrangements".

He contrasted the rolid achievements of

astronomers with the speculations of transmutationists;

the former

dealt with established truths, which the latter had not yet attained.
Ibwever, Nichol expressed dissatisfaction with the "violent solution..
offered by "the hypothesis of successive and unconnected acts of
Almighty Power ... 241 •

His preface to the System of the World

similarly disclaimed support

f~

the

... unexpected prevalence, manifested in various forms of
the most strangely inaccurate and ccnflicting views as to
the connexion of larger inquiries regarding the Order of
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Nature, with points of the deepest interest to man, viz.
his conception of his own position and duties amid the
Universe, and, as a matter of course, his relation as well
as that of all t~i9gs, to the Providence of the
unchangeable Creator; 4
Once again there were warnings about the limits of existing
knowledge, especially of the fossil record, combined with hopes for
an eventual explanation of

s~ies

development in terms of law.

Nichol took away with one hand, he gave with the other.

What

"Surely it

is a very limited and feeble Theism", he declared, "which would debar
the effort of human reason to extend the sway of "Natural Laws". 243
Yet he also insisted that whatever cosmogony eventually emerged, it
would have nothing new to say about the nature and destiny of man.
Constantly emphasising the limits of existing koowledge, Nichol
was also anxious to set boundaries on the implications of future
theories.

His cautious approach seems to have drawn the stings of

potential critics.

He was an frierrlly terms with Chalmers.

In 1846,

he explained to the Free Church leader that as he had been
"instrumental in misleading a considerable number" of his countrymen
over the nebular theory, he had felt obliged spee1ily to announce its
overthrow. 244

Nichol's works attracted none of the vituperation

suffered by Vestiges arrl by Combe's writings.

In 1845, the Witness

carried a notice of a series of lectures by Nichol on the physical
constitution of the solar system, to be delivered at the request of
the Edinburgh Philosophical Asociation.

The list of other

individuals who had requested the lectures brought together some
strange bedfellows, including Miller, Chalmers, RObert Chambers and
Andrew Combe. 24 5

In 1846, the Free Church Magazine praised Nichol

for showing "a frankness ... rare in the history of science" in being
the first to declare that the nebular theory was untenable. 24 6

In
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1847, the Witness spoke warmly of the goc:rl done by his works amongst
"the reading classe's of this country", placing his name in the
distinguished company of Chalmers, Herschel, Mary Somerville and
Thomas Dick. 247

While Evangelicals accepted him as a devout

astronomer, Nichol showed no signs of abandoning his other role as
infidel phrenol03ist.

His continuing loyalty to Combe is indicated

in an address given to the Stirling School of Arts in 1849, in which
he praised "those men of our time [chiefly George arrl Andrew Combe],
who ... have brought within the comprehension of every cottager, how
beneficently the action of God's material ordinances might

c~rate

towards the happiness arrl elevation of our race. " 248
Chambers was undeterred

~

scientific criticism,

hostility or by disagreements amongst Combe's circle.

~

Evangelical

He responded

to technical criticisms of Vestiges with a volume of Explanations,
published in 1845, arrl by mcrlifications to Vestiges itself.

Q::Jilvie

discusses the changing fortunes of the nebular theory through
successive editions. 249

In the first four editions (between October

1844 and April 1845) he was firmly convinced of its truth but in the
fifth (1846) he admitted to some
·announcement.

in the wake of Nichol's

Some of his confidence returned in the ninth (1851)

and tenth (1853) editions,
s~rt

~oUbts

for the theory.

as a result of sufPOsed new mathematical

Des.pite his failure to attract plaudits from

the scientific community, Chambers must have been considerably
satisfied by success of a different kind.

Vestiges was a mid-

nineteenth century 'bestseller, reaching its eleventh edition in 1860.
The first ten editions accounted for about 25,000 copies, many of
them prcbably bought by readers who bad previously devarred Combe's
Constitution of

~

In Explanations, Chambers remarked that it was
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not surprising that men of science had condernnoo the bcx>k.

They were

preoccupied with their own specialisations and were prejudiced
against wide-ranging views: "it must be before another tribunal, that
this new philosophy is to be truly and righteously judgoo."250
Ironically, Chambers continued to enjoy friendly scientific
exchanges with some of these specialists, including a number of
Evangelical critics of Vestiges.

He was an active member of the

Royal Physical Society, the Edinburgh natural history society WhiCh,
from its revival in 1849, tCXJk over many functions from the moribund
Wernerian Society.

Other members includoo Miller and Fleming.

At

different times, each shared the presidency of the Society with
Chambers. 251

As early as 1839, Miller had noted in Chambers "a sad

want of fixed belief in those great truths through whose influence
alone the better part of our nature is enabled to assert its due
supremacy over the worse." 252
the events of 1844.

Their friendship nevertheless survivoo

Whether or not Miller and Fleming believed

Chambers to be the author of Vestiges is not known.

Infidels perhaps

appeared deadlier in anonynous print than in person.
The Evangelical scientists ca1Ile to the study of geology with
different backgrounds and perspectives, which help to account for
their different allegiances.

Fleming brought to it the Werner ian

emphasis on the importance of mineralOJY.
that this concern with the natural

histo~

Indeed, Porter suggests

of minerals was typical of

Scottish geology at the end of the eighteenth century. 2 5 3 Fleming
continued to acknowledge the immense superiority of the Wernerians
over the Huttonians in their knowledge of the natural history of
mineral species.

From his Wernerian period he retained throughout

his career an aversion to the Huttonian belief in the gradual
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elevatioo an:l depressicn of lam masses.
Cll

He ala:> insiste::i strCXlglY

the irrlependence Of mineralogy arD petrology from palaeootologyI

dissenting even from Werner•s view that the same ge::>logical formations always contained the same fossils.
As~iation
1~

In a paper to the British

meeting at Glasgow in 1855, he emphasisErl that pa.laeonto-

was really a part of phytolo:JY or zoolcxy.

Extinct animals.

am

plants should be studied as branches of these subjects, either systematically "as exhibiting many modifications of forms arrl structures,
but imperfectly displayed in the living races" or chronologically
•\Infolding to us the ccxrlition of life on the globe

... by the order

of formation and superp::>si tion of the 'beds in which their relics are
enclosed.n2S4

cautious about admitting that any kind of plan or

pattern was evident in the fossil record, Fleming also treated
sceptically the evidence for a gradually cooling earth.

He therefore

provided few hooks en which a transmutationist could hang a theory.
Miller was drawn to geology chiefly by a fascination with the
hisbo~

of life and the

his early writings.

int~retation

of the fossil recoDd dominated

His firm commitment to the notion of progress,

even discontinuous progress, seemed to render him, like Bucklam and
other members of the English school, vulnerable to the arguments of
Vestiges.

However, Miller was able to modify and develop the

theological framework of progressionisni in a way which answered
Chambers and delighted Evangelical Calvinists.

Miller's degradation

theory had in it something of the flavour, if not the let·ter, of
seventeenth century cosmologies such as Burnet •s Sacred Theory. 255
Brewster was an unreliable and occasionally opportunistic
cx:>mmentator en geology.

In astronomy, he was a consistent SUH?Orter

of the nebular hypothesis from 1838 until the publication of
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Vestiges.

Although this hypothesis did not originate with Combe's

school, its popularity in Scotland owed much to Nichol's efforts.
Nichol also hinted at the wider implications of the theory, which
Vestiges made quite explicit.

.

Chambers worked in secret,
friends like Combe.

Where Nichol had published openly,

without

t~

collal:x>raticn even of close

However, as many critics recognised, Vest_iges

was a direct descendant of the Constitution of Man, generalising its
theology of natural laws to a cosmic scale.
Vestiges made a greater impact than any of Combe's works upon
the ca1tent of Evangelical science.

Its most striking effect was the

hasty abandonment of the nebular hypothesis, particularly dramatic in
the case of Brewster.

New observational evidence helped this process

rut was insufficient ·en its own to bri03 about such a rapid change.
More generally, Vestiges encouraged the Evangelicals to re-examine
the balance between natural law and divine Providence.

Before

Vestiges they had felt that it was only necessary to hint
occasionally at the possibility of direct Providential intervention
in the inorganic realm.

Spectacular catastrophes such as the

explosion of a planet, whether or not the direct result of the
Creator's fiat, were felt to be sufficiently impressive to remind an
audience that divine Providence was manifested at all times.
not

e~ially

It was

important to distinguish the continuation of the laws

of nature from their suspension.

After Vestiges, Evangelical writers

like Brewster for the first time began to use 'natural law' itself in
a pejorative sense.

While this did not necessarily lead to a

significant change in scientific beliefs,

Vestiges definitely

heralded a change in the style of Evangelical science.

In geology

especially, there was an increased emphasis on cataclysmic events,
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sometimes coupled with a clear assertioo that these were miraculoos
occurrences.
It is also interesting to see what did not Change as a result of
Vestiges.

Although the Evangelicals quickly dropped the nebular

hypothesis,

other premises of Chambers• argument,

such as the

doctrine of a plurality of worlds, suffered hardly at all.

Brewster

failed even to recognise the intention behind Whewell's Essay an the
subject and mistook its anonymous author for a supporter of the
development theory.

Similarly, Miller Chose not to drop the idea of

foetal recapitulation from his writings, despite its use in Vestiges.
Interestingly, too, the Evangelicals attempted to salvage parts of
the cosmolo:Jical framework in which Chambers had embedded his theory.
Nichol's works, with their emphasis on progress in the realm of
physical nature, never attracted the anathemas pronounced on the
writings of Combe and 01ambers.
Partly,

this was the result of Nichol's own caution in

discussing the implicatioos of his theory.

Partly, too, it irrlicates

the continuing appeal of astronomy to Evangelical natural
theol03ians.

From Chalmers• Astronomical Discourses onwards, this

subject had proved popular with audiences.

Presumably it was also

perceived to be effective in instilling pious sentiments.
1840s,

In the mid

annoyed by Vestiges and genuinely believing that the nebular

theory had been overturned, Nichol rapidly re-formulated his theories
of astrc:nomical progress.

As a result, the Evangelicals were able to

turn their eyes back to the skies, without fear of finding there some
lingering traces of the noxious clouds produced by Vestiges.
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O"lapter Eight

REFLEX:riONS

This study select.Erl four Evangelical men of science for detailed
study, although their views have, where appropriate been

descri~

as

part of a broader canvas.

On issues such as the reconciliation of

science and Scripture,

the status· of natural theology, the

implications of the Constitution of Man and the dangers of Vestiges,
I have tried to discover the views of the Evangelical party (later
the Free Church).

To establish the collective view on an issue is

fraught with difficulties.

I have tried to do justice to diversity

of opinion where it clearly existed.
emerged gradually.

Ch some issues a consensus cnly

In his roles of city preacher, university teacher

and Evangelical leader, Chalmers was urrloubtedly a major influence on

his party's attitude to science and natural theology.

Miller, as

editor of the Witness, Fleming, in his New College chair of natural
science and Brewster, as contributor to the periodical press, must
have also helped to mould opinicn in the Free Church.
This study has shown that, even amongst the selected group,
differences of opinion existed on certain scientific questions,
including the interpretation of raised beaches a'ld the evidence for a
gradually cooling earth.

However, we have also noted the influences

which brought the four closer together.

In Church politics, they

were 'liDi ted by the non-intrusionist battles, by the Disrupticn itself
and by the persecution which Free Olurchmen suffered afterwards.

On

the scientific front, the threat posed by the 'infidel theories' of
the Combeists became apparent in the 1830s but was strikingly
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confirmed by Vestiges in 1844.

Against this external enemy, a united

at tack had to be launched.
Chalmers' natural theology emerges as an attempt to combine
Enlightenment science, with its emphasis on order, stability and
harmony, and Calvinist theology, which stressed the Fall, punishment
and the personal nature of Gcrl's dealings with man.

If we return to

the questions raised in chapter one about the importance of natural
theology, we could explain Chalmer's endeavours merely as the result
of a personal fascination with science.

Natural theology then

appears as a bridge from the scientific to the theological.

The

intellectual charms of science could be justified both to oneself arrl
to other Evangelicals by making it the handmaiden of religion.
However, there seems little doubt that, for the Evangelicals, the
bridge also functioned in the opposite direction.

The Evangelicals'

religious beliefs led them to approach nature with an expectation of
finding there abundant testimony to the character of its Creator.
Natural theology served as a means of confirming beliefs held prior
to the study of external nature.

Hooykaas is almost certainly right

in suggesting that Miller's religiqn was "essentially based upon
other grourrls than those afforded by the study of nature". 1

Natural

theology merely accumulated tangible evidence for what the
Evangelicals already knew from Scripture arrl by faith.
In seeking other reasons for the imJ?Ortance of science we leave
the consideraticn of internal psychological needs arrl beliefs, which
are inevitably difficult for the historian to discuss with
ccnfidence.

Instead, we can turn to social factors: the J?OSi ticn of

the Evangelical scientists in the scientific community and the role
of science in the struggles within the Church of Scotland.
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An im.POrtant factor driving the Evangelical scientists was the

desire to be seen as the upholders of Enlightenment ethics of
scientific freedom.
role of

~he

Brewster, in particular, relished rot only the

scientist, but also the role of the zealous defender of

free inquiry.

Indeed, the notion of martyrdom was a recurring theme

in his writings.

Such an ethic was a familiar strand in Enlightenment thought.
Brewster, Fleming and Chalmers no doUbt heard it advanced many times
during their education in Edinburgh.

However, its im.POrtance for the

Evangelicals is not explained merely as the result of a process of
passive absorption.

It was an ideological position regularly

reinforced in religious and political controversy.

Their initial

investment was perceived to pay good dividends.
At the beginning of the period, we saw how the Mooerates gave
the Evangelicals the opportunity to raise the cry of ecclesiastical
tyranny during the Leslie affair.

SUbsequently, accusations of

scientific timidity or even clerical repression were again made to
serve religious arrl political, as well as scientific errls.

Fleming

tore to pieces Buckland's diluvialisiD:, mainly o..1t of ccncem for the
integrity of science, though Scottish nationalism may have playerl a
part.

Brewster's criticisms of the Goological Society of L::ndoo were

parhaps largely motivated by nationalistic concerns.

His alignment ·

with <nmte against Whewell over the nebular hypothesis stemmed partly
from a desire to outdo the cautious Cambridge man in willingness to
entertain radical theories.
as political and scientific.

Here the motives were as muCh personal
ChurCh politics continued to exert an

influence on the Evangelical scientists' ideology.

They were eager

to demonstrate their party's superiority to the Moderates in
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scientific matters.

This was deemed

e~ially

important in gaining

favour for the non-intrusionists in liberal circles.

In 1841,

Brewster wrote proudly to Lord Brougham:
The Majority of the Church [the Evangelicals] are its
noblest pillars, both in Theology and secular learning.
They are the hardworking and self-devoted men who sacrifice
everything for the People's spiritual interests. They form
the party who have supported all the Schemes of
Be'1evolence, Educaticn a.rrl Liberty for whiCh your Lordship
has so long and so successfully struggled7 and if on
particular Q.lestions, affecting ecclesiastical rights they
have once or twice appeared to abandon liberal principles,
it was cnly to secure a larger measure of religious liberty
to their people.
The Minority of the Church, en the contrary, who, when the
dominant party, derived their respectability from the
literature and Science of a few of their body, can now
scarcely boast a ~me that is favourably known beyorrl their
Presbytery l::x::llnds.
Similarly, in a tirade against the Moderates' record of opposing
missions, Surrlay schex>ls and chapels of ease, Miller was at pains to
minimise the party's past links with science and literature:
The deep cloud of moral and spiritual death which for a
century brcx:rled over our country, withering every bosom of
hope a.rrl promise, had its uwer stmlit folds of p.rrple a.rrl
gold, to catch and charm the eye of the distant s~tator7
but to know it in its true character, it was necessary to
descend to where its lower volumes brooded over the
blighted surface, arrl there to acquaint one's-self with its
sulphurous stench its mildew-dispensing damps, its chills,
arrl its darkness. 3
The challenge of the Combeists did n::>t urrlermine this commitment to
free inquiry7 rather it increased the importance of disseminating
'correct' forms of natural theology.
'!he third function of natural theology identified in chapter one
- the defence of the social order - was also of considerable
importance to the Evangelicals.

Chalmers, like Malthus, found it

convenient to explain the cperatioo of the economic system in terms
of invariant laws, which might from time to time proouce unpleasant
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consequences, but operated for the general good.

Some of the uglier

"collocations" of Victorian capitalism were thus shown to be
unchangeable by human endeavour.

Brewster advocated scientific

education as a stabilising influence on the social fabric.

Miller

recommended scientific studies to working men as an antidote to
Olartism.
Did Chalmers' natural theology aChieve greater success than its
EngliSh counterpart in meeting the challenge of deists?

Gillispie

suggests that Sedgwick and other Broad ChurChmen were ill-equipped to
deal with Vestiges. 4

They themselves had gone too far in breaking

down the l.::>oundary between the material and the moral.
nor accept Gillispie's assessment,

Even if we do

it is interesting to consider how

Scottish natural theology fared by comparison.
Chalmers' synthesis urrloubtedly had weaknesses in that it relied
directly on geology for proof of the non-eternity of the world.
Chalmers also failed to explain exactly how his principles should be
applied to science that was in a state of flux.

Tcrlay's dispositions

might disappear in tomorrow's laws; admittedly, he, himself saw this
possibility and offered reassurances about primary laws operating in
new circumstances.

However, he did not fully resolve the ambiguity

of his position over natural laws.

Indeed, when he turned to the

scx:=ial and economic systems, his natural theology relied heavily on
the operation of inflexible laws.
Fleming, Brewster and Miller seem to have shared Chalmers' views
en the strengths and weaknesses of natural theology.

However, from a

general commitment to Chalmers' principles, it is not possible to
predict the stance any individual would take in a particular
scientific controversy.

Although it generated a uniform style of
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science, Evangelical natural theology did not necessarily generate
uniformity in scientific beliefs.

Brewster's later views on the

nebular hypothesis were perhaps more consistent with Chalmers'
principles than was his early support for the theory.
implied in the Bridgewater Treatise that,

O'lalmers had

though the nebular

hypothesis appeared to weaken some aspects of the design argument:, it
could be tolerated as a hypothesis.

This should. perhaps, have

warned Brewster away from using it in natural theology, p:rrticularly
when he himself had condemnerl those wh::> loaderl the design argument
with "the lumber of human wisdom." 5

Unfortunately, we do not know

Chalmers' opinic:n of Brewster's enthusiastic adoptic:n of the theory,
although Olalmers apparently approved of Nichol's work.
Whether or not Chalmers agreed with Brewster, it is clear that
Brewster beat a hasty retreat from the nebular hypothesis after
reading Vestiges.

The vehemence of his subsequent remarks about

natural law and fatalism suggest that he felt he had been 'caught
out' by Chambers' book.

Similarly,

Miller seems to have been

sufficiently alarmed by the advance of 'natural law' to have tried to
push it back beyorrl the frontiers

whi~

it occupied. before Vestiges.

There is a further complicating factor in assessing conformity
to or deviance from a particular form of natural theology.

Brooke

suggests that natural theology's importance in the nineteenth century
stemmed partly from its value in bringing together different
denominations of Christians. 6

The affirmation of the existence of

design in nature was the basis of a 'Broad Church', which set aside
differences of opinion over doctrine and form of worship.

This was

especially important at a time when the cred.ibiility of the Christian
faith was felt to be endangered by sectarian fragmentation.

It would
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also have had the terrlency to minimise differences of opinicn amofBst
natural theologians. themselves.

Such an irenic impulse helps to

explain the welcome Chalmers gave to Whewell's natural theology,
which differed in many respects from his own.

It accounts for the

approval, which, even more surprisingly, he bestowed on Babbage's
unofficial Bridgewater Treatise.

Brewster, a friend of Babbage,

similarly praise1 the Ninth Treatise for its "profourrl thought" arrl
its "elegance arrl beauty of compositicn". 7
A passage from the Presbyterian Review referring to the
Bridgewater Treatises, illustrates the Evangelicals' ability to
accept differences of opinicn within natural thoology, provided that
there was agreement abo.lt its general aims:
It was natural when the workmen proceeded to their several
tasks, without any mutual understanding, and no very
specific plan, that the uniformity of the architecture, and
the proportion of the parts should be somewhat marred that one should interfere with the province of another, or
still worse, pull down what an::>ther had built up - that on
this side there should be more of strength, and on that,
more of decoration. This was only to be expected in the
circumstances. But once that the work is finished and the
eye can judge of the tout ensemble, the prominent defects
will appear; nor can the band of coadjutors be better
employed, than in retouching the gcx:xlly fabric, that so may
it be a monument - worthy of the pious munificence that
projected, and the masterly skill that reared it- whose
stately beauty may be seen from afar, - upon the sides of
which thousands may yet trace, rot the mystic hieroglyphics
of an Egyptian pyramid, or the ignorant inscriptions of the
Athenian altar, but letters, which he who runs may read,
and he who reads may understand, exhibiting in bright
relief tge p:>wer, the wisdom and the gcxxlness of the great
Creator.
'!here were occasions when the irenic impulse was overbome by
other pressures.

Brewster's review of Whewell's Bridgewater Treatise

was an example.

Brewster's opposition to the wave theory of light

and to the scientific values of the Cambridge group, combined with
anger over his failure to win the natural philosophy Chair, prompted
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him to write an article which was hostile but also, in a sense,
remarkably honest.

It highlighted the ambiguities which natural

theologians had not properly faced.

For instance, there

was the

difficulty of deriving "a formula of gratitude", first from the
stability and then from the forthcoming dissolution of the solar
system.

Although Brewster himself was later able to make this

transition, his criticisms of Whewell give an embarrassingly clear
glimpse of natural theolo::JY's shaky intellectual fourrlations.
Measurements of the relative strength of the Evangelical
response to Vestiges in comparison with the 'English' refutations
must inevitably be subjective.

We can notice, in particular, the

admiration expressed by Murchison, Buckland and others for Miller's
Footprints of the Creator.

By contrast, some opponents of Vestiges

considered that Sedgwick's article for the Edinburgh Review was an
ineffective response. 9

Undoubtedly,

Brewster's savage criticisms of

the nebular theory and Miller's eloquent attack on the geology of
Vestiges had an impact oo Chambers, who devoted considerable space to
answering them in later editions of Vestiges.

While noting the

energy arrl power of the Evangelical's response to Vestiges, I would
not go all the way with the attempts of Hooykaas and Gillispie to
isolate Miller, in particular, from English natural theologians.
Though Miller's religion was based upon "other grounds than those
afforded by the study of nature", this is simply a statement about
the man's personal beliefs.

It certainly did not imply that he was

irrlifferent to the theological implications of particular theories
about the development of

~ies.

He was deeply concerned about the

effects of Vestiges and similar theories on the minds arrl beliefs of
others. 10

Hooykaas implies that had there beeh good scientific
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evidence for the transmutaticn theory, Miller would have "acquiesced
... read 1'l,r''
:x •11

It is perhaps fruitless to speculate on what would

have happened had Miller lived to see the publicatioo of the Origin
of Species.

However, all the evidence suggests that he would have

joined Brewster on the anti-Darwinian side.
I have discussed the dual function of Olalmers' natural theol03Y
in harmonising science with Calvinistic Christianity and in defending
the social order.

Let us now consider in more detail the purposes

fulfilled 'by the natual theology of O:>mbe.

We have already noterl the

value of invariant natural laws in taking from the clergy the ability
to seek change to the natural order through prayer.

The doctrine

also challenged the churches' ability to interpret epidemics and
disasters as the visitations of Providence.

Secondly, the O:>mbeists

used the natural laws in a spirit of radical empiricism,
mirrored claims for phrenology.
understand the human mind,

which

If phrenology enabled us to

the natural laws represented an easily-

attained vantage point from which to see into the divine mind.
Crristian theology was lumped with other discarded forms of '}m::)wledge
for being complicated, abstruse arrl esoteric.

Scientific inquiry oo

the other hand was represented as exoteric, clear and leading to firm
conclusions.
so.

Anyone could participate.

Indeed all had a right to

oo

In 1835, the Scotsman declared of the Edinburgh Philosophical

Associaticn:
It is a proud boast for Edinburgh, that there, for the
first time in the history of society, the commercial and
business classes, for whom the gates of Colleges have not
been wont to lift up their heads, have, in these brighter
days for mankind, 'risen', and demanded science for
themselves, ... asserted their right to 'know the Creator's
works that they may the better understand and apply his
Word', and without patronage, nay in the face of some
sneers and discouragements, achieved for themselves an easy
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path to the temple of scientific light.12
Shapin points out that, although the Combeists• cosmology
collapsed social hierarchies, Combe himself did not see them as
totally collapsed. 13
were,

Despite his insistence that all the faculties

in principle,

hierarchically,
intellect.

good,

he continued

to arrange

them

valuing most highly the moral sentiments- and

Similarly, while the natural laws represented an easy

route to divine truth, the route was not so easy that the untutored
might travel it alone.

There was an enormous number of laws, many of

them still undiscovered.

Moreover, individuals varied in their

abilities to arrive at truth.

Since some mental constitutions were

superior to others, it was only to the best minds that one should
turn in order to discover the correct moral laws.

CX>mbe remarke:l in

Moral Philosophy:
In my opinion, the decisions of those individuals who
possess the largest development of the moral and
intellectual organs, and the most favourable combination of
them in relation to each other and to the organs of the
animal propensities; who also possess the most active
temperaments, and who have cultivated all those gifts to
the highest advantage, will be entitled to the greatest
respect as authorities on morals and religion, whether
these be founded on interpretations of God's works, or on
interpretations of Scriptuae·
If this standard be
imperfect, I kn:Jw of no other. 1
Combeism not only undermined the role of the clergy.
the existence of a secular priesthood.

It justified

It was a form of scientism,

forerunner of other movements which have argued that social p:::>licy
should be determined by deference to the views of scientific
experts. 1 5 The eugenics movement of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries is an example. 16
~lie

Thirdly, the natural laws had a

function in relation to the social and political

of the Combeists.

a~irations

They desired a society free from aristocratic
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privilege, and governoo according to science arrl reason.

Whilst the

natural laws served individually as prescriptions for human
behaviour,
society.

collectively they provided a model for this future

The universe was republican in its ccnstitution.

Gcx:1 did

not dispense favours capriciously, like some monarch swayed this way
and that by the supplications of favoured subjects.
republic, all were equal before the law.
society,

In nature's

By contrast, in human

the law served the interests of a land-owning aristocracy.

William Hodgson underlined the point in a letter to someone who had
suggested that political economy provided objections to the divine
benevolence:
Your difficulty as to Economic Science seems to me wholly
to arise from your ccnfourrling the eternal arrl divine laws
with mere human legislation, which has everywhere thwarted
and does everwhere still t9wart, the natural conditions of
prosperity and happiness. 1
This study has described the conflict between Evangelicals and
Combeists in a variety of contexts.

The common factor is the

framework for their disagreements provided by science and natural
theology.

Over Revealed theology,

controversy.
arguments.

the Combeists preferroo to avoid

Neither side can be considered to have 'won' these

In the educational controversies, the Combeists failed to

achieve their aim of freeing elementary education entirely from
clerical influence.

On the other hand, the Disruption and other

sectarian fragmentation eventually reducoo the extent to
Church of Scotland controlled the parish schools.

whiet~

the

Free Churchmen

like Miller and Brewster latterly favoured inter-denominational
schex>ls.
Measurement of success in the other areas discussed in this
study is more difficult.

large numbers of people 'bought arrl read the
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works of Combe's schcx:>l, but the extent to which such readers shared
Combe's scepticism about orthodox Christianity is of course difficult
to establish.

The effects of the Constitution of Man and Vestiges

are no doubt buried deep in the statistics of Victorian church
attendance.

Although the data in the religious census of 1851 are

almost certainly inaccurate,

they ex_pose the idea of near universal

attendance as a modern myth.

Drummond and Bulloch report that a

survey of the city's churches in 1881 by the Glasgow United
Evangelistic Society revealed that the combined attendances of all
services amounted to about 16% of the population: "there seems no
real grourrl to SupfX)se that the facts of 1851 were very different. "18
While noting the high sales of the Cornbeists' works and their
possible effects in spreading, or giving intellectual foundation, to
infidelity,
bestsellers.

I should mention that Miller's books were also
The Old Red Sandstone, for instance, remained in print

into the twentieth century.
Andrew Combe died in 1847, Simpson in 1853, George Combe in
1858, Nichol in 1859, so that the Combeist school was virtually
extinguished by 1860.

Maclaren died in 1866.

Chambers survived

until 1871, but after his wife's death in 1863 became converted to

~iritualism. 19

After holding a variety of educational appointments,

Hodgson became professor of commercial and political economy and
mercantile law at Edinburgh University in 1871.
The faculty psychology continued to attract
into the twentieth century.

He died in 1880.

adherents in Britain

However, the decline in interest in the

sUbject had begun even before Combe's death.

Phrenology and the

natural laws provided the intellectual foundation for the efforts of
a number of social reformers woo surviverl into the secorrl half of the
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nineteenth century, such as William Ellis (d.l881).

Frequently,

however, these reformers showed more interest in achieving their
immerliate practical gools than in proselytising for a philosophical
system.

Combeism also helped to supply later secularist leaders,

like George Jacob Holyoake,
teachings of Orristianity.

with a rationale for rejecting the

Iblyooke,

who had on one occasion acterl

as assistant to Oombe at a phrenological lecture, recallerl that the
Cbnsti tution of Man, basing norali ty en natural law, was "welcomed
among students as the new Gospel of Practical Ethics." 20
Of the Evangelical scientists,
surviving.

Brewster was the longest

His robust defence of the independence of science and

Scripture lost some of its vigour in the 1860s.

His signature of the

Declaration provides evidence of his isolation from a wide section of
opinion in the scienti fie community.

However, this may have been

largely the result of his age and consequent failure to keep abreast
of the most recent scientific developments.

To assess more

accurately the fate of the ideas nurturerl by the Evangelical school,
we need to look at the influence of their successors such as James
McCosh (1811-94).

McCosh attended Chalmers' lectures in Edinburgh

and, during the 1830s, became concerned about Combe's ideas on
natural law.

His work, The Method of the Divine Government (1850)

---

developed and modified Chalmers' distinction between laws and
collocations. 21

In 1851 McCosh became professor of logic and

metaphysics at Queen's College, Belfast and in 1868 was elected
president of Princeton College, New Jersey.

De~ite

having attackerl

Vestiges, he eventually accepted the Darwin ian theory of evolution. 22
His ideas were muCh admire:::l by Miller. 23

Phillipscn suggests that

with the death of Chalmers and McCosh's departure for America,
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control of the Free Church pa.ssed to "the old-fashioned Evangelicals

and to nee-sCholastic professors of theology who had little time for
a faith rooted in the increasingly treacherous marshes of natural
theology." 24

A study of science and belief in Scotland from

Brewster's death in 1868 to the end of the century might reveal some
exceptions to this assessment.

The reception of the OrigiQ of

Species could provide a sui table focus for such a project, building
on the work of Moore. 25
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